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Pref ace

Practical experience as a cousultant has given me the feeling that the joint manage-

ment of working conditions, environment and quality mightoffer many opportunities

to organizations, and it also kindled my interest in research about this subject. In

this thesis I therefore explore the joint managemdnt of working conditions, environ-

ment and quality. This is a challenging new subject and I hope this book will help

my readers to understand a number of associated valuable concepts, principles and

strategies. I hope it may inspire them to use their own creativity and ingenuity in

order to determine their future course regarding the joint management of working

conditions, environment and quality.

Both as a researcher and a consultant I should like to know of any other experiences

with the topics developed in this book, and also about its practical application. So if
you have interesting results or want to discuss the findings of this book, you are

very welcome to contact me.

Only with the support of many people and several institutions was it possible to

complete this research. First of all, I like to thank Lia Karsten who encouraged me

to start this project and helped me to manage it.

When on occasion it was necessary to distance myself from my work in order to be

able to reevaluate it, my children Kasper, Jonna and Roemer Zwetsloot made me

realize that writing a thesis is just one important thing in life'

Two institutions played a vikl role in creating the oppornrnity to carry out this

research, namely the Dutch Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment (the research

described in Chapter 3, in search of synergy) and the European Foundation for the

Improvement of Living and Working Conditions (Chapter 5, the new materials). I
thank my employer, the Dutch Institute for the Working Environment, NIA for

giving me the oppornrnity to further explore these projects'

The organizations that participated in this research represent another category Of

indispensable help. I want especially to thank the key persons of the firms in

Chapter 3, Peter kmaire, Ad Vos, Jan Ruiter, Dirk Mink-Jan and Arjen van de

Werve, their help was very valuable and stimulating.

During this research I cooperated with many colleagues. Some parts of this research

have been carried out as a team. This is especially true of the research for Chapter 3

during which I cooperated very closely with Piet Sprengers from the Centre of
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Environmental rechnology (cE), and also for the research in chapter 5 which was a

joint project with Yorick Benjamin and Moham Edirisinghe from rhe Brunel
University of West [,ondon. In the cases .described and analysed in Chapter 4, I
cooperated with Gerard de Groot, Jos Klaver, Frank Nijman, Klaas Oosterom,
Andr6 Peer, Jo Simons and Remco Visser; each of them contributed to my under-
standing of these cases. .

Besides my supervisors whose advice was always to the point and valuable, and the

experts already mentioned above, a number of other people also contributed
substantially to the design, the processing or the interpretation of the results of parts

of this research (in alphabetical order): Elly Brouwer, Hugo den Hartog, Lia
Karsten, Henk van der Kooi, Henrik Litske, Wybo Masselink, Pascal Paoli, Rienk
Prins, Hein Sas, Corrie Vorseien, Gerard Voskuilen and Hans Van Weenen.

The secretarial assistance by Marianne Maigret and Yvonne Voswijk was very
valuable, as was the English editing by Robert Wilson, while the contribution of
Thdrdse van den Berg who was responsible for the final editing and lay-out was

greatly appreciated.

Gerard Zwetsloot

Dutch Institute for the Working Environment, NIA
P.O. Box 75665

1070 AR Amsterdam

The Netherlands

phone * 31 20 54 98 611

fax + 31 20 U 62 310

Amsterdam, 28 December 1993
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1 General lntroduction

"The nineties will be a period of slow economic growth or even stagnation.

Competitiveness will depend mainly on internal effectiveness and fficiency. OrganiZ'

ations that do not deal adequately with joint mnnagement systems for working

conditions, environment and qualiry will probably not be able to survive this

decade. " (Vos 1992)

This chapter serves as an introduction to the study. Its general relevance in the

context of industrial organization is explained, and so also the personal motivation of

the author (1.1). Then the central scientific question is elaborated in full detail (1.2).

Finally the complex structure of this book is elucidated, and advice in this respect is

given to the readers. A brief summary of the contents of each chapter brings this

introduction to a close (1.3).

1.1 Reasons and relevance

Industry has a tradition of paying attention to working conditions and product

quality, and to a lesser degree to environmental protection, but this certainly does

not mean that the management of working conditions, environment and quality is

optimal. Although some problems have been solved completely, new problems have

often materialized or are still continuing to arise. New approaches wgre developed

when industry had to face new problems. Usually this led to improvements but did

not prevent the appearance of new problems. Recently the need to pay much closer

attention to these matters as a structural and integral part of a company's perform-

ance and therefore as primarily managements' responsibility, has become more and

more widespread. This is true for each of the three areas both separately and in

combination.

The need to improve working conditions

It is now widely accepted that firms have to do more than just control safefy and

health risks connected with their production activities. The reduction of absence due

to sickness and disablement are major items on the agenda in the Netherlands in the

nineties, and will be stimulated by additional regulations. To achieve these new

goals will to a large degree depend on managements' efforts to improve working

conditions and their willingness and ability to reorganize work (the responsibility of

management) so that jobs are compatible with individual workers.
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Some industrial sectors have serious problems filling vacancies. In l99l 47% ot
Dutch vacancies could not be filled (DGA 1991: 39). A considerable portion were
for dull or heavy jobs (DGA 1991: l1), where poor working conditions have

adverse economic consequences, causing social problems such as illegal labour and

the paradoxical situation of unemployed people that refuse jobs.

Demographic developments (less newcomers on the labour market) make it crystal
clear that in the long run firms will have to make themselves increasingly attractive

on the labour market in order to remain able to employ enough qualified staff. It
will also be important to provide good working conditions in order to retain the

experienced, skilled and qualified workers already employed in the firm.
The above-mentioned tendencies are being reinforced by new legislation (both at the

European level and in the Netherlands). The degree of legal liability for occupational

hazards is increasing, and this implies an increasing economic interest in prevention.

In the important chemical sector with its major hazards, firms increasingly demand a ..

demonstrably well-developed management of working conditions, especially

concerning safety, from all their units as well as from all of their subcontractors
(EBB 1992).

The management of working conditions, however, not only brings problems and

obligations, but also several opportunities. The good management of working
conditions implies advantages, such as lower sickness absence with its associated

cost, offers better opportunities for personal development, and for firms with clients

demanding well-developed management in this area, tlere is a clear marketing

interest.

The need to improve environmental performance

It is now widely accepted that a number of environmental problems that were

underestimated, or even unknown for a long time, are indeed very serious. In the

longer run they threaten public health and living conditions - including the economic

potential - of future generations, not only locally but also on a global scale. Besides

these anthropocentric factors, the intrinsic value of other species and ecosystems

@iodiversity) is increasingly recognized.

Industry as a whole contributes substantially to the present burden of pollution on

the environment (among tlte other actors are mining companies, consumers,

agriculture and also govemment institutions). Over the coming decades rather drastic

changes in production, products and consumption will be necessary to achieve a

society that is environmentally sustainable. The growing environmental awareness of
the general public (and so of the consumers) will increasingly be a stimulus to firms

that manufacture end-products. Government regulations (both on the European and

the national level) are becoming stricter, the cost of soil sanitization is sky-high, and

the posts of waste treatment and legal liability are sharply increasing.
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These tendencies are reflected in government policies towards industry. Local

authorities are likely to prescribe the improvement of environmental performances in

their licences in the near future. The Dutch environmental policy aims at the

functioning of 10,000 - 12,000 complete environmental management systems by

1995 (see subsection 2.3.1 for more details), as well as 250,000 partial systems for

smaller firms that impose a relatively lighter burden on the environment (VROM

1989), although it is now clear that these objectives will not be realized (KPMG/M
1993). As a consequence, industry has to improve its environmental performance

anyway. The growing need for environmental management also offers new opportun-

ities. The increasing number of environmentally conscious consumers and firms

form a rapidly increasing market for environmentally benign products; a good

prospect for decisive firms. This cannot, however, be viewed separately from the

environmental performance of the production process: the production of environ-

mentally benign products is only credible in clean factories.

Many managers already realLe that the best thing they can do is to start improving

their environmental management now. In this way they can choose the right

moments for investment or for organizational change, and are able to improve their

competitiveness by assuming a leading role in producing environmentally benign

products. If they wait, the cost of the environmental burden will increase sharply,

and they will lose ground in the new green markets; problems with government

bodies and other official organizations are then also likely.

The need to improve quality

During the decades following World War II most industries had no special problems

selling their products as long as the price was low. Defects in products were

regarded as normal and, if necessary, defective parts were replaced by others.

However, consumer organizations became more and more powerful, and consumers

became increasingly interested in getting value for money. This generated a tendency

for consumers to change their buying habits and increase their requirements. Today

defective products and services are no longer accepted as normal but are regarded as

a nuisance. Japanese industry has realized far-reaching improvements in quality

control and is an increasingly important competitor for Western industries in many

sectors. Japanese industry has proved that quality management can be used as the

key to improve industrial competitiveness. It is now widely recognized that good

quality. control impfies less rework and less waste, and improves the efficiency of
organizations. The realization of the European Common Market is another major

stimulus to promoting quality as a competitive factor.

Many managers are now aware that structural quality management is a precondition

for a healthy company; for the workers quality management can be an important

means of securing their employment in the long term. Rapid structural improvement

15



of quality management may become a precondition for the existence of Western

industry.

Joint optimal management of working conditions, environment and quality
From the above-summarized trends it will be clear that industry has an increasing
interest in the improvement of the management of working conditions, environment

and quality: there is an opportunity to increase the competitiveness of firms, while a

poor performance in each of these fields is a serious threat to continuity due to
rising internal and external costs (such as those incurred by liabilities, contracting
personnel, waste treatment or reworD.

This necessary improvement has become even more important due to the economic

recession. A stable or slow growth economy is expected over the coming years, and

both the reduction of internal costs and the increase of the share in the new markets
(environmentally benign, high quality, safe) will be dominant competitive factors.

That is why to day no leading industry can afford to say "over the coming three

years we will start to structure our management in one of these areas and w€ will
then tackle the others". Instead all three aspects will have to be optimally managed

from now on.

This raises the challenging questions: How will this be realized ? How can we

continue to improve ? What technical and social innovations do we need? Should we

integrate the three management aspects or not ? And if so: What is the best strategy

to adopt ?

At the start of this research in 1990 these questions were brand new, and pr4ctically

no generally accepted answers were known. Most companies tried to solve these

problems on their own and developed their own solutions. Such a situation was not

effective and implied high costs for both the firms involved and for society.

In this study the joint management of working conditions, environment and quality

will be explored in a systematic way.

My personal motivation
A number of interesting consultancy projects - some of them described in Chapter

4 - made me aware that the solution of problems that were initially defined as, for
instance, safety problems, could often simultaneously be applied to solve, or
partially solve, environmental or quality problems.

This generated a structural interest in the potential for the joint management of
working conditions, environment and qualiry. However, a number of positive

reactions to some of my publications (Zwetsloot 1989 a,b, Zwetsloot & Klaver

1989) were the decisive stimulus for embarking on more systematic research. I have

tried to use my expertise in management, organizational change, consultancy,
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learning processes and the control of hazardous substances and materials in this

study. For me it was a challenge to integrate all these various strands of experience

and the work also involved many personal learning processes in the course of its

realization.

1.2 The central scientific question

The central scientific question of this thesis is:

How can the management ol working conditions, environment and quality be

jointly optimized?

This question will be approached from three different directions and based on

various cases. In Chapter 3 the focus is on the consequences of jointly optimizing

the three areas and so on the interactions between their various management

activities. Most attention is paid to the opportunities for positive interactions

(synergy). This chapter is grounded on a static assessment of the experiences in five
firms that are regarded as front runners in the joint management of working

conditions, environment and quality. The question asked in this chapter is:

What experiences can be assessed with the jointt management of working conditions,

environment and quality ?

Optimizing the joint management, of course, presupposes the optimization of each

area. however, up till now, ideas about the optimization of the three management

areas have not reflected this, and the common language that is required for their
joint optimization has not yet been developed. An interesting possibility, that is
consistent with the approach to the assessment of lessons learned, is to regard the

management of the three areas as the outcome of the organizational learning

processes. This is the starting point for Chapter 4.

Thus the total management activity .is analysed in terms of managing organizational

learning processes (ie. learning to learn) and increasing organizational learning

capabilities. The cases are quite different from those of the former chapter because

here it is important to analyse the learning processes in their time perspective. The

question asked is:

How can organizational learning processes contribute to the improvement of the joint
management of working conditions, environment and quality?

In Chapter 3 it was also shown that the management activities in the three areas of
concern, are to a large degree responses to external developments. In Chapter 5 one

such external development is therefore taken as the starting point, ie. technological
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developments in the field of new materials that will have great consequences for all

three areas. The description of these developments is based on desk research and

some meetings of experts. Next, the possibilities for a management response are

analysed in terms of learning processes and also oppormnities for synergy. The

question studied is:

How can organizations learn to respond adequate$ to new trends in the development

and use of advanced mateials that might become important for the joint mannge-

ment of working conditions, environment and quality?

Chapter 6 gives an overview of the answers and these are put in a broader perspec-

tive.

1 .3 The structure of this book

This book consists of two introductory chapters, two empirical chapters, one chapter

presenting desk reqearch and, finally, a concluding chapter.

The organization of the chapters is rather complex, as complementary approaches

and different cases are used in the main chapters. The book can be read in several

ways. This is due to the fact that the respective experiences of the firms in Chapters

3 and 4 are presented twice in very different forms. In both chapters systematic

descriptions of the cases are presented before this complexity is approached

analytically. Although not based on empirical data, Chapter 5 has a similar double

structure of first description and then analysis.

For those readers who wish to grasp the whole (and especially the relationships

between the three areas in everyday practice), it may be advisable after the concept-

ual introduction in Chapter 2 to continue with the introductory and descriptive

section (subsections'3.1 &3.2,4.1 & 4.2 and 5.1 & 5.2 respectively).. They can

then, if interested, read the analytical sections afterwards.

For readers who are concerned with the details, or who are looking for success

factors that can help them in concrete situations, the analytical sections are,

however, most interesting. They are advised to read the whole book.

There now follows an overview of the structure and the contents of each chapter of

the rest of this book.

Chapter 2. Central Concepts & Models

This chapter describes the central concepts and models necessary to tackle the

optimiz2llsn of working conditions, environment and quality. The system approach

to management and organizations is introduced.

It is important at the outset to have a clear understanding of the three basic concepts

18



involved: working conditions, environment and quality, and how they relate or
interfere with one another. For each concept, several items are regarded as vital;

Table l.l Essential items of the three aspects

working conditions environment quality

safety, health, well-being
at work,
sickness absence

emissions & wastes,
chain control, energy,
environmental impact of
products

quality of products and
services,
customer orientation and
delivery

It is shown that the three concepts are related; consequently their management is not

independent. Nevertheless, the way in which these aspects are individually managed

and measures are realized strongly influences their interactions: and offers both

opportunities and threats.

The management of all these aspects takes place in organizations. Organizations are

regarded as open socio+echnical systems, and are consequently described by six

dynamic aspects of the organization: objectives, strategy, structure, technology,

culture and people (the kiden Octahedron Model).

The management of working conditions, environment and quality has been similarly
approached. Originally stemming from safety and quality management approaches,

the concept of the management system is becoming increasingly popular as a tool to
analyse and improve management in each of these areas.

Optimization of joint management means striving for good results (effectiveness) and

productivity (effectiveness at reasonable cost); it implies that suboptimizatipn (the

pursuit of local or partial goals) is avoided. It goes without saying that the

optimization of the joint aspects requires the structural management of each aspect.

The key to this optimization seems to be a positive mutual interaction, leading to

wir/win situations. In this snrdy such interactions are called synergy, while negative

mutual interactions are called competitive; other influences can be synergy stimulat-

ing or impeding.

Chapter i. In Search of Synergy

The empirical Chapter 3 explores the lessons learned from the joint management of
working conditions, environment and quality. It elaborates on a project undertaken

in 1991 under the auspices of the Dutch Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment.

Important issues raised are: What are the oppornrnities for mutually positive

interactions (synergy)? Are they important? What factors influence the use of these

opportunities? In what circumstances does competition occur and is it possible to
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avoid it?

Operationalization
There are five objects (the organization, the management of working conditions,

environment and quality and the organizational environment) which are subject to

mutual interactions or influences which were regarded as potentially relevant for a

systematic analysis of the available experiences. Four of them (the organization and

the management of the three aspects) are described using the triden Octahedron

Model. For the organizational environment a model was used that was developed by

Boonstra (1989); this is based on the earlier work of Emery & Trist (1965) and

Mintzberg (1983); in this model the organizational environment has two dimensions:

the contextual and the transactional.

Collection and structuring of data

The experiences of five front-runner firms regarding the joint management of
working conditions, environment and quality were scrutinized. In each firm explicit

management attention had already been given to the combination of two or three

aspects. After an introductory meeting, quite a few interviews were held during a

short period with top managers, higher and middle managers, workers and staff

experts in each firm. A short period of observation and a study of internal docu-

ments also contributed to the collection of data.

To obtain a similar description of each management system as a basis for the

analyses of their interactions, they had to be described in a similar way. The usual

definitions of the management systems emphasise their specific characteristics but

not their common features. The lriden Octahedron Model was chosen to describe

these features because each management aspect ought to be integrated into the total

organization. In this way the data were structured in a series of systematic descrip-

tions per firm. Specific attention was given to the interactions between the five

central objects (the organization, the three types of management and the organiz-

ational environment). These descriptions are the bases for the analyses.

Analysis and results

For the analysis of the /essons leamed it was necessary to have a model to categor-

ize them. From secondary knowledge (Swieringa & Wierdsma 1990) of a model

developed by Kolb (1984), it was realized that the lessons learned can in principle

encompass four dimensions: improved doing, reflective observation, conceptualizing

and decision-making. For practical reasons this was, however, regarded as too

complex, and in the analysis these four dimensions have been condensed to two: a

concrete level (doing and reflective observations) and a more abstract level

(conceptualizations and decision-making).
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It was regarded as important to understand the dynamics of each management aspect

before drawing conclusions about their interactions. This has resulted in a descrip-

tion of these developments and an analysis of the relevant stimuli. It is shown that

each of the management areas is developing rather quickly, and that external stimuli

are very important, especially for environmental and quality management. It is also

shown which perceptions of these stimuli on the abstract level are important for
these developments.

It is established that there are many oppornrnities for synergy, and even these front-

runner firms did not use them systematically. The synergy concept is given substan-

tial empirical "body". Three forms of synergy can be distinguished: Common aspect

synergy, Management system synergy and, Organizational synergy.

The importance of common aspects became very clear. Concepts and theories

regarding these common aspects are potentially linking (or even unifying) concepts,

but they have barely been developed. There are two strategies for management

system synergy based on the exchange of lessons learned: by using similarities or by

integration. These strategies are chosen ratler per instrument than per management

system. A set of factors that influences the choice between these strategies is

identified.

Organizational synergy is shown to be of strategic importance, and concerns mainly

the interaction between characteristics of the organization that are important both to

the continuity of that organization and the effgctiveness and productivity of the three

management aspects.

In addition to these forms of synergy, two forms of competition can be distin-

guished.

Each type of interaction is systematically described and analysed at the concrete and

abstract level. For common aspect synergy and management system synergy,

stimulating and impeding factors are also identified. The exchange of lessons learned

constitutes an important part of the strategies for the creation and use of opportun-

ities for synergy.

Front-runner firms often perceive problems as opportunities, and this is regarded as

the most productive attitude. Synergy is therefore regarded as much more interesting

than competition.

A special category of lessons learned concerns the implementation of management

systems. These processes can be regarded as organizational learning processes. From

this point of view, the organizations were actually learning to jointly manage these

aspects more effectively and productively. This learning process underlies the

development of all management aspects, both singly and in combination, In one firm
(Paint) this was explicitly regarded as an organizational learning process, and the
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concept of the learning organization was used to improve the management of these

learning processes. The organizational culture is shown to be very important for the

learning processes.

Reflections

In Chapter 3 it turned out that in organizations the mutual exchange of lessons

learned often forms the key to the creation and use of synergy. This means thatthe
manogement of learning processes in the organization can be regarded as the key to
synergy. Finally it became clear, especially in the case of Paint, tlrut the implemen-

tation of management systems can be regarded as a special type of organizational

learning process.

So organizational learning could provide the answer to the central question about

optimum joint management. That is why a concise conceptual elaboration is given in
the last section of Chapter 3. The next chapters (4&5) elaborate on this

conceptualization.

Chapter 4. The m.anagement of organizational learning processes

The relevance of the organizational learning processes was pointed out in Chapter 3,

but these processes themselves are more or less "black boxes" and tleir management

remains imperceptible

In this chapter an attempt is made to open these black boxes and to clarify the

process of their management.

The fivercases analysed in Chapter 4, relate to the period 1986 - 1991, mainly

before this research project began2. They concern successful interventions with
explicit attention to learning processes from the start. The interventions were initially
defined as in-company courses that primarily aimed at individual learning processes

in the respective target groups. In two of the cases, collective3 learning processes

were defined as s'econdary aims. Organizations can only learn through individuals,

so the relationships between individual and organizational learning processes are

important in this chapter. The aims of the learning processbs were initially and

primarily the improvement of the management of safety, working conditions, or

environmental protection. In this respect, the implementation of a management

infrastructurea for those aspects of the organization was a key factor in two of the

cases.

Some interventions took only a limited period, but others required several years or

regular follow-ups. The researcher was personally involved as consultant in each

case. The interventions actually involve double learning processes: learning pro-

cesses in the organization and the increasing experience of the consultant. The

former is the oQject of this research, the latter contributed to the understanding of
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this researcher. The cases were, however, never analysed systematically from the

perspective of organizational learning processes. The analysis was made in 1992 and

should, therefore, be regarded as a secondary analysis of existing cases.

Structuring of data, systematiodescription

The descriptions of the cases are based on existing documentation that was discussed

with the respective clients and which had been verified by the clientss. Similar

stages of the interventions are distinguished, based on the combination of a model

for organizational interventions (Van der Vlist et al 1989: 47, Boonstra 1992) and

the didactic model of van Gelder (1971). The kiden Octahedron model is used

again to describe the organizations. The educational aspects are described with

current didactic concepts (van Gelder, 1971), especially aims, message, target

groups, working methods and means. ,

Analyses and results

Kolb's model for experiential learning is used in this chapter to describe and analyse

learning processes (the experiential learning cycle is relevant now as whole).

Because Kolb's model has not been developed for collective learning processes, the

four categories of learning (doing, reflective observation, conceptualization,

decision-making) are complemented by two new categories: (5) factors that influence

the transformations between the successive stages, and (6) the participation in the

learning process of everyone who is actually involved. These six aspects of the

organizational learning processes are the analytical reference in this chapter.

Four aspects that are regarded as vital for learning about the management or

organizational learning processes are analysed using the above mentioned analytical

framework: (l) learning to contribute to the improvement of the system, (2) the

relationships between the individual and collective aspect of organizational learning

processes, (3) the learning disabilities that kept these organizations from preventing

or solving their own problems, and (4) the required increase in the organizational

learning capability. For each aspect, a set of principles that are important to organiz-

ational learning processes, as well as a number of success factors, have been

identified.

Synthesis

Finally a question of very practical relevance:

How can the pinciples that are importont to successful organizational learning be

integrated into the design of leaming interventions?

In this section a synthesis is made of the findings presented in the analytical sections

as far as they are relevant to the planning and preparation of interventions by the

organization or the consultant. Because an ideal recipe does not exist, this paragraph



is restricted to the main principles and factors.

Chapter 5. The example of the management response to the development and use of
advanced materials

In this chapter the approaches developed in the former chapters are applied to an

area that will become increasingly important to the management of the three areas:

the development and use of advanced materials.

This chapter elaborates on an exploratory project carried out in 1991 for the

European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions. The

research carried out for this chapter was desk research.

Advanced materials that are coming into use now or in the near future will have a

tremendous impact on quality, environment and working conditions. Up to now

attention has been mainly paid.to the opportunities for improving'both general

productivity and quality. From the perspective of the joint management of the three

aspects, this seems a clear example of suboptimization. While they have often

simultaneously generated a substantial improvement in product quality, the develop-

ment and use of these new materials and substances often adversely affect our health

and environment. It seems very important to devise approaches to prevent current

materials developments from generating similar problems in the future. Moreover,

material research and product and process design bring in their wake opportunities

for the development of materials, processes and products with much better environ-

mental and toxicological properties.

The preliminary results (the project for the European Foundation) were discussed in

a coordination group of international expeits in the fields of working conditions and

environment. After some elaboration they were presented and discussed at the

workshop "New materials for environmental design" given at the European Confer-

ence "Designing the Future" held in June 1992 at Copenhagen.

These results and discussions are elaborated upon in this chapter. This also implies

that the focus of this chapter is on the management of working conditions and

environment and their synergy. Whenever applicable quality management (oppornrn-

ities for synergy) will be taken into account. The focus is now on the organizational

Iearning aspects of the response to these developments.

Description of developments and impacts

This section starts with a very concise description of the developments in materials

technology and in the use of advanced materials, of our understanding of the

resulting (beneficial or adverse) future impacts and their economic consequences

(section 5.2).
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Analysis

We then analyse which elements of an adequate management response to the rapid

developments of new materials can be identified. Because it is a response, the

developments are analysed at first in terms of opporunities and new categories of
problems, with respect to both technical and economic aspects. In the analyses the

focus is on elements necessary for an adequate management response. Another

important aspect concerns the identification of the key actors (organizations). From

the beginning it is important to transform potential problems into opporrunities for
organizational learning (section 5.3);

Then in three similar. sections (5.4 - 5.6), focussing respectively on research and

development institutes, design departments, and macro-policy bodies, factors that

can negatively or positively influence their learning capability are identified.

Chapter 6. Conclusions, discussion and recommendations

In this chapter an overview is given of the main findings of this research.

The central question of this research was. How can the nwnagement of working

conditions, environment and quality be iointly optimized ?

This research revealed two approaches that can contribute substantially to the

optimum joint management of these areas, namely (1) the creation and use of
positive interactions between the three areas (synergies) and (2) the management of
relevant organizational learning processes. The latter is mainly relevant for imple-

mentation and improvement processes, but also for the response to external develop-

ments. An overview is given of these two dimensions (synergy and organizational

learning) and their close relationship. In the discussion, the results of this research

are compared to the findings of other authors and are put in a wider perspective. It
is shown that the search for synergy is a form of proactiveness, and that this

generally requires a positive vision; consequent prevention at source is shown to be

a very important concept in this respect. The results concerning organizational

learning are shown to be consistent with the evolutionary economic theory, which

emphasizes that the ability to learn is more important than momentary optimization,

and also emphasizes that the learning of organizations requires system diversity and

local initiatives. Organizational learning more or less depends on individual learning,

so this impties that active human resources management is essential for the three

areas: people should be regarded as the key to organizational transformations.

Then the strengths and weaknesses of this research are discussed. This snrdy has

been based upon observation of the whole scene, on interdisciplinary approaches, on

focusing on interactions while at the same time being concerned with unique

processes. The most important advantages of this approach are that it offers oppor-

tunities to achieve in-depth knowledge of objectives and strategies, that it is likely to
generate useful information for decision-making and handling and the marked



authenticity of the data used in the analyses.

But this approach also has some weaknesses: it remains qualitative and it is difficult
to go into details. Some limitations are due to the materials and models used.

Then two important issues are higtrlighted. Intemational standardization and
Certification of the joint management systems will become increasingly important. It
will be vital to develop a coherent set of standards that favours the creation and use

of opporrunities for synergy (contrasting with the present situation that is impeding
this -see Chapter 3) and that activate organizational learning processes. Some recent
initiatives (1993) are described and discussed.

The other issue has to do with the dffirent definitions that are used in this rapidly
developing area by the various stakeholders. People or organizations that are able to
define the new issues (including the standards and the methods for certification), the

problems and their solutions, and the opportunities, will actually be able to deter-

mine organizational and societal agendas. This will force other stakeholders to adopt

reactive and defensive approaches.

This research shows that the best strategy is generally a collective learning process.

The greatest learning capability (both for organizations and society) will be achieved

when all important actors participate in the learning process. This requires a positive

attitude towards the other actors (the workers, the managers, the macro-policy
bodies, etc). It can, however, be expected that many stakeholders will use their
power to push their own definitions, or will follow defensive strategies and pedantic

approaches that are likely to impede the desirable collective learning processes.

Finally, recommendations are made to organizations, sector organizations, social
partners, macro-policy bodies and consultants. Some suggestions for further research

are formulated.

Annexes

The last part of the book comprises the appendices, bibliography, index and

curriculum vitae.
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Notes

1. The five cases took place in four firps; frm another perspective the two c'asa.The Qwilty

ry , * 2 can be regarded as one.

2. [n one case Qwpeaion & Enforcemet) follow-up activities are still gorng on, in another (Ifte
Techtologiial Institute, a concise follow-up activity was organizcd in 1991.

' 3. The term collective learning is used when the leamirg objectives include aspects of eam
learning (ie: concern interactions between individuals).

. 4. Although the term was not used at tlut time, it can be regarded as the irylemenation of a
mrn4gement syst€m.

5. One case descriirtion, The Tectnological lrctitute, could however not bc publishod bocause

the organization involved regarded it as too confidential'

n
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2 Central concepts & models

"Arry system without passion, or any passion without system is due to fail. "
(Peters & Waterman 1982)

2.1 lntroduction

The central question of this research is: How can the management of working

conditions, environment and quality be jointly optimized ? A number of concepts are

inherent in this question, while some other concepts are necessary to find answers to

this question.

This chapter gives an overview of the central concepts and models used in this book,

and some of their theoretical backgrounds. Some consequences of its explorative

nature are mentioned in section 2.1.

In section 2.2. the concepts of working conditions, environment, qualiry are shown

to have been evolving - grosso modo - in similar ways. For each of these conceptsr

a number of subaspects are regarded as vital. Special attention has been paid to the

relationships between these three concepts. These relationships have barely been

studied systematically and there is no consistent theory available.

In the next section (2.3), the systems approach will be applied to the management of

working conditions, environment and quality: management systems. The systems

approach to organizations will then be introduced: organizations being regarded as

open goal pursuing systems, where technological and socio-organizational aspects are

essential to almost every function of the organization. Due to its 'openness' the

organization has to adapt constantly to a dynamic, organizational environment' A

model that is important throughout this study, the kiden Octahedron model, will be

described.

In the paragraph about optimization (2.4), attention will be paid to the meaning of

optimum working conditions, environmental protection and quality. Then will be

focused on the general meaning of optimization. It implies that the pursuit of local

or partial goals should be avoided, and furthermore that positive interactions

(synergy) of separated parts can lead to a situation where the whole becomes more

thax its parts.

Exploration may require new concepts and open definitions

Existing concepts in different areas (working conditions, environment, quality,

management) are -probably for the fust time- systematically related. That's why the
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nature of this study is mainly explorative. Some new concepts are needed to describe

and analyze these relationships.

To define a concept is to name it. Paradoxically, only with the aid of the concept,

are adequate observations of phenomena that belong to that concept made possible:

the empirical concept includes those factors which are relevant in applying that

concept. The non-relevant factors are also often implicitly determined in this way
(Koningsveld 1980: 132). This is generally a substantial handicap when new

phenomena are observed and analysed. New phenomena can belong to the area of
non-observation as defined implicitly by existing concepts. The observation and

analysis of new phenomena with existing concepts or within a discipline are

therefore not very adequate because interesting new phenomena are usually not fully
understood. When different disciplines study the same phenomena, they differ in
their definition of relevant and non-relevant factors. As a result different intrapsy-

chic models of reality are produced and mutual understanding is handicapped or

impeded (Van keuwen 1980: l4l-142).

For the readers of this book, who probably stem from different professions, to gain

a productive understanding such differences have to be clarified; moreover some

concepts are dynamic and will evolve. Such dynamic processes are important to this

study and therefore some definitions are to a certain degree open working defini-

tions.

Empirical cooperation between various disciplines in interdisciplinary2 or

multidisciplinary research projects, making assumptions explicit, and the use of
different starting points can all contribute to a successful study of new phenomena.

That is why they +e part of this book.

2.2 Working Conditions, Environment and Ouality

2.2.1 Working definitions
The concepts of working conditions, environment and quality have been used in

different ways, at various periods, in different situations and by people with varying

interests. All three management aspects were at first mainly regarded as technical

aspects. For working conditions the emphasis was on safety, for environmental

protection on requirements of environmental licenses and for quality on technical

inspection of products. Behavioural items were later also taken into account, and

presently the three areas are regarded primarily as management items. These

concepts are evolving still and such dynamic processes are important for this

research. Generally the three concepts are more or less imperialistic and tend to
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include new sub-concepts (sickness absence policy has been only very recently

recognized in the Netherlands as a central aspect of working conditions, environ-

mental product policy has only rather recently been acknowledged as an important

environmental issue, logistics is sometimes regarded as part of quality, etc).

Working definitions are therefore given of the basis of these concepts3. Some firms

or interviewees in chapters 3 and 4 used broader or narrower definitions than these

working definitions, but all can be understood in this way. After these working

definitions, an overview has been given of what is known about their relationships.

Working conditions

For managers good working conditions may mean motivated workers, low sickness

absence, viability on the labour market, freedom from severe accidents, and no

liability claims because of occupational diseases. But some managers still regard

good working conditions as primarily of interest only to the workers. For the

workers good working conditions may mean attractive jobs, fruitful cooperation,

freedom from conflict at work, support from management, oppornrnities for

learning, gaining qualifications, personal development and, of course, the absence of
non controlled hazards and threats to health. In many situations work does contribute

to the improvement of health, due to the satisfaction provided by the work itself and

its significance to others, the development of knowledge and experience, and

through the improvement of the workers' physical condition (Van Dijk, 1988: 4).

Working conditions are traditionally defined as the combination of occupational

safery and health. In the Dutch society and its Working Conditions Act well-being at

work Qob content and ergonomics) is however, generally recognized as another

essential aspect. Because the reduction of sickness absence has recently become an

important topic in Dutch society, sickness absence has only rather recently been

regarded as part of working conditions policy (DGA,l99l:26), and the Working

Conditions Act will be changed in consequence. That's why these four issues form

the core-concept of the working definition of working conditions in this study, see

table 2.2.

There are, however, quite a few related topics that, depending on the situation and

point of view, could be regarded as subaspects of working conditions. Examples are:

fire prevention and fue repression, first aid, security, fitness at work, healthy life-

style promotion, minimization of sexual harassment at work, customer safety, travel

to work (safety, time), anti-smoking, anti-alcohol and anti-drugs policies, working

conditions of voluntary workers, working conditions of tele-workers, aggression and

violence at work, working conditions of home-workers, hinderance to third parties,

safety at home and working schedules.
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Environment
For many environmental groups, and also for some environmental policy makers,

the environment consists of almost everything outside the company. For some

managers a good environment means having no problems with the authorities over
licenses, good relations with neighbours, no conflicts with environmental groups and

no loss of market shares resulting from the acts of environmentally oriented

consumers. 'For the worker a good environment may mean a healthy working

environment, a comfortable home environment, and an environment that poses no

threat to present or future public health.

In the environmental sciences, environment can be defined as the physical (not{iving
and living) environment of mankind (Udo de Haes 1986: 17). Some authors regard

the distinction between the living and notJiving environment as important. They

restrict the concept environment to the not-living environment, whereas the living
parts of the environment are referred to as natural. In this study both are regarded as

environment. The environment then comprises species (humans, animals, plants and

microbes); comparffnents (water, air, soil, the working environment) and factors

@oth chemical factors such as materials and substances, and physical factors like

noise, radiation, and energy) (Udo de Haes 1984: l9).
There is a mutual relationship between mankind and the environment. On the one

hand there is the influence of mankind under widely differing circumstances on the

environment, on the other the significance of the environment to mankind: its

relevance for human safety and health, the variety of its economic functions, and its

inherent value (for example the value of a unique ecosystem as attributed by man)

(Udo de Haes 1984: l7). A poor environment often causes problems for mankind,

or as Reijnders puts iti "the environment sometimes hits back" (Reijnders 1984: 34).

This approach to the environment can be criticized as being too anthropocentric.

Humans are involved in ecosystems and not standing apart from them. In this

research humans are therefore regarded not only as actors that influence ecosystems

but also as belonging to ecosystems.

Four aspects are regarded as vitala to environmental management, and essential for
making the production and the ecosystems of which they are part compatible in the

long run: minimizing the generation of waste and emissions, the environmental

impact of products, energy extensification and achieving chain controls; see table

2.1.

Quality.
Inside the company, quality may mean less rework and waste. The improvement of
quality transforms the waste of man-hours and machine-time into the manufacture of
a good product and the provision of a better service. It improves the performance of
the company. For the production worker quality may mean that his performance
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satisfies him and provides him with pride in his workmanship. Poor quality, for
him, may mean the loss of business and, perhaps, of his job. Good quality, he

thinks, will keep the company in business (Deming 1990: 1). The official definition

of quality is: the degree to which a product, service or process meets the require-

ments necessary for its use6 (ISO 1987). Other definitions are also used: eg "prod-

uct performance and customer satisfaction, which includes the freedom from product

deficiencies" (Juran 1988: 5); a very short one is "fitness for use" (Deming 1990:

5). Product qualiry is only a narrow interpretation of the quality concept. In a

broader sense, quality may refer to the quality of the work done, to service-quality,

the quatity of information supplied, the quality of processes, the quality of a

department and the quality of people (production workers, engineers, technicians,

managers and directors), the quality of a system, of a company, of its aims, etc

(Ishikawa 1986: 84). Quality control involves both the product or service and its

design. It is the point at which quality control begins to differ from the traditional

system. It is not enough to find a mistake. It is necessary to find the cause behind

the mistake, and to build a system that minimizes future mistakes (Deming 1990:

225).lt this study four aspects are regarded as the core ofthe quality concept, as

far as relevant to quality management: product quality, service quality, customer

orientation and reliability of delivery, see table 2.1.

Table 2.1. The core aspects of working conditions, environment and qualiry, as far
as relevant to their management by organizations

working conditions environment quality

safety at work

health at work

well-being at work

sickness absence

waste & emissions

chain control

environmental impact of
products

energy extensification

product quality

service quality

customer orientation

reliability of delivery

2.2.2 Their Relationships
That there are any relationships between the concepts of working conditions,

environment and quality is already suggested by the alternative concepts that are

available for the concept of "working conditions": working environment, and quality

of working lifd. Both seem to express some relationship with the concepts of
environment and quality respectively. It is precisely because I am interested in the
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mutual relationships between the three aspects that I prefer the concept of working

conditions, this concept does not refer to the two others and it is easier to scrutinize

the relationships without lingual confusion.

Working Conditions - Environment
The relationship between the worker, the work process and the porking environment

reveals some interesting aspects, as is illustrated by the following quotation:

"An accident is usually a contact between a person and some pan of the plrysical

surrounding. The physical surrounding or environment includes everything around

the worker. It is the floor, the roof, the tools, and the machines. It is also

materials being processed. It includes such corditions as the temperature of the

place of work, the purity of the air, the illumination under which the employees

work, and the noise to which the worker is subjected" (Hoover 1989: 30-31).

Hoovers' interest is accident prevention and he clearly describes why the 'working

environment' is essential for occupational safety, as is the relationship between

occupational health and working environment. Occupational and environmental

health is usually defined as one discipline. This is reflected in a variety of special-

ized journals with titles like "Applied Occupational and Environmental Hygiene",

"Scandinavian Journal of Work, Environment & Health", etc. Remarkably, it is

rather unusual to regard the working environment - which is often understood as an

internal environment8 - as part of the general environment - which is often itself

understood as a\ extemal environmente. Although integrated approaches in environ-

mental sciences are rather corlmon, there is surprisingly little explicit attention paid

by environmental literature to the working environment or its relationship to the

general environment. Hardly any specific literature on the latter exists and there are

only a few general publications (eg ILO 1990; Luce 1990)t0. In contrast there are

many publications regarding substances and materials that deal integrally with

properties relevant to safety, health and environment (eg the WHOIUNEP mono-

logues about pesticideslt). An apparenfly fruitful approach focuses on the sources,

transport and effects of chemical, physical and biological agents interacting between

these environmental sectors. Two publications of this researcher along this line

actually formed a starting point for this study, and are summarized now. In the frst
article (Zwetsloot 1989a) six types of relationships between problems that concern

working conditions and environment are distinguished. An overview is given in table

2.2.
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typ€ characterislic examples

twin troubles problems in the fields of work-
ing conditions and environment
arise from the same source.

incidental emissions in the
workplace

continuing emissions in the
workplace (physical, chemical
and biological agents)

exposure to pesticides in agri-
culture (farmers & soil)

environmental cause environmental problems cause

problems with working condi-
tions

working in polluted soil

working in polluted open air

working conditions as a cause
a

working condition problems

cause environmental problems
accidents at work with environ-
mental impact

contaminated workers carrying
subsEnces into their homes and
the environment.

indirect causal linkage different stages in the life cycle
of materials being relevant to
working conditions and the
environment

exposure to asbestos from
brake-lining (of mechanics
during maintenance and repair
and the general environment
during use)

MVC as carcinogenic substance
during PVC production, dio-
xines stemming ftom inciner-
ation of PVC

mutual aggravation of effects people being exposed on their
work site and elsewhere to the

same burden

the effects of exposure to noise
at work and at home

the effects of exposure to ozone
at work and in the open air

parallel problems causes, control measures and

effects are analogous.

indoor climate at home and et
work

risk assessment of materials and

substances

Table 2.2 Six rypes of relationships between problems regarding working conditions

and the environment @wetsloot 1989a)

These rbhtionships clarify the existence of twin troubles and can help to explain the

shifting of problems from one area to another. Often only one side of the coin is

acknowledged, neglecting the other side. Twin troubles are caused by a common

source and consequently the elimination of that source prevents both problems, The

type of problems caused by the environment or the working conditions often causes

secondary problems in the other area. Consequently prevention of the first (the
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cause) eliminates the second. This is also true of the elimination of the risk factors

in the indirect linkage type. In the mutual aggravation of effects and parallel types

there are no such causal relationships, but in the former the effects can not be well
evaluated separately, while in the latter there are methodological similarities in
assessment, prevention or control.

In the second arlicle (Zwetsloot 1989b) the effects of controlling measures in the

twin relationship were dealt with. Only measures at the source can solve both types

of problems. Added-on measures, working "end of pipe" and leaving the production

process unchanged by the additional technological treatrnent of the output, usually

solve only partially one side of the problem, and often introduce new problems (eg

ventilation can prevent occupational diseases, but it does not reduce - and sometimes

it increases - emissions which are a burden for the environment; putting processes

indoors to prevent external hinderance often leads to increasing problems in the

workplace, etc). An integrated approach, that pays attention to,both the working

conditions and the environment, gives a more encompassing evaluation of twin
problems, leads to the inclusion of benefits from both areas in the case of preventive

measures at source, and makes the disadvantages of added-on measures more

apparent. An integrated approach therefore stimulates the generation of preventative

measures at source and discourages added-on solutions.

Beside explicit attention to the relationship between working conditions and environ-

ment in literature, combinations of separate findings from different authors can also

contribute to our understanding of that relationship. In this way the following aspects

were identified:

1 The release of energy forms an essential part of many, or even all accidents

(Mc Clay 1989 a,b, Hale & Glendon 1987). Energy extensification (environ-

ment) and safety (working conditions) are therefore highly compatible (eg

nuclear energy is more dangerous to the worker and the environment than solar

energy, a motorcycle at high speed uses more energy, generates more pollution

and is far more dangerous than a bicycle, etc).

2 T\e increased use of energy currently generates a proportional increase in
noise (Reijnders 1984: 330). To my opinion this is probably limited to mech-

anical processes.

3 Occupational and external safety differ principally only in scale of effects (Van

lceuwen 1989).

4 Environmentally benign products often contain less toxic substances. Well

known examples are solvent-poor paints and asbestos-free brakes.

Negative interferences are mentioned in the literature now and then. Most can be

explained by the analysis of additional controlling measures as summarized above.

Other contradictions can arise if more aspects of working conditions and environ-
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ment are taken into account. A well known example is that in construction activities

poly-vinyl-chloride window frames are criticized by the environmentalists (who

prefer European wood) but are easier to work with and less heavy. It is clear that

the attributes less heavy arrd environmentally benign are generally independent, so

their interference is. only accidental. Such accidental contradictions can also arise

within the areas of working conditions or environment themselves.

We may conclude that safety and health at work, and the environmental aspects of

waste & emissions, energy and environmental properties of products are often

mutually positively related. The relationships between other subaspects of working

conditions and environmental management are of minor importance.

Working Conditions - Qualtty
Similarities between safety and quality control are sometimes described in literature.

Both can be regarded as stochastic processes that require similar statistical analysis

and evaluation. In safety literature some authors put the emphasis on the general

importance of quality techniques (Motzko 1988, Salazar 1989, Johnson 1990). From

a quality point of view, safety is certainly a relevant topic. Crosby, in his bestseller

about quality control, states:

"In a way the whole book is obout safety. The integiry systems concePt is meont to

produce an organization that, while producing a nice return on investment, does not

make problems for itself or for others" (Crosby 1990 : 70-71).

Deming, a major authority in the field of quality control, pays attention to absentee-

ism, mobility of the workforce, accidents and fires, and regards them as quality

problems reflecting poor management, supervision and organization. Quality control

will solve these problems (Deming 1990: 83 & lzl). In his view, safety is an

important but minor aspect of total quality control:

"From a qwlity point of view safery remains, of course, an essential preoccupation,

but its field is limited by the fact that only a small proportion of products (and the

characteristics of each producf are concerned with safety" (Deming 1990: 305).

Safefy was one of the top five topics for Japanese quality control circlesr2 in a

survey at 157 factories at the end of the seventies (quoted by Noro et al 1991: 9-10).

However, in a more recent Japanese survey of 383 establishments (1987), safety

ranked eleventl. Noro concluded that safety was already assured at the establish-

ments surveyed in 1987, and is no longer as great a concern as in the past.

The principle of fitting the job to the man, used in the ergonomic design of workpl-

aces and tools, contributes directly to both quality control and good working

conditions. Qualify control was actually a major stimulus for the early development

of ergonomics after World War II. The value of ergonomics for quality control

seems however generally underestimated (Noro et al 1991). According to Ishikawa,

quality control cannot be achieved without paying a lot of attention to the well-being
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of the workers. "Well-being must be the pimary concern to the managers" (Ishi-
kawa 1986: 166, 174, 187).

In organizational literature, emphasis is put on problems stemming from a marked
division of labour. The division of labour is a major cause of the poor quality of
working life and, since more hierarchical levels are needed for coordination and
poorer communication exists, of bureaucracy in organizations (De Sitter 1981,

Boonstra 1992). These bureaucratic organizations suffer from lack of flexibility, and

substantial losses arise from coordination problems between production lines. These

are two important items for quality control. The enrichment of jobs by the addition
of quality control tasks is an important aspect of job improvement (Christis &
Fortuin 1989, Pot et al 1989). The introduction of semi-autonomous tasks-groups

can also -but not necessarily- lead to improvements in working conditions and

quality alike (Joosse et al 1990). The gendral finding that many organizational

improvements have both positive effects on working conditions -mainly by improv-
ing job content- and on quality (improved product or service quality, as well as

reduced delivery times) confirms this (De Sitter 1981, Masselink et al 1989,

Boonstra & Den Hartog 1989). Paradoxically it turns out that in the Netherlands

improved quality control often has negative implications for the working conditions.

Improved quality control is often accompanied by increased automation. This results

in poorei jobs for the majority of the workers and richer jobs for,.only a small

minority (Van Delden & Janssen 1987). Interference stems again from additional

work processes or measures regarded as essential for meeting quality requirements,

but hazardous to health or safety (for example, the use of pesticides during transport

or storage of food).

We may conclude that the mutual relationships between product and service quality

and each of the four subaspects of working conditions are important. These relation-
ships are generally positive, but the negdtive influence of quality control on working
conditions can easily arise; this strongly depends on the way it is managed.

Environment - Quality
In the Dutch National Environmental Policy Plan (VROM 1989b), quality improve-
ment is mentioned as one of the corner stones of environmental policy. That has,

however, barely been made operational. Environmental policies, both on the firm
level and on the governmental level have nonetheless recently extended to the

environmental impact of products and services. This implicates a set 
'of 

specific

requirements for products or services that are also relevant to quality performance.

Consumers and their organizations are increasingly becoming aware of their

influence on the environmental impact of products. Indeed the markets for 'green

products' are growing rapidly. As a consequence customer orientation (quality) and

environmental product policy become more and more positively related. A relation-
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ship that is barely mentioned in literature, probably because it is too obvious, is that

improved quality control currently leads to the reduction of defective products and

waste. We may conclude that there are positive relationships between product and

service quality and each of the four subaspects of the environment.

Overview of relationships

There are several positive relationships between working conditions, environment

and quality. Safety and health (working conditions) and environmental protection are

often mutually positively related; product quality and service quality are generally

positively related to all aspects of working conditions and almost every environ-

mental aspect; the environmental impact of products is relevant to most aspects of
quality. More complicated is the relationship between well-being at work and

quality. There is substantial evidence that the improvement of well being at work

usually has a positive impact on all aspects of quality; on the other hand, improve-

ments in quality may result in a poorer job content. This relationship depends

strongly on the way it is managed. A general cause of negative relationships between

the aspects is the use of added-on (end of pipe) measures: useful for one aspect, but

often with negative implications for other areas.

2.3 Systems approaches

In this section attention will be given to management systems for working condi-

tions, environment and qualiry (2.3.1). Attention will then be.paid to a socio-

technical model of organizations, the l-eiden Octahedron (2.3.2). That model is used

throughout this study to describe and analyze organizations.

2.3.1 Management systems for working conditions, environ-
ment and quality

Problems with working conditions, environment or quality were originally perceived

as mainly technical problems that required technical solutions. Then behavioural

aspects were also taken into account. Presently they are regarded as mainly organiz-

ational problems that require management solutions.

This development in the perception of problems has been mirrored by the develop-

ment of their management. Initially it focused on the technical inspecting of outputs,

then the emphasis was put on several measures such as training and supervision to

achieve better processes, and finally the areas were regarded as requiring integrated

management. Especially in the fields of quality and safety, this management
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approach has developed into a management system approachl3. The management

system approach can be characterized by the use of systems theory to design,

evaluate and improve the management of the specific aspect.

The system approach in general was developed some decades ago, but has evolved

rapidly, stimulated by developments in information-processing. A major advantage is

that it generates opportunities for analysis as well as integration: it offers a total
rather than a fragmentary look at problems (Toffler 1980: 301). Because orgarv-
ations and the management of working conditions, environment and quality are

complex and dynamic, systems approaches play an essential role in this study. A
major advantage of a management system is that it gives top managers a tool to
structure their policies, their personal involvement and all other activities relevant to
working conditions, environmental protection and quality.

A specific management system influences the output of the organization: it has

consequences for the working conditions, environment or quality. A management

system can only function adequately when there is a continuous, systemic control of
all activities and influences relevant to the aspects of working conditions, environ-
ment or quality. Management systems are, however, often not fully developed. Their
functioning is an achievement that requires effort and substantial time.

Current definitions of management systems (ISO 1987a, VROM 1989a) determine

the objectives of the systems, emphasize an iterative approach, and define a number

of essential elements or items. In this way the different objectives of the respective

management systems comprise an implicit precondition for descriptions and analy-

ses. Many authors focus on the activities that explicitly aim at a good performance

in one aspect. Other aspects of the organization that are not undertaken with this

purpose seem to be not directly relevant and the interactions with other management

systems are easily overlooked.

An overview of the important common characteristics of management systems is
given in table 2.3.

Table 2.3 Main common characteistics of management systems for working conditi-

ons, environment and quality

the management system concerns an aspect that is more or less integrated in the total organization.

its function is to increase the effectiveness and productivity of the management of that aspect.

a holistic approach, using systems theory and specifring essential elements or items.

the managemeni system is evaluated on a regular basis (system-audits) and this should lead to

systematic improvement of the system

the output (eg. the actual performance) is important to the evaluation ofthe management system.
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Now I will pay attention to the literature about the three separated management

systems.

Management systems for safety and working conditions

The management system concept has been extensively used to manage safety,

especially in complex installations like the chemical industry or nuclear power

plants. A number of very different safety management systems are described in

literature.

The International Safety Rating System, stemming from The International Loss

Control Institute, is rather well known, listing 20 requirements: management policy,

education of managers and supervisors, planned inspections, job analyses and

procedures, accident and incident analyses, planned task observation, preparation for

calamities, rules and prescriptions, registration of accidents and incidents, education

of workers, personal protection, occupational health, evaluation of activities, design,

individual communication, collective communication, general promotion of safety,

selection and deployment of personnel, procurement and safety at home and at

leisure (Top 1989:77, originally stemming from Bird 1974).

Another important safefy-management system was developed for nuclear power

plants, and is.known as the Management Oversight and Risk Tree (MORT) system

(Johnson 1973). It is a very logically structured complex system that comprises of
about 1500 elements I (Knox & Reicher 1976). It is actually a dual system: one side

is directed at improving the awareness of safety aspects in general management

(prevention of management oversight), the other side to a narrowly defined safety

system (the ris$ tree). The interactions between these two aspects are, of course,

included too. It has been applied very successfully (Ferry 1990).

In the Nordic countries a model for a safety-system consisting of two levels was

developed and successfully tested. At the company level it encompasses six items:

management, goals, structure, relationships, motivation and measures. On the

societal level, the model points to general economic and marketing conditions which

affect a firm's production policy and which indirectly influence risk handling and

safety levels. The social context consists of the effects of laws, regulations and

inspection by safety and health authorities on work safety within a firm (Saari'1987).

Beside these safety management systems, systemic preventive approaches have been

stimulated especially after the Seveso disasterra, in order to prevent major hazards.

Such a systematic approach is prescribed by the Dutch Working Conditions Act for a

limited category of firmsr5, the so-called Occupational Safety Report. The ILO

mentions four categories of aspects relevant for the control and prevention of major

industrial accidents: organizational factors: good plant operation (operating pro-

cedures, training requirements), good management of safety on site, plant modifica-
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tion controls, regular plant maintenance, regular inspection of the installation (with
repair and replacement of components were necessary schedules), conflicts between
safety or maintenance and production, excessive use of overtime or shift work,
appropriate or inappropriate working conditions, work design or arrangemehts (such

as single-manned workplaces). Technical factors: a good plant design, fabrication
and installation, the use of high standard components (employing design standards)

and component failure. Human factors: lack of, or inadequate procedures, inad-
equately trained workers, workers being unaware of hazards, human errors and drug

or alcohol abuse at work. Extemal faaors: accidents from neighbouring plants or
activities, natural forces, acts of mischief and sabotage (ILO 1991).

As we have seen above there is not a generally accepted model for safety manage-

ment systems; this is a handicap for their further development.

From safety-systems to management systems for working conditions
The management system concept has only very recently been used in aspects of
working conditions other than safety. Fruitful experiences with safety and quality
management systems and the recent introduction of environmental management

systems have stimulated an interest in management systems for working conditions.

The concept was barely used when this snrdy startedr6, so it played no prominent

role in the design of this research; that is why this concept is not further described

hererT. In itself the idea of a management system for working conditions can be

regarded as a result of the interactions between the three central aspects of manage-

ment described in this study. To a degree this study has contributed to the evolution
of this concept.

Environmental management systems

The environmental management system concept has been introduced rather recently.

In the i\etherlands, a start was made with a publication about the environmental

management of two important employers organizations (VNO & NCW 1986). It was

further developed by the Dutch government in close coope.ration with these

employers organizations (VROM 1989a). Since 1989 it has been a corner stone in
Dutch environmental policy (VROM 1989b). The Dutch government now stimulates

the implementation of environmental management systems. The objective of that

policy is the functioning before the end of 1994, of 10,000 - 12,000 environmental

management systems in firms with major environmental relevance, and of 250,000

so called "partial management systems" in firms with less environmental relevance.

An environmental management system is defined as a system of measures aiming at

understandi4g and control, and wherever possible the reduction of the environmental

impact caused by the activities of the firm. It is essentially dynamic, functioning as a

feedback control system (YROM 1989a: 18-19). For bigger organizations with major
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environmental relevance, such a system should include at least eight essential

elements; see table 2.418.

Table 2.4 The eight essential elements of an environmental nnruryement system

uRoM 1989b)

1. a policy stalemetrt about environmental protection

2. a program of action for environmental prorccdon

3.'.integration in the organization; this includes the functioning ofan environmental officer.

4. monitoring and administration

5. internal control

6. training and education

7. internal and external communication

8. environmental auditing

Quality management systems

The management system approach has a certain tradition in the area of quality and

safety. The International Standardization Organization has had since 1987 a set of
standards for quality management systems (ISO 1987 a,b). According to these

standards, quality management systems should be developed and implemented for the

purpose of accomplishing the objectives defined in the company's quality policy. In

order to achieve maximum effectiveness and to satisfy customers expectations, it is

essential that the quality management system is appropriate to the type of activity

and to the product or service being offered. Each element (or requirement) in a

quality management system will vary in importance from one type of activity.to

another and from one product or service to another. The ISO{ype of quality

management system encompasses 20 items, as is shown in table 2.5.
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The elements of the ISO 9001 quality management system2o

I Management responsibility.

2 Quality system"

3 Contract review

4 Design control

5 Docur.nent control

6 Purchasing

7 Purchaser, supplied product

8 Productidentification

9 Process control

10 Inspection and testitrg

1l Inspection, measuring and test equipment

12 Inspection and test status

13 ConEol of non conforming product

14 Corrective action

15 Handling, sorage packaging and delivery

16 Quality records

17 lnt€mal quality audits

tt fsxining

19 Servicing

20 Statistical Techniques

Table 2.5 The 20 items of the ISO 90011e quattty nrunagement system (ISO 1987a)

The quality management typically applies to, and interacts with, all activities
pertinent to the quality of a product or servise. It involves all phases from initial
identification to the final satisfaction of requirements and customers expectations.

These phases and activities are represented in the quality {oop.
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Figure 2.1 The quality loop (ISO 1987b: 3)
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2.3.2 The Leiden Octahedron Model of organizations
The management of working conditions environment and quality represents three

important aspects of the general management of organizations. It cannot be studied

without taking into account the relationships with the functioning of the total

organization. Technical and social aspects are important in each organization.

Because their interaction is essential for almost every function of the organization,

they are often seen as principally complimentary. This explains the importance of

the so-called socio-technical approach. This approach has been developed in

organizational psychology into a theoretical concept useful for analysing and

improving the functioning of organizations (Allegro 1973, Groep sociotechniek

1986, Demenint et al 1989, Kuipers & Van Amelsfoort 1991). Its roots go back to

the fifties and especially to the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations in L,ondon (eg

Trist et al 1951). In the socio-technical approach, organizations are regarded as open

goal pursuing systems, functioning in a more or less dynamic environment that is

increasingly turbulent. As a consequence the organization has continuously to adapt

to new circumstances.

In order to achieve the necessary flexibility to respond adequately to the turbulent

environment, organizations need overcapacity for regulation. This can be generated

if the broad variety of potential capacities people have is being used. The key is to
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minimize the division of labour (Kuipers 1989). An integral redesign of production,
requiring a new organizational design metlodology, is an important topic in today's
socio-technology (De Sitter 1991: 38).

Socio-technology has a tradition of paying extensive arention to working conditions
(especially the job content), flexibility and quality. This is the reason for using a
model stemming from this approach. A socio-technical model, developed at the

University of kiden, is the so:called Leiden Octahedron. This model describes

organizations as systems of six interrelated clusters of variables, each representing
an important aspect of the organization: objectives, strategy, technology, structure,
culture and people (Demenint et al 1989: 22).

The objectives of the organization comprise its variety of goals (eg its economic or
social objectives). The strategy is the way in which the organization strives to realize

its objectives, using its resources. T\e structure is the internal differentiation, and

the associated mutual relationships between its elements (eg departrnents or units).

Tbe technology is the totality of technical means of the organization (eg machines,.

materials, computers). The culture comprises the (often tacit) values, norns,
opinions, attihides and visions of reality that have a major influence on the decisions

and behaviour of organizations. The people are all employees and their jobs, the

managers as well as the workers (Demenint et al 1989, Van der Vlist et al 1989).

The kiden Octahedron Model is used throughout this study as the central model for
describing and analysing brganizations and is illustrated in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2 The Leiden Octahedron

Technology

Pooplo
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The kiden Octahedron will be used to describe and analyze organizations but also

the management systems for working conditions, environment and quality.

The organizational environment can be described using two dimensions. The

transactional environment (input and output, the markets that directly influence the

organization (labour, raw material, technology, and know-how), direct stake holders

(eg governmental instinrtions, environmental groups, neighbours, intermediate

organizations, employers organizations and unions) and the contextual environment

(the more general circumstances, eg economic, political, technological, cultural and

societal developments (Boonstra 1989: 264, elaborating on Emery & Trist (1965)

and Mintzberg (1983).

2.4 Optimization

The factors described in the former section (the six dimensions of the Lriden

octahedron (objectives, strategy, technology, structure, culture and people and the

transactional en contextual organizational environment) all influence the functioning

of organizations. To be able to evaluate whether these influences are positive or not,

we need the concept of optimization. It will be important to know how the concept

of optimization is used in the respective areas (2.4.1). Then more general attention

will be paid to the concept of optimization, the suboptimization trap, and to the

importance of synergy (2.4.2).

2.4.1 Optimization of working conditions, environment and

quality

Optimization of working conditions '
The Dutch Working Conditions Act (Staatsblad 1980) contains implicitly the

obligation to optimize the working conditions. Article 4 states that organizational

policy has to aim at increasing safety as far as possible, improving health as far as

possible, and achieving the well-being of the employees within the company. The

article actually prescribes striving for maximum effectiveness. In article 3, the

leading principles of this policy are mentioned. This article is often called the

'optimization article', although the word "optimization" is only used in its explana-

tory memcirandum (SZW 1976:9).Important elements of article 3, are the generally

accepted state of the arts it technology, occupational health care and some specified

sciences, such as ergonomics and management. The statement generally accepted has

certainly to do with productivity and cost. An important statement found in most

paragraphs of article 4 is the phrase 'as much as can reasonably be required'. The
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Working Conditions Act is mainly grounded in the philosophy of the humanization

of work (SZW 1976:. 9-11) the inherent value of good working conditions for
mankind is the main starting point. Two other perspectives are also relevant to
define optimum working conditions: Risk Managemerz, (sometimes called "loss

prevention") and Human Resources Management (HRM). In these approaches

optimization of working conditions is primarily regarded as an interest of manage-

ment and not a social item. Risk Management is directed at 'safe-guarding the

undisturbed production process'. Human Resource Management is aimed at 'the

development and protection of human resoluces or human capital'. Sickness absence

generates disturbances in the production process, whether the cause of sickness is

found inside or outside the company. The same can be said for accidents: in western

countries most accidents - and as a consequence absence due to accidents - are

caused at home or 'by leisure activities22. The distinctions between occupational

causes and external causes are therefore of less relevance to these approaches, as are

the physical borders of the work site.

Optimum environmental protection

An example of the optimization of environmental performance is given by Freeman

& I-ounsbury with respect to waste minimization (Freeman & L,ounsbury 1990: 3-4).

"Waste minimization means the reduction, to the extent feasible, of hazardou.i3

waste that is generated pior to treatment, storage, or disposal of the waste. Waste

minimization can save money -ofien substantial amounts- through more fficient use

of valuable resources and reduced waste treatment and disposal costs. Waste

minimization also can reduce a generator's hazardous-waste-related financial
liobilities; the less waste generated, the lower the potential for negative environ-

mental effects". Freeman & Lounsbury mention a policy paper about waste

minimization in fte U.S., directed at solid wastes. It specifies that "the generator of
hazardous woste has to have a program to reduce the volume or quantity and

toxicity of such waste to a degree determined to be economically practicable". We

recognize the maximum effort to minimize the generation of waste and the 'reasona-

ble' cost aspect.

Optimum quality management

In literature about the optimization of quality management much attention is given to

effectiveness versus cost2a of quality management. The underlying assumption is

that it is useful to improve quality as long as it is cost-effective. Because quality

management requires a number of activities, having either a direct or an indirect

impact on the quality performance, it is useful to distinguish between three types of
activities each with a different potential regarding the balance between benefit and

costi preventive activities (that directly improve the quality performance), monitoing
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aaivities (that generate useful data, but do not directly improve the quality perform-

ance), and failure activities. The failure activities comprise two categories, coffect-

ive activities (that imply dealing with internal defects, and so improve the qualrty

performance, but not very efficiently because they involve additional cost) and

external failure activities (dealing with external defects; these activities are meant to

reduce the negative impact of everything that went wrong, and also involve substan-

tial extra cost) (de Heer et al 1992; and with respect to environmental perforrnance,

Mogezomp et al 1992)b. An aLnost classical diagram26 is given in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3. Effectiveness of quality nanagement and cost (De Heer et al 192: 30)
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prevention increases, monitoring, and failure activities can be decreased and so this

will further reduce the cost of dealing with internal problems (corrective activities)

and external problems (failure activities). Beyond a certain point investrnent in
prevention is supposed to be no longer cost-effective. There are, however, Japanese

findings that indicate that even very far to the right of the diagram,. hitherto

neglected advantages make the improvement of quality control cost+ffective (Imai

1989, De Heer et al 1992i 35 27).

For the management, or joint management, of working conditions and environmental

protection it might be very useful to distinguish the same three categories . of
activities (prevention, monitoring and failure) and associated cost. In the model,

however, environmental and social cost are neglected, but in some situations it might

be necessary to invest in prevention (or even in corrective activities) beyond the

point where it is cost-effective.

2.4.2 Optimization, suboptimization and synergy

Optimization in general

The effectiveness of a process indicates whether the theoretical capability to fulfil ia
function is used adequately (In 't Veld 1988). To achieve a high effectiveness, costs

are usually incurred. The net-cost (cost minus resulting benefits) can be compara-

tively high or low. If the cost28 of achieving a certain degree of effectiveness are

higher than strictly necessary, the system is said to be less productive (the ratio

between effectiveness and cost, In 't Veld 1988: 194); this also implies that it is less

efficient (higher cost than strictly necessary). In this study I am rather interested in

the "production" of good working conditions, effective environmental protection and

excellent quality than in the incurred finances and so I define optimization as striving

for the best. possible compromise between being effective and productive. The

optimum is reached when the required effectiveness is achieved at maximum

productivify2e.

To avoid confusion with the productivity of the primary function I use the term

productivity only for the aspects working conditions, environment and quality, and

use the term general productivity with respect to the primary function. From a

customer point of view, productivity has to do with "value for money".

Suboptimization
To clearly understand optimization, a clear understanding of the concept of subopti-

mization is a precondition. Suboptimization is characterized as the pursuit of local

goals or partial goals (eg. Juran 1988). If parts of the organization are optimized
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separately, the result is ve.ry unlikely to be the qptimum for the system as a whole

(eg if an organization strives for the optimization of each job and workplace, the

resulting flexibility and coordination of related tasks and jobs are far from the

optimum). A more holistic approach is therefore needed (In 't Veld 1989: 33).

Contributing to suboptimization is the practice of establishing departmental goals and

then judging the performance against those goals. Though that practice is inherently

sound, it is all too easy for a department to improve its performance but in doing so

to damage the company's performance as a whole (Juran 1988: 152). Because it is

usually much more difficult to oversee the functions of the whole than of a part,

organizational problems are often cross-functional. As a consequence cross-func-

tional cooperation is needed to solve these problems and to achieve real

qrtimization.

The suboptimization concept demonstrates that optimization depends on the bound-

aries of the system. In this study organizations3o are regarded as the systems.

Sometimes it is relevant however to take a societal perspective to prevent societal

suboptimization. Environmental problems are essentially problems of society at

large. In consequence, in modern approaches to environmental management,

extensive attention is paid to chain control. Most quality problems appear during the

product use and depend on the expectations and needs of the customer. Comakership

with suppliers and cooperation with customers are increasingly acknowledged as

factors in improving product quality. Working conditions are relevant to society

because of their influence on sickness absence and social security cost, on inability

to work because of disability, because of the importance of opporunities to learn

during work and the impact on the labour market. It is worth noting that - especially

with reference to quality- efforts to overcome societal suboptimization have often

proved to be beneficial at the company level too (Juran 1988; 150).

Synergy
The suboptimization-optimization phenomenon can also be approached from another

direction: when the starting point encompasses separate systems. The reverse is

synergy, a process of interaction that would provide benefits above and beyond those

provided by the units separately (Moss Kanter 1990: 36). When opportunities for
syrcrgy are taken, win/win situations are generated: every unit benefits and the

whole becomes more than its parts. The creation of opportunities for synergy is a
major topic in modern management (compare Moss Kanter 1989: 57-116).

Optimization of joint management systems

In this research, the historic situation of separate management activities for the three

aspects of working conditions, environment and quality is taken as the starting point.

The management of the three aspects of working conditions, environmental protec-
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tion and qualrty is, however, not iodependent. The aspects may interact with each

other, and their menrgement may influence. each other by technical anA oftanU-
ational measures. Optimization in each of these areas therefore dqends to some i

degree on interactions with the others. As a conseqrence separated.management of
the rcspective aspects coild easily lead to suboptimization while synergy seems the

key to the optimization of their joint management.
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Notes
1. I regard working conditions, environment and quality as concepts. Simultaneously I regard

them as areas ot domains to be managed. From a nunagement perspective I regard them also
as aspects of general nranagement.

2. A definition of interdisciplinary and multi disciplinary research is given in Zwetsloot 1991 b.

3. An overview of less important sub-concepts will also be given. They give an impression of
the range of definitions used in every day practice.

4. So other aspects (eg physical planning) are implicitly regarded as less important for environ-
mental management.

5. Chain control also implies the use of renewable environmental resources.

6. Recently, this definition has been changed in: the totality of characteristics of an entity that
bear on its ability to satisry stated and implied needs (ISO 1991:10).

7. I use the term working environment in its restricted meaning (the physical surroundings of the
worker and the work process). The term qualiry of working fiy' is sometimes used in quotati-
ons as a synonym for working conditions.

8. Neglecting all work done in the open air.

g. Reflecting the domain of the Dutch Ministry of Housing, Physical Planning and Environment,
the internal environment in public spaces and in houses is often regarded as part ofthe
environment.

10. A few environmentalists pay explicit attention to working conditions, (eg Reijnders 1984 and
Copius Peereboom & Reijnders 1986, Copius Peereboom 1991) but usually in separated
publications.

I 1. This refers to the Environmental Health Criteria Series, No I - 148, being part of the Interna-
tional Programme on Chemical Safety of the WHO and UNEP.

12. In the recently adapted International Standard "Vocabulary on Quality Management and

Quality Assurance", safety is explicitly regarded as an aspect of quality (ISO 1991).

13. Some people prefer the term care system, compare also the term Responsible Care that is
used by the chemical industry.

14. The environmental impact of the Seveso disaster provoked also environmental legislation.

15. Article 5 says it is obligatory for firms were the process implies major chemical risks. This is
specified in other publications.

16. The first that is known to me is a model for a management-system for working conditions
developed for the Dutch paint industry ryVVF 1989).

17. But already in chapter 3. the concept of a management system for working conditions plays an
implicit role).
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18 Developments are going fast. Since the start of this research more specific ideas have been
developed. Now we have the British Standard 7750 (BSI 1992) for Environmental Manage-
ment, a draft ISO-standard (ISO 1992), and a European standard called the "eco-
audit"(Publikatieblad 1993).

The ISO 9004 (ISO 1987b) standard gives a slightly different but compatible listing.

The numbers refer to the paragraphs in the ISO 9001 standard (ISO 1987a).

A quality system is the organizational structure, responsibilities, procedures, processes and
resources for implementing quality management (ISO 1987 a).

There are, of course, substantial differences in this respect betwegn different industrial
sectors, or countries.

As will be obvious from the title of their work, Freeman & Lounsbury neglect the prevention
of non-hazardous waste (which is.also relevant to waste prevention).

Cost is here: financial cost.

Recently a new approach to quality cost has been developed. It distinguishes to types of
quality cost: investments that generate additional values dnd costs that increase as a result o;f
defects (Conti 1993). Compared to the classic approach, it clarifies that monitoring activities
can -as part of a set of measures - contribute to the generation of additional values, but also
be a reaction to undesirable siruations.

The original model stems from Juran.

De Heer et al refer to: Schneidermann A.M. Optimum quality cost and zero defects: are they
contradictory concepts ? Quality Progress, november 1986, p 28-31.

Cost and benefit have not only a financial dimension. Resources with an intrinsic value (such
as the quality of working life, or the continued existence of a species) represent other values.
Working conditions are very relevant for social cost and social benefit, while environmental
protection is very relevant for environmental cost and environmental benefit. The effective-
ness of these management-systems implies that environmental and social benefits are
maximized and such costs are minimized. As a consequence these other dimensions of cost
are implicitly important to the optimization of the joint management of working conditions,
environment and quality.

Implicitly this means that optimization requires efficiency (efficiency : effectiveness/pro-
ductivity).

Because most organizations studied here are industrial organizations I also frequently use the
termfirm as a synonym.

19.

20.

21

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.
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3 ln search of synergy

"Retrospective analysis to uncover lessons learned has the greatest potential for
innovative discoveries. " (Juran 1988: 310)

3.1 General introduction

3.1 .1 lntroduction
The management of working conditions, environment and quality is becoming

increasingly important to organizations, not only in the Netherlands, but in many

parts of the world. One may wonder how companies respond to that development.

How can effective and productive joint management of these aspects be achieved?

Such knowledge is scarce, but it is vital to many companies that have to find their

way. This knowledge is also important for governmental institutions that stimulate

the development of these specific management activities.

This chapter elaborates on a project ordered by the Directorate General of [,abour, a

department of the Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment. The study was

carried out by the Dutch Instinrte for the Working Environment (Nederlands Instituut

voor Arbeidsomstandigheden, NIA) in close cooperation with the Centre for

Conservation of Energy and Environmental Technology (Centrum voor Energiebe-

sparing en schone technologie, CE)r.

The study described in this chapter is probably the first that examines systematically

the experiences in companies with the joint management of the three aspects of
working conditions, environment and quality; consequently its nature is explorative.

A case study was regarded as being most appropriate because it could generate a lot

of qualitative understanding of the dynamic developments in which we were

interested. As a consequence representativeness was not possible. In this study

validity, profundity and recognizability are more important than representativeness.

Questions
The central question in this chapter is:

What expeiences can be assessed with the ioint management of working conditions,

environment and quality?

Two questions, derived from that central question are studied here:

1 What experiences can be assessed regarding mutually positive interactions

(synergy) between these management aspects?

2 What experiences can be assessed regarding mutually negative interactions
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(competition) between these management aspects?

It will be clear that the experiences in the organizations play a central role in this

chapter. Some secondary questions have to be asked also. It is vital to have a

thorough understanding of the dynamics within each of the three management-

aspects. Moreover the experiences will partly depend on the circumstances, so the

identification of stimulating and impeding factors (or actors) is relevant.

In section 3.1. is described how these questions are made operational, as are the

concepts used for their investigation. Then the cases are presented systematically,

showing the coherence of the findings per firm (par 3.2). This is followed by a

series of subsections that present an analysis of a cross section of these cases

(3.3.3 - 3.3.7). Finally a conceptual elaboration is made about organizational

learning processes, because these can be regarded as the "sources" that generate

lessons learned (3.3.8). Special attention is paid to the management of these

organizational learning processes (this will be the central theme of chapter 4).

Making the questions operational

The experiences with the joint management of firms can have a wide spectrum.

What we are really interested in are the lessons learned through this experience.

Kolb (1984) described a model for learning by experience. At that stage I did not

know Kolb's theory very well, only being acquainted with his model from secondary

literature, especially from Swieringa & Wierdsma (1990)2. The essence of Kolb's
model, as given by Swieringa and Wierdsma is shown in figure 3.1.

According to this model, experiential learning consists of four stages3; concrete

experience (doing), reflective observation (observing), abstract conceptualization

(conceptualizing) and active experimentation (decision making). Two of these

dimensions are rather concrete: (doing and observing); the others are rather abstract

(conceptualization, decision making). The use of the term conceptualizalion in this

book, always refers to Kolb's learning model. It should be understood as the process

of grasping reality based on former concrete experiencea.

The five objects relevant to this study (the organization, the organizational environ-

ment and the three management systems) are illustrated in figure 3.2. These five

objects are systematically described inthe case reports (see Appendix 1, part A), but

because only their interactions take a central place in this chapter, they are not

presented here (they are published in Dutch, Zwetsloot & Sprengers 1992: 66-78;

87-98; 105-1 14; l2O-128; 135-141).
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Figure i.I Thc essence of Kolbs' nudcl lor aperiatial leaming prc-
cesses (&ttieringa'& Wierdcna 19X): 25)
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implies that the interactions between these tlree management aspects are the key.

Because this management takes place within organizations, organizations are

regarded as the systems. Consequently, the interactions with the general management

of the organizations are another key. Figure 3.3. gives an overview of these

potentially relevant interactions that could be synergetic or competitive within
organizations.

The interactions with the organizational environment are important. Because they go

beyond the system, they are regarded in this research as potentially stimulating or
impeding factors. All these interactions are regarded as the key to optimum joint
management, that is why they are systeniatically describeds in section 3.2, showing

their coherence per firm. These interactions are further analysed as a cross section

of these cases in the sections 3 .4 - 3.7 .

Figure 3.3 Overview of potentiat interactions
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3.1.2 Collection and structuring'of data

Criteria for selection of firms

Due to financial constraints the project was limited to the experiences of five firms.

The selection of these firms was made in organizations that had already realized a

Structured management for working conditions and a more or less structured

management for the environment, or quality management, and where possible, both.

The more experiences available per firm, the more the analysis could reveal. That is

why front-runner firms were selected for this study, and consequently, mainly big

firms were involved. Another important criterium for selection was variety in the

technical and work processes and some other variables (market positioning, size,

process inherent risks etc). An additional criterium was that the firms should belong

to industrial sectors that were regarded as interesting by the client, the Ministry of
Social Affairs and Employment. The metal product industry and the rubber and

plastic industry are industrial sectors that have a high priority in the Ministry's

policy regarding working conditions. The paint industry was also regarded as

interesting because this sector had model management systems for all tfuee areas,

and the sector organization had a very positive policy towards the implementation of

management systems. The client also wanted at least one firm in the population that

had to have an Occupational Safety Report (OSR), the description of a specific

safety management system obligatory for firms with major safety hazards. It was

agreed that the data per firm should be published integrally, but that the firms should

be presented anonymously. That is why fictitious names are being used in this

chapter.

The actual population

Using information from sector organizations (Plastic and Rubber), the researCher's

and the client's existing contacts with frontrunner firms, and a research into policies

regarding working conditions in the rubber industry (Ziekemeijer & Nossent 1990),

we approached five firms: four big firms and one of medium size. The selected

population consisted of a firm in the basic steel sector (Steel Wire), in assembly

(Truck), in the coating industry (iaint), and in the chemical process industry

(Plastic) as well as a medium-sized rubber processing ftm (Rubber). The latter was

the second firm in this category that was asked to cooperate. Due to time and

personnel constraints, the firm that was initially asked was not able to participate.

In each firm the management of working conditions and quality was well-developed.

A systems approach was not however always subsequently used with respect to

working conditions. Environmental management was the l6ast developed, though

some finns (Trucks, Plastic arid Paint) had already partly realized an environmental
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management system while the others (Sleel Wire, Rubber) had already taken the first
initiatives and had an environmental coordinator. In two firms (P/asri c and Paint)
there was some explicit attention to the joint management of the three aspects. In the
other three firms there was explicit attention to the joint management of two aspects.

An overview of relevant characteristics of the population is presented in table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Relevant characteristics of the population

M-W : Management of Working conditions
M.E : Management of Environmental protection
M-Q : Management of Quality
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Dimension Steel wire Trucks Puint Plastic Rubber

stage M-W functioning functioning functioning functioning functioning

stage M-E initiation implementation implementation implementation rmtretron

stage M-Q functioning functioning functioning functioning functioning

explicit atten-
tion to joint
management

environment &
quality

working condi-
tions &
environment;

experiment
with environ-
ment & quality

working
conditions,
environment &
quality

working
conditions,
environment &
quality

working condi-
tions & quality

slze about ll00
employees

about 2100
employees
(2 locations)

about 1400

employees
a variety of
locations

about 1600
employees

about 260
employees

process Technology
dominant

Energy
intensive

Assemblage
dominant

Logistics

Barch
production

Process
industry

Technology
dominant

Batch
production

main markets Automotive
industry

World wide

Professional
niarket

Europe

Professional
markes &
Do it yourself

World wide

Professional
markets,

Europe

Professional
markets,

EC, but also
world wide

company
network

German
concern

Swedish
concern

Belgian
concern,
head quarter of
coatings
division

European
head quarter of
American
concern

English hold-
ing



Collection of data

It was decided to collect the data in two stages: an orientation stage and one of goal-

oiented data collectior. The orientation sr48e should result in a bird's eye view of
the firm and the management in the three areas. The orientation stage should consist

of a meeting with two or three key persons in the firm (managers / staffl; who

would have a sufficient overview of the management with respect to the three

aspects. In some firms a walk through was also a part of this stage, while in other

firms a walk through was part of the second stage.

This first stage was also regarded as the basis for the essential mutual trust between

the researchers and key persons in the organization. For the firm this meeting

should generate an understanding of the new points of view that could be relevant

for the firm. The required cooperation (a burden to the organization) should be

clarified. Agreements about the verification and publishing of data (including

agreements about the anonymity of the reports and procedures about confidential

items) were regarded as essential. For the researchers this stage was also a control

point, to check whether the firms met our criteria. Simultaneously the firms could be

given an overview of the intentions and planning of the research project' The

required effort of the firm could be clarified, and a presentation of results after

completion of this research was offered by the research team. In this way, the firm

had an opportunity to decide to continue their participation in this study or not (they

all participated). Other aims were to determine which persons were the most appro-

priate informants for the goal-oriented collection of data, the collection of general

documents (eg annual reports), and to make alrangements for the next stage. The

stage of goal-oriented data collection was meant to collect all information relevant

for the understanding of the developments in the three management areas, their

functioning and their interaction within the limitation of the time allowed. About 10-

15 interviews per firm could be conducted in two days by the two researchers, with

a variety of key persons, individuals or small groups. To structure the interviews a

comprehensive list of questions was made in advance (see appendix 2). Central to

the interviews were the experiences with the management systems and their interac-

tions. Based on Kolb's learning model (see figure 3.1) we were interested in the four

dimensions that lessons learned may have: improved doing, reflectively observing,

conceptualizing and decision making.

So we did not only ask for physical facts, but also for the interviewees' reflective

observations, conceptualizations and evaluations. Regarding the.organization and the

three management systems, the list consisted of questions regarding the six aspects

of the kiden Octahedron. Per firm, we wanted answers to all questions, though not

necessarily in a single interview; the interviews were not only regarded as comple-

mentary, but also as opportunities for mutual verification. From the start our

informants were encouraged as much as possible to tell their own story. That's why
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we did not want to use our definitions of working conditions, environment and

quality too strictly, but preferred to listen to how these concepts were used by the

people we interviewed. Nor did we want to use a tape recorder: notes were being
made during the interviews. We were certainly interested in individual concepis and

visions, but our primary interest was, of course, to get a reliable understanding of
the management per firm.
All interviews were held in the period March - August 1991. During the interviews

it was remarkable that many persons were confronted for the first time with
questions about relationships between the management of working conditions,

environment and quality. Even in those frontrunner firms that officially had a policy
for the joint management of two or three of these aspects, only a few key informants

had really made up their ,mind about these relationships. On many occasions our
questions stimulated the creativity of our partners. Much to our surprise, opportun-

ities for synergy that were hitherto not acknowledged were determined during the

interviews. Our interviews were certainly a stimulus to the organization of the

further exploitation of such opportunities. Because the research project focused on

the lessons learned by then, lively interaction was not regarded as a methodological

handicap. It was however a stimulus to the researchers to focus even more on

opportunities for synergy.

Structuring and verification of data

To structure the collected data, it was decided to make firm-reports. These were

meant to structure all relevant data around the four "systems" (general management

and the three management systems, using the Lriden Octahedron), the organizational

environment, and their mutual interactions.'A standardized content was compiled to

facilitate the analyses between the firms (see appendix 2). To minimize redundancy

the interactions are currently described only once, not in both paragraphs of the

interacting objects. The most important impact, or - in case of doubt- what was the

most important to our client, (the Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment) was

the decisive criterion for the choice of the paragraph were an interaction was

described. The reports also included a paragraph of findings that were regarded as

notable by the researchers: on the one hand, things that were vital to this research

and on the other hand, findings that seemed of great importance to the respective

firms. Finally an overview of our sources and an organization chart are given. The

draft firm reports were sent to each firm to verify data, and authorise descriptions.

New points of view for the firms weie pinpointed. Because of some comments,

some firm reports were slightly adapted, ensuring that the firms recognized them-

selves in the descriptions.
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3.1.3 The analyses
An analysis was made of the data structured in the five firm-reports, with the

emphasis on the paragraphs presented in 3.2. about the interactions between the five

objects of study. As has been already described in 3.1.1-Kolb's learning model can

be used as a categorization model to analyze the lessons learned in the four cat-

egories: doing, reflectively observing, conceptualizing and decision-making. Beiause

of the explorative nature of this study and its practical limitations, the model was

condensed in this study to two categories: the concrete level (doing and observing),

and the abstract level (conceptualizing and decision-making). Throughout this

chapter the firms where a given development, interaction or stimulus were empiri-

cally found, are consequently mentioned in parentheses behind the particular

outcome of the analyses. The results of the analyses and the conclusions are

presented in the sections 3.3 - 3.7 .

3.2 The cases

The five firm reports show the coherence of the data within an organization.

Because these reports are rather extensive, per firm only a concise introduction and

the paragraphs concerning the interactions between the five objects6 and unusual

findings are being presented in the next section. They are translations of the original

verified paragraphsT, the original reports being published integrally in Dutch

(Zwetsloot & Sprengers L992: 64'144).

3.2.1 Steel Wire

3.2.1.1 Concise introduction
Steel Wire is a metal processing firm that was founded in 1938. Since 1975 it has

belonged to a huge German steel concern.

The annual turnover is about Dfl 280.000.000,-- (1989). The number of employees

is 1180 (anuary 1990), of whom 932 are Dutch atd248 immigrants. The number of
employees is gradually decreasing. A reorganizational process is going on (the so

called fitness program), to make the organization more flexible, less hierarchic and

more productive.

Steel Wire produces steel by the electro steel process in quantities of about 40 tons;

the raw material is usually scrap. It is one of the biggest scrap processing firms in

the Netherlands and the energy use is huge. The steel is processed intq milled wire.

It can be processed further by pulling, glowing, staining, phosphating, boraxing, etc.

Steel Wire has a well-developed management regarding working conditions and
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quality. Environmental management is now being structured, and the company,s
policy is to have a close relation between environmental and quality management.

3.2.1.2 lnteractions between the organization and the three manage-
ment aspects

The general objectives of the company fit very well with the objectives of quality
management. Enviionment and working conditions are rather regarded as boundary
conditions.

The structural changes that are now taking place due to the fitness plan seem in
principle (in the long run) beneficial to each of the three management systems. A
disadvankge is however that they reqtiire a lot of work from the managers and the

supervisors. As a consequence less energy is available for the further development

of quality management, environmental management or the management of working
conditions.

The managers are interested in opportunities for the joint management of the three
management aspects. They want the firm to be a front runner, that will generate an

advantage in information. A disadvantage is however that the firm will also be more
vulnerable because it will have to use more experimental processes.

The corporate culture at the operational level implicates a number of limitations for
the management systems (macho behaviour), especially with respect to the manage-

ment of working conditions as these comprise the most integrated management

aspect on the operational level. Housekeeping problems are now already monitored

because of their impact on environmental management.

In the near future, it is expected that quality management will also be confronted

with the need for a cultural change. A common approach has however not been

developed.

The technological developments are dominated by the effort to increase the control
of the production process. Usually - but not always - this is beneficial to the

management of working conditions, environment and particulary quality. The

consequent automatization and informatization implicates a certain risk of the

working conditions in a number of production jobs deteriorating.

The company's strategy aims at the realization of a good market position in a higher
quality segment of the market. It goes without saying that this strategy stimulates

quality management. The strategy of striving for an increase in additional processing

implicates an increasing environmental burden by the firm. It will implicate an

overall increase in the environmental burden except when these processes are cleaner

than those presently used by the customers.

With respect to people, there is an active policy regarding humnn resource nnnage-

ment which is beneficial to each of the three management systems, probably
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especially so for quality management and the management of working conditions.

The 'fitness program' aims at the increase of productivity and pace. That is some-

times disadvantageous to the working conditions. The growing complexity of the

production may implicate a decrease in the quality of working life for a group of
immigrant employees - especially for those of the first generation who are disadvan-

taged in their use of the Dutch language.

For the other employees these changes will lead to the enrichment of their jobs.

Thinking and regulating tasks become increasingly important. The organizational

changes lead to a heavy burden for the middle and higher managers. The higher

managers are often not able to take their days off.

Quality aspects are being integrated into many company-courses, and to a lesser

degree this is also true of aspects of working conditions. Whenever environmental

aspects are a part of courses they are on an ad hoc basis.

Tasks related to working conditions, environment or quality, are increasingly

becoming part of job specifications. The making of job specifications has been

decentralized in the line organization; as a consequence substantial differences can

result.

3.2.1.3 lnteractions between the organizational environment and the
three areas of management.

Developments in the market (growing competition and an increasing demand for
qualitative good products) are the most important stimuli for quality management.

The extending governmental policy (licences, the National Environmental Policy

Planning) is most important to environmental management. The planned self-

obligation to reduce energy use is also stimulated this way. The aim is to keep the

initiative and to show to the government that the firm (as part of the sector) realizes

its own responsibilities. Similar motivations were relevant to the decision in

principle to participate in the environmental covenant between the metal sector

organization (FME) and the Ministry of Housing, Physical Planning and Environ-

ment. Firms will in this way be less dependant on changes in the prices of electrical

energy (the potential eco-taxes). The increasing requirements of the organizational

environment will probably lead to an increasing integration of the environmental

aspects in long term investments.

Information from the sector organization (FME) and checklists of the Dutch

Association of Chemical Industries (VNCI) are used extensively at the present stage

of designing the future environmental management system. The management of
working conditions is being stimulated to a certain degree through contacts with the

Working Inspectorate. The reduction of sickness absence and the management of

working conditions are increasingly important in enabling the recruitment of

sufficient . qualified personnel.



Environmental management has been markedly stimulated by the contextual environ-

ment. Working conditions and quality have been stimulated mainly by actors in the

transactional environment. With respect to its environmental performance, the firm
aims at an intensive interaction with the regional stake holders.

g.2.1.4lnteractions between the management of working conditions
and environmental and quality management

The management of working conditions has the longest tradition of these three and is

probably therefore the best integrated into the whole organization. Especially the

experiences regarding integration on the shop floor can be relevant to the further

development of quality management and environmental management. The manage-

ment of working conditions (safety and health) and environment were closely related

for a long time. These aspects were separated to be able to put more emphasis on

environmental control, and to have the capacity to increase the environmental

performance substantially in a short period, coinciding with the appointrnent of an

environmental officer. There are close relationships between a number of kgal
requirements (Nuisance Act) (environment) and safety measures (working condi
tions).

The experience of communicating essential safety and health information to the shop

floor is very valuable for environmental and quality management. This experience

with working conditions can teach the organization to assess its high risk locations

with respect to environment and quality, both with respect to technology and culture.

The management of working conditions lacks a structural assurance of the system,

analogous to quality management (eg. the advice of the Occupational Health Service

are given to the director in charge, and from him to the Works Council and the

company's working conditions group and though it is probable that these actors will
take the advice, that is not certain).

There exists a booklet for all employees with relevant information and prescriptions

regarding working conditions. It is notably prescriptive. The individual duties and

responsibilities of the employee are strongly emphasized as if they were obligations,

contrasting with the approaches in the fitness project and the "freedom in restraint"

approach that is used regarding quality management.

The ventilation of dust in the forge, though regarded primarily as an environmental

measure is also a safety measure (prevention of dust-explosions). Spills of, for

instance, oil are regarded both as a safety item (fire hazard) and.an environmental

problem. Good housekeeping is usually regarded as a safety item, but it is certainly

also important to quality and environmental performance.
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3.2.1 .5 lnteractions between environmental management and the
management of working conditions and quality

Till 1990; environmental issues were managed via safety management. An indepen-

dent approach has been, however, developed since then to be able to catch up.

Contrasting with the other management areas, environmental management is

presently in transformation from the design to the implementation stage. There is
relatively little experience with systematic environmental management, so that

experience has only minor consequences in the other areas. By contrast, the

experiences with both quality management and the management of working condi-
tions are relevant to the development of environmental management. Environmental
management has'to be developed to a mature system in a much shorter time than

was available for the management of working conditions or quality management.

That is why it is vital to use the lessons learned from the experiences with quality

management and the management of working conditions. The objective is to catch

up environmentally in a rather short period (within 4 years); experience gained in
quality management can be applied to environmental management mainly in the

fields of systematics and strategies (the management of working conditions mainly
regarding the integration on the shop floor). The emphasis is now put on the

experiences with quality management, but in the future the experiences with the

management of working conditions will become increasingly important. The

impression is that environmental investments have been stimulated by the increasing

requirements of the authorities or have been realized because of cost-benefit

considerations.

Regarding the content, not only the interfaces but also the bottle necks are obvious.

The Phosphating process in the upgrading department generates environmental

problems through the residual substances. A quicker process is also desirable from a

quality point of view. The development department now tries to find a solution that

meets both quality and environmental requirements. The requirements of the

Nuisance Act8 and those of the Working Inspectorate are compatible. There are

boundaries to the internal reuse of waste because the organization will restrict itself
partly because of quality considerations, to its primary processes.

3.2.1.6 lnteractions between quality management and the manage-
ment of working conditions and environment

Quality management is structured very systematically in this firm. Steering by the

top managers plays an important role, and the previously mentioned principle of

freedom in restraint is its complement. The use of this approach for the implementa-

tion of environmental management is now being considered, and the management of
working conditions could be assured in a similar way.
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Moreover the quality system is well assured via the internal activities of the

"Manager Quality Assurance", regular external audits and the requirements to

become certified. The development of a similar system of assurance regarding the

management of working conditions and environment seems very useful.

The more total quality control is realized, thermore integration on the shop floor

becomes important (experience available with respect to the management of working

conditions) and the more aspects of the quality of the organization, and quality of
working life (ergonomics, fitting the job to the man) are expected to become

important.

The quality costs play an important role in the development of the quality manage-

ment system. The objective is to specify the environmental cost in a similar way in

order to stimulate the production departments to develop initiatives to reduce the

environmental burden.

Because of the high product quality that is aimed at, more waste is generated (it is
often reusable as raw material) and more purification steps are needed in the process

(implicating energy cost).

The only job in the firm that strucnrrally suffers from exceeding Threshold Limit

Values in the forge (dust), is being eliminated: for reasons of qualify the jobs will be

automated.

Oppornrnities for the integration of quality management and environmental manage-

ment are further found in production processes and their organization' Aspects

regarding both environment and working conditions due to the undesired incidence

of heavy metals in the product overlap (eg: lead as a component in the product is

certainly not appreciated from the working conditions and environmental aspects, the

customers usually don't want it because of quality requirement due to environmental

reasons, and sometimes it is not desired because of a problematic process control).

There is a hesitancy in explicitly charging the environmental cost to the customer.

That is not perceived as a positive contribution to the relationship with the customer.

Preventive maintenance is regarded primarily as a quality item. It is however also

relevant to working conditions and to environmental management.

3.2.1.7 Notable findings
The most involved staff experts (quality, environment, safety) have different

positions in the organization. They all come under a different top manager. There

are historical reasons for this, but it is an open question whether it is the optimum

situation.

There are several dilemmas with the organization of the management systems that

are similar, though in some cases different approaches are chosen. The quality

system is, for example, well assured. This is also an aim of the future environmental

management system; but the management of working conditions is not clearly
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defined as a system and there is no intention of assuring the management of working

conditions in the same way.

The position of the managers of quality assurance and environmental protection are

more or less to be compared to that of an internal accountant: their main tasks are

the development of a system (environmental management) respectively evaluating

and improving the system (quality) and its organization. Regarding working condi-

tions the coordinating safety expert approaches his job from the shop floor. As a

result the management of working conditions is best integrated on the shop floor.

These differences between the approaches followed in the management of working

conditions and quality pose some fundamental dilemmas. Should, for example, the

training of new employees be organized centrally, carried out by the specific staff

expert with adaptions to local circumstances (as presently being the situation

regarding working conditions; this strategy has the advantage that training is assured

and of good quality but with the disadvantage that it takes quite a lot of the expert's

time and with a greater risk of breaking off), or should it be decentralized via the

managers and supervisors (as is now the case with quality with the advantage of a
closer involvement of those responsible, but with the disadvantage of having

substantial differences between the respective departments). At present it is still not

decided which is the way ahead with respect to environmental education.

An interesting example of the impact of the further integration of safety and health

management was that of the preparation for a strike in the forge when several

boundary conditions referring to safety were assessed for the resumption of work.

Only after enquiries by the researchers was it realized that a vital quality aspect (the

available manpower in the spectrometric lab) had been overlooked by everyone at

the original meeting.

Macho behaviour is not unusual in the culture of the shop floor (implicating risk

taking). This is the result of history, the "vocational attitude" and other attitudes. It
restricts the attainable level of performance regarding the management in the three

areas. Presently this is clearest with working conditions, but it will be increasingly

important for quality management as well as environmental management. Cultural

and behavioural ghange are vital for all three management areas, and are also the

cheapest solutions. An alternative is to try to realize technologically integrated

improvements that totally preclude negative behaviour. This is an explicit aim for
quality management. Our impression is that with regard to working conditions and

environmental protection this is hardly the case.

There is a close involvement between the higher and middle managers and quality

management. This is hardly true of the management of working conditions or

environmental management. With respect to these areas the managers are currently

satisfied with the present performances. They regard further improvements as

luxuries. The managers do not usually show any exemplary behaviour with respect



to working conditions or environmental issues. Defects of certain devices in the

staining department were known for 1,5 years both on the shop floor and by the

supervisors, without any adequate prioritizing by the managers.

The open atmosphere during this research and the great willingness of all people to

give all relevant information was very pleasant for the researchers. It will also be

important for the future joint cooperation of this firm.

Sources:

1 introduction meeting

14 interviews

9 internal documents

1 walk through

period: february-april 1991.

3.2.2 Paint

3.2.2.1 Concise introduction
Paint belongs to a chemical and petrochemical concern with its headquarter in
Belgium. Besides being in the Netherlands there are establishments in Germany,

Belgium, France, Denmark, the United Kingdom, the USA and Saudi Arabia.

Establishments at five locations are managed from the Dutch headquarter. Paint was

founded by a merger of a number of firms in the early seventies. Today it is at a

stage of transformation: a number of establishments are being moved and joined

together on a new site. About half of their sales are for the construction and do-it-

yourself markets, the other half are divided between the Shipping industry sector,

anti-corrosive applications and industrial coatings.

The number of employees of Paint in The Netherlands is about 1400 but will
decrease to about 1200 when the new factory has come into use in mid 1991. Paint

has had much experience already with working conditions, and is well known as a

front runner in well being at work, Quality as well as environmentally benign

products are important in the market. This firm has an explicit policy to integrate the

management of the three aspects.

3.2.2.2 lnteractions between the organization and the three manage-

ment aspects
The culture of the organization determines to a high degree the oppornrnities for the

implementation or improvement of each of the three managements systems. This

culture can be described as a do culture; systematic procedures for the whole

organization are not its strength. Awareness of all people involved (: acceptance)
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has proved vital. As a consequence staff that often have to be the driving force

usually have to follow indirect strategies. The desired changes are approached from

various points of views and the organization is confronted by reflection of its
behaviour. The inanagement of working conditions, environment and quality can

mutually and substantially strengthen each other. Someone said: "the p:1vtff o7

advertisir1g is repetition. The same can be said about the necessary changes and

developments in the corporate culture" . But it always remains important to keep an

eye on the practicalities that are essential for realization

The departments for engineering and research & development (R&D) closely

cooperate in the development of new production units. The basic philosophy is to

assess all risks (safety, health, environment, quality) at an early stage of the design

process and to engineer in safety measures, prevention at source, and good behav-

iour. An example of the latter is that when it is essential in a process that a valve be

closed in a given situation, the design should stop the processing when it is still

open. Another example is not having scrub drains any more in the new factory

(these implicate the possibility of non-controlled discharge at the sewer).

There is always contact with the future users at an early stage, and a set of require-

ments is jointly determined. These requirements are evaluated on their health,

safety, environmental and quality aspects. Then a preliminary design is made

followed by budgeting, the main-design and the realization, including the coming

into operation of details. Initially this method of working resulted in time con-

straints. Because many actors were involved, much time was lost due to waiting

times. Responsibilities were not clearly defined. Now the organization is able to use

this method of working effectively and efficiently.

The increase of scale (that is now taking place during the transfer to the new

factory), implies the dramatic reduction in portage. In the old factories 35 % of the

raw materials is supplied in bulk. In the new factory that will be 90 %. That implies

that on an annual basis portage (a burden for working conditions) and emptying (a

burden for working conditions and the environment) and disposal (a burden for the

environment) will be reduced by about 360,000 bags of 25 kilogram; and this will
also be beneficial to quality control. The solvents and media will be stocked

similarly in tanks instead of drums. Due to this new organization and increase of

scale, the time from the arrival of an order to the delivery of the product will be

reduced by at least 50 %, and stocks in the distribution centre as well as overtime

can be reduced. Besides the increase of scale another principle that will be realized

is standardization of the paint vats. This standardization will make it possible to do

the cleaning fully automatically (with optimum quality, and minimal burden to the

environment and the workers).
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3.2.2.3 lnteractions between the organizational environment and the
three areas of management

The demand for paint depends on the season. The greatest demand is in spring. The
production constraints are then very high and overtime work is regularly required
(until 22.30 hour, with extra work on saturdays). As a consequence the attention to
tidying, house keeping and additional safety measures (eg dust masks) often becomes

secondary. Once a week time is scheduled for cleaning the machines and the loading

platforms.

The paint sector organization (WVF) has developed models of management systems

for quality, environment and.working conditions. These three model-systems are

closely related. During the compilation of the handbook, with models for manage-

ment systems for working conditions and environment, more attention was already

given to completeness and detail than to making it comprehensible or to the imple-
menting strategy. Functioning management systems for both working conditions and

the environment are in the long run essential requirements for the conservation of
the membership of the sector organization. Simultaneously support has been offered
regarding implementation, and educational meetings have also been organized. All in
all this generates a clear stimulus even though the model-systems are regarded as not

directly useful for the firm. Environmental benignity is stimulated by the govern-

ment through license requirements and by the customers (eg with respect to packag-

ing). The project Carbo Hydrates 2000e is important but it has much more conse-

quences for the product than for the production process.

3.2.2.4lnteractions between the management of working conditions,
and environmental and quality management

The structures for the management systems for working conditions and the environ-

ment are interwoven, and they are both formally and in practice integrated at many

levels. The SHW-committee deals regularly with environmental items (not formally

authorized). One handbook with procedures for the management systems for working

conditions and the environment will have to be developed. For quality management a

separate handbook is being developed. The required educational qualifications are

coordinated for working conditions, quality and environmental aspects. This offers

opportunities for synergy. It is, for instance, not relevant whether a forklift truck-

driver is being qualified for quality reasons or to improve safety. The conversion to

more bulk goods generates an improvement in the working conditions (no portage of
heavy bags, or emptying bags) and in the environmental performance (no more

contaminated packaging).

Preventive maintenance is important to each of the three management areas. There is

a certain tension between preventive maintenance and emergency repair. For
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example, when preventive maintenance is substandard more troubles result, and as a

consequence less time for preventive maintenance remains. It is important either to

prevent such a "vicious cycle" or to break it when it does occur.

An important advantage of the "working alternatively" project (people working in

semi-autonomous task groups) is that the participants supervise the process much

better and are able to support and correct each other. This results in a better process

control that is important to each of the three management systems.

An interaction between working conditions, environment and quality concerns the

labelling of raw materials and stock (eg. the combination of risk information

working conditions, environment, date of receipt and expiration -quality, sometimes

with environmental implications, and batch number -quality).

3.2.2.5 lnteractions between environmental management, and the

management of working conditions or quality

It is important to the firm to make its products as environmentally benign as

possible. That is a strong stimulus to substitute raw materials hat are undesirable

from both a working conditions and an environmental point of view. It is also a

challenge to combine the environmental requirements with the other quality require-

ments that are relevant to the product.

3.2.2.6lnteractions between quality management and the manage-

ment of working conditions and environmental protection
There is a generic quality policy statement that is known as the "ten command-

ments". Three of these commandments refer respectively to environment, safety and

health. At top level the quality policy functions this way as an "umbrella" that also

covers working conditions and environmental management. A practical disadvantage

of the further integration of .quality management with the management of working

conditions or environmental management is that everything becomes even more

complex. It is more difficult to get an overview and that can easily slow down the

required developments. The aim for the whole firm was to become certified for
qualrty n 1992. That's why quality management is developed furthest, with the

management of working conditions and the environmental management using these

experiences seems a logical consequence, and all who are directly involved strive for

this.

An interaction between quality management and both the management of working

conditions and environmental protection exists at the production stage (during the

weighing out of ingredients for the water soluble paints everything is put in plastic

bags to prevent bacterial contamination). This means that more empty contaminated

bags (chemical waste) are generated (environmental problem). When the weighing
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out is done the bag has to be closed: powder is blown out (a problem for the

working conditions). This kind of thing is deliberated fust within the shift and

subsequently, when necessary, discussed with the supervisor. This preventive

approach, however, also implicates more cleaning up activities and the use of more

disinfectants (additional environmental burden). Tlpse activities are restricted mainly

by the additional cost. For quality reasons the'number of raw materials has been

reduced recently from about 900 to about 400. That has resulted in a more efficient

supply of raw materials, improved process control (perceived as quality) and less

wastes and defective stocks (environment). The number of suppliers has also been

reduced in this way.

In the new factory a number of raw materials will be purchased with new specifica-

tions to reduce the number of pretreatments (grinding etc). Result: improved quality

control, shorter production time, less cleaning of mirchines (environment, and

sometimes working conditions also) and a lighter physical burden (working condi-

tions).

lrssons learned from quality management concern also the importance of the

distinction between procedures, prescriptions and systems thinking.

3.2.2.7 Notable findings
Some years ago the firm went through a process of organizational development with

the introduction of semi-autonomous task groups. This strongly contributed to the

flexibility of the firm and made it able to react much more efficiently to new

changes (eg the introduction of new management systdms). The other side of the

coin is that some responsibilities are not clearly defined due to tleir collective

nature, and are not yet fully under control - especially those regarding housekeeping.

The environmental properties of products are in the long run vital to the continuity

of the firm. As a consequence of this market demand the same can be said of good

environmental management

The transfer of the old production units to the new factory and the opportunities that

are generated by this way are very interesting for the three management systems,

productivity and logistics. With the introduction of technological innovations quite a

few interactions between the management of working conditions, environmental

management and quality management become apparent. Consequent attention to the

implementation strategy becomes indispensable, in addition to attention to the

management systems. Model management systems proved to be unsuccessful when

used as blue prints, although they were a stimulus to elaborate on the model and to

develop as a learnring organization a specific system. This clearly has implications

for the qualification and functioning of the experts within the firm and for the

consultants involved.

It is remarkable that the firm was willing to cooperate in this research project during
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a very busy period involving tight production constraints and coinciding with extra

activities resulting from the transfer of existing locations to the new central site. We

are very grateful to those who were involved.

Sources:

1 introduction meeting

10 interviews

l0 internal documents

1 walk through

Period: March - May 1991

3.2.3 Trucks

3.2.3.1 Concise introduction
Trucks is an assembling factory that has produced trucks since 1964. Due to the

assembling processes both logistics (a truck requires 10,000 - 15,000 parts or

components) and general work processes are very dominant. Most parts and

components are supplied by the Swedish mother concern. The ass?mblage in The

Netherlands (inside the European Community) results in substantial tax advantages.

The firm has two sites in the Netherlands within a distance of about 30 kilometre

from each other; these cooperate very closely. The total number of employees in the

assembly factories in The Netherlands is about 2100 (1990). The net annual turnover

is about Dfl 1,906,000,000 (1990).86 % of the trucks produced are exported. The

firm ranks fifth on the list of European Heavy Truck producers. Its market share can

be characterized as the top quality share. Due to its market share the finn gives a

high priority to quality management. About twenty years ago when the firm

numbered about 800 employees, 200 people were mainly involved in quality control

(inspection). Quality control has been integrated into the line organization, and the

quality deparfinent has been reduced to about 50 people' Due to the dominant role of

work processes, the firm also has a tradition of paying a lot of attention to working

conditions. Environmental management is the least developed, but since 1984 the

firm has an environmental coordinator and an environmental policy. The manage-

ment of working conditions (especially safety and ergonomics) is integrated with

environmental management at several levels, but there is also a trial being under-

taken with the integration of quality and environmental management'
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3.2.3.2 lnteractions between the organization and the three aspects
of management

The firm has a general strategy of aiming at responding to societal developments at

an early stage. The firm wants the position as "front runner" and the accompanying
positive impact. That is advantageous both to the market position and to the quality
of the product, but it has also been important to the implementation of several

elements of the management of working conditions (eg it has engaged in many
activities aiming at the improvement of well-being at work which have only since

1990 been required by the Working Conditions Act) and to environmental manage-

ment (the appointrnent of an environmental coordinator in 1984).

The organizational changes that are being realized in the firm seem to be beneficial
to all three areas of management. The key is the increased involvement of the
employees with their product. The aim of this change is primarily increased

flexibility in production (quality aspect, and commercial interest), but this has a

positive effect on the management of working conditions, environment and quality.
A general characteristic of the culture is that everyone in the firm has to have a

wider orientation than before. The firm does not want any more narrow-minded

technical specialists. It is important to have 
'an integral perspective that also

encompasses the customers, the environment and the working conditions of col-
leagues (inclusive thinking).
The general technological procedure is that the required input from the three areas

must be assured with all innovations. The ultimate decision about the set of require-

ments is the responsibility of the line organization.

Presently under discussion is whether the departrnent for Safety and Environment
should become part of the A sector (personnel) instead of the T sector (Technology).

That may be advantageous for the management of working conditions. Environ-
mental management will then automatically follow. The staff experts in safety and

environment foresee possible problems when the personnel director has to defend the

request for environmental licenses at the meeting of the board of directors in front of
the director of technology. In other words: the link between working conditions and

Human Resources Management decreases possibilities for the integration of the

management of workiag conditions with environmental protection. For the

employees of the safety and environment department this also implicates a step down
in the hierarchy. It will become more difficult to notify to the top managers directly.
For the people involved with the safety and environment department, the first
priority is to conserve their relative independence, especially in the case of the

environmental coordinator whose position is not legally instituted.

The organization's attitude towards people, especially to its own workers strongly

determines the functioning of every management system. Internal communications

prove to be very important. Communication is often rather restricted in its contents
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(mainly to technical or production items). Communichtion between the respective

levels in the firm is also essential; communication with the next level is especially

vital to good communication. As a consequence everyone has to understand the

thinking of the next level: an in-company qualification course for the higher job is

often the best solution. An important educational need here is lingual skills and the

use of abstract concepts. This is important for the productivity of all three manage-

ment systems.

An essential paradox concerns the role of the middle managers: when they accept the

required changes they will also contribute substantially to their realization. At the

same time many middle managers regard the changes as threatening to their position.

3.2.3.3 lnteractions between the organizational environment and the

three areas of management.
Both for quality and environmental management the customer is the most important

stimulus. The customer asks for a high quality and a "clean" truck. For both aspects

the consequences are that not only the product but also the production need quality

and environmental performance. The environmental legislation is regarded as the

lower limit. The market will regard quality more and more as a normal perquisite.

This will have an impact on the suppliers. With respect to the working conditions

there is a market incentive for improving the workplace ergonomically, or improving

traffic safety, but it is not relevant to the working conditions during production.

Nevertheless the organizational environment will become increasingly important as a

stimulus to improve the management of working conditions. Demographic develop-

ments show that it will become increasingly difficult to get employees, especially

well-qgalified ones.

3.2.3.4 lnteractions between the management of working conditions

and environmental and quality management

The close connection between environmental management with that of working

conditions is mainly pragmatic. There are no actual mutually tuned systems.

Especially at staff level experiences are mutually communicated and acted on.

Because of the intensive cooperation between the environmental and the safety expert

there is no need for them to further structure the integration of the management of

working conditions and environmental management. Inside the department for safety

and environment an important principle is that the experts can mutually replace each

other. As a consequence the safety expert has to know the environmental area very

well, and the environmental expert must know a lot about working conditions and

safety. It is regarded as important to formalise the position of the environmental

coordinator in the same way as that of the safefy expert due to the working condi-
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tions act.

Working conditions and environmental issues overlap with the improvement of the

"internal environment". This concerns mainly working conditions. When issues

regarding the internal environment are not managed adequately (emissions at the

workplace) external environmental problems always remain. As a direct consequence

environmental problems have to be tackled at the level of the workplace. An
important stimulus to working conditions stemming from quality is the realization
that quality can only be achieved when the employees experience good working
conditions. This is actually beginning to be structured because relationships between

sickness absence and quality scores per department have been recently monitored.

The quality department will use this in the near future to develop a new approach. In
the long term the board of directors anticipates further integration of working
conditions and quality, because good quality cannot be achieved with poor working
conditions. Another example is that the methodology used by quality circles will be

used also to tackle sickness absence.

3.2.3.5 lnteractions between environmental management and the
management of working conditions and quality

Environmental management is still developing and bases itself at this stage on

experi'ences stemming from the management of working conditions. For quality

management a relationship is assessed only by the top managers (especially the

discrepancy between poor environmental management and good quality manage-

ment). Environmental management is therefore regarded by the board of directors as

a quality item. Nevertheless the environmental coordinator belongs to the safety

department.

With respect to systematics, environmental management is developing rather

independently from the other two systems. In practice coordination is realized in a

pragmatic way. The head of the safety and environment departrnent spends about 20

% of his time on environmental management and the environmental coordinator
spends about the same percentage of time on items relevant to working conditions.

Plans are made for the integration of subareas and joint internal inspections. Quality
management is thought of in terms of analogies: the aim is to use experiences

without integration. The staff department is hesitant to further integration with
quality because of the high status and power of the quality department compared to

that of safety and environment.

Requirements stemming from the Nuisance Act often have their consequences at the

workplace and often refer to the prescriptions or publications of the Working

inspectorate (leaking devices, fire resistant cup boards, availability of personal

protective equipment and emergency devices, information about hazardous materials

etc). That is an additional reason to describe measures at the workplace level in the
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requests for licences as provided for by the Nuisance Act. The Working Inspectorate

was very enthusiastic about this form of permit request.

3.2.3.6 lnteractions between quality management and the manage-
ment of working conditions and environment

Quality management is dominating the other two systems with respect to its influ-
ence on the organizational structure. All in all this proves to be rather advantageous

for the other two systems. Until now there has been only little consciously used

interaction between the quality management system and the other two systems.

Synergisiic impacts seem to occur accidentally (eg the achievement of a higher

quality by the introduction of semi-autonomous job groups has also a positive impact

on the involvement of the employees and the environmental performance). Quality
control circles frequently deal with items relevant to working conditions. These

impacts are however more a welcome bonus than a consciously calculated benefit.

Another example concerns the culture that is directed at the "first time right"
principle; this is very advantageous for both the working conditions and environ-

mental protection.

Only recently has the quality-information system encompassed a number of sickness

absence items. Each day: number of absences, number of notified absences and

number of notified presences.

The managers are now following courses in sickness absence reduction and will deal

with that in a similar way as they do with quality items: identify the problem, the

causes, the course of action and its consequences; communicate the findings, etc. It
is important that the managers are going to deal with the "working climate" so that

working relationships are not a reason to stay at home.

The influence of short term sickness absence is noticeable in quality scores. This is

proved by the nature of the defect: in periods of high sickness absence, when people

from other departments or temporary workers are being used, more man-made

defects are found such as improper assembly, using incorrect component, wrongful

adjustment etc. The sickness absence data will in the future also be related via

software to the quality data in order to increase the capacity to analyses such

relationships.

3.2.3.7 Notable findings
The firm is rather successful in this sector, and it expects that now the German

market is opening to them, the future will generate better opportunities for exporting

to Eastern Europe. The researchers have the impression that the firm can serye as an

example for future developments. The characteristics are: flexibility, internationaliz-

ation, quality as self evident, involved personnel, high quality work and a broadly
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internalized environmental consciousness. The firm clearly has the courage to initiate
new developments in several areas and to commercialize them. There are still
systems that fail - poor communication being an important example of one.

Within the currently well-organized firm there are still many communication

problems. Rather obvious is that between staff and top managers regarding the

environment and the working conditions. The communication problems are increased

by the culture differences between the Swedish mother concern and the Dutch sites.

It seems that these differences are sometimes ignored. Another problem concerns the

organizational positioning of the staff services for safety and environment. It is

advisable to discuss these things openly.

Another notable finding is that the strong aspects in the organizational culture,

directed at concrete measures and practical implementation, are also its weakness:

the firm holding strictly to its strong points while the managements of bdth the

working conditions and environmental protection are now at a stage when they

require more emphasis on general policy and structural approach. These, however,

are relatively difficult to realize. Worth noting is that the properties of the product

which are relevant to working conditions or environment are exclusively regarded as

being the responsibility of quality management. Because the properties are more or

less fixed in the design, and the designing takes place somewhere else, the influence

of the firm is practically none. This does not seem to be optimum use of the

available creativity. A central "aspect" coordinator often contributes to the adequate

dissemination of information within the firm. The coordinator, however, often has a

problem with communication and implementation. Production workers often perceive

staff people as "privileged", and react with expressions as '7, is easy enoughforyou
to tak like that". Staff have to be very alert to this. When they are oversupported

from the top, this generates resistance in the longer run.

Lastly it was remarkable how naturally and positively the firm reacted to our request

for their cooperation with this research: improved use of experiences within the

respective management areas was immediately recognized as important for future

developments. We are very grateful for this cooperation and hope that "Irzcts" will
take advantage of some items in this report.

sources:

I introduction meeting

13 interviews

12 internal documents

1 walk through

Period: March - May 1991
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3.2.4 Plastic

3.2.4.1 Concise introduction
Plastic belongs to an American multinational and it is the headquarter of the

European branch of the company. At the two Dutch production units e.ngineeing

plastics are made. It is a true process industry. The end product is granular and is

processed by the customers (eg into parts for the automotive or for household

applications). This firm report focuses on the main site, sometimes more specifically

on one plant at this site. One of the plants was selected beforehand because of its
relatively high risk for the environment and working conditions, the obligation to

have an Occupational Safery Report for this plant, and the variety of tasks for the

operators. The number of employees of Plastic at the site is about 1600 (1989). The

firm has made concrete steps towards the integration of environmental and safety

management. The development of quality management is still taking place separately

(mainly for historical reasons).

g.2.4.2lnteractions between the organization and the three manage-

ment aspects
Through its pragmatic "do" culture the firm is strongly result oriented and this

stimulates opportunities for an efficient and clear structure, eg it was concluded at a

rather early stage that it could be beneficial to increase the cooperation between the

three areas of management. This would, however, not result in a complete integra-

tion because that is not always practical. Integration is mainly important at the

management level. By contrast audits are held separately. That causes the problem

that the managers' style of leadership, intemal communication, etc, are constantly

scrutinized. That is why the firm desires partially integrated and partially separated

audits in the future. The external certification institutes (eg for ISO 9001/2 or the

International Safety Rating System) are not yet willing to cooperate with this.

For practical reasons product safety does not belong to quality but to safety and

environment. The potential safety problems with the product are actually mostly the

same kinds of problems that may occur in the manufacturing firm (emissions of
vapours with the processing of plastic).

There is a substantial difference in this industrial process between the labour, and

technical optimum for the installation (production 80-90% of the capacity) and the

financial optimum (full capacity, l0O %). When it is not necessary (due to external

economic .conditions as is now the case) to use the full capacity, the resulting

overcapacity generates extra opportunities for regulation. As a consequence, maint-

enance, education, and energy-optimization are easier to realize.
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3.2.4.3 lnteractions between the organizational environment and the
three areas of management

The societal discussions about, for example cadmium and fire retardants, have been

stimuli to define active policies with respect to substitution. The absolute necessity

of substitution is not only grounded in purely scientific reasons, but also in societal

acceptation. The German government has determined 'that in 1995 60% of car

plastics has to be reusable. That is why research is being undertaken presently into

the firm's response. This is coordinated with the customers. Product safety is an

important interface between customer orientation (quality) and the management of
working conditions and environmental protection.

3.2.4.4 lnteractions between the management of working conditions
and environmental and quality management

Because self-management of working conditions is already firmly accepted at the site

as an individual responsibility, it is much easier to realize the same approach with
respect to environmental management. The aim is to obtain within two years one

system for product policy, environmental policy, working conditions policy and

process safety, that encompasses both the general and the specific: it is regarded as

inevitable that for each management system in some areas a specific approach is

required. Advices about health at work is the responsibility of toxicologists and

occupational medics while the occupational hygienists look after the integrity of the

process.

In cooperation with three other firms a joint methodology is being developed by the

heads of the safety departments for the auditing of contractor firms with respect to

safety, health, environment and (only marginally evaluated) quality. It is also

intended to introduce an evaluation system for the functioning of personnel with
respect to safety and environment. This will probably be extended later to quality.

An important interface between safety and quality concerns safety and health at the

customer's site. If customers have complaints in these areas, the firm laboratory

deals with them. If desired, the Safety Health & Environment (SHE) department

advices the customer on the safety and health aspects of processing the firms

products. There are working conditions/environment/customer- oriented integrated

Material Safety Data Sheets.

The 'loss-control system' (ISRS) is taken as the starting point of an integrated

system that has a philosophy on safety, working conditions, environment, and

quality that aims at the prevention of all kinds of losses. It is well developed

especially with regard to safefy. The system is now applied on a regular basis,

extended with new elements. At the moment two new aspects are being worked on:

occupational hygiene and the introduction of new chemicals or products.
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The site has annual programs for working conditions and environmental protection.

These programs are designed to a similar methodology. Only the program for
working conditions is public (a legal obligation). Since 1989 an integrated safety,

health and environment report is made annually.

The firm has a safety handbook. An environmental handbook is being developed.

These two handbooks will cross reference at several points (eg with respect to the

asbestos policy). The choice is made to divide the responsibilities for the manage-

ment of working conditions and environment between the respective managers. The

twenty most important managers each have a responsibility for a subaspect within

one of these systems (there are now 20 subareas). Each of them has to give an

account each year. This is regarded as a guarantee of substantial management

involvement. This system is already adopted for the items of the ISO 9001 type

quality management system.

Evaluation criteria have been developed for supervisors and non supervisors with

respect to the realization of their responsibilities and tasks regarding working

conditions and environment. Such a system has not yet been developed with respect

to quality management. The system can in principle easily be extended. In the spring

of 1991 the deliberation structure for safety and health has been transferred to a
platform that also deals with environmental protection.

3.2.4.5 lnteractions between environmental manag€ment and the
management of working conditions and quality

The connection between environment and safety has been made in the last thrte

years and is intensifying systematically. The connection with quality is much less

intense. An important effect of the increasing integration of environment and

working conditions items is the resulting increase in acceptance and credibility at the

plants. It is no longer necessary to go to the plant managers with every single

request. Another advantage for the plant managers is that they can evaluate priorities

themselves. This is much more complicated for separately presented figures. Quality
management is not really integrated in this approach. In the future, when more

secondary raw materials are used more problems with working conditions are

expected. Working conditions at recycling activities are not yet fully under control.

The problems are being caused by polluted plastics (eg with paints or varnishes).

The increased attention to environmental issues has on the operational level not lead

to a substantial intensification of tasks. The impression is that these tasks are rather

smoothly integrated with other tasks that contribute to careful working methods.'
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3.2.4.6 lnteractions between quality management and the manage-
ment of working conditions and environment

Process control (technical and working processes) is being intensified mainly as a
consequence of quality management, but it also often overlaps with both environ-
mental management and the management of working conditions (especially process

safety). The quality coordinator has expressed the desire to increase mutual

coordination. This should make it possible, for instance, to get ;he environmental

management system certified. Contradictions between the respective management

systems are regarded as a result of narrow minded thinking. That means that

everyone in the firm has to have a broader perspective to make it possible on the

shop floor to decide, for example, whether a leaking pump has to be repaired and

production stopped for a while.

The ISO 9002 approach has been an important breakthrough and as a consequence it
is now possible to implement assurance systems for the management of working

conditions and environment. The SHW-committee also recognizes the impact of ISO

90@ on SHE. Because of the ISO 9001/2 (and the increased attention of supervi-

sors) preventive maintenance has been more structurally tackled. This implicates

advantages for safety, conservation of energy and prevention of spills.

The distinction between a person as employee or as occupanUconsumer should not

be too strict: they are often the same people. They have the same human desires and

habits whether they are consumers, neighbours or employees.

Quality control circles have been functioning for three years. These have solved a

reasonable number of problems over working conditions or environmental protec-

tion. It turned out that the Sector Advisory committees on Working conditions and

Environment (SAWE) often functioned rather poorly because of the lack of meeting

skills and problem solving capacity. For the quality control circles educational

courses in these areas had been developed. All the SAWE members now follow fhat

course.

The program to exclude cadmium was started several years ago and carried out by

qualrty management and has been initiated because of information from the Swedish

marketing deparEnent. Because the people involved tackled the problem very well

action from the environmental department was not necessary. Today similar

initiatives would probably be initiated earlier by the environmental department,

because things are much more developed than before. Some customers ask for a

"halogen free" declaration along with the plastics. "Free" is, however, a difficult
concept, because there are often colouring agents used that contain some halogens.

In Germany "halogen free" is now defined as less than 3 parts per million halogens;

that definition is adequate and realizable.
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3.2.4.7 Notable findings
The 'do-culture' and the strongly developed personal responsibility within Plasric

have triggered an approach to problems in line with an integrated process. A
disadvantage of the do-culture is that the structural formalization of every detail

sometimes gets less attention than it deserves. As a consequence there is not always

uniformity.
There is a close cooperation between the management systems, and for its optimal

operation a sharp distinction is made between coordination and mutual tuning on the

one hand and organizational integration on the other. Working conditions and

environment are being integrated wherever possible, and it is useful with respect to

quality management for the policy to be coordinated and mutually tuned. Separate

attention can be advantageous in case of clear prioritizing (catching up) in specific

areas and with contacts with certain stake holders.

The people in the firm are advocates ofjoint certification and auditing by a few non-

specialized employees accompanied by some specialists in the respective manage-

ment systems. It is felt that today too much bureaucracy interferes with the plants -

especially by the plant managers- (certification or recognition in the areas of ISO,

ISRS, environmental management, occupational safety report, external safety report,

etc). The increased credibility of the firms policy is regarded as the most important

contribution to a further integration of working conditions and environmental

protection.

The RlSK-management concept is very alive in this firm, as a framework for the

integration of the three management systems. It forms the basis for furthet tuning or

integration. The firm can be called a front runner in each of the three areas. It
remains however an open question whether the reasons that are given by this firm
for striving for.these front positions (excluding defensive efforts, positive imago,

relatively greater freedom of action) are also reasons that can stimulate the 'fol-
lowers" or the "back markers" to increase their efforts.

sources:

I introduction meeting

10 interviews

6 internal documents

1 walk through (one plant)

period: april - june 1991.
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3.2.5 Rubber

3.2.5.1 Concise introduction
Rubber is a medium sized rubber processing firm with about 265 employees. About

230 work in the site in The Netherlands, the others in sales offices in the UK,
France and Germany. The firm has belonged since 1965 to an English holding. The

holding encompasses a diversity of firms that have with respect to production

processes and markets very little in common with Rubber. The main bond is one of
similar financial responsibilities. The main products are conveyor belts that are used

for the conveyance of primary raw materials (in mines and ore-processing indus-

tries), and also for the transport of passengers (eg at airports). Special types are used

in cow sheds or for levelling pistes at winter sports areas. The belts are made

according to the specifications of the customers. The firm has a small stock of
various popular types in order to be able to deliver them directly. A specialty are the

insides of fire-hoses. These are made for a limited number of special customers. The

management of working conditions and quality are both rather well-developed and

their joint management is an objective. Environmental management is less devel-

oped, but an environmental management system is being initiated. One of the middle

managers is also the environmental coordinator.

3.2.5.2 lnteractions between the organization and the three manage-

ment aspects
The "jointly improving" trajectory is focused on leadership, generation of feedback,

and internal communication. It is therefore explicitly directed at both the whole

organization and at quality management, but is also important for the management of
working conditions and environmental management. A logical coherence between the

management areas has been assessed however in the organization an integral

approach has not yet been develope{, It is expected that in the longer run an

integrated approach will be realized. The process of further cooperation is being

stimulated by developing the separate systems. Similarities will than increasingly

appear. As long as the system approach is new, the developments are separate, and

there is no structured deliberation about what can be realized in the future. Today

that is not a drawback. Most of the people involved see each other daily and

informal contacts have compensated for structuring. The SHW-committee regards

working conditions, waste (environment) as well as quality as the employees'

interests.
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3.2.5.3 lnteractions between the organizational environment and the
three areas of management

Because quality is perceived as a clear competitive advantage it can be said that the

customer has generated the main stimulus. The impression is that with respect to

quality management the firm is in front of its main competitors. Via participation in

the committee for environment and safety of the Dutch Rubber Factories the sector

organization also contributes to a certain degree to development of these manage-

ment areas.

3.2.5.4 lnteractions between the management of working conditions
and environmental and quality management

According to the head Personnel the relationship between the management of
working conditions and quality management in the firm is closer than that between

the management of working conditions and environmental management. The reason

is that better quality accompanies optimum working conditions. For the occupational

health service the interfaces are mainly found between the environment and the

working conditions. About 100 substances are used in the firm that - especially

during mixing - implicate a potential hazard for people (and indirectly for the

environment). As with measures for environmental reasons, the elimination of these

substances or the exclusion of contact are the most effective (prevention at the

source). According to the occupational health servioe the environmental legislation is

stricter than the legislation of working conditions. Moreover employers are more

sensitive to environmental legislation because loosing a permit may mean important

disadvantages for the firm. The Material Safety Data Sheets that are collected by the

health service are being used also for environmental reasons.

A common interest of the management of working conditions and environmental

management is the use of pellets instead of powders. Dispersion and spillage are

then substantially reduced. This is however difficult to realize for quality reasons

because some pellets are more difficult to mix homogeneously. Another example is

that of the vapours at the pressing process. Their emission is both a problem for the

working conditions and the environment. Perhaps via procurement (another composi

tion of the raw material) both problems can be solved at once. This integrated way

of thinking is not yet well developed in the firm.

In the late seventies subsidies for the improvement of the workplace were often

available, mainly for technological improvements. They also generated a clearly

positive impact on quality. After a research project in the rubber industry in the

eighties new opportunities for subsidies were created; these have also stimulated

improvements in the two areas.

The occupational health service expresses the fear that problems with working
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conditions will increase because of the possible tightening of environmental legisla-
tion, allowing less external emissions.

3.2.5.5 lnteractions between environmental management and the
management of working conditions and quality

The systematics for environmental management are at their design stage, while the

systematics for the management of working conditions and quality are further
developed.

The environmental coordinator mainly acknowledges interfaces with quality and less

so with the management of working conditions. During the mixing process problems

with working conditions and environment are however closely connected according

to the coordinator. The introduction of a ne'w waste-sorting system can probably take

advantage of the experiences of both quality management and of working conditions.

The close cooperation and the attention to deliberation and feedback are also

expected to be beneficial to environmental management.

3.2.5.6 lnteractions between quality management and the manage:
ment of working conditions and environment

Many interviewed in the firm had the feeling that quality management stimulated

good working conditions and environmental protection, and vice versa. The "jointly
improving" program, that is mainly directed at the improvement of cooperation and

internal communication is important to the functioning of the management of
working conditions and the implementation of environmental management.

Customer orientation is important, and internal customers form an aspect of this

approach. This generates opportunities for working conditions especially. The

functional improvement groups do not play explicit attention to working conditions

or environmental protection. Working comfort (ergonomics) and safety are regarded

as indirect factors that can contribute to quality control. An example is the cutting of
flow edges, that is now automatized. As a consequence problems with working

conditions have been solved and quality has been improved.

3.2.5.7 Notable findings
Rubber is the smallest firm in this research. That is why the persons who are most

closely involved in the developments of the management systems have a lot of
contact. This seems a precondition for mutual tuning between the respective

management areas. Being asked it turned out that the advantages of such tuning were

acknowledged almost without exception. Yet little tuning had then been realized.

The firm is not at the stage when mutual experiences and information can be

exchanged. The expectation is that this will be realized in the future.
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Reflection over the nature of such tuning frequently took place for the first time

during the interviews. We expect therefore that this research will be a stimulus to

the conscious use of such opportunities for mutual tuning.

Close attention to the functioning of people is accompanied by a closer connection

and mutual reinforcement between quality management and the management of
working conditions. It also creates favourable preconditions for a rapid realization of
well-cobrdinated environmental management.

The technical and scientifically oriented approach to environmental problems seems

contrasted to the customer-oriented approach in other areas. The consequence of the

former approach seems to be that effort is put mainly into societal backstage

conflicts and in the long run the firm will have to adapt its processes under still

higher constraints.

It was rather surprising that the concept integral chain control, a central item in
environmental policy could be just as beneficial to the management of working

conditions. For example, when at the origin of the chain raw materials are made in

such a way that during processing no substances that are hazardous to health are

emitted, they are a clear example of integral chain control relevant to the manage-

ment of working conditions.

Many medium-sized firms can hardly afford to reserve time for cooperation in a

research project like this one. Our offer to give a presentation of the results to the

firm as an external contribution to the conceptualizing in the firm was a convincing

argument for Rubber to give us all the cooperation we needed. We are very grateful

fof that.

sources:

I introduction meeting

9 interviews

5 internal documents

1 walk through

period: june - august 1991.

3.3 Developments and stimuli f or the manage-
ment of working conditions, environment,
and quality

Before we focus on sections 3.4 - 3.6 and the main subjects of this chapter (concern-

ing the interactions between the management activities in the respective areas), it
seems vital to understand clearly the developments in each of the three areas. That is
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why two secondary questions are studied in this paragraph flust:

What have been the most important developments regarding the three management-

areas in these firms? What stimuli have been important to those developmentsT

ihe analysis is based on sections 3.2.(l-5).3 (the interactions between the organiz-

ational environment and the management of the three areas). Subsection 3.3.1

focuses on the concrete developments and stimuli, while subsectiot 3.3.2 focuses on

the conceptualizations.and motives for decision making (the abstract level). An
overview of the developments and stimuli is presented in subsection 3.3.3.

3.3.1 
.Concrete 

developments and stimuli

Working conditions

Experience with the management of working conditions was an important criterium

for the selection of firms. So it is not surprising that the management of safety and

health was well developed and that they had a sickness absence policy. With respect

to the newer item of well-being at work, there were, however, substantial differ-
ences between these firms.

Stimuli or motives for the development of the management of working conditions

have been:
* Substantial safety and health risks, inherent in some processes (all five firms),

depending, of course, on the nature of the primary process of the organization.
* The attractiveness on the labour market and the optimum use of human

resources. This motive plays an important role in activities aimed at job

improvement and restructuring of tasks (frucftJ, Paint, to a lesser degree also

Steel Wire and Rubber).
x The direct involvement of workers and their representatives. In each of the

firms the management of working conditions was stimulated by a Safety,

Health and Well-being Committee (SHW-committee), founded by the Works

Council.
* The desire to meet the requirements of the Working Conditions Act. This

aspiration plays only a minor role in 'front-runner firms', but for rather new

obligations (eg the aspect of well-being at work) it is nevertheless relevant.

Trucks, Paint and to a lesser degree Plastic, have already had some tradition

of job improvement and the restructuring of tasks. The recent obligation to
make an annual program for working conditions (since spring 1991) generated

initiatives at Trucks, Paint and Rubber.
* To maintain a pleasant relationship with the Working Inspectorate. Regular

advice from the Inspectors played a role at Steel Wre.
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A notable and recent development was a substantial increase in the involvement of

the departments for Personnel and Organization (P&O) regarding the management of

working conditions. At Paint and Trucks the task of coordinating the management of

working conditions has been given to these departments. The increased importance

of well-being at work (both firms), the substandard coordination between the expert

services (Trucks), and the increased need for coordination within the firm with

respect to the impact from an external expert service (for working conditions, Palnr)

contributed to that development. At Steel Wire and Rubber the P&O department

plays a more limited but nevertheless important role: they coordinated the develop-

ment of a management policy for well-being at work.

Another observation is that the coordination between the expert-services for safety

and heatth is usually not optimal -say the least. For Paint it was the reason for a

recent change in their relationship with expert-services. They are now associated

with a working conditions-expert service that delivers both safety and health service,

and has an account manager to coordinate these expertises. Neither at Plastic was

the coordination optimal. They made a clear division of tasks between the service

for Safety, Occupational Hygiene and Environment with system oriented prevention

as their philosophy on the one hand, and on the other a human-centred service,

directed at tasks concerned with occupational health, social insurance and well-being

at work. That division of tasks is different from the division suggested in the

working conditions Actro (especially the position of occupational hygiene is

differen0, but it is evaluated as more productive at Plastic. The division between

system-oriented and' a human-oriented approaches were also important, but less

pronounced, at Steel Wire. This coordination between experts was not relevant for

the smaller Rubber, because there was no safety expert.

one firm (Plastic) was obliged to produce an occupational Safety Report (OSR).

For the development of an OSR it is necessary to have a specific, partial manage-

ment system for safety, especially for major hazards. In this study we were inter-

ested as to whether the obligation to develop an OSR influenced the design of the

management system for working conditions, or the use of opportunities for synergy.

The impact of the obligation turned out to be minor, probably because the firm was

already a frontrunner firm where system-thinking was already developing when the

obligation became actual. The OSR obligation could not contribute very much in

those circumstances. It seems likely that for non-frontrunner firms the influence of

the OSR would have been more important.

Environment
In all firms environmental managernent was the least developed. Only at Truclcs

(appointment of environmental officer in 1984) and Plnstic (started at the end of the

seventies) was there already substantial experience with environmental management,
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but it cannot be said that these two firms had complete environmental management

systems. At Steel Wire, Paint and Rubber the management of environmental
protection was clearly still at the initiation stage. That certainly does not mean that
these firms did not take any environmental measures.

Stimuli and motives that have been relevant to the development of the management

of environmental protection are:
* Increasing governmental requirements, actual and anticipated. Experiences with

increasing environmental requirements in the form of permits (Nuisance Act)
played a role at Steel Wire, Paint, Rubber and, to a lesser degree, Trucks.

Besides these local or regional requirements, the general governmental policy
was important. The National Environmental Policy Plan Plus and the target
group deliberations in that framework as well as some covenants between the

govemment and industrial sectors played a clear role at Steel Wire, Paint and

Plastic.
x The market was important at Paint and Truclcs: the request for more environ-

mentally benign products. At Plastic that impulse was only of minor relevance

and at Steel Wire and Rubber it was regarded as non existent.
* Making products and production processes as relatively environmentally benign

and the resulting gain in reputation. This was important to Trucks, Paint and

Plastic.
* Increasing cost due to waste processing and soil sanitization as well as increas-

ing environmental tariffs for waste disposal, etc. Financial motives were

important at Steel Wire, Truclcs, Paint, and Plastic.

Quality
Qualify management was important to each firm. This was very well-developed at

Trucks and, Plastic; these firms had functioning management systems and an ISO

9002 certificate. They are on their way to Total Quality Control. Steel Wire and

Paint also had a quality management system functioning, and they expected to get

ISO-certification within one or one and a half years. For Rubber this was also

possible for some parts of their production, but such certification was not very

important (other markets). In general it can be said that the management of quality

was mainly top-down defined and regulated in these firms, and was defined as a

"system".

Stimuli and motives that have clearly been relevant to the development of quality

management are:
* Cost savings and increase of efficiency. These were important motives for each

firm.
* Positive reputation. It is notable that each of these front-runner firms strives

for a positive reputation with regard to several aspects. The production of good
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products is a vital aspect of that reputation.

Increasing requirements of the customers. This depends, of course, on the

market. It was an important motive for Steel Wire, Tntcks, Plastic and Rubber.

Positive influence on the market share. This motive can be related to either the

conservation of a market slare (Trucl<s), or to the striving to achieve a bigger

share of the market with a higher additional value (Steel Wire). It is also

related to the increase in customer demands, but the difference is that the

market share implicates that when competitors inaugurate quality management,

the firm has to follow that development.

3.3.2 Relevant conceptualizations and motives

Conceptualizations and motives relevant to working conditions

Both managers and workers, or their representatiYes, regard good working condi-

tions in all five firms as a company interest. In firms that are front runners in these

fields that is in itself not very remarkable. For the managers it is important that the

working conditions are at a level that permits the organization to retain or increase

its attractiveness in the labour market. It is also in their interest that chances of
severe accidents or substantial health risks are minimized. Managers are currently

aware of the substantial contribution of good working conditions to the reduction of
sickness absence and consequently not having'disabled workers on social security.

Only at Plastic it was very clear that safety (broadly defined) was so important that

it had priority above productivity.

For the workers interest in good working conditions is immediate: since workers are

the population at risk. Indirectly the workers have an interest in aspects such as the

reduction of sickness absence and not being on social security, and collectively an

interest in the relationship with the labour market.

Conceptualizations and motives relevant to the environment

The relevance of systematic and structural attention to environmental protection is in

most firms only recently acknowledged. That is why in some of these firms environ-

mental management has barely been developed. In all firms environmental manage-

ment encompasses production, maintenance, and -as far as it exists- research and

development activities. Environmental characteristics of products were important in

three firms (Truclcs, Plastic, Paint).

For the managers it is important that a poor environmental performance will
increasingly be a burden to the organization (eg. because of the cost of waste

disposal, soil sanitization or perhaps reasons of liability - financial interests). For
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three firms (Trucks, Paint, Plastic) the relative environmental benigness is a

convincing argument for the sale of their products (marketing reasons). Environ-
mental management provides a clear opportunity for the improvement of their
market positioning then.

Conceptualizations and motives relevant to quality

Quality is defined in several ways. Sometimes it is limited to product quality,

usually combined with increasing customer orientation. Many people interviewed
regarded it that way. This corresponds roughly to the ISO 9000 approach. But in
each of these five front-runner firms the quality of the organization is just as

important. Only at Truclcs was it clear that the qualiry of working life (more or less a

synonym for working conditions) belonged to quality management. Quality is highly
ranked, mainly because of its positive impulse in the market and because it contrib-

utes to the reduction of internal cost (managers). Workers and their representatives

also regard quality management as being very important, mainly because it contrib-
utes to the continuity of the firm. They are however generally less active in quality

management than in working conditions. A certain division of tasks is relevant here:

the workers think the managers pay sufficient attention to quality management.

The perception of externnl and iternnl stimuli

Stimuli for further development of the three management areas stem mainly from the

organizational environment. For environmental and qualify management especially it
can be said that the impulses are very externally determined. For the management of
working conditions there are - besides external impulses - very clear internal

impulses (the inherent risks of the primary process, involvement of workers as the

population at risk).

It seems meaningful to explore how the people in firms think about the organiz-

ational environment and the stimuli stemming from it. One thing is very clear: the

organizational environment is continually changing and those changes seem to be

accelerating. Changes in the market, the labour market, governmental environmental

policy, competition, desires of customers etc. are relevant here. Each of these

changes implicates problems for the firms: how can an adequate response to these

changes be achieved? Important factors are the continuity of the firm and ttre

conservation of sufficient freedom of action.

Changes in the organizational environment: temporary of sustained?

The first dilemma is whether the changes are to be regarded as sustained (and so as

inevitable) or as temporary. When a change is perceived as sustained and inevitable

the firm has to adapt: the problem is how. to adapt. Changes that are perceived as

sustained form a very strong stimulus. When a change is perceived as temporary
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(whim of fashion?) the firm has the choice of reacting to temporary trends (this

indicates that the management is partly externally determined) or of developing a

strategy for a difficult period. The firm then has a temporary problem that does not

require a fundamental response. The questions are "how do we meet the external

attacks? and "what buffers can we use for this period?". When a change is not

perceived as inevitable (eg the prohibition of a certain category of chemical sub-

stances because of their environmental impact), the problem is how the organiz-

ational environment is to be controlled. This may lead to the decision t0 use the

organization's resources to try to influence that external change (Rubber with respect

to certain fire retardants containing bromine) rather than to change the firm's policy

(thechoice of Plastic withrespecttothesamecategoryof substances). Animportant

motive is the conservation of the freedom of action. Frontrunner firms often chose a

strategy of early response to societal developments.' When these developments

proved to be sustained, maximum freedom of action was achieved. When the

organization resisted a development that turned out to be inevitable, the indication

was that after a certain period of time the organization had to act despite the time

constraints, and would lose its freedom of action.

The irnportance of the three management aspects

A second dilemma concerns the importance of the management aspects of working

conditions, environment, and quality to the firm. The changes in management can be

perceived as inevitable adaptations to the organizational environment. Societal func-

tioning is obligatory and the firm is forced to meet these requirements anyway. The

good management of working conditions, environment, and'quality can however also

be regarded as a positive aspect in competition; in this way it is perceived as an

opportunity and a challenge. It is easy to see that this stimulates the motivation to

improve the company's performance. To become, to be and to stay a front runner

becomes the aim of the policy.

This indicates that these findings regarding the conceptualizations and motives can

not just be generalized: the conceptualization and motives of these firms are only

partly relevant to firms that are not frontrunners, and that other firms can achieve

only some of the advantages that are now realized by the frontrunners when they

improve their management. But other advantages (eg stressing the distinctive

features) are not easy to achieve. Firms can certainly learn from the experiences

(lessons learned) of the front-runner firms and benefit.

Cost- benefit considerations

It goes without saying that the conceptualizations of the cost and benefit of the

management of the areas are important. The benefits are - although they certainly

exist - often difficult to assess. The cost however is (certainly for the initial invest-
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ment) very obvious. Benefits are not only financial, but also, more indirectly, the

positive impact on the image or reputation of the firm (front runners motive), the

reduction of financial uncertaiffy, and the conservation of the freedom of action. It
is clear that cost-benefii considerations do not only depend on calculations: to a

substantial degree they depend on perceptions, visions and aspirations. Sometimes

cost-benefit considerations differ with respect to the three aspects, even within one

firm. Quality management is regarded almost without exception as an activity with a

positive cost-benefit balance. The balance between the cost and benefit of the present

management of working conditions is being regarded by all five firms as positive,

but with respect to further improvements this is only true of Trucks ard Plastic.

Firms that intent to sell their products as environmentally benign and therefore try to
achieve an environmentally benign image (Paint, Trucks, Plastic) also regard the

balance as being positive with respect to environmental management. In the other

two firms there was no clear idea of that balance.

3.3.3 Overview of developments and stimuli
With respect to the development of the management of working conditions, there

were two interesting findings. The first was that an optimum cooperation between

the expert services for safety and health was not easy to achieve; their cooperation

was often problematic. The second was the increasing involvement of the depart-

ments for Personnel and Organization.

The most important stimuli to the management of working conditions are serious

process inherent risks, conservation or the enhanced attraction now and in the future

in the labour market. The involvement of workers or their representatives and recent

obligations stemming from the Working Conditions Act also provide stimuli.

Environmental management was rapidly developing in all five firms. Important

stimuli were the increasing requirements of the government, the influence of the

customers on the market (the demand for environmentally benign products and a

corresponding reputation) and the increasing cost due to poor environmental

management.

Quality management is important to each of the five firms. Two firms were already

certified (mid 1991), and two others tried to achieve that status. In each case the

ISO certificate was regarded as a public proof that the management was adequate,

but not as an aim in itself. Most of these firms have developed a broader approach

to quality that also includes the quality of the organization. Important stimuli for
quality management are the reduction of internal costs, increased efficiency, and the

impact of their reputation on the market.

The organizational environment is constantly and increasingly changing. The

development of management systems is partly a reaction to developments elsewhere

in society. To decide whether or not to improve the management four attributes of
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the stimuli are relevant. The impact of the stimulus increases when the change is

regarded as irreversible, the positive evaluation of the improved management of the

firm is clear, the balance between benefit and cost (not only financial) are perceived

as positive, and the firm's freedom of action can be maintained. The way these

stimuli are perceived sometimes varies between the firms.

Generally speaking a decreasing supply of qualified workers in the labour market, an

increase in environmental requirements by the government, and the customer's

demand for higher quality and environmentally benign products are regarded

structural developments. Another irreversible change is a new obligation under the

Working Conditions Act to formulate an active policy with respect to well-being at

work. These structural stimuli are the strongest motive for the management of the

firms. All in all it can be said that the external stimuli dominate in the development

of environmental management and quality management. Internal stimuli are most

important for the management of working conditions, and are to a lesser degree also

relevant for quality management.

Some of the motives mentioned are only relevant to "frontrunner" firms. As we have

seen, frontrunner firms often choose a strategy of early anticipation of societal

developments. Because of this early anticipation they rEtain the maximum freedom

of action, especially in the future, and they can stress their distinctive features.

These motives are hardly of interest to non frontrunner firms. By contrast lessons

leamed will be very interesting for a broad category of firms.

3.4 lnteractions via common aspects

3.4.1 Concrete interactions
Items that are directly relevant to two or three areas are regarded in this study as

common aspects. Because common aspects always have implications for two or three

areas, they can be regarded as sources of interaction. When regarded in this way,

they offer oppornrnities for synergy and may also generate competition between the

three aspects.

This section focuses on the question:ll4zat experiences can be assessed regarding

mutually positive interactions (synergy) or negative interactions (contradictions) due

to aspects that are common to the working conditions, environment and quality?

The analyses of the common aspects is based on the descriptions given in sections

3.2.(l-5).4, 3.2.(l-5).5, and 3.2.(1-5).6 (concerning the interactions between the

three areas of management, and the focus onwhat is to be managed). In subsection

3.4.1. the results of the analyses of the common aspects (concrete level) are given.

The conceptualizations and motives (for decision making) that play a role in the

definitions of the management domains (especially their mutual demarcation) are
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then given in subsection 3.4.2 (abstract level). Finally the opporunities for the

creation of common-aspect synergy are overviewed in par 3.4.3.

3.4.1.1 Common aspects and overlapping domains

The overlap between the management of working conditions and environment

The overlappings due to common aspects between working conditions and environ-

ment in these firms are:
* control and minimization of material througputs, including the control of

accompanying informational processes (all five firms).
* substitution of hazardous (toxic) components in production processes and

products (all five firms)
* prevention and control of emissions and spills (all five firms)
* problem approaches for prevention at source (all five firms).
* good housekeeping (all five firms)
* adequate collection of chemical waste (all five firms)
* registration of accidents and incidents (all five firms)
x analogous regulation requirements in the fields of working conditions and

environment (eg with respect to the stocking or use of hazardous substances

(all five firms), or with respect to the prevention of "major hazards" (Plastic).
* noise problems (Steel Wire, Plastic)
* management of the safety and health of third parties (Plastic, Paint)
* process safety with potential internal and external consequences (Plastic)

Current approaches to working conditions and environment concern respectively

internal and external affairs. This difference is fruitful as long as it concerns the

differences at the effect sile: environmental effects are usually found outside the

firm, while effects on working conditions are usually found internally. As prevention

or measures at the source are important to environrnental management and as many

sources are usually found at or near the workplace, environmental management has

to be effected at the workplace. This implicates an overlap with the management of
working conditions. The most important overlap concerns the prevention and control

of occurrence and emissions of substances or noise or vibration (chemical and

physical factors) at or near the workplace. The importance of these overlappings in a

specific firm depends largely on the primary process, btit especially on the role of
chemical substances and physical factors in that processrr.
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Figure 3.4 Common aspects of working conditians and environrnent
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The overlap betvveen the management of wo*ing conditions and quality:

The overlap due to commdn aspects between the management of Working Condi-

tions and Quality was found to be:
* control of technical processes (all five firms)
* control of work processes (all five firms)
* improvement of management processes and leadership (all five firms)
* good housekeeping (all five firms)
* employees and departments being regarded as internal customers (all five

firms)
* labelling of raw materials and products (all five firms)
* regulation tasks in jobs (Steel Wire, Traclcs, Paint, Plastic)
* structuring of work and cooperation processes (Truck, Paint, Rubber, Steel

Wire)
* quality of the organization (Trucks, Paint, Steel Wire, kbber)
* ergonomics (Tracks, Paint, Plastic)
* quality of working life (Trucks, Paint, Steel Wire)
* customer safety and ergonomics of the product, the working conditions aspect

of the customer being regarded as a quality apct (Trucl<s, Plastic, Paint)
* thinking in terms of management systems (Paint, Plastic)
* functioning of quality control circles in the organization (Truclcs)
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* sickness absence problems being a cause of problems with product quality
(Trucks)

Common aspects between working conditions and quality are always found when

fitting work processes to human capacities (ergonomic workplaces, job content with
regulation tasks and.opportunities for learning). Working conditions can also be

regarded as a product of general management, and can be related to the concept of
"internal customers".

Figure 3.5 Common aspects of working conditions and qwlity
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When customer orientation is also directed at internal customers (all five firms), it
means that there is a consequent attempt to fulfil the needs of the internal customers.

When that principle is applied to working conditions it indicates that quality

management encompasses the management of working conditions. Another important

item is customer safety. Cnstomer safety in these firms is always regarded as the

responsibility of quality management, but sometimes it directly inlluences the

working conditions of the customers; in these circumstances it can also be the

responsibility of the management of working conditions.

Common problems are important for the determination of management domains.

When the same kinds of problems are relevant to working conditions in the manufac-

turing firm and that of the customers, customer safety is generally regarded as part

of the management of working conditions too. Whether this is actually the case
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depends largely on the product/market combination and the primary production

processes. This is illustrated in table 3.2.

Table 3.2 Customer safery: the influence of common problems for firm and its

customers

Firm common problems with
working conditions in
manufacturing firm and
those of customers

customer safety belongs
also to the management
of working conditions

Steel Wire only of minor importance no

Paint yes (due to vaporization
of solvents)

yes

Traclcs no no

Plastic yes (due to vaporization
during shaping of granu-
lates)

yes

Rubber no no

The left section of the table shows in which firms the same kind of problems with

working conditions were relevant to its customers. The right section shows whether

customer safety was regarded also as the province of the management of working

conditions. These patterns are identical. Only at Plastic (the management of
customer safety was mainly coordinated by the Safety, Health and Environment

department) and Paint (structural cooperation with quality) was customer safety also

regarded as the province of the management of working conditions. In the other

firms problems with working conditions were generally very different from those in

the customer's firms (eg assembling being very different from truck driving).

Working conditions and quality as mutual preconditions

With management of working conditions and quality there is often a primary -

secondary objective relationship. Good working conditions and a minimal sickness

absence are essential for achieving full control of work processes, and this is vital

for quality. From the viewpoint of quality management, good working conditions are

an essential precondition.

To some degree the reverse also holds: the high quality of tools and machines is

vital for good working conditions.

The overlap between the management of Environment and Quality:
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The overlap resulting from common aspects between the management of working
conditions and environment consists of:
* 

.process control with respect to the generation of emissions and wastes, and

spillage of materials (all five)
* good housekeeping (all five)
* environmental specifications of products, requested by the customer, can be

regarded as quality requirements (Trucks, Plastic, Paint).
* regarding environmental organizations and people living nearby as customers

of - undesired - byproducts (Plastic).

Figure j.6 Common aspects of environment and quality
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Three approaches were relevant to the common aspects of environment and qualify:
* good environmental performance as a customer requirement
* environmental burden can be regarded as a byproduct to be managed by the

quality system.
* environmental benigness of products can be regarded as a part of product

qualrty.

It is clear that common aspects of environmental and quality items largely depend on

the firm's main markets. Adequate qualrty management moreover can lead to less
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rejection of products and so to less waste. There where however some notable

exceptions to this rule (see subsection3.4.l.2'5.

Overlappings of the three areas

An important common aspect between the three domains of management is that they

are all directed at the control and improvement of technical, working, and manage-

ment processesl2. The well-controlled procurement of technical means, preventive

maintenance , good housekeeping, rezult oriented work processes, and the increase

of personal responsibility are equally important to tle three areas.

Figure 3.7 Overlapping mpects of working conditions, envirownent and Emlity
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The overlaps shown in the figures in this paragraph illustrate the occurrence of
co[lmon aspects. These overlapping areas always implicate opportunities for muhral

interactions (positive or negative). They have consequences for the demarcation of
management domains and offer opportunities for common aspect synergy (see par

3.4.3).
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3.4.1.2 Concrete forms of competition and contradiction
Although common aspects implicating opportunities for synergy are found much

more frequently, there are also situations when concrete problems that are solved in
only one aspect may aggravate problems in another area.

Working conditions versus environment

The processes of recycling plastics are much less under control than the processes of
making plastic from virgin raw materials. Pollution of the secondary materials

causes problems in processing. That gives rise to an increase in safety and health

hazards.

Working conditions versus quality

At Steel Wire the increasing automation for quality reasons has resulted in poorer
job content for the majority of the people involved, implicating reduced well-being

at work.

Working conditions and environment jointly versus quality

An important quality requirement for water based paints is the absence of bacteria

(Paint). In the past this occasionally caused quality problems. The solution was a

higher frequency of cleaning and disinfecting activities. These are not very attractive
jobs, due to exposure to chemical substances and the extra burden to the environ-

ment caused by an increased use of disinfectants and increased emissions of waste

water. The reduction of emissions resulting from the blowing away of powder was

desirable both for environmental reasons and for the improvement of the working

conditions (Rubber). The use of pellets instead of powders could solve these

problems as the pellets do not disperse so easily as the powders (a potential source

of quality problems). Quality was the priority and so the dust problems remained.

Environment versus quality

At Steel Wire the high quality requirements of the customers and the desire for an

increased market share of the high quality end of the market, caused an increase in
waste production. This is notable because, as was described in subsection 2.2.2,

increased qualrty control is often said to decrease the generation of wastes. The

manager of quality assurance gave us the explanation: increased quality control and

the reduction of waste go together as long as the production process has a capability

that is able to produce within the desired specifications. When the quality require-

ments are steeply increasing, the acceptable (statistical) variation in the product will
at a certain moment become of the same order of magnitude as the rumble (the

technical limitations) of the process (here the milling process). The inevitable

consequence is an increase in the number of products that do not meet these high
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specifications. These sometimes require additional processing (requiring more energy

etc) or they are rejected (and are consequently recycled at Steel Wire).

Characteistics of competition and contradictions

The competitive or contradictory situations described above seem to have two

characteristics in common: for the people in the organization there can be no doubt

that it is impossible to solve the problems in a more fundamental way which would

also preclude disadvantages in the other areas (1). This assumption is sometimes

questionable. The problems with disinfectants at Paint could (according to the

quality manager) probably also be prevented by better house-keeping. The poorer

jobs at Steel Wire could probably be avoided by the reorganization of work pro-

cesses. The increasing generation of waste at Steel Wire can also be regarded as an

indication that technical innovation will be absolutely necessary in the near future: if
the quality requirements continue to increase the installations will produce so much

waste that they are no longer economically profitable.

Another characteristic is that the conflicting interests of the respective areas do not

in themselves lead to the best possible compromise (2). In many firms the quality of
the product is regarded as more important than the quality of the working conditions

or environmental protectionr3, because product quality is perceived as economically

profitable and good working conditions or environmental protection are perceived as

economically less attractive. Consequently quality management becomes dominant

and the remaining problems in the.other areas (implicating the need for corrective

measures with resulting cost) are -more or less- accepted as nonnal because they are

regarded as unavoidable. The likely result is suboptimization from the perspective of
joint management, and increasing conflict between the areas and the people

involved. In this way looking for opportunities for synergy becomes increasingly

perceived as wishful thinking

3.4.2 Relevant conceptualizations and motives
The common aspects that are relevant to the management of working conditions,

enVironment and quality raise the question how the domains (responsibilities)

between the three management aspects are defined. Are they overlapping? Are there

clear demarcations? Or does it give rise to confusion?

In the five firms we found the following views to. be relevant (with decreasing

frequency):
* The management of working conditions, environment and quality are regarded

as complemerrt^ry. (Trucks, Plastic, Paint, Rubber). This approach can lead to

the clear demarcations of the domains. The advantage of such demarcations is
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clear: they preclude duplication of effort and prevent confusion over responsi-
bilities.

* Good quality and environmental performance are regarded as a customer and
product related unity. Both are perceived as requirements of the organizational

environment of the firm with respect to the production process. Quality and

environment are both regarded as manifestations of customer oriented thinking.
Clean production with no defects as required by the customer (Paint, Trucks,
Plastic).

* Quality as an umbrella. Quality management is regarded here as aiming at total
quality with respect to all the activities of the firm. The quality of the manage-

ment of working conditions and environment are regarded as part of quality
management (Paint, and for Steel Wire restricted to the quality-environment

relationship). This approach also implicates that the experiences with quality
management have a pronounced impact on the other management systems.

* Working conditions, environment, and quality can be regarded as similar risk
areas that have to be controlled. In this "risk management approach" the aims

of all three areas are defined as the prevention, anticipation and solution of
risk problems (Plastic). This approach can lead to the integration or partial

integration of the management systems, and also to the active use of experi-

ences in similar Situations.
* Working conditions (at Ieast those concerned with safety and health) and

environment can be regarded as a unity. The common aspects between safety,

health (working conditions) and environment .are so important, that they

actually form one area. This is a fruitful view if the prevention or control of
the emission of hazardous substances (or physical or biological factors) is a

central item for both problem arcas (Plastic). This approach ieads to a system-

atic attempt to integrate and/or use analogies between the management of
working condition and environment.

* Working conditions as product-related aspects, relevant to customers. For
quality management customer orientation is a central item. This can lead to
systematic attention to the requirements of customers in the field of product

related customer safety (Plastic). The customer may be a professional customer

(an organization) or an end user (consumer). The difference between customer

safery and, product salery seems relevant here. Customer safety is not only a
broader concept (as it also.applies to services), but it also specifies the 'popu-

lation at risk'. This means that for companies that sell to firms, customer

safety is identical with occupational safety.
* Emissions of chemical substances during production are regarded as byproducts

of the firm. The quality of these byproducts is then determined by the effects

they have on the working conditions and the environment. Thus, working
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conditions and environment are regarded as products or byproducts of general

management.
* The management of working conditions as part of Human Resources Manage-

ment. In this view working conditions are regarded as an approach directed

towards the optimum functioning of work processes. The desire to reduce

sickness absence and to minimize accidents (and their potential effects) is very

important in this respect. This approach is clearly broader than that of the

Working Conditions Act. In this vision there is little difference between an

accident at home or at work, as long as it results in absence. That is why a

healthy behaviour and the prevention of accidents at home are sometimes

stimulated. This was found at Plastic and -partially- atTrucks.

3.4.3 The creation of common aspect synergy
For each firm the corrlmon aspects of working conditions, environmental protection

and quality were important. These were mainly determined by the nature of the

primary production process and the most important product/market combinations.

They offered opportunities for common aspect synergy. Contradictions can arise

when a common aspect is not regarded as such or common solutions are not at hand.

These kind of situations easily lead to suboptimization and are a handicap for the

creation and use of opportunities for synergy. They also depend strongly on the

relative importance that is attributed to the three areas - they have to be more or less

equally important. There are several views that are relevant in this respect. It is

notable that many of them are found simultaneously in each firm. However, it is not

the concept or the view'that is guides the firm's decision-making process but, onthe

contrary, it is the multiplicity of day to day practical responses to problems that

determines the variety in views.

Common aspects not only have consequences for the demarcation of management

systems, they also raise questions about who defines problems, and who evaluates

their potential solutions; about responsibilities and procedures. More generally, they

pose dilemmas for cooperation or integration. In other words, colnmon aspects open

very different options regarding the joint management of working conditions,

environment and quality. These are listed here.

Are the consequences of common aspects (problems or opportunities) sometimes

perceived as only relevant to one aspect? If that is the case, the consequences in the

other areas could easily be overlooked. This implicates potential contradictions and a

tendency towards suboptimization. The creation of common aspect synergy requires

that they are fully understood (in all their aspects).

Although problems can sometimes be predicted, they usually arise accidentally. This
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raises the question of: how can adequate problem definitions that take all relevant
aspects into account be obtained? What is required to evaluate all relevant aspects of
the solutions? If one aspect is dominant in the process of problem definition or in the

determination of solutions, this will imply a tendency towards suboptimization,
because it will easily be a source of potential contradictions. Contradictions may
make the search for opportunities for synergy seem wishful thinking.
For the creation of synergy, the challenge, however, is not to accept partial solutions
but to develop a more fundamental common solution. For the people involved this
requires alertness to multiple aspects and adequate knowledge. It may also be
important to involve the respective experts by means of standardized procedures. It
will generally be desirable to ensure that the problems are approached from a variety
of points of view, interests and disciplines.

The common aspects usually imply that measures at source are beneficial for each

aspect. Contrastingly, corrective (end-of-pipe) measures tend to solve problems only
partially (for one aspect). Because the benefits of prevention at source can often be

found in two or three areas they are usually much more attractive from the perspec-

tive of joint management of working conditions, environment and qualityra.

Overlapping domains may lead to ill-defined responsibilities or procedures. This is,

of course, a hurdle for common aspect synergy. When cornmon aspects are import-
ant in the organization, the.best strategy seems, therefore to be the integration or
fine tuning of responsibilities (in the line organization), structural cooperation

between staff experts, and the integration or mutual referring of procedures and

prescriptions.

An overview of the options raised by common aspects is given in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 Overview of options raised by common aspects

tendency towards suboptimization tendency towards synergy

one aspect is more important than another (putial
dominance)

all three aspects more or less equally important

ill-defined responsibilities responsibilities fine-hrned or integrated

people having only a limircd interest and knowl-
edge; problems and opportunities not fully under-
slood in all their aspects

people being involved, alert and well-qualified in
all three areas; problems and opportunities fully
understood.

no structural procedures for the involvement of
the
respective experts

involvement of the respective experts is ensured
by sundardized procedures

I

emphasis on corrective action (end-of-pipe

measures)
emphasis on prevention at source
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The importance of common aspects to joint management will be clear. Concepts

regarding these common aspects and the associated overlapping management

domains could potentially be linking (or even unifying) concepts. Up till now, these

have barely been developed. In my opinion they need further elaboration.

3.5 lnteractions of management systems

This paragraph focuses on the question: What experiences can be assessed with

interactions between the three nwnagement systems?

So we concentrate now on the similar organizational aspects of the three manage-

ment system and the resulting organizational interactions. Special attention is paid to

stimulating and impeding factors relevant to synergetic interactions.

'As with the former section, this analysis is based on the systematic description

presented in sections 3.2.(l-5).4,3.2.(1-5).5 and 3.2.(1-5).6 about the interactions

between the three management systems. The focus in this paragraph is on the

experiences with respect to how the interactions in the management take place.

Firstly t}e concrete experiences are presented (doing and reflective observation);

these comprise the role of management involvement, participation, the use of similar

or integrated instruments, the influence of the respective experts, the influence of the

stages of development and experiences with competition and contradictions. Then the

abstract lessons learned about conceptualizations and motives are given (subsection

3.5.2). Finally in subsection 3.5.3 an overview is given of the opportunities for the

creation of management system synergy.

3.5.1 Concrete interactions

3.5. 1 .1 Management involvement
The involvement of top managers with the management of working conditions,

environment and quality in these firms is substantial. This is most clearly so in

quality management where quality is usually the responsibility of the general

manager, the other management systems often being the responsibility of another top

manager.

There were a number of steering committees, with substantial contribution from the

top managers . At Plastic there was a joint steering committee for working conditions

and environrnerfi. At Steel Wire a steering committee functioned in the management

of quality, and there was another in formation for environmental management. At

Paint there was a steering committee for quality, while for working conditions and

environment steering committees where in formation. At Trucks there was a
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management corunittee for quality management. At the smaller Rubber there was
formally no specific committee for quality, but actually the Management Team
functioned as such, while for environment there was a committee in formation. An
overview of the functioning management steering committees is given in table 3.4.

Table 3.4 An overview of management steeing committees

+ : steering committee functioning
i.f. : steering committee in formation
- : no steering committee
* : integrated steering committee for working conditions and environment.
** : the normal management team explicitly performs this function

Especially the experience at Steel Wire were the management of working conditions
was generally evaluated as more effectively than quality management even though
there was little management involvement in the former and substantial management

effort in the latter, make it clear that management involvement in itself is not a good
indicator of the effectiveness and productivity of t]re management activities. A
possible explanation is that the managers direct their efforts precisely to those areas

that are supposed to need improvement. The managers of these firms currently give
relatively little effort to working conditions, and are of the opinion that this area

requires less improvement. Management involvement is a good indicator of the

efforts being made towards improvement.

fistems approach cts o ruuwgement tool
The management of working conditions is not so often defined as a "system" as are

the management of quality or environmental aspects. With working conditions the

system approach was only used at Plastic, while the intention to do so was expressed

at Paint. It is likely that the use of a syst€ms approach is related to the involvement
of top managers. The use of a 'system-definition' is clearly a management tool.
With the actual performance, the use of a system approach was not a determining
factor. That was shown at Steel Wire wbere the management of working conditions

was not defined as a system, while the management of quality was. Quality manage-

ment was influenced much more by the top managers. The management of working
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conditions at Steel Wire depended to a large degree on the personal involvement of
the safety expert, a relatively small basis. The general feeling in that firm was,

including that of the top managers, however, that the management of working

conditions functioned at least as well and that less management effort was needed.

The involvement oI middle manogers

The active involvement of the middle managers is very important in each manage-

metlt system. However, on top of their other tasks, it is an additional burden for

them (though it can also be perceived as a challenge). The impression is that the

involvement of the middle managers was regarded as the key to success in each

firm, but that is was usually not (yet?) optimized. The involvement of middle

managers was generally least in the relatively new field of environmental manage-

ment.

3.5.1.2 Participation
All in all, participation in these companies is important and complex. Workers are

involved with the respective management systems in fiye ways: through their

responsibilities within their jobs and tasks (1), through direct influence in permanent

or temporary groups, such as semi-autonomous task groups or quality control circles

(2), through normal regular discussion or more specific forms of deliberation (3),

through the workers' representatives in the Works Council or the SHW-committees

(4), and thrcugh the influence of the unions (5).

The direct involvement of employees in the functioning of management systems is

most clearly shown by the regulations tasks that are either additional to or part of

their normal jobs.

Three firms (Trucks, Paint, Plastic) have regulation tasks for the three aspects as

parts of most jobs and also have units with autonomous task groups. The quality

control circles or specific departmental deliberation platforms offer additional direct

participation which is found, in various forms, in four firms (Steel Wire, Trucks,

Paint, Plastic). A vast system of quality control circles operated at Trucks. The

quality control circles were cross functional groups: employees of several depart-

ments and different hierarchical levels participating. There were about 50 function-

ing quality control circles, all on a temporary basis. The quality control circles

frequently discussed problems with working conditions, but only occasionally

problems relevant to the environment. The silne was true of the "jointly improving"

groups at Rubber. At Plastic there were shift-projects; their main task was to

improve quality, but they also explicitly aimed at the improvement of working

conditions and the environment. Besides regulation tasks, the quality control iircles

are actually the most important form of participation in the area of quality.

For the management of working conditions two discussion structures covering the
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total organization were found (sreel wire, Plastic) and both functioned well. At
' Plastic the responsibilities of this platform were recently extended to environmental

management. There departmentrelated problems with working conditions are
discussed, and in so far as possible solved. when necessary they are solved at the
company level. No similar platforms were found in quality management.

In each of the firms a safety, Health and well-being committee functions that is
established by the works council. In each firrn the SHW-committee is, to varying
degrees, also engaged in environmental issues. At Plastic the extension of .the

official responsibilities of the SHW-committee on environmental issues is under
coruiideration. The works Councils focus mainly on working conditions, but also
pays attention to environmental protection. The attitude of the representatiyes

towards quality management is generally positive but there is very little actual
involvement. Rubber is the exception, its works council reacted positively to the

educational program 'Jointly improving", that is a key to the implementation of
quality management. The actual influence of the unions on the three areas was

relatively little. They usually regarded the performance of the firms in these aspects

as relatively good, so they focused on other items (analogous to the management

involvement!). An overview of the participation of the five firms is given in table
3.5.

Table 3.5 An overview of involvement ofworkers and their representatives

The involvement of
employees

Management of working
conditions

Environmental manage-
ment

Quality management

Firm jobs
&TG

DD

QCC

repre-

senta-

tion

jobs &
TG

DD&
Qcc

repre-
sentati-
on

jobs

&.

TG

DD
&
Qcc

re-
pre-

sen-

lA-
tion

Steel Wire DD SHW

Truck jobs,
TG

(@c) sHw jobs,

TG
(sHrv) jobs,

TG
Qcc

Paint jobs,
TG

sHw jobs,

TG
6H$D jobs,

TG

Plastic jobs,
TG

QCC
DDT

SHW* jobs,
TG

QCC
DDT

SHW* jobs,

TG
Qcc

Rubber Qcc sHw (QCC) Qcc

= specific regulation tasks part of most jobs

= no structured involvement at this level

= specific Departmental Discussion

= Comittee for safety, health and well-being, established by the Works Council

= Quality Control Circle
= Task Group discussion (semi-autonomous)
: clear secondary task regarding this aspect
: joint platform for working conditions and environment.

i:o'
DD
sHw
Qcc
TG

0

Lt2



3.5.1.3 Using similar or integrated instruments
At each firm a great variety of management instruments consciously apply lessons

learhed in a similar area, or by integrating instruments.

Table 3.6 Management instruments used for the creations of use of synergy between

two or three areas

policy instruments:
* statement of inrcntion
* policy statements
* annual progmm
* annual report
* management steering committees
* audits
* handbooks(procedures)
* deliberation structure

human directed prevention and control instruments
* qualificationofemployees
* education and training
* job descriptions (specific paru oD
* evaluation methodology ofthe functioning ofmanagers and employees with respect to the

specific management initiatives.
* assurancemethodologies

infonnation directed:
* administration and documentation
* monitoring(measurement)
* material safety data sheets
* recognition of lots, product labelling
* notiffing procedures fur undesirable situations or opportunities for improvement

directed at the increase of self regulating capability
* regulation tasks as part of most jobs
* regulation tasks delegated to task groups
* deliberation (local level)
* cross functional regulation circles (Eg quality conrol circles)
* shift improvement projects
* delegation of responsibilities and power

directed at increasing the eficiency of the organixation:
+ cost-benefitconsiderations

wo* place directed:
* workplaceinspections
+ specified requess from workplace for environmental licenses

wo*ing methods directed:
* handbook with prescriptions (local and operational)

directed towards unJorse en circumstances :
* emergency planning (organizational and technical)
* repression devices
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Sometimes for one of these instruments the three areas were used analogously, while

for another the integration of two areas was realized and for a third there was

integration of two areas while advantage was taken of the analogy with the third
area. None of tho firms had a fixed pattern for this. Through the variety of instru-

ments and the mutual use of lessons learned, win/win situations between the

management systems are created. That why I call this form of synergy, rnanagement

system synergy. The oppornrnities for management system synergy are used when-

ever that seems beneficial, and preferably in such a way that no additional problems

are generated. It is approached pragmatically.

Because of the limited number of firms it was not considered fruitful to specify the

use of opportunities for synergy per firm, in what way they were used per instru-

ment (analogy/integration), or for which management.systems they were used. An

overview of these instruments is given in table 3.6.

3.5.1.4 The influence of the experts
In each firms experts were available for each area. The smaller Rubber is connected

to an occupational health service, but has no safefy expert. Paint was recently

associated with an expert service for working conditions that delivered services

regarding both safety and health.

The place of the specialists for working conditions (in safety or health services) is

specified in the Working Conditions Act for those firms that are obliged to have

such expertsrs (not relevant to llubber). The position of the quality experts is -
without legal sanction - comparable. Sometimes this is also true of the placing of the

environmenial coordinators (Steel Wire, Paint, Plastic), though it is not yet always

clearly defined (Trucks). Joint expert services were found for "Safety, Occupational

hygiene & Environment" at Plnstic, and for "Safety, Ergonomics and Environment"

at Trucks. At Steel Wire there was close cooperation between the manager for
quality assurance and the environmental manager.

An interesting question is: what is the influence of these specialists on the organiz-

ations? In order to evatuate this influence, the so,called "network approach" was

used. Networks come into being through negotiations between the actors about

problem definitions. In this way common opinions about strategies can be obtained.

Groenewegen and Vergragt (1991) distinguish between the functioning of "Environ-

mental, Safety & Health professionals" $ the three internal networks (the produc-

tion, innovative and strategic network).

The production network consists mainly of production units: maintenance, suppliers

and customers. The innovative network encompasses research and development,

pilot productions and marketing. Within the strategic network the general strategic

policy of the firm is determined, eg. what the core activities are, what the general

direction of the total organization is, etc. The three experts as well as other key
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actors were included in the interviews, and we also checked whether concrete

procedures were functioning, for example with respect to the development of new

products and the use of the available expertise. Thus it was possible to make a rating

about the influence of the respective experts. A scale of 0 (no influence) to 3 (an

influence that was strong and structural) was used. When the experts had a say in

early crucial decisions (assured by procedures), their influence was rated 3. When

they usually had a say in these decisions, but not one ensured by procedures, this

was rated 2. When they were consulted at the stage of making decisions operational,

and were able to define limiting conditions (assured by procedures), this was rated

1. When there was no structural influence, the rating was 0. Due to the recent

change in expert service for working conditions at Paint, it was not useful to rate

their influence. An overview of the average influences in the four firms is shown in

table 3.7.

Table 3.7 Average influence of experts or expert services on the internal networks

The numbers are the averages of rating the influences on a scale of 0 for nil
influence up to 3 foy an important influence that was made structural.

The table shows that the quality expErts are'the most influential in the firms and are

a source of important lessons learned in this respect. The environmental experts,

even though environmental management is rather new, come jointly second with the

safety experts, but they have more say in strategic decisions. The influence of both

types of specialists on working conditions is strongly focused in the production

network and is very limited with respect to the strategic policy, and to research and

development. Safety experts have a markedly varying influence on innovation and

strategy (3 at Ptastic, I or 0 at the other firms). The influence of occupational health

network

Expert services
(number)

safety
(3)

health
(4)

environment
(5)

quality
(5)

production
and mainten-
ance

3 2.5 1.8 2.6

innovation 1.3 0.3 1.6 2.4

strategy 0.3 1.8 2.6
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on these networks is very poor. The functioning of the experts in these networks is

of course only partially dependent on the activities of the experts themselves, it also

depends on the attitudes and the behaviour of the respective top managers.

The influence of the experts described above corresponds rather well with their

status according to their business card. The qualiry specialists always present

themselves as managers, the environmental coordinators do so rather often, as do a
few safety experts. Occupational physicians never characterize themselves as

managers; they always emphasize their expertise. The table corresponds well with

the placing of the experts within the organization: the quality specialists (except at

Rubber where they perform an additional function) are always directly subordinate to

the general manager. The experts for working conditions and environmental

protection - with the exception of Plostic - are always subordinate to another top

manager. The above-mentioned differences can impede the development of cooper-

ation befween the various specialists and the creation and use of opportunities for
synergy, but they also clarify the potential benefits of cooperation: the experts could

mutually use each others' networks and increase the efficacy of their efforts.'

3.5.1.5 The influence of the stages of development
The management systems in these firms were not always developed to the same

degree. A distinction was made by the researchers between three possible stages:

- the starting stage (l), the system and its introduction are being designed

- the implementation stage (2), the system is being introduced

- the operational stage (3), the system functions and is further developed.'

These distinctions are sufficient for a fust analysis. The interviewees were asked

whether the management systems were actually functioning, were still being

introduced or were being designed. In one case'only there was some doubt, about

the environmental management system of Plastic: this system was not fully imple-

mented, yet substantial parts functioned already. It was regarded by the researchers

as being at the end of stage 2.

There are three possible situations for the differences between stages: substantial

differences, moderate differences and no or minor differences. In these five firms

the management of working conditions and quality management are fully developed

(of course both can be improved further) and that cannot be said of environmental

management. At each firm the difference is substantial or moderate. An overview of

differences in stages is given in table 3.8.
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Table 3.8 Overview of differences in stages of the management systems per firm

Firm Working Conditions -
Environment

Working Conditions -
Quality

Environment- Quality

Steel ltt/ire substantial minor or negligible substantial

Trucks moderate minor or negligible moderate

Paint moderate minor or negligible moderate

Plastic moderate minor or negligible moderate

Rubber substantial minor or negligible substantial

The bold items represent relationships where the joint management of the systems

was an explicit part of the firms' strategy.

These differences in stages can cause different interactions. When they are substan-

tial or moderate, most opportunities for synergy spring from using the lessons

learned from the more developed area, and applying them to the development of the

least mature system. Because environmental management was the least developed in

these firms, this means that in the development of environmental management

benefits can arise from using lessons learned in the areas of working conditions and

quality. There is however also 'the law of the restraining advantage'. Just because

there has until now been little history of environmental management in the firrts (as

an item of systematic management) it is likely that it will be introduced according to

the latest state of the art. That can generate - in the long run- stimuli for innovation

in the management of working conditions or quality. A relevant example is the

development of the system approach for the management of working conditions.

It is remarkable that the oppornrnities for synergy between the management of
workinE conditions and quality (both at comparable stages of development) had not

been used systematically in any of the firms. But in interviews and also in dis-

cussions at the presentations of the firm reports, it was often said that the firms

wanted to exploit these opportunities much more in the future.

The differences between stages have consequences also for the way in which

oppornrnities for synergy are realized. In case of substantial differences a separate

analogous development is more advantageous. When stages were substantially

different none of these firms chose the integration strategy. A different development

in environmental management is regarded as more beneficial because it is anticipated

that its development will be realized more effectively and efficiently that way. It also

increases identifiability and stimulates the extra attention that is needed for a rapid

development. At Plastic environmental management was now already developed to a

degree where these influences became decreasingly relevant.
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A minor or negligible difference between stages makes another strategy for the

realization of synergy attractive: integration. This is based on the principle of
'killing two or three birds with one stone". It can also be regarded as a way to make

cooperation, and so the exchange of lessons learned between various stakeholders

and disciplines, structural. It is important to realize that integration increases

complexity. That can easily cause delays in decision-making. Integration is only
attractive therefore when it offers other advantages. When there are many colrlmon

aspects in the firm, implicating substantial overlapping of the management systems

integration becomes very attractive. At Plastic that was the reason why the strategy

was aimed at the integration of the management of working conditions (especially

safety and occupational hygiene) and environmental management.

3.5. 1 .6 Competition and contradictions
The management of working conditions, environment and quality can compete for
corlmon resources of finances, tools (for specific activities), time (attention) of
everyone involved (especially managers, supervisors and staff experts with tasks in
two or three areas), and additional use of manpower. This was potentially relevant

for all five firms. Competition for cornmon resources can be strongly stimulated by

external requirements. We already saw in par 3.3. that different external stimuli

generated different responses. This can easily lead'to a "first come, first served"

situation.

It is important to note that external contradicting requirements can be resolved only

by the action of the firm itself, usually by the personal involvement of top managers,

who have the strongest interest in optimization of the whole. Competition between

the three management systems is also likely when one of the areas is regarded as

much more important than the others. That can be the case if activities in one area

are usually perceived as much more beneficial (in terms of financial benefit), if the

marketing interests differ widely (eg due to certification) or if there are important

conflicts with authorities (eg over environmental licenses). In all these cases the area

that is regarded as the most important tends to dominate the others and can easily

impede their further development (compare to par 3.4.1.2). Another contradiction

turned up at Truclcs: that of the contrast between having the emphasis on dealing

with technical items (hardware) in environmental management, and dealing mainly

with work processes and workers (humanware) in working conditions.

Some people may regard these contradictions as proofs of fundamental differences

between the three management areas. Not even one of the five firms interviewed

was of that opinion. Emphasizing the contradictions easily leads to the optimization

of each individual management system and so to suboptimization oithe whole. This

is clearly illustrated by a quotation from the quality manager of Plastic: "Those who

emphasize the contradictions between the three management systems have a too
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srnall scope".

3.5.2 Relevant conceptualizations and motives
Aiming at synergy was regarded as interesting and important for each of the five

firms. It was the decisive motive for participating in the research project. That does

not mean that each firm was already operating systematically towards the realization

of oppornrnities for synergy. For many people the concept of synergy was new in

this respect. Even asking about opportunities for synergy or synergetic effects

between the three management systems, was an'eye-opener for many of the people

interviewed. It often promptly generated some new and interesting points of view. It
seems that there is a substantial difference between the general awareness that

synergy can be possible and useful, and the actual implementation. In general it can

be said that even these front-runner firms did not acknowledge many opporRrnities

for synergy, and those they did were often used only partially.

A general characteristic of these front-runner firms is that they all strive for a high

effectiveness, and reduction of internal cost for each management system and for the

overall efficiency of the total organization. Reduction of internal cost is important to

top managers and forms a key stimulus for cooperation or integration (ie. for the

creation of oppornrnities for synergy).

An interesting question is why so many opportunities for synergy had not been used.

A prominent factor is the "distinction between systems". The problems in each

management system is often regarded as unique by the people who are most

involved with it. Increased communication is likely to reduce this effect. A second

factor is that a problem is often only dealt wiih when it has become tangible and

concrete. If an environmental problem ftrns up, people start to solve it. This is often

done without flust systematically veriffing whether similar problems have occurred

and have already been solved by other people in the organization. Increased

anticipation of potential problems would increase enormously the capability of using

the lessons learned.

A positive motive for the managers is that they can easily link similar phenomena

and they wish to have an overview. A negative factor for them is the burden they

carry as the result of separated audits and controlling activities. Each of these audits

encompasses a number of common elements, eg. the requirement to demonstrate that

the style of leadership is stimulating, and that the managers have a long-term vision.

This is seen as an avoidable burden that could be eliminated by a joint approach.

Conceptualization and motives relevant to the strategy for using opponunities for
synergy

The use of analogous instruments is a method that clearly has some general advan-

tages: it is possible to use the experiences of the firm. That is regarded as efficient
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and also attractive because the rate of operating is usually increased (effectiveness).

Time constraints are important when a rapid certification is desired (Qualiry) (Sreel

Wire, Paint), or sometimes because of the environmental policy of the local

authorities (environmental license) or the development of the national environmental

policy (Steel Wire, Paint, Rubber). Substantial innovations usually require quite a

period of time for communication, acceptance and realization. These time constraints

can be a hurdle to the desired changes and urge that the areas are approached

separately. Integral approaches are more complex and require the acceptance of
more people.

Another example of time constraints is when a catching up traiectory is really

needed in a particular area. Several firms had integrated safety (working conditions)

and environment rather markedly in the past. Because the management of safety

(working conditions) was developing more rapidly than environmental management,

and because of the development in legislation and the involvement of the employees,

that was a drawback for the environmental management. Since the need for adequate

environmental management is at present becoming accepted throughout society,

many firms have to catch up. That requires the explicit consciousness of the people

involved, and the allocation of specific resources (manpower, finances etc). These

requirements encourage the choice for a separated approach (Steel Wire, Rubber).

3.5.3 The creation of management system synergy

3.5.3.1 Opportunities
An important coulmon characteristic of the three management systems is their desire

for structural control and the improvement of technical, work and management

processes. This seems the basis for the creation of oppornrnities for management

system synergy. A set of factors influences the actual creation of these oppornrnities.

External requirements

Coordinated external requirements (eg. an objective-requirement by the authorities in

an area with much overlapping (working conditions-environment - Paint, Tntcks,

Plastic)) and the attitude of customers (who may for example demand environmental

properties as part of the general quality requirements of products (environment -

quality: Paint, Plastic)) stimulate synergy. Governmental bodies that operate

separately (all three areas, relevant to each firm) and the mean-requirements of
authorities (especially environmental authorities, Steel Wire, Tnuclcs, Rubber) lnve
the opposite impact. Audits by external bodies on separated areas (eg for ISO 9OOll2

certification, quality audits by customers, and the International Safety Rating System

(Working conditions, Plastic)) have a similar impact: separated externhl require-
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ments impede the creation of synergy.

Involvement of top managers

Top managers will often ask themselves whether coordination in the organization can

be improved. That implicates a stimulus to cooperation between the people involved

in the respective management systems and so to the creation of opportunities for

management system synergy.

The needfor an overview and ajoint approach

The introduction of environmenial management as a third area of management has in

many cases increased the demand for better coordination and the need for an

increased overview of what is going on. Contradiction of subaspects are as frequent-

ly found within each area as between the three systems. That can raise the need for

a holistic approach and stimulates the creation of managemeilt system synergy. On

the other hand the emphasis on taking action on concrete problems in the respective

areas impedes the creation of management system synergy.

Internal cost

Management system synergy makes things simpler to realise and reduces the internal

cost of the management effort. If the overall productivity of the management system

is important (as part of overall efficiency) and is monitored, it stimulates the

creation of synergy.

Panicipation

At the lower strata of the organization people usually think less abstractly. But if
people are supposed to regulate things for themselves they have to make choices.

Choices with respect to the three areas require that they can oversee them, and a

joint approach is strongly desired. This will clearly stimulate the assessment of

oppornrnities for management system synergy.

Related or distinct systems

Integrated expert services (eg safety and health) or other forms of close cooperation

between staff services often lead to joint initiatives. Such initiatives will often

implicate a desire for synergy. Expert services that have expertise only in one area,

or are even in competition for resoufces such as financial means, and the time and

attention of the managers, impede the creation of management system synergy.

Inte gral educational Pro granw

Broadly defined educational programs will reduce the distinction between systems in

the minds of the staff, and so stimulate the creation of management system synergy.
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Changing existing habits requires the reeducation of those involved. Especially when

behavioural changes are aimed at, or common aspects are important, an integrated

educational program will achieve the best results. Examples in these firms are the

careful handling of hazardous materials (working conditions & environment),

improving the skills needed for cooperation (each area), and analysing and solving
problems (each of the three areas).

Positive approach

F\rtting the emphasis on the positive aspects (opporrunities instead of threats) makes

organizations more alert in assessing the potential benefits of the win-win situations

that can be achieved (sometimes in the long run) via the creation of oppornrnities for
synergy.

Expeiences with synergy

Experiences with the creation and use of synergy are currently positive, due to their
win/win characteristics. Experiences also increase the awareness of the concept

synergy or of the strategies for their realization. Experiences with synergy therefore

reinforce the attention to management systems synergy.

Emphasis on prevention or correction

Especially in the development or design stage of new technical systems and work
places a relatively minor investrnent can generate improvements in several areas, at

least when these aspects are an integral part of the development or design process

(Paint, see subsection .3.2.2,2; compare subsection 6.2. 1.

Tuning of the workplace and job content for the workers (ergonomics) is another

relevant example of prevention at source. The emphasis on prevention always

stimulites the creation of oppornrnities for management system synergy. The

opposite is true of focusing on correction.

An overview of stimulating or impeding factors for the creation of opportunities for
management system synergy is given in table 3.9.
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Table 3.9 Stimulating and impeding fqctors for the creation of opponunities for
mana 8, eme nt sy st em sy ne r gy

Stimulating factors Impeding facton

Joint external requirements Separated external requirements

Substantial involvement of top managers Poor involvement of top managers

Growing need for management overview Emphasis on taking action on concrete problems
in the respective areas.

Explicit monitoring of internal cost of manage-

ment systems, overall effrciency is important.
No explicit attention to total internal cost of the

system.

Substantial participation of workers Participation not developed

Overlapping or closely related systems. Cooperat-

ing staff departments

Distinct systems, with only minor overlapping,
staff experts working separately.

lntegral education programs No or separated educational programs

Positive approaches are dominant Defensive strategies are dominant, focusing on

dealing with threats.

Experiences with synergy. Awareness ofoppor-
runities.

No conscious experiences with synergy, barely
developed awareness of opportunities for synergy

Consequent emphasis on prevention (at source). Emphasis is put on correction

3.5.3.2 The two basic strategies
Generally speaking there are two strategies for the creation and use of synergy

between the management systems, both requiring the exchange and mutual use of
experiences (lessons learned) in order to deal with similar matters: one employing an

analogous manner, the other an integrated manner. These strategies can be used at

tvvo levels of complexity: with respect to the management systems as a whole, or

with respect to the instruments used by these systems.

The potential benefit of using analogies is mainly the use of a similar organizational

methodology; the same heuristics for problem solving, and in linking qua design and

presentation to already existing instruments, when a new instrument is being

developed. The potential benefit of integration is that two or three similar things can

be done at one time, resulting in a much simpler attribution of responsibilities. A

disadvantage is the higher complexity: each area is already complex and difficult to

oversee, and integration makes it even more complex. A separated approach is less

complex. That's why decisions can be made more quickly and changes can be

realized more rapidly by using t}te analogous approach.

An overview of the characteristics of the two strategies for the realization of

management system synergy is given in table 3.10.
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In the firms these opportunities for synergy are used very pragmatically, both on the

policy level and the operational level. When opportunities for synergy were ack-

nowledged, they are currently being used. With respect to each management system

it can be said that an independent development of their management is only possible

to a certain degree; optimization beyond that also depends on the synergy with the

other two management systems.

Table 3.10 Characteristics of the two strategies for the realization of management

system synergy

The way opportunities for synergy are used (separated analogous or integrated

approach) is never an objective in itself. Top managers who feel the need to have

clear priorities may choose a separated approach (Steel Wire, for subaspects also at

Trucks, Plastic, Paint and Rubber). They will also probably pay relatively little
attention to the other areas (potentially leading to suboptimization due to partial

dominance). Another possibility is an integrated approach making the choices at a

lower level in the organization (Plastic). This has the important advantage that

operational problems are always tackled in an integral way; it implies integrated

prescriptions of work processes (Steel Wire, Trucl<s, Plastic) and may lead to
integrally defined jobs that explicitly comprise tasks that are relevant for all three

areas (Plastic) or to semi-autonomous task groups that have these tasks (Trucks,

r24

using analogim integration

increased cooperation between people
most involved; each system is respon-
sible for itself

cooperation of people most involved.
joint responsibility for instrument or
system.

beneficial principle:
sharing relevant experiences, mufual
use of lessons learned, increased accep-
tation of new measures

beneficial principle:
"kill two or three birds with one
stone".

main advantages:
applicable to each situation even at
different stages of development, and
with substantial time constraints.
High flexibility; identifiability of each
aspect; easier quality certificationr6

main advantages:
prevents most effectively operational
problems
especially attractive in cases of import-
ant common aspects and comparable
stages of development

main disadvantages:
cooperation is not assured, conflicting
items can easily lead to competition

main disadvantages:
higher complexity, the respective
aspects are not always assured by the
involvement of agents with a specific
interest or expertise.



Paint).

The choice for both strategies occurs in the five firms, often together. An example is

the integration of the experts staff in one departrnett (Trucks ard Plastic for safety

and environment) but with separated annual programs in the same firms. The choice

for one of the strategies is influenced by a number of factors.

3.5.3.3 Factors that influence the choice of the strategy

Related or distinct systems, and the inJluence of the expert services

Integrated expert services or other forms of close cooperation will encourage the

choice for the integration strategy. Expert services that have only expertise in one

iuea encourage the choice for the analogy strategy. Substantial differences in power

between the staff experts seems to impede their cooperation.

The imponance of common aspects

If common aspects are important (see par 3.4) this clearly encourages the choice for

the integration strategy.

Emphasis on prevention or correction

Emphasising prevention at source implicates consciously assessing undesired

potential future effects. Undesired effects in the three areas are then easily taken into

account and an integral approach possible.

Integral approaches to operational problems

Operational problems demand a uniform approach, this is why it is attractive to

integrate elements that strongly influence operational activities. This is not necessar-

ily true to the same degree for management activities. If the firm has already

integral jobs and/or semi-autonomous tasks groups this implies many advantages of
an integrated approach to the three areas of management.

The role of dffirences in stages of development

Substantial differences in stages of development favour the analogy strategy; similar

stages of development (in this research actually: two well-functioning systems)

encourage the integration strategy.

Joint or panial extemal requirements

Joint external requirements (compare to 3.5.3.1) stimulate the choice for the

integration s-trategy. Separated partial requirements stimulate the choice for the

analogy strategy.
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Time consffaints

Time constraints stimulate the choice for the analogy strategy. The integration
strategy makes things more complex and the aspects less identifiable.

An overview of factors influencing the strategy for the realization of management

system synergy is given in table 3.11.

Table 3.11 Factors influencing the strategy for the realization of rnanagement

system synergy

3.6 lnteractions between the three management
systems and the organization

This paragraph focuses on the third question:

What expeiences can be assessed with interactions between general management

and the joint nwnagement of working conditions, environment and qualityT

This analysis refers to the findings presented in subsections 3.2.1-5.2. about the

interactions between the organization and the three areas of management. The
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Stimulating the integration stroteg Stirnulating the analoglt strotegt

Overlapping or closely related systems. Distinct systems, with only minor
overlapping.

Important cornmon aspects Common aspects not very important

Cooperating staff departments Staff experts working separately; or
substantial differences in power
between the staff experts.

Consequent emphasis on prevention at
source

Emphasis on corrective activities

Operational problems demand a uni-
form approach

Managerhent activities can be differen-
tiated

Integral jobs and/or semi-autonomous
tasks groups

Jobs with a poor working content

Similar stages of development Substantial differences in stages of
development

Integral external requirements Separated external requiriments per
area

No important time constraints Time constraints important



relationship between the general management and the three management areas are

represented, using the Lriden Octahedron as the structuring scheme. In subsection

3.6.1. at the concrete level (doing, observation) and in subsection 3.6.2. at the

abstract level of conceptualization with the motives relevant to decision making.

Eventually the opportunities for organizational synergy stemming from this interac-

tion are given in subsection 3.6.3.

3.6.1 Concrete interactions

O r ganizational obj e ctiv e s .

Continuity results from (in the order of importance that is attributed to these aspects

by the five firms): safeguarding the position in the market (quality management - all

five -, sometimes also environmental management Trucks, Paint, Plastic), safeguard-

ing production activities by being sufficiently attractive in the labour market (for

qualified personnel, Steel Wire, Paint, Truclcs) and by meeting legal requirements

(working conditions, environment, all five but not Very pronouncedly). Each

management system can moreover contribute to the retum on interests of the firm,
by having a positive impact on cost development in the firm. Quality management

contributes substantially to the minimization of internal cost (less defects to be

repaired, prevention of product losses). This is also true of environmental manage-

ment; it contributes to a reduction in the cost of waste transport and disposal,

minimizing leakages and loss of energy and preventing the firm being confronted

with the exceptionally high cost of sanitizing poltuted soil (all five). The manage-

ment of working conditions contributes to the return on interests by the better use of
human resources, reduction of the cost of the recruitrnent and education of labour,

and the use of temporary workersrT.

Strategy

In all five firms there was a general longlerm vision that was made operational

specifically for the three management areas. The same was true for the development

of proactive approaches regarding the market, competition, labour market, etc.

Sometimes the benefits flow the other way: in an organization that does not have a

clearly developed general long-term strategy, the inevitability of developing some

long-term strategy can be communicated by signals that stem from each of the three

areas (Paint, Trucks). In this way the management systems can (mainly jointly)

contribute to the improvement of general management.

In each of the five firms attention is paid to the three areas during procurement, and

the same can be said of the subcontracting of work. At Plastic a system for periodic

auditing of subcontractors has been developed in cooperation with some other firms
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(working conditions and environmental management, only marginally for quality

management).

Structure

A Jlexible organization will respond more easily to changes in the organizational

environment. Characteristics of a flexible organization are short hierarchic lines

(Steel Wire has recently started to shorten them, Plastic, Paint and Trucks have done

so already for several years) and working units with a high degree of autonomy, by

delegating responsibilities and power as much as possible and as far as possible to

the shop floor (Steel Wire, Trucks, Paint, Plastic) and working in semi autonomous

task groups (Trucks, Paint, in planning at Steel Wire). Each of these characteristics

facilitates the implementation and improvement of the management of working

conditions, environment and quality. For each area the individual or collective
personal responsibility is very important, as is a decisive response to changes in the

organizational environment.

An important principle that is being applied in all five firms is that of the increase in
the selfregulation capacity of the organization. This means that the opporrunities for
regulation coincide as much as possible with the sources of problems. The larger the

self regulation capacity realized, the more rapidly and efficaciously problems will be

solved and the better the chance that new problems will be adequately dealt with.

This corresponds to the previously mentioned tendency to delegate responsibilities

and power, with integral job content and direct participation. Explicit attention to the

demarcation and devolution of horizontal responsibilities is essential to quality

management. But it is also important for the management of working conditions and

environment, 
'especially when the work is done by different shifts. In each of the

firms special attention was given to horizontal responsibilities, and some firms were

improving the demarcation of such responsibilities (Paint, Tntclcs), or the procedures

for devolution (Steel Wire, Plastic). The quality control circles at Truclcs were

always constituted cross functionally so that horizontal problems could be solved or

prevented.

In some firms a compafty fire deparnnent carried out preventive tasks (Steel Wire,

Paint, tot known of the others). They took care of inspection, mainly with regard to

housekeeping, focusing on hazardous materials. A clear overlapping of (or contribu-

tion to) safety (working conditions) and environment, and to a lesser degree, also of
quality.

Technology

Technical processes have a lot of influence on working conditions, environment and

quality. If these aspects are an integral part of the strategic objectives and the set of
requirements at the preparation or planning stages of the introduction of technologi-
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cal innovations, this may lead to synergy. Standardized procedures for at least two

of these aspects are present in each of the five firms.

The good integration of the three management systems with the activities of the

department for Research and Development is important because these activities may

be important to the development of more fundamental solutions, and can contribute

to the early anticipation of problems inherent in the processes or products that are

under development. On the other hand this also prevents the development of new

products or processes that are likely to cause problems in manufacnrring. The

integration of the specific management activities into research and development

activities was best realized with respect to quality. In the management of working

conditions, more attention should be given to this. An overview is given in table

3.12.

Table 3.12 Integration in Research and Development activities

Firm/aspect Working Conditions Environment Quality

Steel Wire boundary condition boundary condition integrated

Trucks* not relevant* not relevant* not releYant*

Paint integrated integrated integrated

Plastic integrated integrated integrated

Rubber not integrated boundary condition integrated

* The Research & Development activities of Trucks take place at the Swedish head-

quarter. The influence of the Dutch site is minimal.

Preventive maintenance is an important aspect for each management area. In the

past, each domain was mainly regarded as "technical". Good maintenance contrib-

utes to the prevention of deviations in the processing that have a potential impact for
each aspect. The people in the technical services are very well aware of this. An

employee of the technical service (Steel Wire) even said that aU these management

systems are no novelties (he regarded them as a whim of fashion), because preven-

tive actions and long-term planning have been colnmon practice in the technical

services for many years.

Culture

A remarkable characteristic of these front-runner firms is that they describe their

own culture as a do-culture. T\ey realizn a situation that evaluates and rewards

initiative. P.rocedural affairs (eg the careful evaluation of different initiatives or the

final adjustment of decisions) are often regarded as weak points. Perhaps other firms
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that are not front runners have to raise their evaluation of initiative. The taking of
initiatives (implicating the acceptance of the risks of innovation) as well as system-

atic fine-tuning (aiming at the avoidance of risks) are important. They are usually

linked with a participatory policy. At Plastic and Rubber the notification of undesir-

able situations, preferably with suggestions for improvement, is being encouraged,

and clearly with success. Trucks encourages the generation and use of creativity in
the quality control circles. At Plastic there were at the moment of our interviews
two special educational campaigns. A "Zero defects" campaign, at the instigation of
the American mother concern and with a broadly defined quality objective (the drive
for perfection and the elimination of defects). That campaign offered opportunities

for analogies for working conditions: "Zero accidents", and for environmental

protection: "Zero emissions". These specifications for the safety and environmental

aspects were incorporated into the quality campaign. The second campaign "Kill the

Spill" was directed at environmental protection and working conditions. The aim

was to prevent leakages and to eliminate spills during the transference of chemicals.

In some other firms such .educational campaigns were more closely integrated into

current activities (eg "Total Quality" (Truclcs) and "Jointly improving" (Rubber)).

People

The department of Personnel and Organization was usually responsible for the

integration of specific tasks in the three areas in job descriptions, especially for the

formalization of responsibilities and power. At Plastic a method was being devel-

oped -in cooperation with some other firms- for the systematic evaluation of these

job-aspects within the framework of functioning evaluations. The departrnents for
personnel and organization were also involved in the scheduling, organizing and

coordinating educational courses for vocational qualifications, and also in the

realization of education and training in the three areas. At three firms (Paint,

Truclcs, Rubber) the P & O departrnent was also responsible for coordinating all

activities relevant to working conditions. Specific tasks were carried out with respect

to well-being at work (conforming to the Working conditions act (Steel Wire,

Trucks, Paint, Rubber). This followed on alrgady existing activities regarding job

improvement (Paint, Trucles).

Each of the five firms aimed at the increase of a personnel that was versatile and

well-educated; which demanded increased qualifications. This has a positive impact

on the flexibility of the organizatiot, on quality management, safety etc. All five
firms are therefore improving the qualifications of their employees with both general

and specific vocational courses and with the engagement of new personnel that are

already relatively highly educated. The introduction or development of the tlree
management systems reinforces that process.

Limited lingual skills can complicate education and training activities specific to
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particular jobs and tasks. The aim to increase qualifications can become problematic

in the longer run for employees with limited skills in the Dutch language (first
generation immigrants, Steel Wire). The firms are very well aware of the limitations

and disadvantages in the flexibility that can be achieved by using temporary workers;

they are never optimally settled into the job and usually they cannot be used in the

more responsible jobs.

Some firms (Trucks., Plastic) consciously strive to increase the number of women in
production jobs. Besides the advantage of a greater potential labour force, this is

expected to have a positive impact on the corporate culture. For the people at Sreel

Wire it is however still unthinkable that women could work in their steel factory.

3.6.2 Relevant conceptualizations and motives

O r ganizational obj e ctive s

The continuiry of the organization is an extremely important main objective.

It depends on the possibility of sustaining production, going on selling its.products,

and returning of profit on investments. These three central organizational objectives,

(producing, selling and returning interest) have an important influence .on the

development of management systems. The degree to which these management

systems are supposed to contribute to these general objectives, corresponds to their

development. For the employees continuity can be understood as the conservation of
employment. In each of the five firms, adequate quality management is regarded as

being essential to the continuity of the organization. The management of environ-

mental protection or working conditions is regarded as being less important, but

increasingly relevant.

Stategy

In every firm a general long-term vision was available. A clear characteristic of
front-runner firms is that they anticipate sociekl trends at an early stage. This offers

them opportunities to stress their features as front runners and it also generates a

maximum freedom of action (an important motive, compare subsection 3.3.),

especially in the long run. That some policy instruments restrict the freedom of
action to a degree is very interesting: people can be tackled on their policy. This is

mainly relevant to the annual program because it encompasses concrete plans. At
Trucks this has impeded for quite a time the development of a policy approach to

working conditions. While the firm is a front runner in several aspects, including

working conditions, the respective annual program has only been made recently. A
legal obligation has brought a breakthrough in this situation. The same motive was

important to Plastic. At Plastic the obligatory annual program for working condi-
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tions is made public (it is obligatory to have it discussed with the Works Council

and to notify the Working Inspectorate), while the annual environmental program
(not obligatory) is not made public (in contrast to the annual report).

Problems with working conditions, environment, or quality all require a long-term
vision, which creates a framework for the striving for changes and to improvements.

The benefits are not only financial, though often they can only be established after a

long period. The people interviewed said that, to a certain degree, these benefits had

to be taken on trust. It was regarded as easier to prevent future problems than to

solve already existing problems. Prevention and early anticipation were therefore

regarded as essential aspects of a good strategy. Seeing itself as a learning organiz-

ation that needs a learning capability to be able to innovate (if necessary even the

fundamental principles of the organization), was an important aspect of the strategy

at Paint (see also section 3.8).

Structure

Rapid and adeqirate organizational responses to changing circumstances can not be

realized in a bureaucratic organization. Because such responses -especially those to

changes in the market- are perceived as increasingly important, the need for a more

flexible structure is widely acknowledged. This implicates a reduction in the

hierarchy and the increasing self-management of semi-autonomous units. The same

flexibility is regarded as important to the rapid development of the three manage-

ment systems - but usually only when explicitly asked for. More generally it is

regarded as essential for the increase of the innovative capacity of the organization,

which is beneficial to both general management and the three management systems.

Technology

The three areas of concern were historically regarded as technical areas (compare

subsection 2.3.1). This perception is still found with regard to environmental

management. It was probably no coincidence that the environmental coordinator at

Trucks originated from the technical service, while at Rubber an employee of the

technical service took care of all activities regarding environmental permits.

The experiences at Paint with technological innovations are notable. The transfer to

a new site with new installations meant a breakthrough in each of the three areas and

simultaneously a substantial increase in productivity. The firm has chosen source

directed (integrated) technological innovations and systematically precluded human

failure in circumstances where such failure could lead to -for the firm- unacceptable

consequences. See also par 3.2.2.2 (and for additional information the original firm
report, Zwetsloot & Sprengers 1992:105 -120).

With respect to the integration in research, product development and design, it is

very important whether this generates an advantage in the market (potential increase
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of sales). The knowledge of this advantage depends on the integration of marketing

activities. In the present situation these opportunities are clearly most important to

quality management, important to environmental .management and least important to

the management of working conditions.

Culture

Frontrunner firms often perceive problems as opporhrnities and this is regarded as

much more productive than focusing on the threats. The corporate culture also

reflects the importance that is attributed to specific items for the functioning of the

organization. The awareness that improvements to the tlree areas are also important

for the future of the firm, is very important in this respect (each firm). In quite a

few interviews a more general change in corporate culture and a growing awareness

were said to be the central issues for the firm. Important values that should become

more important are: care, reliability, effectuation of engagements, environmental

consciousness, taking account of impacts on colleagues, attention to long term

impacts of personal action, attention to the undesirable consequences of desired

activities, openness to innovations, development of initiatives, and the creation of the

willingness to learn, etc. A variety of stimuli for the organization to effectuate this

culnrral change (among ,which, of course, are those of the three management

systems) can mutually reinforce each otler. The willingness to learn is important in

all five firms. A firm that is very convinced of the rightness of their usual approach

(a pedantic orgarfzation) will continually be confronted by cultural problems, and

innovations or improvements will turn out to be essential anyway. That can be said

both for the general management as well as for the three areas.

People

When the firm has a positive concept of people (which is usually so with these five

firms), it chooses: stimulation, delegation of responsibilities, using creativity,

support, education and participation. An associated aspect is that the employees are

regarded as a very important factor in the organization: the employees have to have

support and trust (all five firms) regarding their cooperation with the development of

the three management systems. All this stimulates the development of the three

management systems. If there is a negative concept of people (and in all five firms
this incidentally manifests itself) the preferred choices are for control, external

motivation and supervision.

3.6.3 The creation of organizational synergy
The interaction between the management systems and the general organization is two

way: general management influences the management systems and their develop-

ment, and the management systems have an impact on the development of the
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organization as a whole. The potential synergy between the management systems and
general management is based on the mutual reinforcement of the primary function of
the firm on the one hand, and the functioning of the management systems on the

other. I call this kind of synergy: organizational synergy. As will be clear from the

analysis of the concrete interactions (par 3.6.1) it is usual for a frontrunner firm to
realize some of these opportunities for synergy, although it is explicitly mentioned

only now and then as a motive by the people interviewed. The positive interactions
(organizational synergy) can be found within each of the six clusters of variables,

that are used in this research to describe the organization and the management

systems (organizational objectives, structure, technology, strategy, culture,
people)tE.

objectives

The general objective of the continuity of the organization can be achieved with the

realization of the important objectives in each of the three management systems.

When these objectives are integrated into the general objectives, this greatly

encourages their realization. A second important item is the return on investments

that is generated by the management systems. If this is positive then firrther develop-

ment is encouraged.

strategy

A gene_ral orientation on long term objectives and strategies turns olt to be beneficial

to the development of each of the management systems. From another point of view,
each of the three areas requires a long term approach, and can stimulate the

development of a more general long term view by having one. They require also that

management attention goes upstreom to the source of the problem, paying a lot of
atlention also to procurement and general research and development.

structure

A flexible structure and an increased capacity for self management are important

factors for the rapid (effective and efficient) development of the management

systems. The development of these systems are themselves stimuli for the organiz-

ation to become more flexible etc. The creation of semi autonomous units and

integral jobs seem the keys.

technology

The development and use of integrated technology stimulates each of the manage-

ment systems and the organization's capacity to create and use synergy. Integration

with research and development activities, which simultaneously contributes to

increased effectiveness and the productivity of R & D is important.
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culture

Quite a few people interviewed regarded the existing culture as the main barrier to

the rapid implementation and efficacious functioning of the three management

systems. Each of the three areas can however also contribute to changes in the

corporate culture that are desired, eg a higher evaluation of care, reliability,

effectuation of engagements, environmental consciousness, taking account of impacts

for colleagues, attention to the long term impacts of personal action, awareness of

the undesired consequences of desired activities, openness to innovation, develop-

ment of initiatives, and the creation of the willingness to learn.

Figure 3.8 Overview of items relevant to organizational synergy
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people

Another interaction is that of people and the policy towards personnel and organiz-

ation and the three management systems. A positive attitude towards people,

implicating a supportive style oI leadership, is very important to the three areas.

Increasing the qualifications of the personnel, and the systematic development and

use of the creativity on the shop floor -implicatng direct panicipation- are essential

to the functioning of the three management systems, and have a positive influence on

the total organization. Integral jobs, and the consequent delegation of tasks, respon-

sibilities and power seem a precondition to that.

An overview of the items relevant to organizational synergy is given in figure 3.8.
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3.7 lmplementation processes

As we have seen in section 3.3, a common characteristic of each of the three
management systems concerns their dynamics. They are developing, and manage-

ment is frequently improved by the implementation of new measures. As can be seen

from appendix 1, we did not explicitly ask for the lessons learned about implemen-
tation strategies. Nevertheless we obtained valuable information about the implemen-
tation of specific improvements and about the management systems themselves.

Implementation processes are, of course, important for improvements in all three
areas, but also for the exploitation of opportunities for synergy, and so for the

optimization of joint management in the three areas. Although the focus in this
chapter was not on implementation, and an in-depth analysis of the implementation
processes cannot be given here, it seems important to give a concise analysis of the

experiences in the five firms in this section. This analysis refers to findings
presented in sections 3.3,3.4 and 3.5 (and thus to the descriptions presented in
subsections 3.2.1-5.3-6).

3.7.1 Concrete implementation strategies

The top-dorvn dilemma

At Steel Wire a top-down approach was consciously chosen with respect to the

implementation of quality management. By contrast, the management of working
conditions in the same firm was mainly a (top triggered) bottom-up approach, for
mainly historical reasons. Because of this notable peculiarity of this particular firm,
our research could reveal the advantages and disadvantages of these two approaches.

With a top-down approach it is easier to achieve a closer involvement of the higher

managers, while the middle managers have to exercise their responsibilities on a

regular basis. During the implementation process it does, however, generate a loss

of acceptance at every step made down through the hierarchy, and so a loss of
dynamics results. This is why the shop floor is very difficult to reach this way. With
the dominant bottom-up approach (working conditions) the shop floor could partici-
pate easily and effectively, but the involvement of the middle and higher managers

was clearly less than optimal. This firm opted initially for a top-down approach for
their environmental management. Examples of successful alternative strategies were,

however, not known to the top managers in this firm.

The role of the middle managers

In many situations the middle managers form an essential chain between the top and

the shop floor. The middle managers therefore often perform the difficult tasks of
realizing the policies of the top - tasks that are usually only partly overseen - and
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then transferring these policies to the shop floor. On the other hand they must

transfer ideas that are important on the shop floor to the top. This added to a vast

number of regulation tasks, means that they are usually overstretched. Middle

managers can easily become merely go-betweens. As a consequence, the middle

managers are often highly stressed, especially when changes are effected. This was

very explicitly the case at Steel Wire, and to a lesser degree in some of the other

firms (Paint, due to the transfer to a new site). The early intensive inYolvement of

the middle managers is therefore an important success factor. It improves the

chances of proposed changes being accepted, and so leads to more rapid and

effective implementation.

The snowball strategy

In a horizontal way each firm has a similar strategy: firsfly the management focuses

on some main points (currently production and the related mairtenance activities),

where the problems are obvious. The successes form the basis for their extension to

other essential areas of the firm (research and development, technical services,

marketing); then to the remaining areas and aspects of the total organization.

The design - process dilemma

Altogether the five firms had five "model management systems" available that were

developed specifically for their industrial sector: Sfeel Wire and Truclcs had a "model

environmental management system" for the metal industry, Paint had three models

for all three areas. However, the realization of "blueprints" or "model management

systems" (from the firms' sector organization) generates too much trouble with

acceptance and is not always suitable for the specific situation in a specific firm.

Therefore, in all five cases it was decided to follow an individual route. The models

of management systems were being used meanwhile as useful support. All five firms

opted for a "developing approach" and implicitly or explicitly (Paint) a learning

approach.

3.7 .2 Relevant conceptualizations and motives
Generally these front-runner firms chose a complex implementation slrategy,

combining top-down approaches with bottom-up initiatives (Truclcs, Plastic, Rubber).

These were regarded as more successful. But even when such complex strategies are

dominant, it can be tempting to implement a new procedure with some extra support

from the top (ie. top-down), because it seems easier and quicker that way. However,

this practice proved only attractive in the short run. The acceptance problems that

are neglected in this way increasingly generate resistance to the successively

proposed improvements, and so cause substantial delays in the next part of the
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trajectory. This was most clearly experienced at Paint (working conditions, environ-
ment and quality), though at Trucks (environment) and steel wire (quality) the same

finding was found (at Trucks the Safety and Health departrnent was not yet aware of
the resistance they had generated in this way).

Paint had experience of both external and internal consultants, who had followed the
design strategy. This resulted in good starting points, beautiful procedures on paper
but a continuously increasing resistance within the organization. Eventually the
resistance was so strong that it was decided to stop using these consultants and to
choose a fundamentally different strategy, which concentrated on gaining acceptance

within the organization. Just recently the firm has very consciously chosen a learning
approach that puts emphasis on the acceptance of the proposed measures. This meant
the conscious choice of a difficult and long lasting process that had consequences for
the total organization.

Paint was the only firm that was conscious of its organizational leaming process.
Consequently, they were managing this learning process; the concepts of organiz-
ational learning and, the leaming organization were used to improve this manage-

ment. Because the other four firms also followed a process approach and implicitly a
"learning approach!' (but more on a "trial and error" basis), it can therefore be said

that organizational learning processes are actually essential for implementation
processes and the management thereof, and also for the further development of
already functioning management systems. This might therefore be the key to
answering the central question about the optimum joint management of working
conditions, environment and quality. That is why the next paragraph elaborates on
the management of organizational learning processes, which will also play a central
role in the next chapter.

3.8 Conceptua! elaboration: the management of
the learning of organizations

Before I began the research project, Kolb's model for experiential learning was only
vaguely known to me (as far as it was described in section 3.1). Because lessons

learned stem from learning processes, it can be said that learning processes are the

key to this research. Moreover, it turned out that in organizations the mutual

exchange of lessons leamed is often vital for the creation and use of synergy. This
means that the management of learning processes in the organization can be

regarded as the key to synergy. Finally it became clear, especially in the case of
Paint, that the implementation of management systems can be regarded as a special
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fype of organizational learning process. In the case of Paint the management of this

organizational learning process was regarded as most important. That is why I
became increasingly interested in organizational learning processes, and especially

their management. Thus I read the original publication about experiential learning

(Kolb 1984) and some other leading publications about the learning of organizations,

especially Argyris and Sch<in (1979), and Senge (1990). The report in Dutch for the

Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment already encompassed a first concise

reflection on the relevance of the concept of the learning organization, mainly based

on a close reading of Swieringa & Wierdsma (1990) (Zwetsloot & Sprengers 1992:

60-61).

In this section additional attention will therefore be paid to experiential learning,

organizational learning processes and the management of organizational learning.

This may contribute to the understanding of the processes highlighted in this chapter

and it also introduces the central theme of Chapter 4.

3.8.1 Experiential learning processes

Kolb's model

Kolb's model of experiential learning (Kolb, 1984) was originally introduced in the

way that it is used by Swieringa & Wierdsma (1990, see Figure 3'1). Now we will

take a second look at the model and its origin. According to Kolb, people adapt

continuously to their environment by learning processes. karning processes,

whether individual or collective, are not only reactive responses to our physical and

social environment, but are also proactive by creating concepts of the outside world.

Education, work and personal development are closely linked in his view: the

workplace is a learning environment and personal development can, and should, be

stimulated by the work-content and the career possibilities of the job (Kolb 1984).

As we have already seen, his model describes the experiential learning process as an

iterative process of four alternating stages: doing, learning by concrete expeience,

observation, learning by reflective observationte, conceptualizing, learning by

abstract conceptualiZation, and experimentation, learning by active experimentation.

This is illustrated in Figure 3.9.

Each stage of the learning process, and the succeeding stages, are necessary to

achieve learning processes leading to behavioural change. An important advantage of

the model is that it is suitable for analysing problems resulting from potential

differences between what has been said or written and day-to-day practice (what is

actually done). This is a very important distinction. Managers are all too often only

learning 'talking and thinking'; they learn according to what Argyris and Schdn call

espoused theory2\. They neglect the iheory in usdt. In contrast, operators are
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often sent to training sessions where they learn to 'do' something but the attention
paid to improved understanding and knowledge is minimal (Swieringa & wierdsma
1990: 100).

Organizations can learn only through the experience and actions of individuals. This
is why the objectives of an organizational learning process are often not only
described in terms of collectively changed behaviour, but also in terms of personal
involvement and personal development.

Figure 3.9 A model for experiential learning (Kolb 1984: 42)
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But the learning of individuals is in itself not sufficient to ensure the organizational

learning process, which is fundamentally collective learning. In order to achieve

organizational learning, the individual experiences, discoveries, inventions and

evaluations must be embedded in collective memory, and in principles, procedures

and rules within the otganization. There are, however, many organizations that are

not very successful in this respect: they seem to & learning only by trial and error
and this is usually not very effective and certainly not efficient. That is precisely the

reason why it can be very beneficial to manage these organizational learning

processes. Usually, both people and organizations learn problem-oiented: learntng is

achieved by solving existing problems and realizing improvements. In this way

problems can be regarded as interesting warning signals for potentially inevitable

changes, ie. as opportunities for learning processes. Problems could be defined as
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the acknowledgement that the organizational behaviour is, or will be, no longer

effective. The difference between the existing and the desirable sifuation is the

problem. The concrete aim of the organizational learning process is the solution of

the problem, if possible in positive terms, meaning the desired future effects (Swier-

inga & Wierdsma 1990: 103).

3.8.2 Organizational learning and system improvement
Just as individual experiential learning can be regarded as vital for the development

of individuals (Kolb 1984), organizational experiential learning can be regarded as

vital to the development of organizations. Organizational development is ultimately

the organization's learning process (Allegro 1973: 22-24). Due to the turbulent

organizational environment, the management process'itself (in all its aspects such as

institutional planning) can be regarded as a learning process (Senge 1990: 9). This is

illustrated by the fact that when Peters and Waterman (1982) wrote their well known

bestseller "In search of excellence", their analysis was regarded as indicating the

optimum organization. Many of these "excellent" organizations were however in

serious trouble ten years later, and some of them no longer existed. Excellent

performance (the optimum?) was clearly not enough. Although these organizations

were flexible etc, they were not able to learn fundamentally. In a similar way an

optimum management system for working conditions, environrnent and quality will

need complementary organizational learning processes.

The importance of fundamental learning processes to the management of working

conditions, environment and quality can be illustrated by some cases described in the

literature. There are many examples of organizations (systems) that were perceived

by the people most involved, especially those in the organization, as being free of
problems, but that were actually defective (a normative statement of the authors), for

instance because there was statistical stabilify in the generation of accidents at work,

fires, sickness absence, contaminated products, wastes and emissions, spillage of
energy or complaints of customers (Deming 1990: 83, 324). ln all these cases the

organization (the system) and its inherent processes guarantee an average frequency

for these events occurring at unpredictable place and time.

It may seem amiving that such defective systems and their continuous generation of

problems are often accepted as'quite normal', but it is a frequent psycho-social

finding. Both people and organizations get used to undesirable side effects: it is the

way it always was. The adverse effects are accepted and anticipated, the economic

losses are part of the normal budget and the competitors are supposed to have

similar problems.

An older analysis of safety and quality systems already emphasized the importance

of conceptual deficiencies (Sreenivasan 1983: 50). As a consequence even the
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lnormal functioning' of the system should be scrutinized, including the underlying
principles and axioms, to see whether the definitions of 'quite normal' are still
adequate. Even the fundamental principles of the organization have periodically to be

evaluated, discussed, and sometimes changed. This requires fundamental organiz-
ational learning processes.

The above paragraph shows the importance of fundamental learning process, but it
may seem very abstract and idealistic to ask attention for these fundamental pro-

cesses. Many people are only vaguely aware of such fundamental processes, and

much of their effort goes to very concrete problems. For them it seems much more

effective to learn to solve tangible problems. What then is the relationship befween

concrete problems and the fundamental learning processes described above?

Table 3.13 Problems, related to a hierarclry of required organizational learning
processes

problems / opportunities for
improvement

required organizational lear-
ning processes.

relationship
with existing
system

thinking and acting determines
the system

learning to create a fundamen-
tal organizational learning
capability (: to be able to
prevent system defects)

improvements
of the system

defect system generates chro-
nic problems

learning to improve the actual
s}Stem (= to Prevent chronic
problems)

chronic problems determine
patterns of accidental problems

learning to solve chronic prob-
lems (: to prevent accidental
problems)

improvements
in the system

accidental problems arise learning to solve accidental
problems

The organization has problems (accidents, spills, defects) that may arise during

operation, and which can be solved one by one (see table 3.L32\. It can be useful

to learn how to solve them. Some problems have, however, an underlying cause and

are actually symptoms of a chronic organizational problems (eg poorly qualified

supervisors, or lack of adequate tools). This chronic problem actually determines a

pattern of accidental problems and because solving the concrete problem does not

solve the chronic problem, it does not prevent the generarion of similar accidental

problems. Their prevention requires the solution of the chronic problem.
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The replacement of poor tools by adequate ones (eliminating a specific chronic

problem) does, however, not prevent that inadequate tools will be bought in the

future: many chronic problems are caused by a system-defect (the system defect is

the lack of policy with respect to procurement). Only the elimination of the system

defect23 (a system improvement) can ensure that similar chronic problems are

prevented.

Even when we have a system that seems to control all the potential causes for every

problem for a certain period, new categories of problems may appear. The system is

always developing gradually anyhow (eg. people grow older, their interests and

capabilities develop, new technologies are introduced etc) and while other problems

may stem from the organizational environment2a. As a consequence it is important

to constantly scrutinize the internal developments (audits!) and external develop-

ments, and to be able to change the organization (improve the system) whenever

necessary. It is also important to realize that organizations are always man-made. If
people have a too limited idea of organizations, that will easily be reproduced in the

design of organizations, and in management systems. This is illustrated by a well

known provoking statement by Konosuke Matsushita, a Japanese iop manager once

gave in the United States: "We are going to win and the Industrial West is going to

lose out: Your firms are built on the Taylor model; even worse: so are your heads.

We are beyond the Taylor model!"

More generally it can be said that organizational learning is essentialty complemen-

tary to systems-theory. Systems theory can reveal the particular underlying structures

of problems. This can lead to a change in that structure, thereby solving the problem

and improving the system. But "system thir*ing will not change the thinking that

produced the problem" (Senge 1990: 95): the same defective thoughts will continue

to generate problems. That's why fundamental organizational learning processes are

essential to prevent new systemic problems turning up: the system needs a funda-

mental organizational learning capability.

3.8.3 The management of organizational learning processes
Now that we are aware of the importance of organizational learning processes it will
be useful to pay attention to their management. The same is true for organizations:

the awareness of learning offers opportunities to manage the learning processes. This

means the learning process can be adjusted, a leaming capabilig can be created or

increased (Swieringa 1990: 24). Organizations that develop their learning capability

and are called learning organizations (see the case of Paint for a practical descrip-

tion that is directly relevant to the management of working conditions, environment

and quality). The capability for fundamental learning processes guarantees that they
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will also be learning and developing in the future (Swieringa & Wierdsma 1990:

78).

As we have already seen the learning of many organizations is presently rather poor.

They suffer from learning disabilities: one or more of the stages of the learning

process as described by Kolb's model are impeded or the order of stages is not

adequate, or the learning remains individual learning and is not extended to all

relevant parts of the organization. If organizations have learning disabilities, that

does not mean that they are not learning at all, but that their learning capability is

relatively poor, that they are usually not able to solve fundamental problems

themselves and these are very difficult to realize even with external support.

In the following I will give some examples of learning disabilities of organizations

that are described in literature (see subsection 4.3.4 for practical examples).

* Different people in organizations often have varying interests and points of
view. That is why a certain situation can be evaluated very differently. When

they discuss such a situation, they seem to speak different languages (compare

the respective experts for the three aspects). They have no common "psycho-

logical map" (Argyris & Schdn 1979), so they cannot collectively develop

themselves.
* In machine-bureaucracies2s, there is often an enonnous discrepancy befween

what is said, what is done, and decision making (Swieringa & Wierdsma 1990:

62). Discussing theory in use, what is actually done, is avoided because of
fear. This implicates structural barriers for organizational learning processes.

When something is learned about principles (eg. in committees), these organiz-

ations learn only to talk and write (abstract, espoused theory). The learning

circle is never completed because subsequent decisions.are lacking, or because

no body enacts what was decided. To educate in these organizations currently

means: 'to convince' (Swieringa & Wierdsma 1990: 62), karning processes in

such organizations can be called 'pedantic'. Pedantic organizations usually

regard new classes of potential problems and opportunities as non relevant, and

so they are not able to learn from them.
* An important aspect of the Kolb model is that the learning cycle is actually a

feed back loop. But the experience of the consequences of many of our most

important decisions is often lacking (Senge 1990: 313). Examples are long-

term irreversible health effects, global environmental effects or the reaction of
customers on quality defects. In such cases it will be important to develop

some concrete forms of feedback (the only alternative is to use models to
predict future effects, but we are never certain that these are fully reliable).

* Problems determine who should be involved in the learning process: everyone
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who is involved in the problem or its solution (Swieringa & Wierdsma 1990:

104). In organizations this is not often realized. As a coruiequence important

additional viewpoints can be lacking and fundamental problems are often not

rightly acknowledged. That is why Imai stresses the importance of cross

functional management (Imai 1986: 127-142).
* Some conceptual barriers can impede the assessment of oppormnities or

problems. Such conceptual barriers are far from just theoretical, they are

rather common practice. In a Dutch demonstration project concerning waste

prevention (the PRISMA-project26), the lack of understanding of the preven-

tion-concept often impeded the formulation of a preventive management policy

(Dieleman et al 1991: 3842).

Learning organizations manage their learning processes and increase their learning

capability. They have to assess their remaining learning disabilities and then to

consequently eliminate them. This management process of assessing learning

disabilities and eliminating them can be regarded as an organizational learning

process it self. In other words, learning organizations aie learning to learnn.
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Notes
l. The author cooperated with Piet P.M.Sprengers (CE).

2. More information about Kolbs theory is given in section 3.8.

3. I also use the term dimensionsas a synonym for stageswhen referring to learning processes.

4. So the term conceptualizatior is not meant in its usual scientific meaning. The depth of the
conceptualizations depends strongly on the experience of the agent involved; often this is
rather "down to earth".

5. See appendix 1.

6. When the interactions cannot be understood without information that is not presented in the
interaction paragraphs, such information is added in parentheses.

7. The concise introductions are somewhat adapted here; their function is only to introduce the
firm to better understand the other sections.

8. Since march 1993, the legislation based on the Nuisance Act has been taken over by the
broader Environmental Protection Act. '

9. A program to reduce emissions from carbohydrates (solvents) in the Netherlands by 5O %

before the year 2000 (compared to the emissions in 1980).

10. The Working Conditions Act will be changed in this respect by january 1994. All expert
services have to become integrally certified services (with expertise in safety, health, well-
being at work and sickness absence).

11. This confirms the findings from literature described in par 2.2.2. Thqre it was shown that the

. physical factors also comprise radiation and energy.

12. Management processes are regarded in this study as a special type of work processes.

13. The exception was Plastic: safety ranked higher than productivity.

14. Compare also to Zwetsloot 1989b.

15. The Dutch Working conditions Act will be changed in this respect by january 1994.

16. In l99l certification was only possible for quality management systems 0SO 9001-9003).

17. More recently it offers also opportunities for reducing contributions to social security funds.

18. The mutual interactions between these six clusters are not analyzed here; obviously they can

be important.

19. Swieringa & Wierdsma interpretate reflective observation wrongly as being primarily
reJlection; to avoid confusion this was in section 3.1 already described as primarily observa-

tion.
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20.

21.

Espoused theory reflects a theory of action which often conflicts with the actual behaviour in
the organization (Argyris and Schdn 1979).

Theory in use is a theory of action, constructed from observation of actual behaviour. It is
often tacit. Its incongruity with espoused theory is often taboo. But whatever the espoused
theory may say, theory in use accounts for the organizational identity and continuity (Argyris
and Sch0n 1979: l5).

The left side of the table corresponds to what the loss control experts Bird & Loftus (1976)
call the domino sequence of circumstances that leads to losses. High in their sequence is "lack
of management control" , followed by bosic causes (the origin of patterns of problems, caused
by job factors and personal factors), and immediate causes - the symptoms of which are the
existence of substandard practices and conditions, which may lead to undesired events
(incidents or accidents).

Groeneweg (1992) calls these system defects: General Failure Types; he distinguishes 11

types of GFTs.

Note that in section 3.3. it was already shown that the development of management systems
for the three areas is in itself largely a response to developments in the organizational
environment.

The term stems from Mintzberg.

PRISMA : PRoject IndustriEle Successen met Afvalpreventie (Project of tndustrial Successes
with Waste Prevention).

Argyris & Sch<in call this double loop learning.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.
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4 The management of
organizational learning processes.

"Total Quality Control starts with education and ends up with education. If we want

to implement Total Qualiry Control, everyone in the firm has to be educated

continuously, from the Chairman of the Board of Directors to the production

worker." (Ishikawa 1986: 37).

4.1 General introduction

4.1.1 Reasons and questions
In chapter 3 we were focusing on the lessons learned with respect to the joint

management of working conditions, environment and quality. lrssons learned stem

from organizational learning processes. It seems therefore useful to elaborate on

these learning processes and especially on the management of organizational learning

processes.

For the focus on lessons learned in chapter 3, it was useful to gather information in

a short period, almost at a brief glance. The organizational learning processes

themselves remained more or less black boxes in this way. If we want to improve

the management of these learning processes we have, however, to open them. In this

chapter the nature of organizational learning processes is therefore analysed in time

perspective, and factors that can contribute to the improvement of these learning

processes are identified; these are regarded as the keys to their management.

The central question in this chapter is:

How can organizational learning processes contribute to the improvement of the joint
nwnagement of working conditions, environment and qualiry?

Subsection 4.1.2 describes the methodological aspects of this chapter, while in par

4.2 the cases (learning interventions) are describedl. In section 4.3 the analysis is

made via a set of derived questions. This section will elucidate stimulating factors

for relevant organizational learning processes, as well as factors that influence the

learning capability of the organizations, both negative (learning disabilities) and

positive (factors that increase the learning capacity).

Finally, in section 4.4, the success factors are synthesized in an overview of
important design principles and control points for the planning and preparation of
learning interventions.
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4.1.2 Materials and methods

Selection of cases

Regarding the implementation of the systematic management of working conditions,

the Dutch Institute for the Working Environment (NIA) represents more or less the

state of the art in the Netherlands2. Many consultancy projects in leading firms are

carried out. Because the researcher was personally involved as a consultant in some

projects that contributed to the further development of that state of the art, it was

possible to make use of some of these cases for a secondary analysis from an

organizational learning process perspective.

Because of the nature of the central question of this chapter, and for methodological

reasons, the following criteria have been used for the selection of the cases:
* from the beginning, the cases should aim explicitly at learning processes in

organizations (relevant to at least one aspect: working conditions, environment

or quality).
* the organizational learning processes should contribute to the implementation

or improvement of a system approach to the management of the aspect.
* the cases should include opportunities for transfer of the lessons learned from

one area to another, whether acted on or not.
* a thorough evaluation of the learning process and its results should be avail-

able.
* the intervention should be at least reasonably successful3.
* first hand knowledge should be available to the researcher.

The interventions can be characterized as collectivelya organized educational

courses. Some interventions took only a short period, but others required several

years or regular follow ups. The central aim of the interventions, as they.were

initially defined, can be summarized as the development of individual capabilities

within the respective target groups to deal adequately with items relevant to safety,

working conditions, or environmental protection. From the beginning, attention was

therefore given to learning processes. In two cases (The Quality lnb 2 and The

Technological Institute), team learning processes were explicitly defined as important

aims (which implies, of course, also individual learning), while the development and

the implementation of systematic management was the main organizational objective.

The role of the researcher

Organizational changes implicate a new way of thinking about the organization and

its functioning. Because the people in the organization are already doing their best to

improve the functioning of the organization and have internalized many of the tacit

principles of the organization, it is rather unlikely that innovative ideas that differ
drastically from the current paradigms will appear spontaneously. An external
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change agent (a consultant) can be of much help (Bennis 1969:78).

In the cases described and analysed, the researcher was personally involved as the

change agent. The interventions actually implicate double learning processes: those

of the organizations and the increasing experience of the consultants. The former is

the object of this research.

The five5 cases analysed in this chapter, took place in the period 1986 - 1991.

Research on these interventions suggested itself to me only at the end of 1989, but

priority was given to the research project pr€sented in chapter 3. So both the

structured description of the cases (first draft 1991) and their analyses (199213) took

place generally after the intervention processes had been completed6. The cases had

never been analysed from the perspective of organizational learning processes. The

interaction between the research activities and the actual intervention was therefore

absent or minimal.

Concepts and models

This chapter elaborates on the results of chapter 3. In that chapter it was concluded

that organizational learning processes were underlying the development and imple-

mentation of the three management systems (par 3.7). A basic feature of the

generation of management system synergy (see par 3.5) was shown to be the

exchange of lessons learned. In chapter 3 it was alsb shown that the firm Painr used

the concept of the learning organization to manage such learning processes. That is

why an additional conceptual elaboration on the management of organizational

learning was given at the end of chapter 3 (par 3.8). The concepts and models

introduced there play a prominent role in the research presented in this chapter.

The model for the description of learning interventions

This chapter is based on an analysis of learning interventions in organizations. To

describe the organizations the Lriden octahedron model (fig 2.2) is used once more.

In order to get a structured description of the interventions, a model for their

description had to be determined. Two existing models were actually integrated. The

first model is the didactic model by Van Gelder (1971), and concerns the stages,

from a didactic point of view, of (individual) learning processes. The second is a

model for planned change in organizations from the viewpoint of the change agent.

The didactic model by Van Gelder distinguishes 5 stages in the organization of
learning processes: the determinntion of objectives (1, what should be the result of

the learning process?), the assessment of the starting situation (2, what is already

known?), preparation (3); this comprises four kinds of activities: analysis of subject

matter (3a, what is to be learned, how is it structured?), determination of methods

for transfer of subject matter (3b), choice of activities of the learners (3c), planning
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and organization of the learning processes (3d), then the actual transfer of subject
matter (4, the realization of methods for the transfer and activities of the learners),
and the determination of learning results (5, evaluation). This model is sometimes

complemented by a feedback stage.

With respect to planned change in organizations, Van der Vlist et al (1989: 33-39)
describe a model that takes the viewpoint of the change agent as a starting point (see

also Boonstra 1992). This model comprises also five stages: intake and oientation
(l), diagnosis and determination of objectives (2), realization (3), evaluation (4) and

follow up activities (5).

Tbe didactic model pays explicit attention to the preparation stage. The objectives of
the intake and orientation stages correspond remarkably well with the determination

of objectives and assessment of the starting situation of the didactic model, but seem

more suitable for the learning of organizations. Moreover, the organizational change

model implies explicit attention to follow up activities. In this research a model is

preferred that combines the advantages of both models. That is why the model of
planned organizational change is used as a basis but is complemented by a prepara-

tory stage. This results in a model that comprises six stages: intake and orientation
(1), diagnosis and determination of objectives (2), preparation and instrumentation
(3), realization (4), evaluation (5) and follow up (6).

Each stage can in principle be described and analysed from different viewpoints,
such as that of the main decision maker in the organization (usually the client), the

target group, the consultant, etc. Each stakeholder has his or her personal experi-

ences and the learning processes can be analysed from his or her perspective. I am

mainly interested in the point of view of the organization (the collective). The

viewpoint of the corisultant is complementary. Table 4. 1 gives a general overview of
these two main viewpoints in the respective stages of the intervention process.
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Table 4.1 General overview of the stages of learning interventions

stage perspective of the organization complementary perspective of
the consultant

reasons and starting points,

intake
limited organizational learning
process leading to the aware-
ness that external supPort is

needed, and purchasing it

intake & orientation,
provisional determination of
objectives and starting situation

diagnosis and determination
of
objectives

The organization learns from
the verification of their problem
definition (by the consultant);

determination of objectives
jointly with the consultant

Analysis of the problems and

their causes: the diagnosis.

Verification of the organiza-
tion's problem definition (start-

ing situation); determination of
objectives jointly with the client

preparation and instrumenta-
tion

planning and organization joint-
ly with the consultant

development of instruments,

selection of didactic strarcgies;
planning and organization of
the realization jointly with the
client

realization and implementa'
tion

individual and organizational
learning processes take place

support the people and the

organization in their learning
process (and learn by personal

experience).

evaluation the organization learns whether

the learning process was

3dequate and whether a learning
capacity has been achieved.

the consultant dercrmines to
what extent his inrcrvintions
were adequate.

follow-up the organization learns to be

able to learn in the future
further Out decreasing) support
for learning processes in the

organization.

The analytical model

In chapter 3, Kotb's model foi experiential learning has been used to catl1oti?E

lessons learned. Now it is used in it's original form: as a model to describe and

anulyze learning processes. The experiential learning cycle is now relevant in its
totality, and attention will be paid to all the stages of the learning process (see figure

3.9).

Using this model, five categories of factors that influence learning processes can be

distinguished: they refer to doing, observing, conceptualizing, decision niaking (the

four stages) and to the factors that influence the transformations between the

successive stages. Kolb's model was originally developed for individual experiential

learning, but it is used here to an lyz,p organizational learning processes. That is

why a sixth category of factors is also taken into account in this chapter: that of the

participation in the learning process by everyone who is actually involved (in the
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problems or thefu solution). This is often closely related to the transfer between the
four stages, because in many organizations the division of labour implies that some
people are mainly supposed to be doing, while others are mainly supposed to be
thinking. All six categories of factors are important to the management of organiz-
ational learning processes. An overview of these six categories of factors that are
important to the management of organizational learning processes, is given in table
4.2.

Tqble 4.2 The six categories of factors that are important to the management of
organizational leaming processes

Factors that influence:
I doing, especially collectively doing
2 reflectively observing, especially collectively observing
3 conceptualizing, especially collectively conceptualizing
4 decision making, especially collectively decision making
5 the participation between the successive learning stages
6 the participation of all key actors in the collective learning process

The consequence of this categorization is that now six categories of factors that
influence learning processes can be identified (so this is more detailed than in the

former chapter where two categories of lessons learned have been used).

The concepts of espoused theory verstJs theory in zse (Argyris and Sch0n 1979, see

par 3.8.3) refer to the differences between doing and thinking and can be of help to
the understanding of problems with the fifth learning category. Table 3.13 is used in
par 4.3.2 to relate system improvement with organizational learning processes. The

concept of learning capability is vital for the management of organizational learning
processes. It has two sides: negatively that of learning disabilities (factors that

decrease the learning capability), and positively that of factors that increase the

organizational learning capability (and so contribute to continuous improvement)".

4.2 The cases

Five cases are being analysed in this chapter, four of them are systematically

described in this paragraph; for one case cannot be published because the client
regards their case description as confidential. In subsection 4.2.L all cases are

concisely introduced to give the reader an overview. Then the four available

descriptions are presented in subsections 4,2.2 - 4.2.5. These are structured using
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the model for learning interventions (table 4.1) and they have been verified by the

respective clients. Appendix 3 gives an overview of the standardized items that were

used to describe the cases.

4.2.1 Concise overview of cases
The case Industrial Research concerns a concise learning intervention, involving the

total population of the Institute. The aim was firstly defined as the improvement of

everyone's knowledge and awareness about internal regulations; later it was

redefined in terms of improved behaviour regarding and the prevention of some

structural problems. The intervention generated a much larger impact than had been

expected by the client and the consultants.

The case The Quatiry l,ab I is an intervention in a more complex organization,

originally aiming at improved behaviour of all employees. Underlying problems

became, however, increasingly apparent during its realization, and threatened to

obstruct each positive result. An additional organizational learning process was

needed to prevent this and to progress further. That is why a follow up project was

defined: The Qualiry Lab 2.

This intervention focused on the managers, created a drastic change in culture, and

contributed to the improvement of the general management while the systematic and

structural management of working conditions was being developed. During the

follow up stage it was also extended to environmental management.

The case The Technological Institute concerns the implementation of a system for

the prevention, collection and disposal of chemical waste in a complex technological

institute. A network of chemical waste coordinators was created to play a key role in

the implementation and fi.rrther development of the system. The chemical waste

system was developed further in the following years into a rather complete waste

management system.

The case Inspection & Enforcemen started with a request for an educational

intervention meant to solve a variety of concrete problems. It became clear rather

quickly that a management infrastructure was also needed to solve these problems.

So the project was redefined almost from the start, and the realization of the

systematic and structural management of working conditions became its primary

objective.

An overview of important characteristics of the selected cases is presented in table

4.3.
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Table 4.3 An overview of imponant characteristics of the selected cases

characteristics

Cases

Industrial
Research

The Quality
Lab I

The Quality
Iab 2

The
Technological
Institute

Supervision &
Enforcement

mem reasons gradual

decrease in
safety perform-
anc€

growmg aware-
ness of many
safety
problems

growing need

to develop
systernalic
management of
working condi-
tions

implementation
of a chemical
wast€ system

repetitive
safety problems

starting situ-
ation regard-
ing thc
relevant mn-
agement
aspec'ts

safety manage-
ment function-
ing

a barely oper-
ational safety
policy

safety policy
barely operat-
ional

safety system
functioning
chemical waste
system being
designed

no structured
managemeni of
safety or work-
ing conditions

nature of
initial request
during the
intake stage

educational
project

educational
projert

development of
systematic and

structural man-
agement

team leaming
and implemen-
tation of a
chemical waste
management
system

educational
project

primary target
group (size &
ftmction)

180 people

everyone
250 people

everyone
28 managers 32 chemical

waste

coordinators

60 chemical
waste
inspectors

size of the
organization
or the unit
involved

180 people 250 people 250 people more than 1000

people
250 people,

at a lat3r stage,

about
1250 people

underlying
problems

introduction of
new technol-
ogl; organiz-
ation not
adequate

no systematic
safety manage-
ment

no team nran-
agement devel-
oped

no involvemeil
of higher man-
agers

no systematic
rnanagem€nt of
working cond!
tions

redelined sim
of
intervention

prevention of
systemic prob-
lems

see Thc QuaAry
bb2

not relevant not relevmt development of
struc$red
management

mqin s5mefg5r

aspect
cofirmon arpeg
and
organizational
synergy

Types of
synergy that
are relevant

management

system &
organizational
synergy

nmnagement
system,

common
aspects & or-
ganizational

synergy

common aspect

synergy;
management
systems
synergy

time
perspective of
interv€ntion

one shot,
two months,
1986

on€ year

1986-87 and
rcgular
follow up

about one year

l9E7-88, fol-
low up 1989

one month
1987, evalu-
ation 1988,

follow up 1991

since 1988/9;
still going on
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4.2.2 lndustrial research
This case concerned an intervention at a centre for research and development, which

took place in 1986: Industrial Research belonged to the chemical sector of a

multinational, and was a leader in the development of new chemical products and

production technologies.

The objectives of the research centre were: discovering and developing new chemical

products, new application techniques for existing products, and new processes' The

structure of Industial Research was very flat. There was a director and seven

departments. Every deparunent had a group leader. The smallest department

numbered 7 employees and the biggest 45. Three departments focused on product or

process research, and three on new applications. Departments that used several

rooms had "room supervisors", without any hierarchical authorization, but with

coordinating safety tasks. There was one supportive deparftnent which encompassed

the specific analytical research, the scientific information service, and all civil and

technical employees. The head of this department was also the deputy director.

Technologically, the organization had traditionally been developing polymerisation

catalysts used in the production of several types of plastics; some can self-ignite,

while others are explosive or are suspected of being carcinogenic. Some departments

were processing extremely toxic substances. The department for process develop-

ment was scaling up processes for reactors of about 50 litres. The smallest depart-

ment was focusing on the experimental determination of the safety aspects of new

substances (explosive properties, self ignition, mutagenity) developed by the other

departments. Substances that turned out to be mutagenic were not used in any

further processes or product development.

The strategy was directed at the continuous development of the areas were high

technical expertise was already available. Market prospects for the production units

were also important. A very advantageous market situation had arisen for poly-

urethane products. The development of poly-urethane products and processes has

been very rapidly introduced into the centre since the beginning of 1986. It was

expected that this new area would develop into a structural activity. More generally,

the economic prospects were favourable; so investments in research and development

markedly increased. Lately the number of employees has also increased. The old

building complex is now being used to its limits. In the middle tenn, the centre

should be transferred to a production site.

The culture in the organization was informal and business like. Expertise and

technological performance were highly valued. The productivity (number of

innovations) was very important. Safety was also highly ranked (eg the deputy

director was chairman of the safety committee). There were many highly-qualified

people, including about 135 researchers, who.were mainly chemists or chemical
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engineers. There were also about 25 - 30 supportive workers, some of them part

timers, who had civil, administrative or technical supportive tasks.

Reasons, starting points, intake.
There was a clear safety policy, well integrated into the organization and supported

by management. The safety policy also included health aspects and a number of
environmental aspects. The deputy director of the laboratory was the driving force

behind the activities of the safety committee. The deparffnents where the high risk
activities were carried out were being represented in the committee. The site had a
safety expert and was associated with a regional occupational health service. An
occupational hygienist frequently supported the laboratory. There were three sets of
safety procedures and guidelines: the "safety prescriptions", a vast number of
specific guidelines, a set of guidelines for working with exceptional risks (eg with
extremely toxic, carcinogenic or mutagenic substances), and a calamity plan.

For the intervention, the safety committee functioned as the client, under the

authority of its chairman, the deputy director. The initial request that was put to the

Safety InstituteT early 1986 was: we have both adequate safety rules and a good

safety policy, but these are not optimised in every day practice. Explaining the rules

has not proven to be sufficiently effective. Can you, in an interesting - nwybe even

playful way, convince all our employees of the importance of our rules and make

them conversant with the contents of the most important ntles? A starting point was

for everybody to be involved in the educational project, from the director to the

cleaning personnel. Because the feasibility and the size of the project could not

directly be overseen, neither by the organization nor the consultants8, it was decided

to start wittr an orientation.

Analyses and determination of objectives
The first orientation was directed at the activities in the centre and the actual

functioning of the safety guidelines. This included interviews with people from the

safety committee, some walkthroughs in the laboratory aimed at assessing the most

important risks in a variety of work places, and interviews with research and

supportive personnel. The consultants concluded that it was - in principle - possible

to meet the request. It was, however, also very clear that it was impossible to

achieve this in one meeting. The active involvement of the participants was regarded

as essential, and a maximum group size of 16 participants was proposed. It was also

regarded as impossible to achieve this with one educational program: differentiation

between qualification and activities seemed essential. A possible differentiation

distinguished between the employees with chemical or chemical-engineering know-

how and those without. A further differentiation was considered desirable within the

group of chemical employees, with regard to the nature of their activities or
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department. It was concluded that the supervisors and the operational workers of
each department should jointly follow the program. This would have the advantage

that communication about the risks between the operational and the supervisors

would immediatety take place, and would offer opportunities to make joint decisions

about follow-up activities, during or shortly after the program.

Within the group, that was called - for the sake of brevity - the non chemical

personnel, tasks varied widely. From a didactic point of view, further differentiation

within this group was probably desirable, but due to the small number of people and

the great diversity in their functions, this was not feasible. A special program for the

non-chemical personnel, that should be both fascinating and versatile, was recom-

mended.

It was further recommended that the progftrms should be made specific to the

particular activities of each group and should be comprised of a small number of
assignments to be made in small groups (two or three people) at their own work

place, followed by a ful1 discussion and a concise wriffen and verbal evaluation.

An overview was given of possible items that could be elaborated upon in the next

stage: handling extremely hazardous substances in the laboratory (one of the main

and continuous problems, 1), handling extremely toxic gasses (2), working with iso-

cyanates (new, hazardous, relatively unknown, 3), eating and drinking in the

laboratory (4), the procedure of deciding wether to work in one of two rooms with

extra safety facilities for "special activities" or not (5), scaling up processes with

toxic substances (6), labelling of samples and wastes (7), storage of chemicals and

samples (8), collection and storage of chemical wastes (9), using the common

refrigerated rooms for the storage of thermally unstable compounds (10), safe-

guarding of activities during emergencies (11), and the risks of working alone or

during exceptional hours (12).

Items 1 - 1l are not only relevant to safety (working conditions) but also to environ-

mental protection, while items 5 - 1l are also relevant to qualitye.

Preparation and instrumentation

The global design was approved by the client. Agreements were made about

differentiation and the number of assignments and items to be elaborated upon. The

objective was to achieve a coordinated and operational set of learning programs,

with accompanying educational materials. It was agreed that the preparation stage

should be closed with the chemical target group trying out the program.

The lecture on extremely toxic substances should focus on work with phosgene and

isocyanates, and comprise a video presentation about the functioning of fume

cupboards. Assignments were developed which focused on evacuation from the

buildings (1), warning signs of risks (2), the storage of chemicals, samples and

chemical waste (3), scaling up chemical syntheses (4), and estimation of the risks of
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working alone (5). These were being developed in close cooperation with members
of the safety committee and some employees that were mostly involved.
Because of this intensive cooperation the feeling of trust between the client and the

consultants grew substantially. Then the client drew attention to two additional
problems. The first concerned the storage of a vast variety of chemicals in a storage

shed that had been hitherto unknown to the consultants. The chemicals stored there
were relatively non-hazardous, but it was certainly not the Ritz. Nobody was willing
or able to clean the mess up (cleaning up other people's materials is not only boring,
but when the compounding is unknown, it can also be dangerous; moreover there is
the risk of an argument afterwards with the person who's materials are disposed of).
The second problem originated from the rapid introduction of the isocyanates. These

had already been referred to as hazardous substances, but now it was said that due to

the relative ignorance of their hazardous potential, serious problems arose some-

times. This caused risks to the people who were working with these materials, their
colleagues, and the people living near the laboratory. According to the guidelines,

isocyanates were only allowed to be used in one of two special rooms. Sometimes,

however, they were also used in normal laboratories. There was also a general rule
concerning the maximum quantities of toxic substances that were allowed in the

laboratory, because of the risk of environmental calamities. The toxicity of isocyan-

ates is so extreme that even very little quantities have the potential to cause serious

health and environmental problems. Even a minor external incident with these

substances would be an acute threat to the continuity of the centre. Nevertheless it
was noticed that some employees had been working occasionally with bigger
quantities than were allowed. In the worst scenario these quantities could have -in
case of accidental emissions- required the evacuation of the complete city centre. It
was, of course, very important to ensure that similar risky sinrations should not be

repeated. Moreover it was clear that due to the rapid increase in isocyanate activ-
ities, the number of people working with isocyanates should be greatly increased in
the future.

There was a certain conflict between the desire of the client to make the program as

complete as possible, and the didactic starting points of the consultants. According to

the client, highly-educated people especially could be presented with a program

covering a full working day - about eight hours (intervals excluded). This was also

perceived as "getting value for money". The consultants decided not to make too

much of an issue over this, but to follow the client's wishes as far as possible at the

try out, and to organize a thorough evaluation. At this try-out (June 1986), the group

consisted partly of the real target group and partly of members of the safety

committee. The day was very lively and judged to be very interesting and stimulat-

ing by almost everyone. But it proved to be impossible to realize the complete

program without substantial delays. In spite of the long program, some important
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items could not - or only huniedly - be realized. Many participants were not able to

sustain sufficient concentration towards the end of the day. Each part of the program

stimulated reactions and each item led to intensive discussions afterwards. The group

made many concrete plans during the program for a follow-up. This required more

time than even the consultants had foreseen, and the client became convinced that

the program should be more concise. Based on the evaluation, it was decided to

reduce the number of items and to shorten the program as a whole. It was agreed

that the assignments that had been developed but could not be part of the definite

program would be used later by the organization (without external support). It was

also decided, for practical reasons, to arrange one universal program for all the

chemical personnel. This program consisted of three main parts, including two

practical assignments that had to be carried out in small groups at the workplace:

1 a lecture on working with carcinogenic, mutagenic and extremely toxic

substances (with audio visual presentation about working with fume cup-

boards).

2 an assignment concerning risks of storage of chemicals and chemical waste.

3 an exercise concerning warning signs and evacuation.

The program for the non-chemical personnel included a lecture about the risks of
combustion and explosion (with several fascinating demonstrative experiments).

Attentio4 would also be given to health risks stemming from incidents, and an audio-

visual presentation given of the latter. A set of varying safety items would be

presented as a quiz (the group should be divided into two teams for this part). For

this group a somewhat adapted version of the assignment concerning warning signs

and evacuation was planned.

Realization

The total program was realized in a six-week period during the autumn of 1986. The

number of people that followed it numbered 137 chemical employees (including the

earlier try-out) and 29 non-chemical employees. The group size averaged 15 and

varied from 12 up to 18. A group of 15 proved to be optimal, especially for the

assignments, the discussions afterwards and the appoinffnents to be made. The safety

expert and the occupational hygienist both attended the course once. The chemical

participants were almost unanimous in the opinion that the program was useful and

adequate. The diversity of the program was appreciated and also the fact that it
offered everyone opportunities for active participation. It became clear that the

involvement of the employees with safety was rather strong. Nevertheless they were

somewhat critical of using the available safety facilities and the possibility of always

meeting the prescriptions and guidelines. During each meeting feasible suggestions

for improvement and appointrnents for their realization were made. That was in

itself sufficient to evaluate the program positively.
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The lecture about toxic substances was the least appreciated but had -according to
the consultants- an important function within the progmm: the readjustment of
everyday activities to reflect about safety. The part about phosgene and the isocyan-

ates was rated highly (for many participant the information was completely new).

All in all, the most important objective, increasing knowledge about the prescrip-

tions and guidelines, was clearly realized.

The program for the non-chemical personnel was found to be of interest to a variety
of participants, and contributed to an increase in their motivation relating to safety

aspects. There were many questions. During the quizzes there were intensive

discussions about potential answers to the questions. It goes without saying that there

was a prize for the winning team (a big cream cake) that was consumed jointly with
the rival team. Except for two persons, everybody regarded the day useful to his or
her awareness about safety in tlte centre. The reactions afterwards were very
positive. The dominant remark on the evaluation papers was: "Thrs should happen

more".

The evaluation

The objective was initially to evaluate whether the program was satisfactory. That is

why a process evaluation was planned (the results have already been mentioned).

Later the objectives were formulated more specifically. Firstly the consultants listed

a set of concrete problem areas to be solved, and then the client drew attention to
two problematic situations. Both agents formulated their intentions and the desired

results implicitly in terms of a strucniral and preventive approach to these problems.

It was, however, not discussed whether it was desirable to evaluate whether or not

the desired behavioural changes had been actually realized. Behaviour is not only
determined by knowledge, not even primarily. That was why the consultants decided

to list the factors that could impede the desired behaviour systematically as much as

possible. A starting point was the assumption that generally people are able to say

why they do something or do not. This generated an overview of several barriers to

the realization of the desired behaviour. For the participants, the process evaluation

papers actually offered an indirect opportunity to put such factors on the organiz-

ational agenda. It became clear that the practical use of the guidelines for toxic

substances, although excellent in many respects, was still poor with respect to a

limited number of essential items. The barriers mainly concerned the clumsy

character of some rules, and in one specific case it concerned the lack of supervi-

sion.

The storage assignment was an eye-opener to many people. For all departrnents it
was very useful to have a critical look at tteir own items. Cleaning-up activities

were already being initiated during the course. In almost every discussion afterwards

it was concluded that periodic cleaning-up activities were actually essential. In
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several groups concrete appointments were made for their implementation. Other

barriers concerned the control of the stockrooms, the commonly used refrigerated

rooms, the procurement policy, the limited capacity for storage in a number of
rooms, the lack of agreement over the expiration dates of chemicals, and the

consequent disposal after expiration. There were moreover problems with the

labelling of samples (defective labels): as a consequence unknown or unidentifiable

(!) stocks were easily attributed to "the others". The evacuation exercise was also

evaluated as being useful. Everyone expressed the desire to participate to some

degree in such an exercise. The problems trssessed concerned the notifying of escape

routes which were not self-evident, and a clear attribution of responsibilities and

empowerment regarding the control of the availability of calamity facilities.

About a month after the completion of the program, the safety committee evaluated

tlte program independently. Each departrnent was visited in order to assess observ-

able impacts. The first conclusion was that a number of hitherto neglected problems

in the organization had become tangible. Examples were the control of the chemicals

in storage and the emissions into the sewer of some types of liquid chemical waste.

The management of the centre implemented within a week after the end of the

program an improved procedure for controlling the storages, and banned further

disposal of cleaning liquids into the sewer, organizing alternative facilities. In every

room a cleaning- up action for botl the fume cupboards and the storage rooms was

undertaken within a week after their participation in the program. The superfluous

stocks were transferred to the central storage facility, or were collected as chemical

waste and consequently disposed of. At the general deliberation meetings of most

departrnents, appointments had been made for periodic cleaning-up activities. Each

departrnent contributed to the cleaning-up of the special shed, new racks were

purchased and the responsibilities and power had became well-defined. About a

month after the program everything looked spick and span. The authorities who

administrated the Nuisance Act were invited to assess the improvements realized,

and confirmed that the situation was now satisfactory. l,ater on we heard that there

had been serious troubles with the officials about this shed. Some months before the

realization stage of the program the director had personally visited each deparfinent

and had called upon the whole personnel to clean up the shed, to solve these

problems. Although some departments had cleaned up their areas, the actual result

of this appeal had been nil.

4.2.3 The Ouality Lab 1

This intervention took place in the period 1986-1987 in a quality control laboratory

that belongs to a multinational concern. The obiectives of the laboratory arci
* Analytical support of production processes in several plants.
* Quality control of raw materials and end products.
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* Experimental activities directed at process and product improvement.
* Analysis on behalf of environmental control, occupational health and the

suppression of corrosion.
* Development and improvement of analytical methods.

The main products of the laboratory are analytical results for the benefit of the

production departments.

Qlua structure the laboratory is subordinate to the management of the site. The

laboratory is subordinate to the director of chemical production and is part of the

department of internal technological consultancy. The site has its own occupational

health service and a safety and environmental service. These expert services number

in all about 25 employees.

The laboratory has a relatively independent position. The management of the

laboratory is under the laboratory head. Six section managers are subordinate to

him. There are four large sections (45 - 96 people). One section specialises in

chemical and another in petrol products. The largest of all is the continuous service

that deals with both types of products. The fourth department is directed at special

technologies and environmental analysis. Finally there are two small sections, one

for general supportive tasks such as internal quality control, the other for special

projects. There are room supervisors (day work) or shift supervisors (continuous

activities) in each of the four big sections. Every supervisor leads a group or shift of
about 10 - 17 employees.

Routine analysis comprises the main part of the technological activities. A great

many advanced laboratory technologies are used. Due to technological developments

the activities in the laboratory have been changed during the last twenty years.

Initially the work was mainly handiwork. In the sixties and seventies it was increas-

ingly mechanized, and automised in the eighties. Computers are being used increas-

ingly for the control of equipment, and the processing of data and information.

Many activities include the processing of highly flammable materials, and in some

departments very toxic or ecotoxic substances are being dealt with. The throughput

of substance are substantial. Many samples from tankers and plants are analysed

every day. Many samples were being supplied in l litre glass "milk bottles". The

gaseous samples were being supplied in special gas cylinders. The remainder of the

gaseous samples were disposed of via a flare system, or (for a small number of non-

toxic substances) emptied into the fume cupboard. Solid wastes were disposed of
separately.

For the strategy it was important that the laboratory was increasingly subjected to

financial constraints. Technical innovations were just as attractive from an efficiency

point of view as for their potential contribution to increased technical control. An

experiment ,was being made with a robot connected to a set of auto analyzers

(probably the frst laboratory robot in the Netherlands). As a consequence of the
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increasing automation the number of personnel was being reduced, and some

deparunents had been integrated (eg the continuous service was now working with

both types of substances; important cultural differences had been neglected during

this reorganization).

New approaches to quality control implicated that analyses in the laboratory were

decreasingly attractive. Feedback to the production processes usually takes at least

four hours (from taking the samples in the plant, via analysis in the laboratory, to

the possibility of adapting the production processes). Due to this time interval, the

possibilities of adjusting the production processes are very limited. That is why there

is a trend to increase the analyses "on line" during the production process, and not

to carry them out any longer in the laboratory. The on-line analyzers are tested,

installed, and periodically calibrated by the laboratory personnel, but used by the

operators. The development of less routine analyses, when special equipment or

knowledge is needed, and also "trouble shooting" will become increasingly import-

ant. The quality control of analytical activities is also becoming increasingly

important in the form of specialist support fOr the operators, an increase in the

efficiency of the analysis (fewer analyses have to be repeated) and, for the plant's

customers, the ability to be able to give better guaranties for product quality.

The personal can be characterized by a dichotomy: that between the large group of

older employees who learned their profession in this laboratory, with extensive

experience and substantial seniority (25 - 40 years), and the group of younger

employees with littte working experience (< 5 years). The management functions

were almost exclusively filled by the older generation. There was no intermediate

group: the seventies were economicatly a hard period in the chemical sector, and

new people were only very seldom engaged. There were in total about 250

employees in the laboratory, about 100 of them working in the continuous service (5

shifts).

Tlte culture is technical, businesslike and formal. If a problem arises, usually

someone in the organization can be found who should be responsible. The dichotomy

in personnel is mirrored in the culture. It goes without saying that the older people

will reach retiring age in the laboratory. They feel themselves somewhat threatened

by the younger generation, who are better educated and have a greater openness to

new technologies. The younger generation have the feeling that they have insuffi-

cient oppormnities to use their capacities, and that they first have to prove them-

selves by carrying out relatively simple routine analyses. They feel they are often

marked out because of their lack of experience and are of the opinion that they get

hardly any opporunity for innovation, or to develop management experience. It is

not self-evident to them that their total career will pass in this laboratory. There are

also quite a few women in the younger generation. Recently women have been

allowed to work in the continuous service too.
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The total concern is increasingly paying attention to safety and health issues: the top
management is generating impulses to the sites, improving their safety, health and

environmental management, and integrating these areas. Managers and supervisors
will also increasingly be evaluated on their performances in this respect.

The intake stage

Due to the general increasing attention to safety, health and environment, the

laboratory management wanted to pay more attention to these areas. According to
the managers and supervisors, the problems that were known were mainly caused by
ignorance or lack of motivation in the employees. That was why a specific labora-
tory course concerning safety and health was desirable. Earlier courses were always
directed at the production units. They did not pay attention to the actual risks in the

laboratory and their impact in the long term was nil or even negative (discourage-

ment).

A working group was founded to prepare this course. The group consisted of a room
supervisor, an employee who felt involved, and two staff experts (respectively from
the department of safety and environment, and from Personnel Consultancy and

Organization, PCO). This group made a list of possible objectives. At the end of
1986 the Safety Institute was approached for the further realization. The working
group was the discussion partner, the head of the laboratory was the client, and the

request for a tender and its evaluation was being coordinated by the PCO depart-
ment. Because the organization and its problems were complex, it was decided to
start with an orientation stage. This should result in a jointly determined program

design based on the already formulated learning objectivesr0.

Diagnosis and determination of objectives
The consultants paid some visits to the laboratory, interviews were held and

discussions with several people took place. The learning objectives formulated by the

working group were also discussed. They were of a rather polymath nature and were

derived from a course for the qualification of safety experts. According to the

consultants this was barely of any practical relevance for the laboratory. It also

became clear that the management of safety and health in the laboratory was not as

good as we had expected considering the safety reputation of this firm. Accidents

were practically unknown, but there were several structural problems, especially

concerning the safety organization and the careful handling of hazardous substances.

After intense discussions the learning objectives were adapted and a two-day

program specific to this laboratory was proposed. For practical reasons (avoiding

drastic disturbances in the shifl schedules) a period of about 3 weeks between the

two program days was suggested.
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The draft program, comprising discussions over several risks, was primed with a
slide presentation of situations in the laboratory and.a theoretical section about the

health aspects of working with dangerous substances. It included some exercises and

an audio visual presentation. Little attention was paid to the risks of combustion and

explosion because a special training in the use of equipment for the extinguishing of
small fires was already being planned separately. The intermediate period could be

used to carry out workplace assessments in small groups, focusing on dangerous

substances. A presentation and discussion of the results of those assessments formed

the start of the second day, followed by an explanation of the methodologies of
systematic risk control. Finally an assignment intended to discuss some risky

situations and also some less tangible subjects (such as time constraints and soCial

atmosphere) would complete the course. The participants would be asked to develop

an approach to tackle all these problems. Eventually a written and verbal (process)

evaluation was planned.

Preparation and instrumentation

After a certain periOd the design for the two-day course was accepted and the

contract for its development and realization (fifteen courses) was signed. The

objective was to develop the program and to make it operational, resulting in a

tested program and the availability of all accompanying materials and didactic

methods. It was agreed that this stage should be concluded with a try-out of the draft

program, followed by a severe evaluation and - if necessary - adaptation' The

following aspects should be part of the program: the principle of prevention at

source, the quality of the exhaust capacity (fume cupboards and general ventilation),

the wearing of personal protective equipment (this, did not consequently take place),

the importance of personal hygiene, the improvement of housekeeping, the risks of

working alone.(especially in the continuous service at night), the generation, storage

and disposal of samples and chemicals (whether solid, liquid or gaseous) including

the risk of unintended reactions, the need for a systematic approach to working

conditions, and the responsibilities of the managers, supervisors and the operators

regarding the working conditions.

During this stage, something happened that was to influence the project substan-

tially: a severe accident. This was very unexpected. The laboratory would soon

achieve a million working hours without accidents causing absence. The preparations

for a festivity for this occasion had already began.

One Friday afternoon one of the laboratory employees after working the day shift

still had a gas bombe with some nitrogendioxide and emitted its contents via the

flare system meant for combustible gasses and vapours (nitrogendioxide is not

combustible: it is an oxidizing agent and may not be brought into contact with
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flammable materials). The next day only the continuous service was functioning. A
young employee was using some apparatus in another working group's room (this

happened frequently). Afterwards he wanted to dispose of the flammable gasses in
his bombe into the same flare system. Directly after the bombe was connected with
the system, the pipe and a one-way vessel exploded. The employee was seriously

wounded and was transferred to the hospital. The room was totally devastated: the

walls were blackened, some were totally dislocated, and the windows were broken.

The life of the victim was feared for for several days (after a period of about a year

he was revalidated and able to start working again). There was no doubt that if this

accident had occurred on a weekday, several employees would have been victims.
Because it was completely clear that the injured colleague was not to blame at all,
and the accident could easily have affected a whole shift, everyone in the laboratory

was personally confronted with the rare but serious risks there. The tragedy of this

accident affected many people. It goes without saying that the Working Inspectorate

investigated. They supposed the flare system had not been technically petfect, and

both technical and organizational factors were blamed besides the evident aspect of
human failure.

At the try-out in the spring of 1987, the group of participants consisted only partially

of the actual target group (ie. all members of the working group, the deputy head of
the laboratory, the head of another laboratory of the same concern and one of his

employees). This group clearly did not represent the total target group, but all
hierarchical levels and every departrnent were represented.

The try-out.passed off very well, nearly all participants experiencing the program as

useful, informing and stimulating. Some parts of the program generated dramatic

reactions. From the start it stimulated intensive discussions about specific risks or

situations. Some operatives expressed criticism of the functioning of some supervi-

sors or managers; according to them, they were sometimes stimulating unsafe

practices. Based on the evaluation the program was slightly adapted.

The realization stage

For several years a safety and health audit was planned, but it had not yet been

realized. Its realization took place during the first set of courses. The audit was

carried out by a team that comprised four persons: two members of the working
group (the room supervisor and the safety expert), the head of the other laboratory

that had been participating during the try-out, and the manager of a production plant.

Before the summer of 1987 nine courses were realized linituOing the try-out). Hun-

dred and thirty two people participated, a very few of them for only one day. Gene-

rally the courses had a positive atmosphere, and were positively evaluated by the

participants. Ten percent regarded the design of the program as very good and 73 %

as good. Every part of the program was evaluated positively. Hundred and twenty
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six of the 132 people experienced the course as useful to their attitude towards safety

and health risks. Three participants remarked that the usefulness had still to be

proven in every day practice. The evaluation also revealed that the course had

increased involvement, awareness, understanding and knowledge with respect to

safety and health. Some participants had not undertaken the intermediate assignment:

they mentioned time constraints, the behaviour of their supervisors, or both, as the

reasons. The course initiated some cleaning-up activities and quite a few bottlenecks

and organizational problems were identified. An overview of these was given by the

consultants. All in all there was a lot of criticism and scepticism. Quite often this

had already been expressed at the introduction. Frequently there was dissatisfaction

with the managers ("my supervisor is the most dangerous thing in nry iob") and the

organization ("nothing is ever changing here'). Earlier experiences with courses had

not been motivating ('this is the umpteenth course about safety, I don't believe in

any course any more, and I am only here because I am obliged to be'). This kind of
criticism' increased during the courses. Especially when discussing undesirable

situations in the laboratory, these reactions were increasingly provoked. The groups

that were paficipating in June always pointed out that risky situations (some of them

so serious that they ought to have been tackled without any delay) had already been

discussed with the management at the try-out in February. The laboratory personnel

had not observed any consequent action to improve these sinrations. This clearly

increased the scepticism about the final result of the course.

An intermediate evaluation report was made about the nine courses realized before

the summer of 1987. The consultants stated that it was essential to the motivation of

the participants (and as a consequence to the credibility of the course) to eliminate a

number of bottlenecks before September, for when the next set of courses was

planned, and to make the improvements clear to everyone. The most difficult part of

the report was the overview of the problems identified: how to communicate such a

message in an acceptable way. This overview was actually the most important item,

but eventually it was included in the report as appendix 4. The problems concerned

the buildings and technical equipment, the organization, leadership, people and

motivation, risks stemming from outside the laboratory, taking samples outside, and

a miscellaneous category. Every remark made by the participants on the evaluation

papers was also included unabridged in the report. The intermediate report was

discussed with the client and the coordination group. It was established that in the

meantime a number of items had been tackled.and that manpower had been made

available. It was agreed that the intermediate assignments should be stimulated by

the managers, but it was also established that this was not enough to guarantee the

motivation of those participating that autumn. A list of priority items was jointly

determined. The head of the laboratory would list an overview of measures that had

already been taken since the start of the course, and this would be disseminated to
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everyone. The consultants would, whenever needed in future courses, also elucidate

these measures. It was agreed that the intermediate report (including the list of
problems) would be available for general perusal. It was decided moreover that a

follow-up activity directed at the improvement of the functioning of the managers

with respect to safety and health was needed. This follow-up project has been

described separately: The Quality Lab 2. Consequent to these decisions it was agreed

to compldte the project that autumn according to plan.

Another 6 courses (83 participants) were realized during the autumn of 1987. Like

the first series, the courses were evaluated as being generally positive, and again

they were experienced as useful for personal involvement, awareness, knowledge

and the understanding of safety and health issues. There was more criticism than

during the first series, but it was notable that the participants now evaluated the

course more positively during the last two months. Probably the improvements

became slowly but certainly more perceptible. Afterwards an additional process

evaluation report was made by the consultants.

The evduation
The evaluation report elaborated upon the perspectives that were created through the

start wiih a structural approach to the management of safety and health. It was

established that activities had been undertaken on a vast number of issues. Finally
this had generated a very positive impact on the motivation of the personnel. During

the simultaneous preparations for the follow-up project (The Quality Lab 2) it was

confirmed that their involvement was now substantial. Several visible improvements

were also assessed during another walk-through in the laboratory.

The follow-up
At a later stage, after the completion of The Qnlity Inb 2, it was decided that a

two-day course about safety and health in the laboratory, and also a complementary

refresher course, ought to be a part of the standard practice of the laboratory.

4.2.4 The Ouality Lab 2

The intake, diagnosis and determination of objectives

This case coneerns the follow-up to the intervention described above (The Quality
I-ab l, subsection 4.2.3). In the period from September 1987 till January 1988,

parallel to the last part of The Quality Lab I the design of this project was discussed

with the client and the coordination groupll.
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It had proved to be essential to develop the systematic management of working

conditions. It had also become very clear that the functioning of the managers and

supervisors in this respect had to be improved, and it was decided that they should

form the target group.

The objective eventually had a triple formulation: stimulating the personal involve-

ment of the managers with the individual and collective reflection on their function-

ing in this respect (1), achieving a better understanding of the factors that are

important to the effectiveness of the management of working conditions (2), and

developing structural management of working conditions in the laboratory (3). The

latter would result in an effective annual program by 1988 for working conditions.

Starting points were the contemporary accommodation (with all its limitations), the

activities in the laboratory, and the necessity of achieving at least a safety and health

performance that met the existing legislation. It was also agreed that they would

anticipate the legislation with respect to toxic substances that was expected to

become operative in mid 1988.

In order to free the participants from daily affairs, it was decided that the seminar

would be held in an external conference room. The reports made during The Quality
Lab 1 would be used, but also the integral report of the internal safety audit

(stemming from April 1987) and some complementary findings (eg. the reports made

of several inspections that were being organized per laboratory room during the last

months). It was impossible to reach all the laboratory managers at once: the

continuous service would suffer from insurmountable problems, and the group size

would be too large. That was why it was decided to split the managers into two

groups. Each group would develop its own approach to the problems. This would be

followed by a trajectory to integrate both approaches to the annual program, and to

achieve a broad consensus. This generated a dilemma over the role of the head of
the laboratory (also our client). On the one hand his involvement was regarded as of
crucial importance, on the other, he could not participate in the development of two

different draft annual programs or authorize them. There was also a problem

resulting from the culture (of "waiting to see what is done above"), and a marked

presence of the head could easily impede the learning processes of the other

managers. Finally it was decided that the head would be present on both.confer-

ences, but only for consultation, and that the integrated annual program would be

officially presented to the head of the laboratory at a later stage.

Preparation and instrumentation
There were two approaches designed during the preparation stage. One was a
confrontation with personal responsibilities and empowennent; this would clarify

what was actually expected of the target group, what were the defects in the

functioning hitherto, and the necessity of a behavioural change. The other approach
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was to support the development of a new attitude (the first experiences with the new

desired behaviour). The former requires the consultants fulfilling an expert role, the

latter a supporting role.

These two approaches had other consequences. It could have been expected that a
confrontation would generate defensive reactions, but the development of a new

approach requires the opposite: active involvement. The consultants regarded this
paradox as inherent within the central problem: the reaction to all information about

existing problems had always been defensive, while what was actually needed was

the active involvement of the managers.

A strategy was chosen that comprised four stages: preparation, confrontation,
stimulation and supportive control. An important element of the preparation was for
the individual to draw up in advance the ten problems that deserved top priority. The

aim was threefold: stimulating the development of the individual evaluation and

understanding of problems and possible approaches (1), obtaining a priority state-

ment from each manager that would contribute to the elimination of an important
defensive reaction (namely that of denying that it was necessary to change anything

at all, 2), and the individual ranking regarded as a major starting point for the

development of a collective ranking of priorities (3).

During the first part of the conference the aim would be to break down every

defensive reaction that could obstruct the development of a new approach via

confrontations (eg. the shifting of responsibilities, the assumption that there were no

serious problems, the idea that a change was not needed, the opinion that most

problems were inherent in the dated nature of the building, and the assumption that

there would never be any money available for the needed improvements). When

these obstructions were eliminated, attention could be given to the individual
priorities for the annual program and the participants could be stimulated and

supported to set collective priorities. Finally, the managers would further be

developing their collective approach. Our role at that stage would mainly be to
control that process, and to give support whenever that was needed.

Realization and implementation

As a preparation for the seminars, ttre participants received an inforrnation pack and

an assignment. The informa[ion comprised the reports of The Quality Lab 1, the

complete audit report, a draft safety handbook (developed in the meantime), and a

manual for an internal inspection system. The fust day's program was dominated by

the confrontation between the tasks and responsibilities of the managers and their

functioning in every day practice.

A number of problems that were already known and reported were presented and

discussed (illustrated by a stide presentation), and the legal obligations of the

employer (that actually had to be realized by the managers) were discussed using
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very concrete examples. The purpose was to increase the understanding of responsi-

bilities, and to start in the afternoon -by using several assignments, including role

play - a collective analysis of the safety and health organization and the role of the

managers therein. Special attention was paid to the social organizational functioning

of the managers. In the evening the main lines of the reports and the audit were

discussed, using an overview of the individual ten priority problems. The lessons

learned during the confrontations in the afternoon were made explicit and taken into

account in the process of setting (in small groups) priorities to determine the issues

for the annual program. At the end of the evening the reported group priorities were

structured by the consultants (having again the role of experts). The consultants also

proposed the formation of groups to specify sets of related issues.

A start was made with the elaboration on the second day. In the afternoon the results

were presented to the other participants. This was followed by discussion and

comment on these proposals, first by the other participants, then by the head of the

laboratory. There were also agreement on questioning a panel later in the afternoon.

The panel consisted of the managers of the highest echelons in the organization and

some experts from staff departments. Finally appointments were made for the further

trajectory: cooperation with the representatives of the other group and the way in

which the operational workers should be informed. Each seminar was closed with a

concise verbal evaluation.

This design worked well in practice. The confrontational role-playing (the sample)

that forced everyone involved to take some other position in the organization than

their own was experienced as being very useful. It was very clear to both groups

that neither analysing incidents (important in developing a structural approach) nor

the ability to be in the sinration of another person, were sufficiently developed. The

discussion afterwards revealed also that the previously presented methodologies were

only known cognitively and were not automatically put into practice. During the

second day the participants had all worked very actively on the development of the

structural approach to safety and health, and the basis for the annual program had

been laid. A clear breakthrough in attitude was made in both seminars that evening:

from they (the consultants, but more so other people in the organization - operatives

and top managers) have to do it, to we (the managers) have to do it and we are

going to do it now. This desired breakthrough from a defensive attitude (old

behaviour) to active participation (new behaviour) was very tangible to everyone.

According to the consultants the discussion with the panel had been useful also (the

target group was less positive). It became extremely clear that an active approach to

the managers, leading to a clear problem analysis, is a precondition to any success-

ful request to top managers for facilities in terms of money or manpower. This was

actually a second confrontation, pointing out that the new attitude was important,

but, in itself, not sufficient.
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Both groups had chosen representatives for the further trajectory of the development

of the draft annual program. The process of tuning both draft programs took place

very smoothly and efficiently, due to the active attitude of the group representatives.

Choices had to be made with respect to the items that would or would not be

included in the annual program, and to the clustering of issues. In order to deter-

mine a realistic annual program, some over-enthusiastic plans had to be adapted (it
was foreseen that for some issues the time or man-power that was needed was not

feasable).

The most important objectives of the final meeting were to ensure that every

manager had a complete overview of the proposed draft annual program for 1988,

and to get it fully accepted by everyone.

After the opening by the head of the laboratory the meeting was presided over by

the consultants. This way every manager could have an equal say. Information about

the activities of the representatives was very clearly presented. The explanation

about the design and the main contents of the report were given by another represen-

tative. Then item by item it was scrutinized to see whether there was any need to

discuss them at all. After a pause, a number of paragraphs were discussed and about

10 formulations in the program were adapted. Finally, consensus was reached about

the proposed program.

The formal transfer of the annual program to the head of the laboratory was carried

out in a witty way by one of the representatives speaking for all. The head of the

laboratory expressed in a pithy way his appreciation for the program and also for the

effort that had been made to develop it. He pointed out that a similar effort would be

necessary for its realization, and expressed his intention to disseminate the main
points of the program very soon to the total laboratory personnel. The contents of
the annual program for 1988, as it was developed and determined by all managers,

comprised the following issues, see table 4.3.
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maJor
projects

The developnent of initiatives to improve the building for
the storage of chemicals and samples.

' Introduction of systematic workplace assessments

Anticipation and preparation of the design for a new labora-
tory.

mmor
projects

The storage of samples and chemicals in the laboratory

The listing and control of waste flows.

Safety aspects of security measures

Reducing the risks of tanker lorries near the laboratory.

continuous
projects

Planned control of working conditions

Structuring of deliberation and communication

Compliance with safefy rules and procedures.

Ad hoc working groups for the elaboration of safety items.

Education and training for third parties that visit the labora-

tory.

Table 4.3 Overview of the issues of the annual program for working conditions for
1988

For each project, the objectives, strategy, planning, responsibilities and quality

control had been specified.

The evaluation

The aim of the verbal evaluation was to assess afterwards how the managers

appreciated the process and its results. Besides the annual program, the results can

be summarized as follows: knowledge about working conditions has been substan-

tially improved at all levels of management, the involvement of the managers with

working conditions has been increased substantially, and both the team spirit and the

feelings of responsibility of the managers have been increased. Moreover, a

perspective has been generated of the possibility of improving the working condi-

tions.

The managers were unanimously satisfied about the results. Each group remarked

that they were eager to see the realization of the program and the consequent
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concrete improvements. opinion was positive with regard to the development of the
program, mutual cooperation between the managers, and the role of the external
consultants. It was, however, also remarked that this process of change had required
much energy and effort. .
Almost a year later a follow-up project took place. It comprised of two elements: the

evaluation of the annual program for 1988 (for working conditions) and the develop-
ment of a joint annual program for 1989 for working conditions and environmental
protection.

The objective of the evaluation was five fold: to assess to what extent the annual

program for 1988 had been realized (1). To identify factors that had had a subsran-

tial influence on the projects (2). To determine whether the desired behavioural
changes of the managers had been realized (3). To assess the lessons learned

concerning the processes of the realization of the annual program for 1988 (4). To
collect information for an actualbsd prioritlzing, useful to the annual program for
1989 that should also include environmental issues (5).

Although the annual program for 1988 was planned to run until April 1989, the

evaluation was carried out in December 1988 and January 1989. The reason for this

was the desire of top management to plan all the programs for working conditions
and environmental protection before 1 February 1989, and to relate them to an

overall plan for the total site. As a consequence the evaluation of the laboratory
program was moved forward.

It was decided to evaluate the program in two ways. Every issue of the program

would be evaluated separately by the managers and the operatives involved. The

managers would evaluate the projects they were directly involved in. To guarantee

uniformity a checklist was made by the consultants. The operatives would be asked

their opinion about the realization of the annual program for 1988 in a limited
number of interviews. These interviews would be carried out by the external

consultants.

The managers evaluated the projects on a scale from l-10. The results varied from 5

to 8. 'Ihe projects that were rated a 5 (3 out of l0 projects) had all suffered from
delays (mainly due to external reasons) and this caused substantial discontent among

the managers. They were also very critical of the social impact of the projects (eg a

project that had solved a problem perfectly from a technical point of view, was rated

only 6 because the communication had been very poor, and so considerable but
avoidable resistance had been provoked). With respect to the projects concerning the

"continuous functioning" category, it turned out that priorities had sometimes been

changed in every day practice, and time constraints (the evaluation) were a major

stimulus. Generally speaking, much effort was made, but most of it just before the

partially external evaluation.
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The results of the interviews with the 12 operatives can be summarized as follows:

the quality of the annual program was evaluated as adequate, but little was known

about it or any .progress. The workers had different opinions as to whether the

overall situation had been improved. The personal involvement of the operatives had

been only moderate or poor, but when they were involved, the experiences were

mainly positive. The operatives were keenly interested in safety and health - so far

as talking was concerned -, but poor when personal action was involved. The idea of'
an evaluation via interviews was appreciated: it was regarded as an opportunity to
communicate and participate. At the evaluation meeting of the managers, these

results were presented and discussed. The influences and, lessons learned were

finally summarized by the participants as follows:

The progress of some projects had depended to a large degree on the cooperation of
others (eg the technical service or subcontractors) and on time-consuming procedures

in the organization. The cooperation wittr the technical service and the safefy'and

environment department had been very positive. Time constraints were important to

continuous functioning, and some projects had not been fully realized for thal

reason. The external evaluation had been a stimulus to increasing the priority of the

projects.

It was concluded that it was important to be aware in advance of the problems that

may occur when other people or bodies become involved in the projects. Generally

speaking there had been too much reliance in the efficiency of others. It was not

enough to say "thot will turn out well": the realization also had to be managed! For
projects that affect many employees, it is important to involve them at the planning

stage. Communication with the employees involved has to be improved. Questions,
even if they seem very unimportant, require clear answers. People expect answers.

Managers have to show their involvement with safety in order to motivatq the

employees and be able to stimulate them to contribute their share. Clear explanations

as to why certain problems cannot be solved immediately (eg those involving

ventilation) are always useful.

Follow-up
For the development of the annual program for 1989 two starting points were

important: elaboraiion of the results, lessons learned and behaviour generated by the

development, realization and evaluation of the annual program for 1988 (1), and

relating of the annual program for 1989 to that of the total site (2). The lafter, for
the first time, also included environmental issues.

A concise and business-like introduction meeting was held with'all managers. The

aim was to achieve a consensus of these starting points, to make general agreements

about the required procedures, and to appoint two 'initiators' within the laboratory

who would prepare the new annual program in the name of all the managers. A joint
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approach was developed by the consultants and the initiators: a request to all

managers to rate the priority of the listed issues, and to draw up an agenda for the

meeting intended for the determination of the program. The Safefy, Health and

Environment (SHE) program was developed according to this plan. The consultants

played only a minor role (accompanying the process). The process evaluation led to

the following conclusions: development had gone much smoother than in 1988. The

participation of the managers had been sustained. Most activities had now been

undertaken without external support. The /essons leamed from the evaluation of the

annual program for 1988 had been used for the benefit of the annual program for
1989 and environmental management.

Overall evaluation of The Quality Lab

The total intervention (The Quality Lab I + 2) made it possible to change a rather

fixed situation and to initiate a structural improvement process. Besides concrete

improvements, structural changes had been realized. The intervention required a

substantial investment in external support and internal effort, and took a considerable

period of time (including the follow up, about 3 years), Initiatives for improvements

are now being made and realized, and fruitful cooperation with experts in the

organization has been realized. But both processes took about two years. Real

interest in cause and effect with respect to safety and working conditions and their

management, has been developing slowly, but is still growing. It was rather easy to

transfer the experiences with the development of structural management of working

conditions to environmental management.

4.2.5 The Technological lnstitute.
Because the research in this chapter made use of already existing cases, no agree-

ments were made in advance about the making of these case descriptions let alone

their publication. In the case of The Technological Institute the client does not permit

the publication of the case description. however, because this case was already

included in the analysis and contributes to the empirical research, aspects of this

caFe are nevertheless preserved in the analytical part (section 4.3). This implies, of
course, a disadvantage to the reader, who will not be able to trace back these

analytical findings to any systematic description. I apologise for this discomfort.

4.2.6 lnspection & Enforcement
The case of Inspection & Enforcemen, initially started in 1989 with the request for

an educational course, but actually concerned the implementation of a management

system for working conditions for a governmental inspectorate, whose function it
was to inspect and enforce envitonmental laws and regulations'
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The objectives of the organization are to improve the compliance to environmental

laws, and if necessary, to. enforce them. Historically, it is based on public health

inspection. Its strategy is to fulfil a firstline function with respect to some compli-

cated laws (eg. those concerning Chemical Waste, Nuclear Energy and Environ-

mentally Hazardous Substances), and a secondline function with respect to other

laws (eg. the Nuisance Act, implying boti supervision of and support for local

governmental inspectorates)

Yet the actual enforcement of environmental laws and licenses can be problematic.

l.ocal inspectorates often have a lack of expertise, and all too often environment has

a low priority in local policy. The general strategy of Inspection & Enforcement is to

increase the number of standardized licences, to stimulate and support local expert-

ise, and -rather recently- to stimulate selfregulation by trade and industry. Internally

its effectiveness would be increased by improved planning and qualification.

Qua structure, the Inspectorate is a more or less independent part of a policy

organization, developing the Dutch environmental policy and environmental regula-

tions. Like most governmental organizations, it has a hierarchal structure. Inspection

& Enforcemen, comprises a Chief Inspectorate and nine Regional Inspectorates that

jointly cover all of the Netherlands. The Chief Inspectorate has two main functions:

to advise the environmental policy department about the enforceable aspects of laws

and regulations, and to support regional prosecutors in complex environmental

criminal cases (this is carried out by the environmental support team). lnspection and

enforcement of the laws and regulations concerning chemical wastes are important

tasks for the inspectorate. The organization has a cross functional body for its

chemical waste activities, in which all regions and the Chief Inspectorate are

participating. The organization is associated with an occupational health service. The

culture is both formal and very environmentally conscious. The policy sector of the

organization functions rather formally: policy making seems mainly a matter of
writing or discussing notes. The inspecting people are generally well motivated.

They are convinced their organization is important to su'stain acceptable living
conditions. The technical part of the job consists of taking samples of suspected

stocks of chemical waste, polluted soil or of suspected emissions in water or air.

There are about 250 people working at the Inspectorate; the policy organization

numbers about 1000 people. For political-economic reasons about 250 of them are

subcontracted though they work on a pennanent basis for the policy organization.

The workers in the Inspectorate are generally young highly educated people, and

come mainly from tec.hnical, chemical or environmental disciplines.

The intake
In the autumn of 1988, the Inspectorate became interested in an educational course

for about 60 of its inspectors. They worked in different regions throughout the
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Netherlands and were generally highly skilled chemical engineers. The most

important motivation was the need for more information requested by the target

group, as well as incidents caused by lack of appropriate skills and comprehension.

The job of the target group was mainly the inspection and the enforcement of
environmental laws. In the process of collecting proof that laws had been violated,

they could run substantial risks, especially during the sampling of suspected

chemical wastes in stock, in transport, during processing or landfill. There is always

a substantial chance of violating laws and illegally mixing very toxic chemicals with
less dangerous chemicals. The target group also often coordinated the activities of
representatives of local authorities and police during complex enforcement projects.

The consultant offered, with the case of The Quality l,ab in mind, a two-day course

to make a start on the required learning processes. As a result of internal dis-

cussions, this offer was not accepted, but the internal debate continued. A
coordinating group was founded to clarify what was really needed. One of the

people from the Chief Inspectorate was given the task of coordinator for activities

concerning working conditions. Some members of the potential target group

participated in the coordinating group, as did some policy makers from the central

unit and the occupational health physician. In the summer of 1989 this resulted in
another request for an educational course. An agenda had already been made by the

coordinating group: for each group a four day course, including two evenings.

This second request made it very clear that improvement of working conditions was

taken very seriously, at least by the coordination group and by some influential

people in the organization. The reaction of the consultant was to discuss the

objectives and to emphasize that management support would be necessary (as it
would be for the follow-up), because many relevant questions about the organizati-

on's policy towards safe and sound working conditions could not otherwise be

answered, and that would generate new frustration instead of motivation. It was

suggested (October 1989) that the development of a structural management for
working conditions could begin simultaneously with the preparations for the

educational course. The orientation needed for the preparation of the course could

then be used also for the definition of the needed management approach. After some

discussion it was agreed (December 1989) that the project should be redefined and

should start with a definition studyt2.

Diagnosis and determination of objectives

The objective of the definition snrdy was the design of a development trajectory foi
the management of working conditions, giving priority to the safety of the people

working in the cross functional chemical waste organization. The definition shrdy

comprised three aspects: the actual policy for working couditions and its integration

into total policy (l), the actual situation with respect to legal obligations, mainly
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based on the Working Conditions Act (2), and the actual risks relevant to the

employees (and other people) in their work (3). Data were collected via sixteen

inter,views with kby informants (from different departments and regions), practical

observations, and analysis of internal and external documents. The draft report was

discussed with the coordinator for working conditions and the coordination group.

The interviews showed the strong involvement of the employees in their activities.

Each of them was aware that risks formed an integral part of their work, and

everyone was trying to avoid such risks. Every department and region tried to
organize the necessary support. But all this was ad hoc. There was no structural

management and quite a few obligations prescribed by the Working Conditions Act

were not being met (eg there were no instruments to detect or assess risks and as a

result risks were often not sufficiently recognized). Adequate management support

was often lacking. People were frequently being confronted with high-risk situations,

and each and every employee tried to protect himself or herself in their own way,

though they usually suffered from lack of expertise and tools. The lack of knowledge

about the internal regulations (of the firms they were being inspected) was notice-

able. As a consequence they were not able to refer to these regulations (based on the

Working Conditions Act), and sometimes they were breaking these rules uncon-

sciously, and creating high risks for themselves and sometimes for others and the

environment. Thus it was not purely theoretical that an employee could blunder

during an irspection, even without knowing it; it goes without saying that the

reputation of the Inspectorate and its employees could be strongly and negatively

influenced in this way.

It was recommended that the Inspectorate should formulate general objectives in a

policy statement. Then in a step by step process this policy should be implemented.

Because the definition of objectives, the development of a structural policy, and the

specification of concrete projects, require an investment of time and money as well

as support from top managers, above the normal effort of people and means, the

creation of a project-organization was recommended for this.

In the short run, many findings of the definition project could be used in the

educational course that was intended for the cross functional chemical waste

organization. The definition study generally showed the need for systematic manage-

ment with regard to working conditions, but also it confirmed the analysis of the

coordination group that education of the employees was important.

Realization

For 1990 a two sided strategy was determined: on the one hand to improve safety

for the inspecting on the other to build a management infrastructure for working

conditions.
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In 1991 this management infrastructure would be used to manage the other aspects

of working conditions (health, well-being at work and sickness absence). At a third
stage (1992) the infrastructure would extent to the total policy organization. This
was vital for meeting.requirements of the Working Conditions Act, especially for
ensuring management involvement with working conditions at the highest level and

structuring the involvement of workers representatives. Other objectives were to
realzc the integration of these activities in normal management, and finally to
terminate the steering committee.

During the second half of 1990, four intensive educational courses for the Inspectors
were realizedt3. A top manager elucidated the organization's policy regarding
working conditions. Especially during the first course, a clear and stimulating
presentation was given and clear intentions were expressed. The top manager
involved, however, became ill for a long time. The intentions expressed by him
were mainly his personal intentions, and were not (or not yet) shared by the other

top managers.

During the courses additional requirements for specific information and tools
(protective devices) were determined. Via the steering committee these were

supplied. The need for a guideline for the evaluation of risks was also assessed: the

dilemma as to whether to give priority to safety or to sampling depended on

individual decisions. Now and then, severe unacceptable risks were being taken; this

was the responsibility, maybe even the legal liability of the top managers, even

though they were not personally involved and did not know it. The steering commit-
tee took care of the necessary follow up.

Meanwhile, a steering committee for working conditions was created. Its chairman

was the chief of a Regional Inspectorate, its members were t}te coordinator for
sampling and laboratory research (who was also coordinator working conditions),

two people from other regions, . who were heavily involved with chemical waste

issues, the chief of the Environmental Support Team, a medical-environmentalist, a

policy employee of the Chief Inspectorate, a physician of the medical health service,

and an external consultant (this researcher).

In conformity with the advices in the definition study, its main tasks were to support

the safefy improvement activities, and to. create a broader management-infrastructure

for working conditions. As a first step towards the latter, a draft declaration of
intentions and a draft policy statement were developed. This policy statement gave

an overview of the long term objectives: meeting legal requirements, optimizing

working conditions, and realizing an exemplary role for the employees of the

Inspectorate when cooperating with other officials. This policy statement was

authorized by the Chief Inspector (the top manager).

Then the need for an annual program was discussed. The researcher, with The

Quality Lab in mind, strongly advocated that the annual program should be planned
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by the managers of Inspection & Enforcemerr. According to the steering committee

this was not feasible: the managers were thought to have too many other priorities.

The consultant then took an overview of the problems, and proposed three categories

of priorities, and asked the steering committee to plan the annual program; the

reason was that it was rather artificial to subcontract the responsibility of the

organization to set its priorities. The steering committee felt, however, that they

were a steering committee and not a working committee. Moreover, some of its
members did not have much time left in their schedules. They asked the consultant

to make a draft program that could be discussed. This was refused, and surprisingly,

the result was that nothing happened at all for several months. Finally the consultant

decided to adapt his strategy to the local culture and made a draft annual pro-

gramta. The steering committee discussed it, adapted a few issues, and the chair-

man proposed it to the top management, where it was authorized.

In the spring of 1991 the Director General of the policy organization received a

standard request from the working inspectorate to fulfil their legal obligations by

sending in their annual program for working conditions. Having an annual program

was at once (though temporarily) a top management priority. The Director General

was very pleased to hear -in mid 1991- that initiatives had already been taken in part

of his organization. It was clear that these initiatives could form the basis for a

wider policy regarding working conditions. This accelerated the third step that was

foreseen by the steering committee of Inspection & Enforcemenl: to scale up for the

total policy organization had already become relevant by the second halfof 1991.

From June 1991 there was a new coordinator of working conditions for the Inspec-

torate, and some months later his tasks were extended to the total policy organiz-

ation. During the rest of l99l he had enough time to take initiatives to improve

working conditions, which he did in a personal and creative way. All Regional

Inspectorates were visited, actual problems were discussed, and the Regions were

supplied with new information. In this way topics that could be relevant for the

annual program for 1992 were also assessed. There were substantial differences

between the interests of the people in the respective regions, but the local managers

at least became involved to some degree, and the local coordinators for sampling

and laboratory research (who were also functioning as local safety coordinators)

were being stimulated and supported in their activities. Reviewing this stage it is

notable how strong the culture in the organization, with its emphasis on writing

notes and discussions, influenced the implementation. It forced the consultant to a

drastic change in strategy, but from the moment the draft program was made,

everything fitted again with the culture and things developed rapidly.
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Evaluation
At the end of 1991 the activities concerning working conditions in Inspection &
Enforcement were evaluated by the steering committee. The main criterium was the

realization of the annual program. It was concluded that all aspects of the annual

progmm had been realized in accordance with planning, but that some aspects

certainly needed further attention in 1992. The activities were also evaluated -at the

end of 1991- by the total policy organization; there the need to develop the structural

management of working conditions had been acknowledged. Because Inspection &
Enforcement was the only part of the organization that already had a management

infrastructure for working conditions, this was asked to take the lead in the organiz-

ation generally.

Follow-up
Already in November 1991, the Steering Committee for Inspection & Enforcement

discussed the design for a management infrastructure for the policy organization. It
was agreed that a new steering committee was needed (implicating the termination of
the existing steering committee). It was regarded as vital that a top manager

participated in this committee and that the experience of Inspection & Enforcement

were elaborated upon. The new steering committee should be supported by two
working groups, one for safety aspects - mainly relevant for the field workers of
Inspection & Enforcementr -, and another for health and well-being, the latter

focusing on office work. It was proposed that already existing platforms should

extend their activities to the management of working conditions.

In the beginning of 1992 the new steering committee was installed. The chairman

was the Director of the Internal Service Departrnent of the policy organization. The

chairman and some of the members of the former steering committee were members

of the new steering committee also. The head of the Deparffnent for Personnel and

Organization, coordinating the sickness absence policy, also participated. To
guarantee communication a representative of the employees was asked to participate

as an observer.

During 1992, the focus was on the implementation of systematic management in the

total policy organization, thereby including further improvement in safefy for the

field workers. Important new topics during 1992 were initiatives to start stress

management, introduction activities for the people in the new working groups, the

appointrnent of a safety officer at Inspection & Enforcement (on a temporary basis)

and discussion of the already existing activities aimed at reducing sickness absence.

The project still continues with this wider perspective. For 1993 and 1994 the

central aims can be characterized as internalization of the working conditions aspect

and its integration in the general management.
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4.3 Analysis

4.3.1 lntroduction
The central question of this chapter is: How can organizational learning Processes

contribute to the improvement oJ the joint nwwgement of working conditions,

environment and qualiry? And how can these be managedsT These two questions

are analysed in this paragraph using a set of derived questions. In subsection 4.3.2

the analysis focuses on the learning processes in organizations, and in subsection

4.3.3 concentrates on the management thereof.

Leaming processes implicate the learner becoming more able to respond adequately

to similar situations which may occur in the future. When concrete problems arise,

they have to be solved; but the prevention of similar problems is just as important;

this often requires improvement of the system, or even improved thinking about the

system (compare table 3.13). The following question can be asked Qnr 4.3.2):
* How can organizational learning processes, that initial$ aim at solving

chronic problems in the organiution, contibute to the improvement of the

system?

Because organizations can only learn through the learning of individuals, and the

available cases initially aimed at collectively organized individual learning processes,

another relevant question (asked in subsection 4.3.3.1) is:

* What are the relationships betvveen the individual and team learning processes

relevant to the nwnagement or ioint rnanagement of the three areas?

For the monagenlent of organizational learning processes it is vital to understand

factors that influence the learning capability negatively (learning disabilities) or

positively (factors that increase this capability). The question asked in subsection

4.3.3.2 is therefore:
* What leaming disabilities kept these organizations from dealing adequatety

with their problems?

And the complementary question (par 4.3.3.3) is:
* How can the organizational leaming capability be increased (in order to be

able to learn in the future)?

It should be noted that the above mentioned questions imply analytical distinctions

that need to be put in perspective. In the real world learning processes and the

increase of learning capabilities often go together. The factors that stimulate the

team-learning aspect learning processes (assessed in par 4.3.3.1), for example, are

directly relevant for the management of organizational learning processes: they

increase the organizational learning capability.
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4.3.2 lmproving the system
This section concerns the processes needed to improve management systems. The
question asked is:

How can organizational learning processes, that initialty aim at solving chronic
problems in the organization, contribute to the improvement of the system?

Most interventions became necessary because of chronic problems in the organiz-

ation.

Chronic long term processes and trends are more difficult to assess than events;

people have to be alertr6 to the need to assess them in order to be able to influence

(manage) them at all. Then the underlying problems within the system have to be

identified and understood. This often implicates a change to the initial problem

definition: This is illustrated by a quotation from one of my colleagues:

"I was asked to advice on the selection of a new chair with good ergonomic

properties, but I ended up with a complete audit for the entire organization"
(Huppes 1992).

It is easy to see that this implies also that other people become involved, especially

the managers and also requires the ability to take more fundamental decisions.

This explains why four out of the six aspects of learning that were presented in table

4.2, seem essential to "learning to improve the system". These are: collectively

learning to assess chronic problems (reflective observation, 1) and their underlying

systemic causes (conceptualizing, 2) (these are integrated in subsectiot 4.3.2.1);
developing the capacity to take adequate decisions (decision making, 3) and -a
precondition for this- involving managers or top managers (a group of key actors,

4). In this paragraph no attention will be paid to the two other dimensions of
learning processes that were presented in table 4.1 (doing and the transformations

between the successive learning stages) because they are regarded as not very

relevant for the question asked in this paragraph.

4.3.2.1 Assessing chronic problems and their systemic causes
Two principles seem vital for the adequate observation and conceptualization needed

to assess the chronic problems and the system defects that cause them: improving the

knowledge and understanding of important concepts and preventive principles, and

becoming aware of the multi causality of chronic problems.

Improving the knowledge and understanding of imponant concepts and principles

In each case, educational courses contributed to the transfer of knowledge of
important concepts and preventive principles that were relevant for the assessment of
the chronic problems and their systemic causes. Especially the more active parts of
the programs, the assignments in small groups contributed to a better understanding.
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This corresponds to the initial requests for support, and shows that although the

initial diagnoses were not complete, they were certainly partly right.

The diagnosis of the external consultant (his expertise and fresh outlook) was

important to the assessment of underlying systemic problems (all five cases). He can

reveal problems (eg Industial Research) that were hitherto not assessed by people in

the organization.

Operational workers often had perceptions of problems and their causes that were

different from those of the managers. They often identified other problems (|he

Qunlity lab 1&2, Inspection & Enforcemerf) than the client. If that is the case and

communication and cooperation are poor, an external consultant can be of help: to

start or restart cornmunication and to make the variety of stake holders aware of the

complexity of the problems they are involved in. It is up to the consultant to choose

the problems that form the best approach to the systemic problems: an adequate

selection of tangible problems is essential in elucidating the system defects and

making them credible for everyone involved.

The educational interventions revealed a number of new problems that had been

generally overlooked until then (all five cases). Because the managers were per-

sonally involved in the-educational trajectories of Industrial Research, The Quality

lnb and - to a lesser extent - Inspection & Enforcemenr (and the same is true of staff

experts inThe Technological Institute), they were addressed directly. Sometimes that

led directly to the solution of the problem (it seemed to depend on the degree to

which systemic management was developed, the quality of the managers and the

complexity of the problems): examples of this were ending the disposal of solvents

into the sewerage system (Industial Research) or to clean away the non useful

chemicals (The Technological Institute, The Qualiry lnb 1). Such improvements are

important, they eliminate systemic problems, but are inevitably ad hoc.

In all cases, evaluation reports gave an overview of all the problems, the actions that

had already been undertaken, and the problems that continued and required follow-

ing up. Such evaluation reports create oppornrnities for intermediate reflection on

chronic problems and their systemic causes. Sometimes an organization needs time

to become aware of its more fundamental problems (The Qualiry lab t). In such

cases intermediate evaluation reports can be vital. Discusslng them during the

intervention process creates opportunities for redirecting the intervention at more

systemic problems.
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Showing the complexity and multi causality of chronic problems
Audits contributed substantially to the awareness of underlying problems and the
need for a systems approach. In the case of The Technological Institute, its outcome
was more or less the reason for the intervention. ln The Quality Inb I an audit
coincided with the preparation stage. It improved the understanding of chronic
problems and increased the personal involvement of the head of the laboratory and
the higher managers. It Inspection & Enforcement, the audit was called a definition
study. It clarified chronic problems and established the need for a system approach.

In case of Industrial Research, The Quality Inb l, The Technological Institute and,

Inspection & Enforcement, intermediate assignments were intended to be confronta-
tions with selected chronic problems. The aim was improved observation of and

thinking about the personal working situation. rnThe Qualiry lab 2, the participants
were already confronted with patterns of problems during their participation in the
former project (The Quality Iab 1), along with the evaluation reports of rhe euality
Lab 1, thc pre-homework assignment, and the expert behaviour of the consultants.
Such assignments proved powerful tools in making people aware of their chronic
problems, and their potential role in the possible solution. The confrontations in
small groups were successful in each case.

Especially with The Quality l,ab, but to a lesser degree also with Industrial Research

and Inspection & Enforcement, the monagers were confronted with real problems
(theory in use) and the expectations and criticisms of operational workers, and could
no longer maintain that the problems were only operational. As a result they were
forced to abandon their espoused theoies and to take a closer look at the existing
problems. Again, this process of becoming aware often required time and sometimes

an intense dialogue between the consultant and the client proved to be essential (Ifte
Quahty lab, Inspection & Enforcement). h these dialogues the consultant had to
make the managers aware of the systemic nature of the problems. It often had to be

proved that the problems were not just simple and operational.

In contrast to most other authors working with concepts of organizational learning or
the learning organization, the originally defined target groups were not top managers
(compare to Argyris & Schdn 1979, Swieringa & Wierdsma 1990, Senge 1990).

Direct involvement of top management has a clear and important advantage, it
creates support for necessary changes; but it also has some disadvantages: managers

often not being fully aware of the actual problems at the 'do' level. In each of the

five cases there were, however, very concrete chronic problems. Because concrete
problems generally turn up on the shop floor, the direct involvement of the workers

was very important. Starting on the shop floor has the clear advantage that the

problems are tangible, but because routine and familiarity may impede their
assessment, this is often true only with the support of the consultant. There is,
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however, a serious disadvantage in that the opporrunities to initiate changes in the

organization are relatively small and the workers have less power. Even when they

are fully aware of the problems of the system, their'solution usually requires a

management agenda.

An overview of the success factors for the assessment of chronic problems and their

systemic causes is given in table 4.5.

Table 4.5 Factor stimulating the assessment of chronic problems and their systemic

causes

4.3.2.2 lncreasing management involvement
Management involvement is often essential for adequate decision making about more

fundamental problems in organizations, ie for the realization of system improve-

mentslT.

leading principle success factor

improving the knowledge and under-
standing of important concepts, devel-
opments and preventive principles.

* increasing knowledge and under-
standing of important concepts
and preventive principles needed

to assess system defects
* improve internal communication

about problems assessed
* diagnosis by external conzultants.
* evaluation reports presenting an

overview of chronic problems
* discussions about (intermediate)

evaluation reports

showing the complexity and multi
causality of chronic problems

* audit, internal or external
* everyone confronted with chronic

problems
x establishing that chronic problems

may have systemic causes
* direct involvement of operational

workers
* managers confronted with the

expectations and criticism of
operatives

* intense dialogue between the con-
sultant and the client
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Different starting situations
The management of the three aspects differed widely between the organizations at

ttre start of the interventions, as did their capacity to assess systemic problems, but
the initial requests for educational activities seemed at frst sight remarkably similar.
Generally speaking we can say that in the cases of Industial Research ard The

Technological Institute there was -to a certain degree- a well-structured management

of safety/working conditions. Because of that, some chronic problems had already

been assessed. Educational interventions were supposed to solve these problems

(Industial Research) or to support the implementation of an organizational innova-

tion (a new chemical waste system at The Technological Institute). Those starting

situations more or less correspond to the usual ideas about education and training
contributing to the adequate management of working conditions (compare the

Working Conditions Act, par 6, and Koelen et al 1986).

In the cases of The Quality Lab and Inspection & Enforcemenr the situation at the

start, however, was completely different. Systematic management had either not

been developed (Inspection & Enforcemen) or not developed specifically for the

specific departnent (The Quality l^ab). In these cases the emphasis was therefore

initiafly put on solving concrete problems and management involvement was

problematic (and organizational agendas were not available). The analysis in this

paragraph focuses therefore on these two cases. Because the management in The

Technological Institute was dominantly based on the activities of the staff departrnent

and not of the higher managers, this case is also relevant.

By putting emphasis on systemic problems, managers generally become directly
involved in what was first thought to be an operational problem. For managers it can

be rather boring to get involved in such problems, which are perceived as oper-

ational. Whereas people who are supposed to solve those operational problems often

find it difficult to say to managers "your behaviour is part of the problem" or "this

problem cannot be solved without your personal involvemenl"; this implies that

managers can maintain their aloof attitude and explains why it is often difficult to
realu:e management involvement.

Because the behaviour of the managers, both individually and as a team, are

essential to system improvement, it can be vital to redefine the target group in order

to involve managers. Managers are often unaware of the systemic causes of prob-

lems and their role.

Strong support from the top was an important stimulus to the involvement of higher

managers. In the case of The Quality Lab that was important on two levels. At the

start of The Qwliry Inb 1 a stimulus from the top of the total organization was

important to convince the regional top manager to start the intervention. The case of
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The Qualiry Lab 2, with the higher'and middle managers as the target group, was

only made possible with the support of that regional top manager, the head of the

laboratory. The involvement of the higher managers often implies confronting the

actual functioning of these managers, and without clear decisive support from the

top, it can be impossible to influence them. In case of The Technological Institute

and Inspection & Enforcement such decisive support from top managers was

generally lacking. At Inspection & Enforcemenl there was support from one top

manager for a very limited period only. In both organizations it was therefore

regarded (especially by the client - the consultant was not fully convinced) as

impossible to implement systematic management via the normal line organization'

When the involvement of higher managers is problematic, the frst option is "to take

the butl by the homs" (The Quality Lab 2); this can generate a dramatic change in

culture and create good conditions for adequate decision making and improved

management in general. The other strategy is to make a detour and to create

additional supportive structures in the organization (The Technological Institute,

Inspection & Enforcemenr). For the respective managers this, however, avoids

learning; for the organizations it means that some underlying problems are accepted

as "quite normal", and only second best solutions remain (eg additional organiz-

ational structures such as the steering committee at Inspection & Enforcement). The

case of The Technological Institute proves that it can be possible nevertheless to

continue organizational learning processes, when the culture in the organization is

very positive (in this case the environmental consciousness) but the organizational

learning processes nevertheless remain limited: the most fundamental learning

processes cannot take place (compare table 3.13).

Table 4.6 Factors stimulating nanagement involvement

support from top manager

managers as part of target group

discussing the intermediate evaluations and reports

rumours on the shop floor

4.3.2.3 Creating structural management agendas

As a consequence of the situation at the start in the case of Industial Research and

The Technological Institute, a management infra-structure was already available and

could be addressed if necessary (notwithstanding some system-defects). That was

impossible in the cases of Th9 Quality lab afi Inspection & Enforcement. In this

paragraph the focus is therefore again on these two cases. There were actually two
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problems to overcome in these two cases: (1) there was practically no adequate
agenda on the management level and (2) some problems ought to have been on that
nonexisting agenda. In order to increase the capability to take adequate decisions, it
was important to create a structural organizational agenda, a vital element of any
management system. This was stimulated by the following factors.

The extemal consultant is regarded as an expert, an authority. He can use this
authority to convince people to change their personal and collective agendas. This is,
of course, always an ad hoc arrangement; but it can be important as a starting
impulse.

During the follow up stage discussing evaluations and future nnrutgement implica-
tions was important (The Quality Lab 2, The Technological Institute, Inspection &
Enforcement). It was discovered that although the originally assessed problems had

been solved, structural management attention had to be given to these areas, and
management agendas were needed.

There were several examples that management system synergy contributed to the

creation of a structural management agenda because an already existing management

agenda could be extended to another area. In the case of Industial Research, the
management structure was primarily intended for safety matters, but health and

environmental problems were regarded as safety items. In the case of rhe Quality
Lab, a management infrastructure was being developed to manage working condi-
tions. At the follow up stage, it proved to be rather easy to use that infrastructure
for the management of environmental problems also. The experience with the

development of that infrastructure created good preconditions for a rapid implemen-
tation of a quality management system (The Quality Lab became certified within one
year of the evaluation; and was one of the first ten laboratories in the Netherlands to
receive a STERI-AB quality management certificate). From the start of The Techno-
logical Institute, the infrastructure of the management of working conditions was

used to manage environmental protection.

An accidental stimulus interfered in the case of lrxpection & Enforcement: the
standardized request for the annual program by the Working Inspectorate. The
Director General became involved and became interested in a systemic policy, and

that contributed to the necessary extension of the management system from Inspec-

tion & Enforcement to the total policy body they were part of.
An overview of factors stimulating the creation of structural management agendas, is
given in table 4.7.
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Table 4.7 Factors stimulating the creation of structural monagement agendas

the expertise of the external consultant

discussing evaluations and future implications

extending existing agendas (using opportunities for management system

synergy)

accidental factor:
a request for the annual program by the Working Inspectorate

4.3.3 The management of organizational learning processes

4.3.3.1 Factors stimulating team learning
Each of the cases aimed from the beginning to realize individual learning processes

within a (sometimes narrowly defined) target group. But soon it became clear that

the solutions to the problems that prompted this intervention also depended on the

cooperation of other people. These other people had to be involved and so individual

learning processes became team learning processes. In this section the factors that

contribute to the collective aspect of learning during the intervention trajectory are

determined. The question is: wlwt are the relationships between the individual and

team learning processes, relevant to the management or joint management of the

three areas?

The analysis is focused on the two categories of learning activities (compare table

4.1) that directly have to do with the collective aspect: the transformations between

the successive stages of the learning process (which implies effeciive communication

and cooperation between different people), and the involvement of all relevant key

actors.

It will be shown that four principles are especially relevant for the transformation of
individual to collective learning processes: to ensure the participation of everyone

who is actually involved (1) to generate stimuli for the active involvement of all
relevant key actors (2), to improve cooperation and communication in the organiz-

ation 3), and to ensure a. critical impact of the intervention in order to realize a

multiplier effect (this principle is only relevant for the design of learning interven-

tions,4).
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The participation of everyone who is actually involved

Behavioural change in the workers requires involvement of the managers, especially

the middle nwnagerst supplying tools and time (all five cases), rewarding new

behaviour (Industrial Research, The Quality lnb, Inspection & Enforcement), arrd,

last but not least, promoting exemplary managerial behaviour (Industial Research,

The Qualiry Lab 2). These requirements are not always easy to meet, and that is

exactly why they can become a threat to the managers. If the managers do not

succeed meeting them, the frustrations of the workers will tend to increase and the

credibility of the managers will tend to decrease. This vicious circle threatens the

intervention. To prevent this, organizational support has to be ensured during the

intervention: essential means and stimuli from the organization have to be provided,

and tasks or procedures ought to be ghanged in many instances. That implicates that

managers have to become aware that they are involved and have to contribute to the

solution to the problems.

It is important to involve the target group from the very start of the intervention. In
the cases of Industrial Research, The Quality Lab and Inspection & Enforcement this

conditions had already bpen met in the trajectory that led to the intervention. If the

target group is not involved at this stage, they should be during the diagnosis

(compare The Technological Institute).

. The same can be said about the involvement of a variety of other key actors:

especially operatives or their representatives (if they are not part of the target

group), middle managers, and available experts in the organization. Different stake

holders often define problems differently. Such paradoxes offer important opportun-

ities to start collective learning processes.

Finally it can be necessary to redefine the target group, to ensure that all relevant

stakeholders will be involved in the learning process.

Stimuli for becoming personally active

The confrontations of the participants with their roles in the problems they are

involved in form an important series of opportunities (in all cases, during the try out

or realization including the intermediate assignmen$. The aim of these confronta-

tions is to give the target group a mirror for their behaviour, individually as well as

collectively. It actually makes people realize that they are involved and now have to

contribute to the solutions to the problems without delay. Because this is a collective

process, it reinforces impulses within the group. In the case of Industrial Research

this formed the main part of the program and it generated an enormous impulse for

progress. In the case of The Quality Lab l, workers, criticism also confronted the

middle and higher managers. This was

initially defensive reactions, but it was

project.
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It seems important to stimulate people to generate suggestions for improvements (all
cases). Suggestions involve people and can motivate them (if the suggestions are

acted on), prevent the development of conceit in the organization and keep people

alert. The last part of the program for The Quality Lab I was meant to stimulate

people to use their creativiry with respect to a variety of problems and to stimulate

discussions about these problems, including those that were normally avoided.

Exemplary behaviour (generating good suggestions and personal involvement) was

consequently stimulated as a form of exemplary behaviour (all cases).

The culture in the organization can strongly influence the intervention and stimulate

or impede the intervention. The very environmentally conscious culture in the

organization of The Technological Institute contributed vitally to the success of the

implementation of the chemical waste system: the people felt they were involved. In
the same case the importance accorded to the scientific performances by the higher

managers was an impeding factor.

Productive problem definitions for interventions

If the client asks for an educational intervention, the frst discussion with the

consultant should be about the objectives. Many clients from industrial organisations

have technical backgrounds and they often suppose that improved knowledge is

sufficient to generate the desired changes (The Quality lab 1, Inspection & Enforce-

ment; clients with social backgrounds sometimes suppose that increased motivation

will be sufficientl8). To prevent or solve problems in the organization structurally,

it is however always vital to achieve collective and individual behavioural change.

To achieve this, more than an educational course is needed (eg the before-mentioned

guarantee of management effort for accompanying or following up measures).

Sometimes a problem definition becomes decreasingly productive or even counter

productive for the intervention. When managers are addressed personally by the

workers (as was the case in The Quality Lab and Inspection & Enforcement) onie

important defense mechanism can still operate: to say the workers are frustrated and

their perceptions are false. In such circumstances (and it seems not unusual), the

consultant should intervene and try to redefine the problems in order to create more

productive problem definitions. An interesting strategy is to redefine the problems

according to the manager's perceptions (The Quality Zab). Because of their defens-

ive reaction, the workers' opinion that the managers play a vital role in the causation

of the problems is regarded only a social construction. It is not very important

whether this is actually the case or not; it is decisive how the main target group

(here the managers) perceive the problems. The consequence of the redefinition may

be an even more difficult problem; due to that social construction, the credibility of
the managers at the shop floor is problematic! There are no rational arguments for

ignoring this new problem (the consultant has to be alert to irrational reactions) and
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the managers are clearly personally involved this time. Such a redefinition of the

main problem makes a very interesting starting point for collective learning pro-
cesses. The new problem definition currently leads to the determination of identical
or similar underlying causes and actions that need to be takenre (compare: The

Qualiry Lab).

In an educational course aiming at individual learning, it is generally considered to
be very important to have a homogenous target group. That generates the best

conditions for the transfer of knowledge or skills to individuals. These cases show,

by contrast, that for organizational learning processes it is very important to have a

heterogenous (ie. cross functional) target group. This generates the best conditions

for discussions, the analysis of problems from different points of view, the involve-
ment of everyone who should be involved, the critical analysis of everyone's

behaviour, and the perception of mutual blank spots. In mixed target groups, where
people from different functions and hierarchies discuss the problems, everyone will
be confronted with a variety of concrete problems, their own role and that of others

in thdir causation, and the collective nature (mutual influencing) of behaviour.

Confrontations

In the cases of Industial Research, The Quality Lab 1, The Technological Institute
and Inspection & Enforcement at intermediate assignment was made for small
groups in acknowledgement of patterns and chronic defects. The aim was to gain a

better perception of these patterns and problems and to be confronted with their own
-and mutual- roles. Small groups offer the combination of social safety and personal

involvement. Generally speaking, the effect of these confrontations in small groups

was dramatic (Industrial Research, The Qualiry lab, The Technological Institute).
They formed powerful tools in making people aware of the chronic problems. It
became clear that they had to do something themselves. That was a strong impulse

to both individual and team learning. When such opportunities are, however, not

made productive, they easily become counter productive (the crucial stage in The

Qualiry Lab) and generate frustrations.

Accidental factor:
The severe accident in The Quality l,ab 1, was a factor that clearly stimulated the

personal involvement of many people in the organization, both individually and

collectively.

Cooperation and communication

It is important that the consultants and a variety of key actors in the organization

cooperate closely during the interventions (all cases). This contributes to improved

understanding of the mutual point of views and so to the underlying structural
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problems of the organization (all cases). It can generate mutual trust between the

consultant and key persons in the organization. Especially in the preparation of the

intervention of Industial Research the close cooperation between the consultants and

key persons in the organization made it possible that some tacit and chronic prob-

lems became discussable. A second success factor is lhe personal involvement of a
top nwrutger (usually the client) during each session of the interventiot (Industrial

Research, The Quality l,ab, Inspection & Enforcement). This involvement does not

require much time, but is nevertheless essential because it shows the commitment of
management (exemplary behaviour). In the case of The Technological Institute itwas
not realizable; instead the Safety department participated fully.

Poor communication and lack of feedback actually generated a crucial stage in The

Quality Lab 1, where the reaction to the problems by the managers was both slow

and poorly communicated. In the su[rmer, almost five months after the start of the

project, the workers saw that some severe risks were still not being eliminated. That

strongly reduced the credibility of the intentions of the managers and of the interven-

tion. The intermediate evaluation report made it possible to discuss this with the

head manager. It was decided that a substantial number of situations had to be

improved as soon as possible and that these improvements should be communicated

extensively. Simultaneously it was decided that a follow-up project (The Suality Lab

2) was needed to change the behaviour of the managers.

A critical impact

A limited period Tor realization, characterised by a concentrated intervention, was

part of the design in the case of Industrial Research, while the client had very

consciously chosen to regard the total population of the laboratory as the target

group. Because so many people were involved in the confrontations in such a short

period, the mutual discussions about the problems and their causes were multiplied.

As a result the collective learning process was extended for a longer time: although

the course was still only one day for each person, it generated intense discussions

for a period of about a month. In this period actions were taken and their efficacy

was discussed. That multiplied the results from the organizational learning process.

We conclude that a concentrated time span, together with a target group that

comprises a substantial part of the population involved, can multiply effects in such

cases.

In the cases of The Quality lab 2 and Inspection & Enforcement, the concentrated

time span and the encompassing target group were also used as elements in the

design of the educational intervention. In the case of The Quality Lab 1, however,

the target group was so big that it took dlrnost a year. During the first period (before

the summer) a critical mass of people was reached nevertheless.
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Table 4.8 Success factors for the tansformation of individwl learning processes to
organizational learning processes

specl of lmming process ludlng prlmtple mcs fector

involvement of all rclevmt key actore

emrc panicipation of cveryone who
is acually involved

involvement of top mmges

guarantee of the effon of managen
with rcspect !o amompmying ma-
sures ard follow up

eady involvement of the arget grcup,
or repres€ilatives of it

involvement of a variety of statehol-
ders: mixcd target group

teamg process
generate stimuli for becoming per-

mnally active
cotrfrontatiom with personal rcles ard
thorc of others during try out atrd

realization

confrcntatiom with real pmblem

mnfmntatiom in small grcups, during
iffcmediaE ssigmnts

having positivc animdes aDd stimulat-
ing init'ntives

emunge and $ow exemplary beha-
viour

irclude confronting Nsignments for
small grcups

fllfinl factff: the awareness of
involvcment

midenal facor: thc experiencc of a
severc accident

stimulate the transformation berwen
the successive sages of the lming
process

imprcve rcoperrtion and communica-
tion

frcqucnt contact/cooperation betwecn

client, key actoB atrd coDsultatrts

client perticipatrs et uy out or at lhe
start of the rcalization sage

cooperation between consultant eDd

key infomts

disussing iilermediate rcpons

dircussing cvalurtion rcpons

redcfme non or mutcr productive
prcblem definitions

ensurc the critical impact of tte intcr-
vention,
rcalize a multiplier effmt

mrentnte lhe dme sPm

elre tar8ct grouP comPri*s mb-
stantid pan of population involved
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In the case of ThebuaUty Lab 2, the target group was relatively small and included

only the managers;due to the group being relatively small, a concentrated time span

was easy to realize, and a multiplier effect was achieved. In the case of The

Technological Institute and Inspection & Enforcement the situation was somewhat

different: the target group comprised people who came from different departments

and districts, and there was only a slight increase in their discussions. Nevertheless

the people in these target group continued their mutual contacts and discussions

about the problems and their causes and a multiplier effect resulted, though it was

less pronounced.

An overview of success factors, their leading principles, and their relationship with

the organizational learning process, is given in table 4.8.

4.3.3.2 Assessing learning disabilities
A remarkable characteristic of these cases is that both the organizations and the

people involved were generally very competent. Most people involved were highly

qualified. Expertise in the areas of health, safety, environmental protection and

quality was available to these organizations: with the exception of Inspection &

Enforcement, they had a joint safety and environment staff department, and each

firm was associated with an occupational health service. Such a paradox, where

intelligent and competent people working together are collectively not able to

prevent or to solve problems, strongly suggests that organizational learning processes

were impeded. Even the fact that these problems could arise, proves that the

prevention and solution to these kinds of problems not only requires expertise, but

also collective learning processes. These organizations clearly suffered from learning

disabilities.

From the point of view of organizational learning, a successful intervention should

not only contribute to the solution of the problems, but also reduce or eliminate

these learning disabilities. During the interventions neither the consultant nor the

people in the organization were fully aware of this, so the learning disabilities were

not systematically identified. Now the question'posed here is: What karning disabi-

lities kept these organizations from dealing adequately with their problems? l'earntng

disabilities reduce the leaming capability of an organization. The question may

therefore be rephrased as: what factors were limiting the learning capability of these

organizations? The six categories of factors that influence organizational learning

processes (table 4.2) imply six possible types of learning disabilities: doing poorly

(1), poor reflective observation (2), poor conceptualization (3), poor decision making

(4), having barriers in the transformations between the successive stages (5), and

factors preventing the involvement of key actors (6). It must be remarked that these

categories are often very closely related. For example, if a problem is regarded as a

simple technical problem, while it is actually complex (poor reflective observation),
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that means it is regarded as an operational problem by the managers (poor observ4-
tion) and as a consequence they don't feel themselves involved (key actors not
involved, poor capacity for decision-making). That is why the factors are sometimes

difficult to categorize. To avoid redundancy these factors and their relationships are

described only once, and in the final overview (table 4.9) each factor is presented as

influencing only one category. Next the six categories of learning disabilities that
were assessed by the analyses of the interventions are presented.

Factors affecting the capacity to do (what is decided, or to take initiatives)
A culture that mainly rewards conformity (the historical culture at The Quality l-ab),
and creates fear of blame (in case of deviant behaviour or involvement with inci-
dents) is one that keeps people from taking initiatives. Such a culture impedes open

discussions and the assessment of new categories of problems. So new types of
problems are not understood, and nobody feels responsible for solving them.

In the case of Inspection & Enforcemenl, talking and writing notes is the dominant

culture, certainly at the higher echelons. Thus it was difficult to get people to do

something other than write and talk. They felt it was not part of their job to do

otherwise.

Factors affecting the capacity to observe reflectively

The management of safety, health, environmental protection, and quality all require

knowledge of some important concepts and developments regarding their specialities.

When these are not known, people and organizations cannot reflect adequately and

will not be able to understand some of their problems. So adequate decisions will
not be taken, and the problems will continue and become structural.

The relationship of a.deparunent, and its specific aspects, to the total organization

seems another very important factor in these cases. The chronic problemS were often

specific to the subsystem. Industial Research and The Quality Lab were part of a

much larger organization consisting of a number of chemical plants. Inspection &
Enforcement is part of a large polic]-organization, its activities being mainly office

work2o. Because these departments formed only a minor part of the organization as

a whole, the special risks and problems were generally underestimated or overlooked

by both top managers in the total organization and staff experts, as a consequence

initiatives were not stemming from the central organization.

Due to their high qualifications in chemistry, the people directly involved were

wrongly regarded as experts in the cases of Industial Research, The Quality Inb
and Inspection & Enforcemenl. They were regarded as experts for all aspects related

to substances and materials, including safety, health and environmental aspects, both

for line organization and staff. Their expertise did not, however, extend beyond their

discipline. They were wrongly supposed to be able to prevent or solve the problems
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they were involved with while the managers (Inspection & Enforcement, The Quality
Lab) and the staff experts (The Quality l-ob) did not involve themselves structurally.

In the case of Industrial Research a special committee advised the head manager,

while in The Technological Institute an audit and the design of a master plan

preceded the intervention analysed. In this way, these two organizations had ensured

the flow of adequate information to the top.

By contrast, the lack of adequate information supplied to top manogeru was import-

ant in the cases of The Qualiry Inb and Supervision and Enforcement. As a result the

top managers in these organizations were not able to manage the respective aspects,

even if they had wanted it. Because they were confronted with problems, ad hoc

working groups were installed to prepare adequate decision-makng (The Quality
I"ab, Inspection & Enforcement). ln the case of The Technological Institute, the

created structure - the chemical waste coordinators, and their relationship to the

safety and environmental deparunent- was also explicitly meant to generate adequate

management information.

Factors affecting the capacity ,o ,orrrrr*,rrrc
Mono causal thinking was an important barrier to the understanding of the problems

that were the reasons for the interventions. In organizations generally all problems

are multi-causal. When multi-causal problems are perceived as simple technical or

behavioural problems which require only simple solutions, this will probably lead to

inadequate decision-makiry (The Quality Lab, Inspection & Enforcement, and to

some degree, also Industrial Research). Mono-causal thinking is also a barrier to the

personal involvement of the managers (The Quality lnb, Inspection & Enforcement),

because they regard the problems as only operational.

Factors affecting the capacity to take odequate decisions

The lack of involvement of managers with the respective aspects can strongly affect

the capacity for adequate decision making (The Qualiry Inb, Inspection & Enforce-

ment). The result of inadequate decisions (or no decisions at all) for the people who

do the operational work is that the credibility of the managers tends to decrease.

That is in itself a threat to the managers, which makes it likely that they will avoid

paying attention to these painful aspects (avoid managing them) as long as they are

not forced to do so by tangible'problems that can no longer be neglected (fre

Qunlity Lab, Inspection & Enforcement).

A poor capaciry for decision making on the shop floor can arise when the operators

are not allowed to solve problems which directly concern them when it requires

more than just a change in their personal behaviour (The Quality lnb). Other factors

that can keep people from solving their problems are not adequately understanding
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the problems (all cases), or not having the tools to realize their solution (The Quality
Lab, Inspection & Enforcement, to a lesser degree also Industial Research).

Factors that form a barier between the stages in the learning process

Lack of response to initiatives by managers or workers is an important barrier to

organizational learning processes (The Qualiry Lab, Inspection & Enforcement).ltis
frequently a barrier between action and observation on the one hand, and adequate

decision-making on the other. This causes frustration for everyone involved, As a

consequence people are no. Ionger willing to become involved or to develop new

initiatives. Decisions made by others will then easily be perceived as "their business,

not mine" (The Quality Lab). The effectiveness of the decisions taken is reduced

because they barely influence action. This reinforces the feeling that other people,

theanonymousthey,are responsible. Itisnotmyjobtoimprovethisortosolvethat
problem, that is "their" job (The Quality Lab, for the joint storage problems also

Industrial Research). This has, of course, much to do with the division of labour.
When managers are supposed to do decide, operational employees are only supposed

to take action, and staff people are supposed to do the thinking about some specific

aspects, organizational learning processes are handicapped. There seems, for
example, no need for the managers nor for the workers to think for themselves.

Close cooperation and adequate communication between managers, staff people and

departrnents are essential in such circumstances. Some delays in decision-making can

be caused by underlying problems. For instance, when a proposal for an improve-

ment requires a managbment decision, but the item is not prominent on the agenda,

decision-making is often postponed several times. In such situations, it can be

advisable to tackle the underlying problem first (namely that it ought to be on their

agenda, The Quality Lab 2), or to tackle both problems simultaneously (Inspection &
Enforcement).

Factors that preclude the involvement.of some key agenls

The personal involvement of managers presupposes the awareness of multi-causality.

Because the problems in the organization were sometimes regarded as only oper-

ational problems (The Quality Lab, Inspection & Enforcement), not requiring any

management effort, adequate decision-making did not take place. A structural

management agenda for these items did not exist in these two organizations. As a

result, the specific areas of management were barely integrated into the general

management.

An overview of factors that influenced the capability of the organizations to solve

their problems or prevent them arising by impeding organizational learning processes

is shown in table 4.9.
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Table 4.9 Overview of learning disabilities

learning category learning disability2t

factors affecting the capacity to do (what is
decided), or to take initiatives

a culture that rewards conformity

a culture of talkilrg and writing notes

factors affecting the capacity to observe reflec-
tively

lack of knowledge of important
concepts fid devetopments

main problems are local and specific (not ack-
nowledged by general management)

adequate information not available to management

or staff

factors affecting the capacity to conceptualize lack of understanding of important concepts and
theories

people involved wrongly regarded as experts

mono causal thinking (problems and their sol-

utions perceived as simple technical or
behavioural)

factors affecting the capacity for decision making lack of structural involvement of top managers

and supervisors

poor capacity for decision-making on the shop
floor

barriers between the stages in the learning process lack of response to initiatives

problems stemming from strong division of
labour (poor internal communiiation, poor coop-
eration)

factors that preclude the involvement of some key

agents in the collective learning process
frustration caused by lack of response to initiat-
ives

"they" are responsible; it's not my job

managers perceive problems as

mainly operational

the absence of a management agenda for these

ircms

some people are supposed to do the thinking,
oihers are supposed only to be acting (marked

division of labour)

The flndings put in perspective

Although a variety of disabilities for organizational learning has been assessed, some

organizational learning processes did nevertheless take place. These preliminary

learning processes were stimulated by:
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* the desire at top management level to improve performance Qndustial
Research, The Quality Lab, The Technological Institute)

* the assessment of chronic problems (Industial Research, The Technological

Institute, Inspection & Enforcement)
* rumours on the shop floor Qnspection & Enforcement, The Quality Inb I & 2)

These preliminary organizational learning processes generally share the following: at

least some people in the organization had been confronted with situations that where

perceived as problematic. They formulated ideas about possible solutions and often

tried to realu;e a solution. Iack of experien0e with system thinking often leads to the

determination of direct and basic causes only: the behaviour of the people directly

involved and the use or non-use of protective devices or end-of-pipe measures. The

preferred solution in these cases was to give behavioural instruction; when that

proved to be insufficient, the next step was to educate people (sometimes only the

workers) in order to improve their behaviour. Sometimes improved supervision

meant to stimulate the use of these devices was part of the strategy (The Quality
Lab). 'V,Ihen these strategies proved insufficient and the problems continued, the

people involved had to generate new ideas for possible solutions and ways in which

to realize them, or to ask for the support of an external consultant. In these cases a

request for the external support of a consultant was made.

4.3.3.3 Strategies to increase the learning capability of organizations
The ultimate effectiveness of an intervention depends on the degree to which it
generates an ongoing process of improvement. An important question that cannot be

answered with total certainty is whether the organizations have now the capability to

improve their performance in the future. The developments over a number of years

(without much external support) in the cases of The Quality Lab and The Technologi-

cal Institute, endorse the assumption that these organizations have substantially

increased their learning capability. For Industrial Research no information about the

present situation is available to the researcher. With respect to Inspection i
Enforcement it can be said that the organization continues to learn, but still needs

some (reduced) external support for further improvement.

If an increasing learning capability is a precondition to continuous improvement, the

question is:

How can the organizational learning capabiliry be increased (in order to be able to

learn adequately in the future)?

First of all it has to be noted that some of the success factors identified in subsec-

tions 4.3.2 (improving the system) and 4.3.3.1 (factors stimulating team learning)

not only contributed to learning processes, but indirectly also to the increase in the
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learning capacities of the respective organizations. In subsection 4.3.3.2 a number of

learning disabilities were determined that played a role during these interventions.

The success of the interventions had much to do with reducing or eliminating these

disabilities. That is why this paragraph complements the former; the learning

disabilities assessed in the former paragraph are now regarded as opportunities for
increasing the organizational learning capability, and strategies for their realization

are identified.

Doing

In subsection 4.3.3.2 two learning disabilities concerned doing. In the case of The

Quality lnb the culture rewarded conformity and this impeded initiatives. This could

not be solved n the Quality Lab I case, but it formed the heart of The Quality Iab
2. After a number of confrontations with the existing problematic situation followed

by supportive action, a drastic change in corporate culture was achieved. The fear of
the middle and higher managers for taking initiatives was strongly reduced in this

project and during the follow up stage participation of the workers was encouraged

and turned out to be more effective. As a result the operators became increasingly

involved (follow-up stage of The Quality Lab 2) in taking initiatives of solving or

preventing problems. In this way the learning capability of the organization has

strongly been increased.

In the case of Supervision & Enforcement the disability was caused by the culture of
talking and writing notes. This disability could not be eliminated because there was

not enough support from the top.

Reflective ob servation

Reflective observation from a new - or at least unusual- perspective, paying explicit

attention to observing day+o-day activities, was a crucial aspect of the educational

activities in these interventions (all cases). During the educational intervention the

setting is different from routine situations. Already at the very start, during the

personal introduction, the people from the target group were individually asked to

mention the most relevant problems in their work (all cases). A second opporilnity

was created by discussing slides of undesirable situations (The Quality Lab 1 & 2,

The Technological Instrtute, also in the educational trajectory of Inspection &

Enforcement which has not been extensively described). A thild opportunity was

created by the assignments for small groups at the respective workplaces (all cases).

The expert behaviour of the consultant and the chosen didactic methods stimulate in

this way a new perspective for observing existing situations: the target group is

confronted with daily problems and the underlying causes that they usually overlook.

When this is alternated with the consultant's supportive behaviour, a positive climate

for collective reflective observation is temporarily achieved,



That the main problems were local and specific (Industrial Research, The euality
lnb, Supervision & Enforcement) implied another important hurdle for reflective
observation. As a result these problems had not been acknowledged by general

management, while the people who recognized the problems were not able to solve
them. The only solution to this is to develop local management for the aspect. Only
in the case of The Quality l,ab 2 such activities did not fully correspond with the

central policy, and so in the follow up stage the local annual program was tuned
with that of the total site.

A third hurdle for reflective observation was that adequate information was not
available to top management of staff (The Quality Lab, The Technological Institute,
Supervision & Enforcemenl); this can also be regarded as a symptom that top
management and staff were not very interested. This required improvement of
cooperation and cross functional communication. The importance thereof was

pointed out in the discussions between the consultants and the client about the

evaluation reports.

Conceptualization

There were two main barriers for conceptualization. The lack of understanding of
important concepts, models and theories (1), and mono causal thinking (2). The lack
of understanding was tackled in the intervention by teaching concepts, models and

their theoretical backgrounds (all cases); this was closely associated with reflective
observation from new or unusual points of view.
Mono causal thinking had to be unlearned, which is generally more difficult than the

learning of new concepts. An important strategy was to confront people with the

variety of opinions in the target group about the main causes of specific problems.

The cross functional target groups were vital in this respect. It was especially

relevant to unlearn managers to regard many problems as only operation (and so not

interesting to them). Sometimes it was necessary to change the problem definition
into a more productive one (if the problem that is perceived is that the workers don't
want to work safely, it can be highlighted that this is really a management problem,

etc).

Decision-making

There were also two important handicaps for decision-making, sc. Iack of structural

involvement of managers (top br middle managers), and a poor capacfy for decision

making on the shop floor.
For the realization of management involvement is was important to evaluate

management's effort, to relate it to the existing problems, and to discuss implications
for the future. As a result it was possible to create a structural management agenda

(The Qualiry l,ab, Supervision & Enforcement),
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The poor capacity for decision-making by the operatives (who were not supposed to

solve their own problems, The Quality Inb) had much to do with the corporate

culture which impeded initiatives (see doing). Sometimes it resulted directly from

misunderstanding the problems (see conceptualization). When it resulted from not

having adequate tools, it was important to assess this in the evaluations, to delegate

more power and responsibilities and to guarartee follow up activities'

The transformations between the successive stages

One category of problems with ihe transformation between the successive s12ges

arose due to problems stemming form strong division of labour (poor internal

communication, poor cooperation, some are supposed to do (workers), others to

think (staf|, and still others to decide (managers)). Integrating actiYities, or

introducing procedures for structural cooperation are the strategies followed in these

cases22, which implies that cooperation and communication are made structural.

For the top-down and bottom-up communication and cooperation, the role of the

middle managers proved vital. It can be essential to stimulate their enrolment (most

explicitly hThe Quality Lab 2).

The participation of everybody who should be involved

An important disability stemmed from lack of positive response to valuable initiat-

ives. As a result people stopped feeling involved. It is important to use and reward

initiatives.

Benefits can be relevant to the individual, the group, or the organization, and can be

direatly or indirectly experienced. Direct benefits (eg improved working content or

mutually improved attitudes of colleagues in a group or shift) belong to the personal

experience. Positive rewards resulting from a positive response from other people or

other organizations (who directly experience the benefits) are indirect benefits.(eg

positive responses to suggestions by colleagues, managers or even subordinates). In

The Qualiry Lab 2, the effectiveness of decisions increased substantially. That was

very rewarding for the managers involved.

From an organizational point of view, synergy is rewarding by definition. The

benefits that can be created by management system synergy or organizational

synergy can be recognized very clearly in some of these cases. The Quality Lab I
took more than two years to develop a well-functioning management infrastructure

for working conditions; it took only a few hours to decide to use that infrastructure

for the management of environmental protection. In such circumstances, many

potential costs (time, manpower, finances) are avoided: clear examples of improved

effectiveness and increased productivity. When the organization is aware of this, it is

likely to generate impulses for the further improvement of the organization's use of

opportunities for management system synergy'
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At frst sight, organizational synergy seems less relevant in these cases, but a closer

look reveals that sometimes it was very important. At The Quality Lab, The

Technological Institute and Inspection & Enforcemen it was quite clear that the

management systems that were developed contributed to the reputation of the total
organization. At Industrial Research it was realized that a severe accident with
isocyanates could destroy the basis of the laboratory's existence. Problems with the

local authorities regarding environmental licenses formed another important threat to
the organization as a whole. In these ways, the management systems contributed

directly to the continuity of the organization.

Another dimension was important in the case of The Quality lnb 2. The problems

with working conditions were acknowledged as symptoms of more general problems

with management effectiveness. The intervention clearly improved the general

functioning of the management team. Further younger managers, who were expected

to take important positions in the next five years, needed extra training in manage-

ment skills and leadership, and these were consequently provided23. In other words,

this intervention generated a strong impulse to organizational learning relevant to
general management, and this was recognized as important to both the organization

and the managers.

When the client is not part of the official target group, the dialogue with the

consultant during the early stages of the intervention is important to involve him
personally (all cases).

Discussing evaluation reports (Industial Research, The Quality Lab 1), or in the

case of Inspection & Enforcemenr a definition study, is a successful strategy. :

Table 4.10 Overview of strategies to increase the learning capability r

learning disability /
opporonity to incease the learning capability

strategy to increase learning capability

doing
A culture that rewards conformity

A culture of talking and writing notes

A special project was needed with support ftom
the top. It required confrontations followed by a

supportive setting.

No strarcgy available (due to lack of support
from the top)
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refle ctiv e observ ati on
Lack of knowledge of important concepts and

developments

Main problems are local and specific (not ack-

nowledged by general management);
people involved wrongly regarded as experts

Adequate information not available to manage-

ment or staff and management and suff not very
interested

Education stimulating observation from a new
perspective.

Develop local management (increase self manage-

ment for the unit).

Improve and structure cooperation and

communication; discuss intermediate evaluations.

conceptualization
Lack of understanding of important concepts and

dreories

Mono causal thinking (problems and their sol-

utions perceived as simple technical or
behavioural)

After observation from new perspectives, new

models and concepts are taught to improve under-
standing

Show the variety of views in the target group,

and so the complexity and multi causality of
problLms; involve all stakeholders in the cross

functional target group

decision making

Lack of structural involvement of top managers

and supervisors, no structural management

agenda

Poor capacity for decision-making on the shop

floor

Evaluate management's effort and relate that to
the existing problems. Discuss implications for
the future. Create a structural management

agenda.

A change in corporate culture might be essential.

Improve undersunding. Delegate responsibilities
and power, guarantee follow up

activities.

the transfornmtions betvveen the successive leam-
ing stages
Problems. stemming ftom strong division of
labour (poor internal communication, poor coop-

eration)

Lack of response to initiatives

Make procedures for structural cooperation or
integrate activities

Stimulate the enrolment of middle management

the panicipation of all key actors
Frustration caused by lack of response to initiat-
ives

Managers perceive problems as mainly opera-

tional; no structural management agendas

Some people are supposed to make decisions
(managers), others to do the thinking (staff), and

still others are supposed only to be doing (operat-

ives)

Encourage initiatives, reward suggestions. Real-

ize benefits and synergy.

Involve the client p€rsonally in the target group,
or involve him through discqssing definition
studies or evaluation repors
(see also decision making).

For everybody (managers, staff, as well as

workers) all stages of the learning process should

be ensured.
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4.3.3.4 Conscious management of organizational learning (learning to
learn)

From the beginning, the interventions aimed explicitly at learning processes in the

organization. So there was a degree of awareness of learning, but usually only of
individual learning.

According to the concept of the leaming organiTatioi, however, it can be vital to be

aware of the organizational learung processes and to manage them consciously.

This is actually a process of learning to learn. This learning at a metalevel is
analysed in this paragraph; the six categories of learning processes get a somewhat

different meaning this way:

Doing becomes having experience with the organizational learning process of
improving the management of working conditions, environment or quality.

Reflective obsenation refers now to evaluating this learning process and its results.

Conceptualizafion becomes understanding the evaluation of the learning process and

of the results of this learning process.

Decision making refers now to decisions to influence the management of the learning

process.

The transformation between the successive learning stages are now relevant only
with respect to the above mentioned interpretations of the four stages.

The participation of all key actors now refers to participation in the management of
the organizational learning process.

The analysis of the process of learning to learn

Doing

In all five cases the organizations had experiences with organizational learning (this

was actually a selection criterium), and so met this precondition for consciously

managing organiTational learning processes.

ReJlective observation

In the case of Industrial Research the organization evaluated the results of the

learning process itself. The evaluation of the learning process was carried out by the

consultants.

The consultant contributed to the evaluations in the cases of The Qwlity Lab 2, The

Technological Institute ard Inspection & Enforcemenl through the design of the

evaluation (controlling the collective aspect) and by supplying evaluative reports

(process and results).

It is notable that in The Qunlity Lab I case several participants expressed their

scepticism about the desired organizational learning process, but they did not
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organize the evaluation themselves. The intermediate'evaluations made by the

consultants were crucial. ln The Quality Lab 2 the managers were, with some help,

able to evaluate their effort and its results from their perspective; for the evaluation

from the perspective of the majority of the laboratory population, the support from

the consultants was required.

Conceptualization

All organizations did understand the meaning of the results of learning. From the

beginning they aimed at solving several problems, and so they were interested in
which problems had been solved and which remained.

Contrastingly there were few examples of organizations that directly understood the

meaning of process evaluations. ln Industrial Research it was easy to see that the

program during the try out was overloaded, and consequently the program was

improved by reducing it. In case of The Qualiry Lab I the intermediate evaluations

provoked much debate; it led to the follow up case.

An interesting process evaluation was made during the evaluation slage of The

Quality l,ab 2: one of the higher managers notified that the only project that was a

resounding success was the only project where managers had structurally cooperated

with the operatives who where directly involved. After an intense discussion this was

accepted by all managers as a very valuable lesson learned. As a result participation

of operatives was initiated for all projects in the next annual program; in this way

the learning process got a much wider impact. When it proved to work well again,

this experience was no longer restricted to the managers, increasing its impact still

further. This example also clarifies the importance of the discussion that took place:

it was a form of communication, and was essential to make the managers collective-

ly aware of it. It made these lessons learned part of the collective memory of the

organization and so increased the organizational learning capability.

The example of The Quality lab 2 also shows why the evaluation stage is vital for
consciously managing organizational learning processes. From a dynamic perspective

it was most important to evaluate what was successful and what went wrong with the

learning process.

These process evaluations not only had a reflective function, but were in the first

place active and creative: their function was primarily to increase the learning

capability of the organization.

The evaluation was approached positively, aiming at the assessment of opportunities

to increase the organizational learning capability (and also - by discussing future

implications - to generate impulses for the next learning cycle).
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Decision making

Decision making about the organizational learning process is the next stage. As we

saw in the case The Quality Inb this often requires that a team has to become

collectively aware of its learning process and has to increase its learning capacity.

Important decisions in this respect were to develop a stntctural educational policy

(follow-up for The Quality lnb 2 and Inspection & Enforcement), and to structure

supply of information and internal communication (The Technological Institute).

These decisions ensure that new impulses for future learning processes will be

generated.

The transfotmotions between the successive leaming stages

The fresh look at the functioning of a management system by the provision of an

audit was also important. Because audits can reveal problems at the system level,

they will generate impulses for future fundamental learning; in this way they seem

essential to ensure continuous improvement of the system (compare to 4.3.2).

Although there were three organizations that took advantage of audits, only in the

case of The Qruliry Lab it was decided to organize them periodically.

In the other two cases (The Technological Institute, Supervision & Enforcement) they

were recognized as very valuable, but were used only ad hoc.

The participation of all key actors

Every learning cycle has to generate impulses for the next stage. The desired

experiential behaviour has to pay and should be contagious. It is vital that all key

actors participate (compare again to the follow up of The Quality lab 2) and are

willing to involve themselves.

In all cases the participation of all key actors, in the target group, or by complemen-

tary processes (the involvement of the clients hThe Qualiry Lab, the Technological

Institute and Supervision & Enforcement, the involvement of the operatives in the

follow up of The Quality Lab 2) was an essential aspect of these successful interven-

tions.

Being aware of the importance of the participation of all key actors, is also a reason

to stmcturally reward the taking of initiatives.
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Table 4.tI Overview of factors that contibute to consciou.s nwnagement of organ'

izational learning (learning to learn)

doing having experience with the management of the aspect

reflective observation evaluating the learning process and its results (from
the view point of several stakeholders)

conceptualization understanding process evaluations is the key;
these lessons learned should be communicated

decision making develop a structural educational policy

structure the supply of information

structure internal communication

the transformations
between the successive
learning stages

plan periodic audits

the participation of all
key actors

involve all stakeholders in the target group, or via
complementary processes,

reward initiatives and suggestions

4.4 The successful planning of organizational
Iearning intervention
(a synthesis of successful principles and

control points)

In this paragraph a question of very practical relevance is asked: how can the

principtes that are important to successful organizational learning be integrated into

the design of learning interventions?

Answering this question does not require any further analysis of the cases, but the

synthesis of the findings presented in the former paragraphs in so far as they are

relevant to the planning and preparation of interventions by the organization or a

consultant. There is no ideal recipe. That is why this paragraph is restricted to the

main principles and factors. In section 4.3 examples of further instrumentation of

these principles can be found. This section has been structured according to the

stages of the intervention process.
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Reasons, starting points & intake
To an organization, the first relevant decision is whether or not to ask for the

support of an external consultant as an agent of change. Practical reasons apart, we

have seen that an external consultant can help in the assessment of underlying
problems, slarting a collective learning process and increasing the organizations,

learning capacity. Interventions are usually difficult and complex, so if an organiz-

ational learning process is needed, the consultant should be experienced and well
qualified.

At this stage, the discussions between the consultant and the client should comprise

not only of the problem and the required support, but also of the causes, of those

involved, of the potential solutions, and why it was the organization was not able to

solve the problems on its own.

The consultants are usually regarded both as experts (knowledge based) and as

people able to convince the target group to improve their perception and understand-

ing of the problems and to change their behaviour accordingly (rrocess related

skills).

From the start the consultant should try to identify who defines the issues (the

problems, their causes, who is involved, possible solutions, the target group, the

evaluation criteria, etc), and also what variefy of definitions is found in the organiz-

ation. In principle everyone who is directly involved should be in the target group.

With respect to the possible solution, an essential aspect is to determine behavioural

change as the objective of the intervention (it is the sta( to system improvement). If
necessary the consultant should explain to the client -especially if he has a technical

background- that increased knowledge and improved understanding are not in
themselves sufficient to ensure the behavioural change required to solve the

problems. The behavioural aim should be made explicit in the tender.

If behavioural change is agreed to be the main objective, this has its consequences.

It llways requires time and usually it implies that not only a limited target group has

to change its behaviour, but that more people are involved, probably including the

client himself. In each of these cases the client wds not aware of such potential

implications at the start of the project, and they were not made explicit during the

intake by the consultants (it can pose a serious threat to the client and endanger the

relationship between the client and the consultant).

It has to be emphasized that to implement behavioural change will require means

(adequate tools, good procedures and investrnent of time) and management support

(behavioural change of the manager. The client should be asked for a policy

statement to provide adequate means whenever they are required. This statement

should be made part of the contract2a.
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A second strategy is to propose that after the realization of the project an evaluation

report should be made by the consultant (in the case of long lasting projects - eg The

Quality Lab irtermediate reports can be very valuable), and should be addressed to

and discussed with the client. This will generate future opportunities of giving the

client a picture of the organization by expressing the perception, feelings and needs

of the target groups (a potential confrontation) as well as the consultant's view.

Diagnosis and determination of objectives

When the consultant starts his work, he has to analyze the problems for himself and

make an independent diagnosis. This is vital for two reasons: he has a fresh look

(due to defining other non-relevant factorsx than those defined by the people in the

organization) which could reveal vital aspects of the problem or underlying problem

(1), and because the consultant has to determine whether he has the capacity to

contribute significantly to the solution of the existing problems, and whether his

ideas about the necessary remedies are compatible with those of the client. For the

organization, the diagnosis of the consultant is a verification of their own diagnosis.

It is up to both the client and the target group to commit themselves to a common

strategy. The diagnosis should include an assessment of the learning disabilities of

the organization. That makes it possible to consciously chose a strategy. to increase

the learning capability of the organization.

A second principle is to define a heterogenous target group: most problems turn up

on the shop floor, but the majority of problems requires the involvement of supervis-

ors, higher or top managers, or people from other departrnents. It is usually vital to

redefine the target group in order to involve these personnel; this is essential to

collective learning. Managers should be involved in the learning process, and so

have to be part of the target group. The involvement of top managers is however not

often easily realized. They often perceive the problems as being only operational. A

useful strategy can be to involve them by persuading them that they have to support

the target group, in which case they do not officially belong to the target group. It

should be noted that the task of the consultant becomes more complicated in this

way: he has to cooperate with a greater variety of people representing a variety of

interests and to regard even the client as a potential member of his target group.

The broad target group, or their representatives, should be involved in the diagnosis

and possible solutions should be discussed.

The aim of behavioural change should be specified using productive problem

definitions (problems that cannot be solved without solving underlying problems).
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Another key is to ensure /fte citical impact for learning: the intervention should be

characterized by concentrating the time span and involving a high percentage of the
population involved.

The stage of preparation and instrumentation
'During the preparation the close cooperation between the consultants and the

representatives of the organization is essential. It may help the consultant to be able

to specify the actual local problems. It also contributes to mutual trust and under-
standing, and these are important if essential problems occur.
The planning of the intervention should comprise of conJrontations in small groups
(assignments or intermediate assignments) and discussing their evaluations. At this
stage it is also vital to ensure the participation of the client during the realization
(exemplary behaviour, personal involvement).

If the target group is substantial, a try-out should be organized. This try out should
be extensively evaluated, to be able to adapt the program if necessary.

The stage of realization & implementation

An important aspect during the implementation stage is the initial strategy of the

intervention: the dissemination of relevant concepts about the problems, their causes

and their prevention. Confronting chronic problems, the personal role and those of
other people are also a major principle. To neutralize the potential negative effect of
the confrontations, and to stimulate initiatives, exemplary behaviour should be

shown by the consultant, the client, and others involved.

Some changes that are directly beneficial, especially those that can be experienced as

such, should be realized as soon as possible (it works). Problems and factors that

impede the realization of the desired solutions and their causes should be listed by

the consultant. Special attention should be given to delays in consequent actions.

Delays should be avoided as much as possible. When they are really inevitable, they

have to be explained and communicated, in order to prevent their negative influence.

Process evaluations (including the first results) should be discussed with the client
and the consultant. Managers should become increasingly involved, especially in
defining the required solutions and by taking supportive actions. If necessary,

counter productive problem definitions should be redefined: the continuity of the

organizational learning process is more important than the exact problem definition.

The evaluation stage

In the design of the evaluation stage the involvement of a variety of stake holders is
vital. It is important to evaluate the results obtained, and what lessons have been

learned about the learning process. These lessons should be disseminated and

discussed as much as possible, in order to make them part of the collective memory.
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The evaluation and consequent discussions should encompass implications for the

fufirre and generate impulses for the next learning cycle'

Ihe follow up stage

At the follow-up stage, it can be necessary to tackle remaining underlying problems

(eg Tlw Qwlity Lab 2, as follow-up to the.fmst intervention).

Opportunities fsl management system syoergy are likely to be attractive: the lessons

learned can be used in a wider perqpective. It will be importail to set up a stnrc0ral

educational program in order to guarantee impulses foi future learning.

Overview
A schematic overview of the zuccess prirciples for th destgn of learning intewen-

tions is presented in table 4.12.
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Table 4.12 A synthesis of success pinciples for the design of leaning intervention
I

stages main principles and control points

reasons & starting points,
intake

an external conzultant (an agent for change) becomes
involved

discuss the problems, their causes, who is involved,
and desirable solutions; try to find out who defines
these issues

involve a variery of stake holders

determine behavioural change as primary objective

ensure management's effort with respect to supportive
measures.

plan the evaluation (process and results)

diagnosis & determina-
tion of objectives

independent diagnosis by the consultant, including as-
sessment of the learning disabilities of the organiz-
ation

define a mixed target group, including managers

involve the target group or their representatives

determine productive problem definitions
(underlying problems also have to be solved)
and specify the desired behavioural change

ensure a critical impact for collective learning: a
concentrated time span, a high percentage of popula-
tion involved

planning, preparation &
instrumentation

realize cooperation of consultants and representatives
of the organization

have confrontations in small groups (assignments) as

part of the program

ensure participation of the client (exemplary behav-
iour) during realization

depending on size of target group: organize a try out,
and evaluate it extensively
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realization & implemen-
tation

disseminate relevant concepts about prevention of
problems and underlying problems

realize confrontations with chronic problems, per-

sonal and collective roles

involve both managers (supportive actions) and oper-
ators

show and encourage exemplary behaviour, stimulate
initiatives

realize some changes that are directly experienced as

beneficial

prevent delays in consequent actions

list problems and underlying problems

discuss process evaluations

if necessary redefine counter-productive problem
definitions

evaluation & implications
for the future

involve a variety of stake holders in the evaluation

evaluate rezults, assess lessons learned (result and

learning process), disseminate the lessons learned and

encourage discussion of them

discuss implications for the future, generate impulses

for the next learning cYcle

follow up tackle remaining underlying problems

take opportunities for management system synergy

set up a structural educational program and organize

the continuous supply of information

plan a periodic audit
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8.

9.

10.

Notes
1. With the exception of the case The Technological Institute; that description was regarded as

confidential by the client.

2. Eg the module "Implementation of policy" in the Post Doctoral Course Safety, Health and
Well-fare at Work, from the University of Amsterdam was carried out from 1988-1991 by
NIA. The researcher was one of the consultants that presented and analyzed implementation
processes.

3. Again it was supposed that successful interventions could reveal relatively many lessons
learned.

4. The term collectively organized means that it was meant for groups. The term team learning
is used when the learning objectives include the cooperation of individuals.

5. The five cases took place in four firms; the two c,ues The euality lab t and 2 can, however,
also be regarded as one case; the second being the follow up project to the first.

6. In one case (lnspection & Enforcement), the consultant is still involved in some follow up
activities; inThe Technological Institute there was a follow up in 1991.

7. The Dutch Institute for the Working Environment (NIA) was founded in 1987 by a ryerger of
the Safety Institute and the CCOZ Foundation.

The researcher was project manager and cooperated with J.A.M. Klaver.

Compare to STERLAB/STERIN (1990).

The researcher was project manager and cooperated with J.A.M. Klaver, N.c. oosterom
participated at the intake stage, G.P.M. de Groot from the realization stage.

The researcher was project manager and cooperated with G.P.M. de Groot.

The author was project manager and cooperated with J. Simons and A.T. peer.

That project was carried out by J. Simons (project manager) and A.T. Peer.

The alternative was to withdraw from the steering committee. I was not convinced, however,
that this would generate a fruitful response.

The management of organizational processes itself is also regarded as a learning process (the
process of learning to learn), compare with paragraph 3.8.3.

Sometimes they also need specific tools (for measurement or analysis of trends).

Compare to table 3.13; improvements of the system comprise both the elimination of system
defects and the improvement of the thinking and acting that determines the system.

Based on two other cases, not analyzed here.

Note that the main objective of the consultant is to increase the organization's capability to
solve the underlying problems; the exact problem definition is only of secondary importance.

11.

t2.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.
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20. A similar 'system defect' was also relevant to the environmental management system of the

policy organization that comprises Inspection & Er{orcernenf: the inspections were supposed

to be inherently environmentally benign and their environmental imPact was not systematical-

ly controlled.

2L. Each learning disability is presented as belonging to only one @tegory. This is sometimes a

bit arbitrary.

22. Note that this are the same strategies as found in subsection 3,5.3.2 for the realization of
, [unagement system synergy: there they were useful to overcome the separation between the

respective management areas.

23. During follow-up activities not described here (and without any involvement of the research-

er).

24. I never forget my first project at the Safety Institute (1985). I became involved after the

intake stage. The aim was the behavioural change ofthe target group, but the client was not

really enthusiastic and essential means were not provided. In the end it turned out that the

client had organized the course mainly to reduce rumours in the Works Council, which had

arisen after a severe accident.

25. Compare subsection 2.1.2.
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5 The example of the management
response to the development and

use of advanced materials

"Any stfficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic."

(Theroux 1983: 193)

5.1 lntroduction

In this chapter the approaches developed in the former chapters, using opportunities

for synergies and managing relevant organizational learning processes, are applied to

an area that will become increasingly important.

In subsection 2.4.1 we have already mentioned that the state of the art in several

areas directly influences the optimum management of working conditions, environ-

ment and qualify. This chapter focuses on one of these areas, namely the rapid

development in the technology of advanced materials.

New, advanced materials that are or will be coming into use have a tremendous

impact on quality, environment and working conditions. Up to now attention has

mainly been given to the opportunities to improve productivity and quality. From the

perspective of the joint management of the three aspects, this can be regarded as

suboptimization. We now suffer from many environmental and health problems that

are caused by past development and past or present use of materials and substances.

These materials often generated substantial economic advantages and improvements

of product qualify, It seems very important to determine approaches to avoid today's

materials developments causing similar problems in the future. We have to search

for opportunities for the development of materials, processes and products with

better environmental and toxicological properties than those that presently existr.

The question is: how can organizations learn to respond adequately to new trends in

the development and use of advanced nuterials that miSht become important for the

joint management of working conditions, environment and quality 2?

Materials and methods

This chapter elaborates on a project carried out in 1991 for the European Foundation

for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions. The aim of that project was

to explore the growing importance of the technical developments for the working
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and the living conditions, and also to assess opportunities to influence these develop-
ments in a desirable way.

The results of the project for the European Foundation have been discussed in a

coordination group of international experts in the fields of environmental protection
and working conditions. They have also been presented and discussed at the 'iNew
materials for environmental design" workshop held during the European conference

"Designing the Future", June 1992, Copenhagen. In this chapter I will elaborate

upon this, so the focus will be on the management of working conditions and

environment, but quality management will be taken into account where appropriate.
The emphasis will be put on the organizational learning aspects of the response to
these technological developments.

There are many firms that already manage the impact of the materials and sub-

stances they use. The properties of these materials are relatively well known.
Contrastingly, the environmental and toxicological properties of new materials are

almost unknown. Besides this, manufacturing processes of new materials are often

developed rapidly, and their features are usually known only to a very limited group

of experts, while the criteria for assessing future impacts are not very clear, As a

result the impacts of new materials and related processes are much more difficult to
manage than those of existing materials and it restricts the extent to which these

impacts can be managed at all.

For firms, the development of processes or products made with new materials is

important for future competitiveness, and that is why these technological develop-

ments are often company secrets. Little is known about their management, and

empirical research is either impossible or barely feasible3.

This chapter starts with a very concise description of the developments in materials

technology, in the use of advanced materials, of our understanding of the resulting

(beneficial or adverse) future impacts, and their economic consequences (par 5.2).
We will notice both opportunities and new categories of problems (on both the

company and societal level). In the analyses the focus is on elements for an adequate

management response. From the beginning it is important to transform potential

problems into opportunities for organizational learning (par 5.3); then three

categories of organizations that are important in this respect are identified. Then in
three similar sections (5.4 - 5.6), focusing respectively on research and development

institutes, design departrnents, and macro policy bodies, factors that can negatively

influence their learning capability (learning disabilities) or influence them positively

are identified. The analyzation scheme with the six categories of collective learning

processes (table 4.1) is used once more. Finally the example is evaluated in a

broader perspective (section 5.7).
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5.2 Trends in the development, use and impact
of new materials

5.2.1 New and existing materials
New materials can be defined both technologically and economically. In fact both

aspects are complementary and will be combined in this study. New mnteials are

technologically advanced mateials that have been recently developed through

extensive research progralnmes; the central aim of this research is to improve the

properties of materials and the products made of those materials at the micro level.

Economically, the concept of new materials refers to those categories of materials on

the market with a large annual growth rate, ie. doubling within about five years (the

expected annual increase in the world use of several categories of advanced

ceramics, for example, varies from 20-28 % for the next five years, while for

ceramics as a whole the expected increase is 16 % per annum (Edirisinghe, forth-

coming)): This implies that although the quantities of these materials are still

relatively small, they will become increasingly important in the future. The most

important categories of new materials are advanceda ceramics, new metals, poly-

mers and composites. An overview of new materials is given by Edirisinghe

(forthcoming).

New materials usually have very specific properties not available in those already

existing. New materials often substitute for existing materials, usually with changes

or improvements in several properties. Using them it is possible to improve the

quality of existing products as well as to create new categories of products. In order

to assess their relevance to the environment and the working conditions the advan-

tages and disadvantages of new materials and the related processes should be

compared with the advantages and disadvantages of existing materials and their

associated processes.

The automotive and aero industries are forerunners with respect to the use of new

materials. The substitution of traditional materials by new advanced materials in

these sectors is influenced by a variety of interwoven factors (technological,

economic, organizational and social).

There are four main reasons for the substitution of existing materials by new

materials, or the development of new categories of products: (1) the increase of

productivity (including flexibility and cost), (2) the improvement of product quality,

(3) the improvement of the environmental performance, and (4) the improvement of

the working conditions. Until now increase in productivity has been the dominant

rerson; though the improvement of product quality has also been important (Groene-
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wegen & Vergragt 1991). knproved performances with respect to the environment

or working conditions is usually only relevant reactively: as with the substitution of
notoriously hazardous materials and substances such as asbestos, or organic solvents.

In areas that are likely to generate future environmental or health problems, an

investment may prove a poor one however, if these potential problems become

reality. Investing in the development of cleaner and human compatible technologies

is likely to be more profitable in the long run.

5.2.2 Desirable and undesirable properties of new materials
Desirable and undesirable properties are inherent in every material; they have to be

distinguished, but cannot be separated materially. Table 5.1 gives an impression of
the desirable and undesirable properties with respect to health and environment of
three important categories of new materials: advanced ceramics, polymers and

composites.

For a better understanding of this table, the most important features of one category,

those of advanced ceramics, are now explained. Advanced ceramic materials have a

very high heat resistance (they can be used at 2000 "C ) and usually a high heat

conductivity; that is why they are very useful for heat transfer at high temperatures

(eg in engines they can theoretically improve the efficacy of a fuel-engine, implying

a potential energy-saving of about 2O%). Ttrcy are very tough, which means that

their shape can hardly be altered after their creation. In contrast to many metals they

are resistant to corrosion; so if they substitute for metals, anti-corrosive measures

are no longer necessary (this reduces waste and emissions during use and mainten-

ance). Ceramics have an extremely high durability, in the order of 100,000 years,

which is far beyond those of the materials for which they substitute.

So far everything seems very promising, but the products made of advanced

ceramics will probably have a maximum economic life-cycle of some years or

decades; so they will reach the disposal stage after about 0.01% of their technical

life expectancy. They are neither recyclable nor degradable, so they certainly will
generate waste, though it will not be very toxic. Ceramic fibres (that may come free

when the materials are produced or manipulated, especially when the fibres are used

for isolation in very hot processes) are very small, so they easily penetrate into the

lungs; this is particularly relevant because these fibres are suspected to be

carcinogenic.
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Table 5.1 Examples of desirable and undesirable properties of advanced materials

(relevant to the working conditions and environment)

clsss relevant
material properties

undesirable properties desirable properties

advanced
mmics

highheat
resistance

high
toughness

high heat conduc-
tivity

corrosion
resistance

fibres suspected of
carcinogenity

solid waste;

recycling not possible

durability

low degradability

polymers lightweight

mnosion
resistance

high strength

sometimes toxic raw rnaterial

toxic solvents (oresols)

thermosets:
non-recyclable, generation of waste

tightweight
(energy savings)

longevity

some are recyciable or
degradable under influence

of light

composites lightweight

corrosion
resistance

high strength &
rigidity

frictior/wear-
resistance

sometimes toxic raw. materials

components hard to separate

barely recyclable,
generation of solid waste

Iightweight
(energy savings)

durability

5.2.3 The impact of new materials on work and work processes
Materials are involved in a great variety of working processes and determine to a
large extent the work organization. If new materials come on the market they will be

used as a part substitute for already existing materials and will be accompanied by

some totally new working processes. Today, only a small number of European

employees, less han 5%, are involved in processing new materials (Cohendet 1987:

377),b:ut due to the expected sharp increase in use that number will certainly also

increase.

Many experts expect alterations in existing work-processes, mainly in forming'
joining and finishing, when the use of new materials and related processes increases.

Components made of new materials are often "taylor-made", while those made of
traditional materials are not. As a consequence many work processes can be

integrated, and some of them become superfluous. Especially new polymers,

composites and advanced ceramics are likely to generate these effects. For instance,
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in the automobile industry the use of plastics and composites for the coach-work

results in a decrease of intermediate tasks such as assembly and welding. At a later

stage of the material life-cycle these innovations have severe consequences for jobs

in the fields of car maintenance, repair and disassembly (Cohendet 1987). Another

well-documented example concerns the manufacture of television sets. Due to the

technical developments resulting from the improvement of the material properties on

a micro-scale, many functional parts have been. miniaturized and consequently

integrated during the last decade. The number of components used to make an

average Philips television set was 450 in 1975 but had been decreased to 80 by

1985, while the number of types made with these components has increased from

about 100 in 1982 to about 500 in 1988 (Van Delden 1992:21).

Because of the substitution of materials, existing production facilities and required

professional knowledge and skills are changing continuously. Maintaining levels of
qualification and updating knowledge demand permanent education. This is a

disadvantage for the older workers who often have a shallower and less flexible

knowledge of new technologies, and for irnmigrants whose language skills are less

developed.

A sharp increase in the reuse or recycling of secondary materials may also have an

important influence on a variety of work processes. Activities at the end of the life

cycle of products and materials will increase (eg separation of components or

materials after use). Although desirable environmentally, the recycling processes

involving secondary materials (such as polymers) are relatively hard to control and

are nowadays rather problematic from the point of view of working conditions.

Other health and safety problems at the end of the material's life-cycle are due to the

reuse of contaminated materials and products.

Because of the exemplary nature of this chapter and the limitations of available time,

this more indirect impact of new materials on work and work organization will not

be analysed any further here.

5.2.4 The response to uncertain impacts: precautionary man-

agement
As we have seen, new materials have both desirable and undesirable properties. Due

to their increasing use, both the desirable and undesirable impacts tend to increase.

This raises the question: can the desirable properties of new materials be used while

the undesirable impacts be prevented by adequate management?

Early assessment of the funrre impacts of the use of new materials is not easy. We

do not fully understand the complexity of the earth and all its living species and it is
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very unlikely that we ever will. That is why not all variables can be predicted in

advance and why the predictions can never be L\O% reliable. To what extent can

future impacts be established? The problematic observation of the funrre impacts

handicaps our conceptualization and decision-making, and this is the case with the

management response.

We sometimes need to ground our acts in reasoning and educated guesses, and we

must accept some uncertainties (which can - to some extent - be reduced by further

research) without risking irreversible damage to health or to the environment (ie we

have to use some sort of precautionary pinciple).

For organizations this implies that their management of impacts on the environment

or working conditions should not be based on technological optimism; they should

accept that they have a societal responsibility for the future impacts of their activ-

itiess.

5.3 From potential problems to opportunities for
learning

5.3.1 The material life-cycle and its economic consequences
The life-cycle of materiak is a key concept which des'cribes all stages of the

transformation of a material, starting with the extraction of raw materials from the

earth to the final disposal of waste originating from its use (see figure 5.1).

The material life-cycle starts with the earth and with the production of raw materials

by extraction (mining, or harvesting). Bulk materials and intermediates are then

manufactured, products are made, used and maintained, and wastes can be reused

(collected, disassembled and processed) or disposed of (and eventually incinerated or

dumped), and may affect the earth. A lot of problems are due to the fact that the

material life-cycle has many'leakages': emissions and wastes are generated at most

stages.

It can be useful to distinguish several subcycles. If the use of a product is regarded

as being most important, it is desirable to close the subcycle of finished product -

use - product waste - reuse - finished product.
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Figure 5.1 The mateial life-cycle6 (elaborated on WCI 1991 and KIW 1990)

If this is realizr,d, and each stage is adequately contained, the environmental and

health problems at the other stages of the total material life cycle will diminish: both

the demand for new raw materials and the processing of intermediates will decrease

very sharply and practically no wastes will be generated any more. To a lesser

extent this is also true for closing the cycle by reusing or recycling intermediate

wastes (components and materials), or by recycling materials and end-wastes. In this

way there is a hierarchy of options for reuse and recycling

It is important to note that there are many more products than components or

materials. Perhaps this explains why until now the recycling of materials although it
is environmentally less effective is much more developed than the reuse of products

or intermediates: it is technologically less complex and it seems economically more

attractive due to the larger scale of the required technologies.

The assessments of the impacts of materials or products can be made in several

ways, involving various aspects. A complete assessment should always take into

account the whole material life-cycle and all environmental aspectsT. An important

question is whether a qualitative or quantitative assessment is to be preferred.

Quantitative assessments give more dynamic information and are especially useful

for the comparison of two similar products or materials. The problem with quantitat-

ive assessments is that though they seem "hard", they are often not fully reliable. As

we saw before, reliable quantitative data about new materials are, alrnost by
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definition, not available. This is a serious handicap for making reliable quantitative

risk assessments. But there is a more fundamdntal problem with quantitative

assessments that alsg applies to existing materials: the impact of different materials

can ultimately only be compared in terms of environmental and health nsks. A

recent review shows, however, that the overall reliability of total environmental risk

assessments can only be classified as "extremely uncertain". The chance that the

actual value differs by two orders of magnitudes (a factor of 100 or 0.01) of the

outcome of the risk assessment is at least 57o (Talcott 1992). Because adequate

decision-making requires an understanding of the meaning of the figures presented it

is important to clarify the degree of uncertainty for each element in the risk assess-

ments (Talcott 1992).

Economic aspects

It is important to note that as long as the impacts on the environment and the

working conditions are ill-defined, the economic implications will also be ill-defined.

This implies that the increasing use of new materials could become

counterproductive for the organization, for society at large or both.

According to Mc Hugh (1990), who focuses on environmental cost, four categories

of cost are relevant to a total cost assessmert: key financial items (1, the net present

value, internal rate of return, annual cost savings) which are - for dealing with

existing materials - often well known, but also the more difficult categories of

hidden costs (2, monitoring, paperwork, overhead, permit requirements, etc),Iuture

liabiliry costs (3, remedial action, personal injury, property damage, etc), and less

tangibte costs (4, consumer responses, employee relations, corporate image, etc). It

will generally be extremely difficult to assess the future liability cosrs and the /ess

tangible cost of new materiak; as a result reliable cost-benefit balances cannot be

made.

This implies that an adequate management response should include the development

of tools for economic assessment, the monitoring of longterm (environmental, and

social) trends in the market and improving the organization's understanding of these

phenomena.

5.3.2 The identification of the key actors
Manufacturing processes are usually directed at the functioning of the products

during use.'In fact manufacturing processes not only determine to a high degree the

way products are used, but also how they are disposed of afterwards. In their turn,

manufacturing processes are heavily influenced by design processes. Similarly'

design processes depend ot the state of the art of engineering and on technological

developments. Technological developments depend to a certain degree on develop-
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ments in the natural sciences. This chain of relationships is illustrated by the total
manufacturing chain as represented in figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 The Total Manufactuing Chain, (elaborated on Imni 1990:
3P)

Science &
Technolog;r

Design Manufactur-
lnc

Use Disposal
(or reuse)

, 
I -----the innovative stages-------- 

|

Each stage of the total manufacturing chain represents a subsystem. These

subsystems are more or less independent organizations that usually have their own
management policies. When the total manufacturing chain is compared to the

fiuterial life-cycle (figure 5.1) we note that both comprise the processes of manufac-

turing, use and disposal.

It is important to note that the level of mateial complexiry (the degree to which
materials are mutually connected or mixed) changes throughout both the material life
cycle and the total manufacturing chain. Some stages in the total manufacturing

chain usually concern only a few materials or substances and their related processes,

while at other stages complex products are dominant. This is illustrated in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2 The total manufacturing chain and its relationships with material com-

plexity

stage in total
manufactur-
ing chain

Science &
Technologr
(research &
development)

Design Manufactur-
ing

Use Disposal or
reus€

complexity of
the
material
aspect

materials,
& related
processes

products &
related
processes

products &
related
processes

produ.cts &
related
processes

products &
msterials,
& related
processes

The figure above shows that naterial complexity is dominant during research and

development and is important at the disposal stage. The complexity of products is
dominant at the stages of design, manufacturing and use, and is also important at the

disposal stage.
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For the determination of the sources of problems - the keys to their prevention - we

follow the principle of going upstreorn. The behaviour of the actors at the early

stages have substantial consequences for manufacturing, use and disposal; problems

are often determined at these early stages (eg when, during the research stage,

decisions are made that have important consequences for the toxicological properties.

of resulting new materials, or when, during design processes, choices are made that

influence the reusability of the product, its litter potential, or its ease of disassem-

blv).
It can be said that the management of research and development processes are the

key to problems that result from material properties or the processing of materials,

while the management of design activities is the key to those problems that result

from the complexity of products. Research institutes and design deparEnents are

therefore key organizations in this respect'

From the very early stages of problem definition and explorative research, thinking

about material research activities should be changed, and directed at both an increase

in social and environmental advantages and a minimization of social and environ-

mental disadvantages (both potential and actual). In other words, scientific and

technological research should aim at the development of cleaner and more human

compatible new materials, and the total manufacnrring chain should, notwithstanding

its linearity in time, imply a material cycle of manufacturing' use' reuse or recycl-

ing. For research institutes, design departrnents, and macro policy bodies this

requires new ways of thinking and behaviour. In the longer run this is in their

interestro, but until now this has often been overlooked.

If research institutes and design deparfinents do not anticipate them at the early

stages, problems with the material life-cycle will turn up later in the total manufac-

turing chain and the adverse consequences will be shifted to other agents (societal

suboptimization). Other institutes and departments will be confronted with already

existing problems, and the only strategy left to them will be a constant struggle with

symptoms. Because health and environmental problems will often be shifted to

society at large, macro policy bodies form the third category of key actors. In

sections 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 further attention will be paid to the roles of the three

categories of key organizations; the focus will then be on factors that influence their

learning capabilities.
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5.3.3 Making the three basic preventive principles operational

There are generally three types of material-related causes of environmental problems
(Freeman & Lounsbury 1990: 5, IAVM 1989, Van Weenen 1990: 2A01201), see

table 5.3, and consequently there are also three basic preventive principles.

Table 5.3 Mateial-related causes, of problems, and corresponding preventive
pinciples

The first two preventive principles are vital both to the working conditions and the

general environment. It is notable that the frst is often discussed with reference to

the working environment but sometimes neglected by general environmentalistsrr
12. The last principle is only relevant for the environment. From an environmental

point of view, the second and third principles are actually complementary because

both aim at the minimization of the generation of wastes. They represent, however,

different approaches: the elimination of sources can be approached for each source

separately, whereas chain control requires a more holistic approach (system thinking)
and some kind of cycle thinking

If these principles are realized, Iess hazardous material will be used, less raw

material will be needed, less emissions and waste will be generated and lower health

risks will result. So from a societal point of view, the most desirable scientific and

technological development will result in the use of inherently safe materials in
strictly contained processes, and closed product and material life-cycles.
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Typ€s of material-related causes of environmental and health
problems

preventive principle

Inherent factors The use of materials that have adverse
eco-toxicological or human
toxicological properties.

The use of scarce materials
(risk of overexploitation of limited
environmental resources).

developing or designing prod-
ucts and processes that preclude
(or eliminate) materials with
inherent risks.

emissions and wastes The generation of emissions and wastes

is a burden for the enyironment and
often to health.

precluding (or eliminating)
sources of waste & emissions.

closing the material life
cycle

Many products and materials are dis-
posed of after use; because they are
not reused, they pollute the earth and

have to be replaced by fresh raw
materials.

precluding the generation of
wastes (worn out products or
intermediates) that can not be

reused or recycled (chain con-
trol).



To really steer technological developments in this desirable direction, a set of
criteria related to material properties and their characteristics are required to make

decisions concerning new materials. These criteria should be easily understandable

and quantifiable in order to compare alternative materials or products. It is very

important that they should neither impede the creativity of the researchers nor that of

the designers: the criteria should actually be tools that stimulate their creativity. To

identify such a set of tools, we have to take a second look at the three prevention

principles mentioned above (table 5.3).

Each preventive principle can be made operational via a set of items, based on

lessons learned about the impacts of existing materials. In order to address the

criteria to the relevant actors, it seems useful to relate them to the three levels of
material complexity (compare table 5.2): materials, processes and products' In this

way a set of operational and quantifiable preventive principles is obtained (see table

s.4).

The items listed in table 5.4 are useful for decisions concerning new or existing

materials. Because quantification is often problematic for new materials, often the

only possibility is to quantify only some specific criteria, and to use further qualitat-

ive criteria.

The future impacts of new materials are not only hard to assess (observe), but are

sometimes also difficult to understand. Some properties of new materials are

extremely dffirent from those of existing materials and these are difficult to evaluate

(to understand arrd conceptualize). Composites, for example, are very complex

materials, which means that separabiliry ard identifiabiliry, criteria normally only

relevant to products, become important for materials. Compare also to the durab-

ility- longevity aspect mentioned in subsectiot 5.2.2).
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preventive
principles

materials &
substances

processes products

preclude or eliminate
inherent risks

material stemming
from renewable
resources 

,

no material scarcity

low human loxicity

low eco toxicity

no or low flrmmability

no skin penetrating
propenies

low volatility

no or low dust forming
properties :

low energy intensity

simple, integrated
design (minimal added
on measures)

ergonomic design

societal necessity

litter potential

preclude or elimimte
sources of
wastEs & emissions

durability containment

low pollution htensity,

foolproof for essential
functions

adequarc information
for customers &
workers

controllability
(broad tolerance of
maloperation or poor
maintenance)

reparability

multiple usability

reusability

longevity

packaging intensity

preclude wastes that
catrnot be reused or
recycled

recyclability

separability

reusability

(disposability &
degradabilityt3)

ease of disassembly

remanufacturability

high recycled material
content

identifiability

separability

reusability

Table 5.4 Preventiye principles for decisions about moteials, regarding environ-
ment and working conditions. @laborated on Freeman et al 1990, IAVM
1989, Ktetz 1990, MA 191, Van Weenen 1990: 235)
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5.4 Research institutes

5.4.1 Positioning
The gradual long-term influence of scientific and technological developments on

production processes, working conditions, environment and quality is tremendous. It
is an important issue in many discussions about environmental and safety problems,

and there are very different opinions about its role. The extremes can be character-

ized as "technology pessimistic" and "technology optimistic'i (Tuininga 1989: 41,

Graf Hoyos 1992).

The technology pessimists regard technology as the main cause of environmental,

health and safety problems. In their view, technology has to change dramatically and

its importance in our society has to be reduced (Commonor 1971). The optimists say

that present problems will stimulate new inventions and'new technological solutions

(Simon & Kahn 1984). In their view present problems are caused by outdated

technology. They argue that because environmental and health problems are now

identified, they are taken into account during the development of new technologies,

and existing technologies have to be replaced by these new technologies as soon as

possible (eg. Heaton et al 1991).

As the optimists say, new technologies can have a much better environmental

performance than existing technologies, but it is also true that engineers tend to

expect too much from technological solutions, Whereas new problems caused by new

technologies can easily arise (Hommes 1988). On the other hand we cannot disre-

gard them as some of the pessimists seem to prefer. What is required can be

summarized as the substitution of existing technologies by sustainable technologies

(Vergragt 1992).

Research institutes are often far away from the actual end users of their products.

That is why they are usually not greatly influenced by the market pull. They

orientate themselves rather to the scientific and technological community, and

compete in discovering or developing new materials, processes or inventions (ie:

they are prone to a technology push). Many research institutes are mainly dependent

for their finances on the government (eg. universities), except those that are part of

a multinational.

From the perspective of most smaller firms, technical innovations are developed at

universities, technological instituies, or high-tech firms. Only huge firms can afford

to have an independent research and development policy. Many small and medium

sized firms prefer to buy technological know-how developed by others; for them it is

important to monitor the relevant opportunities for technological innovations.
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5.4.2 Factors that influence their learning capability
Proactive approaches in materials science have barely been developed so far. A
hurdle to their realization concerns the financing of research institutes. They often
depend on conditional financing, and the financiers mainly aim at improved

competitiveness within five years. Finances for the development of environmentally
and socially benign materials (that contribute to the competitiveness in the long run)
are difficult to obtain (again with the exception of those required for the substitution

of notoriously problematic existing materials or substances). So it is important to try
to convince financing institutes or departrnents of the relevance of environmental and

social aspects for long term competitiveness.

It is difficult to assess future impacts of research processes and this is a barrier to

understanding and managing them. Because reliable quantitative data are usually not

available, it is important to put effort in their improvement. Because the quantitative

LCA's are not very reliable, qualitative assessments should be made more often (eg

by using the criteria given in table 5.4).

Many researchers think of the internal and external environment as sources of
potential problems; so visions about the future impact of new materials can often be

characterised as 'avoid the negative'.

Contrastingly, researchers often have rather a positive vision of the potential impact

of new materials on product quality, productivity and flexibility, and of the poten-

tiality of the natural sciences and technology. For example, biotechnology will
contribute to important categories of new products and more efficient production
processes at much lower temperatures than the current chemical processes; the

chemical industry will become more and more biologically and ecologically compat-

ible, and new materials will contribute to the increase in durability and longevity of
products etc. But although these positive visions are certainly not just fanciful, they

are hardly credible, because they tend to neglect potential problems that have not

been established in a fully scientifically reliable and quantitative way. Precautionary

approaches are often perceived as non-scientific or even irrational. Many technologi-

cally oriented key actors (individuals as well as organizations) up to now have

thought very rationally but with reference to an over-limited framework (ie: an

example of suboptimiTation) .

Just because research and development processes with new materials are currently
implicitly based on a technological optimistic attitude, today's materials research can

easily produce a new generation of problems. These optimistic visions are actually
part of the public relations policies of the technological community and are an

important aspect of their present fund-raising activities.
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So we require positive visions that do not deny uncertainties in their own axioms and

do not neglect the potentially negative aspects of technology. Their development ivill
imply difficult learning processes because ways of thinking, culture, and self

definitions are involved. It will be vital to complement a positive vision of technol-

ogy with procedures for the continuous scrutinizing of the uncertainties in axioms

and of potential future problems. In this way organizations will be able to ensure the

internalization of the precautionary principle.

Environmental, health and safety aspects are often seen as completely different from

one another, even when they are closely related. This explains why opportunities for

corlmon aspect synergy are only seldom taken. So it will be important to formulate

integral problem definitions which include both environmental and social aspects.

Specific education for researchers and designers, about the potential future impacts

of their work and how to anticipate problems, can be required.

Management agendas for environmental and social aspects are not often made

Structural. Earlier we saw that even in frontrunner firms management systems for

working conditions and the environment are often not functioning optimally with

regard to both research and development (see subsection 3.6.1). As was shown in

subsection 4.3.2.3, the absence of functioning management systems is an important

barrier to adequate decision making. So the implementation of management systems

for working conditions and environment, or their extension to research and develop-

ment processes will be important. Using the lessons learned with respect to the

influence of differences in stages of development (subsection 3.5.1.5), overlapping

.aspects (subsection 3.4.1.1) and concrete contradictions (subsection 3.4.1.2), it will

in many cases be the best strategy to develop an integrated management system for

the working conditions and environment, separated though analogous to already

existing quality management systems.

The activities of research institutes qre often far away from the actual use or reuse

of the future products. It is not often clear who will be the end-user. There is

usually no market pull to stimulate development in an environmentally and socially

desirable direction, and thinking about the functions of the future products in terms

of their social and cultural effect is not often required. As a result there is no

feedback from practical use by the end users (the learning cycle is not closed). So it

will be vital to increase cooperation with customers and suppliers, and also to

develop thinking about chain control.

Inside the company, internal key actors are not often structurally involved in

research and development. Especially important are the health, safety, and environ-
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mental experts, and employees or their representatives (because of their expertise in

the operational aspects of future processes, but also because they are stakeholders in
good working conditions, they are interested in the prevention of future environ-

inental problems, and are internal customers).

So the structural involvement of health, safety, environmental and quality depart-

ments in strategic decisions can be very useful. This requires special procedures that

are ensured by the functioning of management systems (eg for go or no-go decisions

for further activities depending on their potential impact on the environment,

working conditions and quality).

It will also be important to increase the involvement of workers' representatives and

cooperation with customers, end users, and suppliers.

Table 5.5 Overviau of factors and strategies that inJluence the learuing capability

of research institutes

aspect of organizational learn-
lnc

relevant learning disability resporurc to ilcrease the learn-
ing capability

doing: financial constraints try to find new resources

emphasize effect on long term
competitiveness

reflectively observing: lack of data and

quantitative tools
use qualitative assessments

more often, and try to find the
data necessary for
quantiutive assessments

conceptualizing: no positive vision of environ-
mental and social aspects;

technological optimism

common aspects not recognized

develop a positive vision

scrutinize technological opti-
mism

develop integral approaches

decision making: absence of management agendas

management syst€ms not or
only partially functioning

procedures for go- no go deci-
sions
implement a joint management

system for working conditions
and environment

closing the lsarning cycle: no direct market pull increase cooperation with cus-
tomers, and think in terms of
chain control.

involving all key actors: no involvement of internal key

actors (experts, employees)

cotrsumer organizations barely
interested

involve internal experts

involve workers' rcpresenta-

tives

increase cooperation with cus-

tomers and end users
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5.5 Design departments

5.5.1 Positioning
Design instinrtes or design departrnents of manufacturing firms have a position in the

manufacturing process that is very different from the research and development

institutes. For many firms, the first decisions relevant to the impacts of new

materials are probably made at the stages of marketing and design. Products cannot

be designed without paying attention to the end users, and so they can be more

easily influencedby a market pull for healthy or environmentally benign products.

An increasing estimation of environmental values seems a long term societal trend

that will have a structural influence on the competitiveness of products. It will
become increasingly important to be competitive on the market with environmentally

benign and human-compatible products. It is also important to realize that the

adverse environmental and social impacts of new materials, or products made out of
new materials, can potentially spoil the positive function of a product or the

reputation of the manufacturer. It is therefore necessary from the start to include

environniental and social considerations when defining of the product and its
function. The fundamental question is: are we designing the right things from an

environmental and social point of viewra ?

The design process can be defined as "the activity serving as a link between

technology and culture; the designers' role is to make socially and culturally

appreciable what is technically realizable" (Manzini 1992).

This can be interpretated in two ways (Manzini):
* Design as a means of making new products more acceptable; the designer's

role is then to be interPreter of nwnufacturer's intentions.
* Design as a means of improving the quality of the world; the designer is then

the interpreter of the final user's point of view.

From the perspective of quality management, both aspects are important, with extra

emphasis on the latter. Especially environmental and social problems force designers

to strongly pursue the last interpretation. The designer then becomes the promotor of
new solutions, new values and new scenarios of productionls, consumption, fruition

and the environment (Manzini 1992).

A first step is to reevaluate the need for the product (marketing aspects) including its

future ehvironmental and social impacts. The functions of the future product depend

on this need. When the definition of the functions include social and environmental

aspects, it is possible for the designer to define iteratively and creatively environ-
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mentally and socially benign product and process specifiqtions (Benjamin forthcom-

iog).

The importance of product design for quality is now widely accepted (compare the

quality loop, figure 2.1), and for the environment it is increasingly acknowledged.

With respect to working conditions the affention is focused on the design of produc-

tior, processes, with an emphasis on working processes - well-designed workplaces

or the reliability of complex installations (major safety hazards of nuclear and

chemical plants). Attention is usually only paid to product design in case of means

of production. Product and process design become, however, increasingly integrated,

and the distinction seems no longer adequate.

5.5.2 Factors that influence the learning capability
The problem definitions of the designer's clients (the themas) partly determine the

design processes. They often imply serious constraints for designing in an environ-

mentally and socially desirable way (Benjamin, forthcoming). For designers it is

important to develop a positive vision of the environmental and social aspects of
their work, and to negotiate with clients about its consequences for the thema.

Just like research and development institutes, designers have problems with the

assessment of funrre impacts. Because they are neither material, environmental nor

health specialists, they require reliable data-systems; these are only very seldom

available. Using the criteria of table 5.4 in a qualitative way can be of help to

evaluate draft-decisions about material aspects of design processes.

Designers, like many other people, often think in terms of linear processes: from the

design of the product and the associated manufacturing process to the stage of use.

The importance of material cycles requires however some kind of cycle-thinking. So

designers should develop this. Especially the concepts of chain control and of the

quality loop seem very important.

The gradually developing societal demands for environmentally benign and healthy

products often seem far away from the designer's actual activities. So it will be vital

to monitor the developments in the societal demand for socially and environmentally

sound products.

Social or environmental aspects are often not on the agenda during design processes.

Management systems that can ensure such agendas are not often available or fully

functioning (compare to subsection 4.3.2.3). So the implementation of management

systems for working conditions and environment in design departments, or the
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extension of these management systems to design processes and departrnents will be

very relevant. Because quality management systems are often already functioning,

this offers an opportunity for management system synergy. Perhaps the quality loop

(see figure 2.1) can be used to structure the important decisional phases concerning

the use of new materials (Zwetsloot, forthcoming). Because there are different stages

of development between quality management on the one liand and the management

of working conditions and environmental protection on the other, the separate but

analogous strategy will probably be most Successful (compare table 3.1'l).

Feedback about the impact of products on working conditions and the environment is

often lacking because there is barely any information about the consequ€nces at the

latter stages of the materials life-cycle. so it will become increasingly important to

cooperate on a structural basis with customers about the environmental and social

impacts of materials and products. It will often also be useful to involve workers and

end-users in product and process design.

The involvement of health, safety and environmental experts with design processes is

often not optimal (compare subsection 3.5.1.4 and 3.6.1). Their influence at the

design stages is not often ensured by procedures. It seems vital to develop pro-

cedures for go or no-go decisions for further design and testing activities, based on

their potential impact on the environment, working conditions and quality. The

involvement of the respective experts should be ensured by such procedures.

The main expertise of designers is to interpret the multi-dimensional cultural

meaning of the product, and to develop its cultural functions in a creative, positive

way. Their role in the selection of appropriate technological options is usually

relatively less important to them.

Most environmental experts interested in eco-design focus on the material aspect of

products, in terms of material life-cycles, emissions add wastes. The two professions

often speak different languages and haye different interests, and this is a hurdle to

fruitful cooperation.

Designers should develop their interest in the environmental and health consequences

of their material choices. The environmentalists should realize that as long as they

focus only on materials, emisSions and wastes, they are acting reactively, at best

anticipatively; the underlying problems - inadequate management processes - are

much more relevant in the long term. The thinking of environmentalists should focus

also on the functions of the products, their social and cultural meanings, and the

related values and conceptualizations of the key actors'
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Table 5.6 Overview of factors and strategies that influence the learning capability
of design departments

aspect of organizational
Iearning

present learning disability response to increase the
learning capability

doing: thema implies constraints
for developing environ-
mentally and socially
desirable design

developing a positive
vision and using this for
negotiating with clients
about the themas.

observing: lack of reliable quantitat-
ive tools and data

developments in societal
demand seem remote

consequent use of quali-
tative criteria can partial-
ly solve this

monitoring developments
in societal demand for
socially and environ-
mentally sound products

conceptualizing: linear thinking is domi-
nant

improving cycle thinking
(in terms of material and
product life cycles, chain
control and quality
loops).

decision making: absence of structural
agendas;

lack of functioning man-
agement systems

procedures for go - no
go decisions

implementing manage-
ment systems

creating management
system synergy

closing the learning
cycle:

lack of feedback concern-
ing the social and envi-
ronmental impacts of
products.

increasing cooperation
with customers, end
users and workers

involving all key actors: poor cooperation between
designers and environ-
mental or health experts

poor cooperation with
end users or their repre-
sentatives

involving health, safe[r
and environmental
experts in design pro-
CESSCS.

professions developing
broader approaches.

cooperating with con-
sumer organizations etc.
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5.6 Macro policy bodies

5.6.1 Positioning
Macro policy bodies are the third category of key organizations. They are directly

involved in two ways: (1) the government contributes substantially to the financing

of developments in science and technology, and (2) in many cases the consequences

of problems caused by materials - both health and environmental problems- are

shifted to society at large.

Because the government is usually regarded as responsible for societal problems, this

has important financial and political consequences. Macro policy bodies also play an

important role in stimulating societal learning processes (influencing the learning of
other actors).

Society often seems only to be involved in the environment or health when the

problems are already out of hand. This explains why reactive approaches are still

dominant. The societal cost of problems with the environment and the working

conditions are, however, increasing sharply and we can simply no longer afford to

have only reactive policies. This implies that governmental institutions have very

sound economic and political reasons for influencing research, development and

design processes. Because macro policy bodies usually have a strong influence on

other agents, their external influence will be very important for their learning.

5.6.2 Factors that influence the learning capability
Macro policy bodies in the three different areas (working conditions, environment,

and quality) usually have distinct policies which partly contradict one another. This

reduces their societal efficacy and credibility. Most policy organizations also mark

their domain, and avoid structural cooperation with similar bodies.

So whenever policies in these areas interfere, the other policy organizations should

be regarded as potential partners for cooperation. Macro policy bodies in the fields

of environment and working conditions should make clear and integrated statements

about their long-term policy towards new materials. Such an integration means the

creation of some sort of management system synergy. These statements can change

the perspective of various actors (internal and external) and infldence their decisions.

They should jointly ffiuence, and become increasingly integrated into, policies for
scientific and technological development and qualtty with the aim of raising funds

for socially and environmentally desirable technological developments (defining a

desirable technology push)16. Undesirable technological developments should no

longer be funded and their financing by others should be discouraged.
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Just like the research institutes and the design departments, governmental institutions

suffer from a lack of data about the environmental and social impact of new

materials; in this way they represent an ill-defi.ned, debatable, societal interest.

So it will be important to create data systems (qualitative and quantitative); the

underlying problem is standardization of information, which should be stimulated.

Adequate macro policies will, of course, have to discriminate between desirable, less

desirable and non-desirable materials, products or processes. When the future impact

of these is unclear, it will be necessary to initiate a continuous discussion about their

environmental and social impacts.

Environmental and social needs do not lead by themselves to environmentally or

socially desirable technological trajectoriestl 18. Initiatives, both from the environ-

mental and social policy bodies, are necessary to define and stimulate such techno-

logical trajectories.

Macro policy bodies usually focus on regulation. Regulation does force reactions,

but proactive policies at the firm level cannot be forced by regulation; on the

contrary, it will often impede them (Hommes 1990). Instead of introducing new

regulations, governmental institutions should learn to develop promising strategies

for the stimulation of pro-active approaches by the key actorsre. For instance, they

can stimulate the desired market pull (the demand for environmentally benign and

human compatible products) in several ways; eg. by the use of economic instruments

(such as eco-taxes and material-deposits), by introducing eco-labelling, or by using

the influence of governmental organizations as customers in the market pull.

Some macro policy bodies do not have an agenda for influencing technological

development. An important step would seem to be to make societal needs explicit.

Creating a political agenda directly stimulates similar agendas in key organizations.

Relevant examples are the determination of targets for future percentages of reuse or

recycling (Germany), or for future reduction of specific emissions (during the life-

cycle, eg. the project Carbohydrates-2O0O in the Netherlands). More generally the

aims of such a policy can be characterized as shortening the period for the desired

trajectory from experimental and pilot technology to proven technology and widely

accepted technology, followed by rapid dissemination. Complementary to this, the

continuous actualization of the environmental and social targets will remain necess-

aty.

The macro policy bodies cannot learn about their societal functioning in this respect,

as long as they have no close contact with research and design institutes nor involve

important actors, like employers organizations, unions and consumer organizations.

To increase the market pull, the influence from the end users or their representatives
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(unions, environmental groups, and consumer organizations) should be increased.

These groups should be stimulated to participate in projects steering the development

of new materials and of product design. Educational projects can also contribute to

the increased awareness of important actors and so stimulate their participation.

Table 5.7 Ovemisw of factors and stategies that influence the learning capability

of macro policy bodies

aspect of organizational learning present learning disability response to increase the learn-
ing capability

doing: contradicting policies of the

respective macro policy bodies

establishing policy domains

not using the opporonities to

influence the technology push

regarding other macro policy
bodies as partners for cooper-
ation

making clear and integrated
policy statements

raise funds for socially and

environmentally desirable tech-

nological developments

refl ectively observing : lack of data (environmental,

health and safety, economic)

'lack ofdata about societal inter-
est

stimulate standardization of
information

create data systems

scrutinize and monior the

impacs of technological devel-
opments

concepnulizing: too much trust in regulation discussing societal needs

decision making: not acknowledging the import-
ance of influencing scientific
and technological developments:

there is no agenda

involving all key actors: poor contacts about these topics
with several societal key actors.

focusing on influencing the
management of research and
design processes.

starting educational projects
about the important impact of
new materials

involving end users, unions,
environmental and coosumet
organizations;

stimulating the desired market
pull (eg. by eco taxes)
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5.7 Evaluation of the example

This chapter has dealt with the question:

How can organizations learn to respond adequately to new trends in the development

and use of advanced materials that might become important for the joint manage-

ment of working conditions, environment and quality,

In this section we overview the lessons learned from this example.

The question of this chapter is actually a specific example of the more general

question: How can organizations leam to respond adequate$ to new trends in the

organizational environment that might become important for the joint management of
working con.ditions, environment and quality? For the evaluation of the example it is
especially important to take into account the possibilities and limitations of generaliz-

ing of the lessons learned.

In order to be able to respond adequately to the developments and use of new

materials, organizations have to be aware that this is likely to become irnportant for

.them. In other words they have to monitor that technological development (ie. an

external development) and to assess its relevance (ie, they have to organize reJlective

observation). In a general way it is not difficult to see that the development and use

of new materials will have a marked inlluence on working conditions, environmental

impact and quality (a common aspect for the three management areas). The first
crucial step seems therefore to determine that these external trends are important for
the specific organization: they may seem only relevant to others.

External trends always imply both new opportunities and new threats. This is why

organizations have to analyse the external developments (in this case the impact of
the development and use of new materials), in order to be able to improve their

understanding of the external developments (ie. to organize conceptualization), and

to discriminate between important aspects and those of minor relevance. This

requires the willingness to learn from external developments.

If organizations understand the external developments and are able to determine

important opportunities and tlreats, they have to decide how to respond (ie.

decision-making). For adequate planning it might be important to make some aspects

operational (see the table of preventive principles, Table 5.4), otherwise doing will
be impeded.

It is also relevant to pay attention to which actors have to be involved. It is likely
that cross-functional cooperation within the organization will be needed (eg. involve-

ment of marketing, research, design, and manufacturing departrnents, besides these

managers).
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Three actors are vital from a societal point of view in the case o, *" O"u"ror."r,
and use of new materials : research institutes, designers and macro-policy bodies;

their cooperation will be vital.

From the viewpoint of organizations it is likely that external cooperation (eg. with

research institutes, or with suppliers, with customers or representatives of end-con-

sumers) will be vital to respond adequately to new developments (co-makership).

The approach developed here will increase the organizational capability to respond

adequately. In fact it makes managers able to influence the developments in a

promising way. If they are successful, they will keep, or even enlarge their freedom

of action.

With respect to management systems for working conditions, environment and

quality, it will be clear that it is important to evaluate the external developments for

all three aspects in order to avoid zuboptimization. If the aim is continuous improve-

ment, management systems have to be partly externally directed, and have to

increase the organization's willingness to learn from external developments; the

organizations should also be prepared to respond to external developments which

might seem far away; this implies the ability to create and use opportunities for

managembnt system synergy. 11 x156 implies oppornrnities for organizational synergy

with respect to the increase of the organizations' innovative capaclty and its ability

to learn.

Finally, the example shows the importance of integrating the management systems in

the innovative stages of the total manufacturing chain, ie. in research, development

and desigl.
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Notes
1. The Dutch Association for Technology Assessment (NOTA) emphasises that technology

assessment has developed to a methodology to support societal decision making and to guide
the developmehts in science and technology (NOTA l9y2-21).

2. This question is actually a specific example of the more general question that is beyond the
scope ofthis research: How can organizations learn to respond adequately to new trends in
the organizational environment that might become important for the joint managemmt of
working conditioru, envirownent and quality?

3. During the project for the European Foundation several firms were asked for information
about their management activities in these areas. The response was very poor. One ofthe
firms suggested to ask their lawyer the desired information!

4. The term advanced ceramics is used to contrast with the .lr.iri, .....i. materials such as

china.

5. Compare with the proposed new definition of quality: the totality of characteristics of an
entity that bear on its ability to satisfy stated and implied needs (ISO l99l: l0).

6. Each stage in the life cycle requires energy and may generate emissions and wastes. In
principle every material that is emitted or wasted can be reused, recycled, incinerated or
dumped. To simplify the figure, this is not shown.

7. Life-cycle analysis (LCA) can be defined as a scientific and technical methodology to analyze
and assess the environmental impact of a material, a process or a product throughout its life-
cycle (Heijungs et al 1992). Life-cycle analyses can reveal what stages of the material or
product life-cycle generate the most important impacts.

8. Due to their inherent uncertainty, it is useless to compare total environmental risk asse-

ssments of quite different materials quantitatively. At present, every total assessment leading
to one figure or index is merely an artefact. Comparisons can only be useful for well-defined
elements of the total assessments. Nevertheless the ISO is expecting to determine a standard
for LCA's in 1997-8 (ISO/SAGE 1992 annex l).

9. Imai regards natural science and technology as distinct stages, but neglects the disposal stage.

10. In some circumstances it may be important to increase this interest (eg. by ecotaxes).

11. eg. Freeman's important handbook (1990) mentions only the other two principles.

12. Except for specific categories for notoriously undesirable materials, like the CFC's.

13. These criteria.are only relevant when the earth is needed as a processor to close the material
life-cycle (compare to figure 5.1).

14. Juran says "If the goals are poorly choosen, the planning will be done to reach the wrong
goals. We shall be doing things right but not doing the ight things" (Juran.1988: 139).

15. Manzini did not mention new scenarios of production.
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16. In Europe the first steps have been made with the Brite Euram project, where somp environ-
merfal sub programs are defined (though not for workfuE conditions), and in the program -

aboui Anthrgpoccntric Technology which is part of the broader Foreca4ing and Assessment

of Science ard Technology (FAST) program. Belgium has probably the first integrated
program specifically for new materials (Bil & Lemiengre 1992).

17. The term steru from Dosi (1982).

18. For example, the American Organization for Technology Assessment (OTA) assessed that the
development of new thermoplasts should be prefened to the further development of thermo-

. sets (two categories ofpolymers) because only thernoplasts Can be recycled (OTA l98E). This

did not in itself influence the technological developrnents.

19. An overview of potential strategies can be found in Zwetsloot, forthcoming.
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6 Conclusions, Discussion,
Recommendations

and

"In the shifiing landscape of a world in continuous evolution, the ability to climb is
perhaps what counts, and what we see as a result of evolution are not species or

firms with 'optimal behaviour' at each instant, but rather actors that can learn!"
(Allen 1988: 107).

In this chapter an overview will be given of the main findings of this research

(section 6.1). Then these results will be discussed in their wider perspective (6.2.1),

as are the strengths and weaknesses of this research (6.2.2). Then two important

items for future developments will be discussed: standardization and certification,

and the question of who will define the issues (subsection 6.2.3). Finally

recommendations will be made to various target groups (6.3).

6.1 Main conclusions

The central question of this research was: how can the management of working

conditions, environment and quality be jointly optimized?

This research revealed that two dimensions contribute substantially to the optimum

joint management of these areas, namely the creation and use of synergies (positive

interactions between the three areas) and the management of relevant organizational

learning processes. An overview of the main results is given here.

6.1.1 The creation and use of synergies
This study has taken the historically separated development of the management of
the three areas as its starting point. Until now the management of working condi-

tions, environment and qualify have usually been regarded as more or less indepen-

dent, and consequently it was directed to the optimization of the individual areas.

Paradoxically for each area it is accepted that it should be integrated as fai as

possible into the general management of the organization as a whole. The ultimate

consequence of integration into general management, however, is also the mutual

integration of these three domains. Because it is easy to show that management

activities in the three areas often influence each other, the optimization of separated

systems actually means suboptimization from an organizational and societal perspec-

tive. The challenge is therefore to eliminate the existing suboptimization by using
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opportunities for positive interactions; in this way the whole becomes more than its
parts.

In this research it proved useful to distinguish between three forms of synergy:

I Working conditions, environment and quality have some aspects (opportunities

as well as problems) in common. This implies interacting objectives and

overlapping management domains. Common aspect synergy implies positive

interactions resulting in better definitions of oppornrnities and problems, a

better understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of potential solutions,

and clearly defined responsibilities in overlapping domains. Sometimes the

beneficial effects of management activities may double or triple.

2 T\e three management systems have many organizational similarities: the

systems encompass similar elements, and for the functioning of these elements

similar instruments are used. Management system synergy implies using these

similarities to achieve positive interactions, (eg the experiences with a manage-

ment system can be used for the improvement of another system, and vice

versa). The key to this process is the exchange of lessons learned, or rather the

management of a common learning process. The personal involvement of top

managers seems a precondition: the experts in the respective fields tend to

define problems in their own disciplines and to overlook or underestimate the

value of lessons learned in similar areas. There are two organizational strat-

egies for achieving management system synergy: using analogies in similar

situations, or integration. These strategies can be used for management

instruments (ie. for elements), or on the systems level. As was shown in

chapter 4 management system synergy can speed things up substantially

(increased effectiveness) and cost less (increased efficiency). When the

management systems are at different stages of development, the analogous

strategy is usually most attractive, because it is flexible and less complex than

the integration strategy. The integration of management systems can be most

attractive when common aspects are very.important, or when all three manage-

ment systems have been developed to maturity.

3 The three management systems and the organization as a whole mutually

influence each other, and to some degree they are mutually dependent. Some

characteristics of the organizations stimulate the development of management

systems (eg the culture or the style of leadership); the management systems on

the other hand stimulate developments in the organization (eg thinking about

long-term implications and oppornrnities for innovation). An interaction that is

positive for both management systems and the organization as a whole is called

organizational synergy. Organizational synergy stimulates effectiveness, the

organizational learning capability (the innovative capacity), and the flexibility
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and productivity of both general management and the management systems.

Management systems can contribute substantially in this way to the continuity

of the organization.

An overview of the characteristics of the three synergies is given in Cable 6.1'

Table 6.1 Ovemiew of the characteristics of the three synergies

External requirements are currenfly only relevant to one area, that is why these

impede rather than stimulate integral approaches. So the organization itself has to

identify the potential benefits of an integral approach. The development of such an

common aspect
synergy

management sys-

tem synergy
organizational
synergy

origin of interac-
tion

Interacting objec-
tives (opportun-
ities as well as

problems)

organizational
similarities offer
opportunities for
common learning
processes

two strategies:
using analogies
and integration
(see tables 3.10
and 3.11)

The organizational
development and
the development
of management
systems, or joint
management sys-
tems, offer oppor-
tunities for mutual
reinforcement

benefits Improved assess-

ment of opportun-
ities and problems
and more integral
definitions thereof

Improved cooper-
ation and defini-
tion of responsi-
bilities

Use of successful
approaches in
other areas result-
ing in better ac-
ceptation.

Time saving
(improved effec-
tiveness) and
reduction of cost
(increased produc-
tivity)

Increased effec-
tiveness and
improved devel-
opment of man-
agement systems
and the organ-
ization.

Contribution to
the organization's
continuity

stimulating or im-
peding factors

Mainly depending
on primary pro-
cess and prod-
uct/market com-
binations

see table 3.9 See figure 3.7
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integral approach imply organizations learning to explore opportunities for synergy.
Finally, it is vital to deal adequately with conflicts of interest that may arise both
within each field and between the three areas, and to realize the best possible

compromise.

Expected trends

The concept of synergy proved very fruitful when exploring these processes. For
many interviewees in the front-runner firms in chapter 3 it was an eye-opener. Even
front-runner firms have barely begun to explore the oppornrnities for synergy

systematically.

Now that we acknowledge that synergies will increase both the effectiveness and

productivity of management systems, and the organization as a whole, synergy will
become increasingly important.

As long as there are substantial differences between the stages of development of the

three management systems, it will often be most attractive to many organizations to

chose the analogous strategy (see subsection 3.5.3.2). In the longer term most

organizations will reach a mature stage in all areas. As a result separated systems

will become decreasingly attractive and integration will be favoured. In the end the

three areas of management could develop to just aspects of integral management (or

of Total Quality Management, Generic Management Systems, or whatever we term

it).
Preserttly improvement in all three management areas is possible while simultaneous-

ly increasing the organizations general productivity. It is, however, not clear wether

this will hold in the future: new developments may also introduce new contradic-

tions. A problem that might become important is that of the increasing work
intensification due to incriased involvement in the three areas; this could. introduce

new problems with working conditions (Delbridge etal1992).

6.1.2 The management of organizational learning processes
The effective and productive management of working conditions, environment and

quality requires a specific organizational development that can be characterized as an

organiznli6nxl learning process. This is especially relevant for two types of pro-

cesses: implementation and improvement processes and the process of monitoring
and responding to external developments. It is important to be aware of such

learning processes: this awareness offers opportunities for managing these processes

and so for improving them. This management process is, however also a learning

process, so it is actually a process of learning to learn. This process aims at the

increase of the organizations learning capability. It can be fruitful to start with the

assessment of factors that have a negative influence on the organization's learning

capability (learning disabilities); and then to identify strategies to increase the
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learning capability. Because many organizations have only just begun to implement

management systems, I will list the conclusions concerning such implementation

processes.

Implementation processes

Implementation processes have to be very specific to the actual circumstances of the

organization. Blueprints (standardized models) are valuable tools for organizational

learning processes, but copying them makes no sense. It is very useful not only to

pay attention to what changes are needed (the design aspect); but also to ftorry these

changes are generated (the process aspect). These two aspects should be combined in

an organizational learning strategy.

Fruitful implementation processes are reinforcing (iterative and virtuousr). From the

start they are directed to the realization of benefits (eg. win/win situations). Only in

this way will the processes be rewarding for most people (the losers will resist

change). The successes that are achieved have to be carefully evaluated and com-

municated. It is important to evaluate not only the results but also the process.

kssons learned about the implementation process contribute to the increase of the

organizational learning capability. It is useful to stimulate the learning processes

required for implementation processes by education. Educational interventions can

even be the impulse for the implementation of a management system. Important

characteristics of such interventions are that the target groups are cross functional,

that productive problem definitions are used form the start (these should be redefined

whenever they might become less productive or even counter productive), the use of
confronting assignments in small groups and the realization. of a multiplier effect is
achieved by a concentrated time span and a high percentage of population involved.

Management involvement

Management involvement is essential for a successful implementation strategy.

Without it the organization's capacity for decision-making (one of the stages of the

learning process) will be poor. Starting at the top does not however necessarily

imply a top-down process. Simple top-down implementation processes are usually

un-successful. They often generate increasing resistance to change, and this is likely
to impede the further development of the management system (lack of acceptation).

The role of the middle managers is oftencrucial (see subsection 3.5.1.1 and section

4.3). If they do not accept the initiatives or do not have the capacity (individually

and as a team) to improve the management in the specific area much organizational

effort will be wasted. The early involvement of end-users (often the workers) is

generally beneficial. Participatory approaches are successful because they increase

the organizational learning capability (involvement of key actors). Cross functional
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cooperation, especially in small groups (eg. Quality Control Circles), are a good

setting for such learning processes. Adequate internal communication is a must.

For the organization it is important that top managers are aware of the importance of
the organizational learning process; it is a precondition for the management of these

learning processes (it implies also the learning to learn process of the individual

managers and the management teams). It is especially relevant to manage the factors

that influence the organizational capability for learning. The corporate culture can be

very decisive in this respect.

Organizational learning requires individual learning, both of the managers and the

operatives. For most people, however, the system determines most of their beha-

vioural alternatives, and that is why individual learning and organizational learning

aiming at the improvement of the system should always go together. More generally

it can be said that adequate management or joint management of working conditions,

environment and quality require a continuous organizational development and the

development of human resources (management development as well as employee

development)

Monitoring of, and responding to, external developments

The developments in the management of working conditions, environment and

quality are to a high degree a response to developments in external requirements (see

section 3.3). Consequent monitoring of relevant external developments in such

requirements creates the opportunity to choose its own strategy for an early

response. This results in preserving freedom of action. A certain degree of freedom

of action is also vital for organizational learning processes, because these require

creativity and experimentation.

Another vital category of external developments is that of relevant "state of the

arts". In chapter 5 the example of the scientific and technological developments with

respect to advanced materials was analysed, and it was shown that this development

implies both new categories of problems (that require an early response) and new

oppornrnities. Using these opportunities while simultaneously being aware of the

new problems is the best strategy to achieve progress.

To a structural process of "learning to learn"
Dealing with new opportunities and responding to new categories of problems is,

again, an organizational learning process and should be managed as such. This

process of "learning to learn" requires active management (:doing on a meta level),

and the awareness of learning.

The awareness implies the possibility of evaluating process and results. In order to

continue the learning process, a structural educational policy is essential, as is the

supply of information and internal communication. In the longer run, periodic audits
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contribute to the continuity of the organizational learning process. It is also import-

ant to involve all stakeholders in the learning process, and to encourage the develop-

ment of initiatives.

6.1.3 The close relationship between the creation and use of
synergies and the management of organizational learning
processes

The creation and use of synergy.and the management of organizational leaming

processes are closely related. The creation of synergy always' requires organizational

learning processes, while the learning of organizations is most productive when it
aims at the development of integral approaches and focuses on the opportunities to

realize benefits.

This raises the question as to why separated approaches are so often found. They

seem to have the following short term advantages: they are rather easy to imple-

ment, their complexity is low, the investrnents are less than for integral approaches,

it is readily seen that action is being taken, tangible results can be generated rapidly,

and for organizational measures like the development of management systems,

differences in stages of development are not hurdles.

But these separated approaches do have severe disadvantages in the longer run: the

measures are always reactive, they easily stimulate suboptimization, they often

impede the development of preventive measures at source, they imply the generation

of coordinatiori problems and less overview, and last, but not least, they imply the

introduction of new disabilities into the learning of integral approaches. Although

separated activities may be useful for temporary optimization, integral approaches

have many more advantages in the longer run and imply opportunities for organiz-

ational learning and continuous improvement.

6.2 Discussion

6.2.1 The results in a broader perspective
The results as overviewed in the former paragraph are compared to findings of
authors and put in a wider perspective.
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6.2.1.1 The creation and use of synergy

Other authors and synergy

The use of the synergy concept with respect to the joint management of working

conditions environment and qualify (introduced by Zwetsloot & Sprengers 1992) is

quite new. There are only a few recent publications that pay attention to it (van der

Kolk & Maas 1992, Maas & Doeleman 1993 and, with reference to macro-policy

bodies: van Hezik 1992). Van der Kolk & Maas address the importance of the

lessons learned in the quality management which are relevant to the environmental

management: they identify opportunities for benefits in one area, and not win/win

situations. Maas & Doeleman elaborate on Kolk & Maas and extend this approach to

the working conditions2. Both confirm the advantages that can be achieved by

integral approaches of the three areas.

The results compared to some pilot integration projects

In the programme for the stimulation of quality and logistics of the Ministry of
Economic Affairs, two important projects have been carried out. The projects aimed

at the integration of environmental management (Ten Broeke et al 1992) and the

management of working conditions (RPC 1993), in already existing quality manage-

ment systems of the ISO 9000-type.

The results of these projects are encouraging, and confirm a number of results of
this research. In the first place it is possible to use the ISO 9000 framework also for
the other areas of management, although the framework does not cover all activities

that are required for these areas (this is mainly the case for working conditions), and

it has to be complemented. For organizations that have already implemented quality

management systems it offers several advantages to use their experience with quality

management to the benefit of the management of working conditions or environ-

mental protection. As a result the latter areas can be developed more efficaciously

and with less cost (higher productivity).

Creating synergy is a form of proactiveness

The front-runner firms in chapter 3 were able to create and use opportunities for

synergy because they were focusing on ways of winning opportunities for improve-

ment; ie. they were acting proactively (generating change). According to Senge

proactiveness comes from seeing how we (the managers) Contribute to the problems

of the organization. In the long run proactive approaches are most promising

because they offer opportunities for real integration in the primary function of the

organization. In everyday practice reactive approaches, however, often seem more

concrete than proactive approaches, because problems are easier to acknowledge

than opportunities. All too often what is called proactiveness is reactiveness in
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disguise: " simply more aggressive fighting the enemy out there" (Senge 1990: 21). In

this way all that is achieved is reaction to change instead of the capacity to generate

change (Senge 1990: 231).

Proactiveness requires a positive vision

Proactiveness requires first of all a positive vision of the objectives that will result

from change and of the oppornrnities for achieving them. How can organizations

develop such a vision ?

In chapter 3 the front-runner firms were shown to be monitoring societal develop-

ments, in order to be able to respond adequately to them at an early stage. In

chapter 5 monitoring external developments was also shown to be vital. This can be

understood as follows:

Products have to perform functions for the customers (these can also be performed

by competing products). The relevance of these functions depend on societal need. If
there is no societal need, the functions will disappear and the products will be

inadequate. Needs are influenced by more general values in society. Values, needs,

functions and products form a dynamic (time depEndent) hierarchy; values have the

longest life-cycle and products the shortest (Eekels 1986). There has been, for

example, a constant rise in the awareness of environmental issues (rising value) over

recent decades; that is why people increasingly demand products that are environ-

mentally benign (need). This requires redefinitions of the functions of many products

and services and offers opportunities for innovation of the environmental aspects of
products. If the organization is aware of such gradual changes in societal values, and

responds early to them, it can do good business.

A very important concept that may contribute to the development of positive visions

in to the three areas is that of prevention.

The importance of consequent prevention

We all know the saying "prevention is better than cure". T\is phrase is easy to

understand and can be used to motivate people to take proactive action. The concept

of prevention is however often used with very different meanings, and often it refers

to being reactive. This can be very confusing, and may reduce the value of the

whole concept. It is therefore useful to clarify both the concept and the confusion.

To clarify it I will use a dynamic model of the impact of substances on occupational

health and of the oppornrnities to influence it (fig. 6.1).

The model shows successive stages that are important, starting with the design or

redcsign of work processes and workplaces. The work process includes the use of a

hazardous substance (the 'risk factor'). Yia a source emissions into the working

environment can take place. Depending on technique, organization and working
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methods, this leads to at external exposure of the workers. Depending on working

methods, personal protection, personal hygiene and biological susceptibility, some of
the substance will enter the worker's body: internal exposure.

Figure 6.1 Dynamic model of Exposure, Suscept:ibiliry and Effect, incfuding Moni-

toing and Feedback. (Van Dijk et al 1988)
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Depending on biological susceptibility and psychophysiological state, internal

exposure may generate some biological effects (eg. increased kidney activity). Some

of these biological effects, again depending on the biological susceptibility and

psychophysiological state, may eventually catse health effects or lead to belwvioural

changes (such as decreased concentration).

This model shows a range of situations that can be regarded as undesirable, starting

with the possible presence of a. risk factor transmitted via the source and emitted to

produce both external and interyal exposure which could rezult in adverse biological

and finally health or behavioural effects.

If the presence of the risk factor is regarded as undesirable, only a design excluding

this factor, or a redesign leading to its elimination, can be. regarded as being

preventive. Some people may accept the presence of the risk factor (the substance),

but may insist *rat the problem lies with the emission. In that case not only the

elimination of the risk factor, but also redesign leading to strict containment at

source, are regarded as preventive. One might argue that the problem is not the
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emission but the external exposure, or the internal exposure, or the biological

effects, or the health and behavioral effects. Each of these points of view results in

different definitions of prevention. There are actually many physicians that only

regard health effects as problematic, so they use a broad definition of prevention.

Some people go even further and say a temporary effect on health is not really

problematic: if it is reversible, it can be something like getting a cold. They say

only irreversible health effects are a problem. So they define the cure of a worker as

prevention. But even that is not the end'of the story. Recently a new version of
prevention has been invented in the national debate in the Netherlands about

disablement and social security. Some workers, more or less cured after a long

period of illness but having some lasting handicap due to their physical or mental

disease, are difficult to reintegrate into work processes. Some people maintain a

lasting handicap is not the problem, but the resulting economic dependency (and the

societal cost): they define reintegration into the work process as a preventive

measure.

The origin of the confusion about the concept of prevention will now be clear:

prevention is meant to prevent something that is regarded as being undesirable.

From different points of view, different things are regarded as undesirable. It is easy

to see that the latter definitions of prevention actually imply fighting symptoms, or

even accepting them. Defined broadly, the concept of prevention includes reactive

approaches, gradually becomes meaningless, and leads only to confusion.

A useful narow definition of the concept of prevention is measures that prevent the

repetition of problems (Ishikawa 1986: 146-151); this is effected by doing things

right the first time as far as possible (the proactive approach), and if a problem turns

up, improving the system that generated the problem (compare to table 3.13, and the

interveptions in chapter 4)3. It actually implies that only measures that preclude or

eliminate a risk factor, or prevent its externalization, are regarded as forms of
prevention (compare to the criteria of table 5.3). In the above example it means that

the elimination of the substance as well as measures taken at source are preventive,

but any emission is in itself undesirable (ie a problem) and should be precluded or

eliminated. Ventilation measures and everything that follows (eg increase of
susceptibility) are reactive and actually imply fighting symptomsa. This narrow

definition of prevention is similar to those culrently used in the field of quality and

in modern environmental approaches (especially the pollution prevention approach,

stemming from Huisingh et al 1985; see also Dieleman et al 1991, de Hoo et al

1990). Defined in this wayf the understanding of, and experience wilh, prevention

will be vital for organizational learning processes that are relevant to the manage-

ment or joint management of working conditions, environment and quality.
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6.2.1 .2 lmplementation processes

Implementation processes (planned change)

This research has shown that successful implementation processes show the charac-

teristics of virtuous processes. Most successful is step by step strategy, each step

being rapidly realizable and with positive results. Similar conclusions are given by

Van der Kolk & Maas (1992). They say positive results are the best incentive in the

implementation process. To obtain the ffrst positive results quickly, the organiz-

ational innovations have to be very specific to the actual circumstances (Van der

Kolk & Maas 1992: 35-36, quality and environmental management). The importance

of evaluating the degree of success and of communicating that has also be pointed

out by Saari (1987, about the implementation of safety management systems).

The contribution of synergy corresponds to findings in general management litera-

ture: progress requires that each party involved (top managers, middle managers,

workers and staff) will receive some advantages. If some are losers, they will try to
impede further progress. Where-ever possible win-win situations should be created

in terms of these interests (Steensma 1986).

The importance of the personal involvement of top managers is extensively

describeds. This stems from their crucial role in decision-making: during an

organizational change process Conflicts are likely to occur, and to end the debate,

decisions have to be made. Formulated negatively, one can say that when managers

are not involved from the beginning the process of change may be totally impeded

later on (Steensma et al 1986: 166).

The top-dorm yersus bottom-up dilemma

Ishikawa highlights the limitations of top-down implemenation and describes.it as a

dark tunnel without perspectives (Ishikawa 1986: 104). Taylor-made bottom-up

participation is essential to achieve better acceptation on the shop floor, and stronger

incorporation into the organization (Steensma et al 1989).

Adequate forms of participation for the end-users should be created (Okuda 1986).

The same conclusion was reached in an older study about organizational develop-

ment and sickness absence (Allegro 1973 l9l-193). In my opinion, thinking about

the top-down versus bottom-up dilemma is often handicapped by ideas about the

Tayloristic models6. All too often we reproduce the division between thinking and

doing (managers are supposed to think, workers are supposed not to tlink but only

to do) in the planning of implementation or improvemen?strategies.

The design - development dilemma

An important dilemma with the innovative process that is often discussed in litera-

ture, is the choice between a design or a development approach. Both have advan-
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tages and disadvantages. Process strategies are known to favour bottom-up

approaches (Van der Vlist 1993: 20-24).

The design-development dilemma is reflected in another dilemma concerning the role

of the consultant: the choice between the expert-role and the supportive role

(focusing on'the content or on the process). Allegro and Bruining (1985) describe

and analyze a contingency approach to the role! of the consultant in organizational

development: they try to overcome the dilemma by alternating the respective roles.

According to Swieringa & Wierdsma (1990: 148) this dilemma can be resolved by

an organizational learning approach. Teaching (the expert role) and consulting (the

supportive role) are then united in the process of helping an organization learning to

learn. Present research confirms this and it is also true for the implementation and

further improvement of management systems.

Three strategies for planned change

A fundamental theory about interventions was developed by Benne and Chin (Benne

& Chin 1986 (originally 1968)). They distinguished three basic strategies: rational-

empirical, normative-reeducative and power-force strategies. It seems useful to

compare the findings of this research with these three basic strategies, but firstly I
will give a concise overview of this theory.

Rational-empirical strategies are based on the assumption that people are basically

rational and always give priority to their rational and individual interests. These

strategies can be summarized as follows: tell the people about the proposed-change,

clarify what their personal benefits will be when the change is realized, and the

change will be accepted and achieved. Normative-reeducative strategies are based on

the axiom that people are not only rational, but that non-rational factors are even

more important for behavioural change. Social-cultural norms and values influence

patterns of behaviour, both now and in the future. The implication is that these

strategies will not only convince people to change their norms, but also to change

their attitudes, values, habits and social skills.

Power-force strategies are based on the idea that using power can change people's

behaviour. It supposes the willingness of the less powerful to comply with the rules

and the leadership of the powerful. The use of sanctions is important in these

strategies.

Actions are likely to generate reactions, the result being resistance to change. If
more pressure is used to achieve the desired change, the only result will be

increased resistance and frustration (Senge, 1990: 95-104). This explains why the

power-force strategy (the simple top-down implementation strategy) hardly proved

successful.

Rational-empiricat strategies are often used to implement quality management. The

impulse is the difference between the actual and the desirable situation. Much
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emphasis is put on what should be done, and this is often described in technical

terms; that is why these strategies are particularly popular in technology oriented

organizations. The weakness of these strategies is that less attention is paid to the

social or normative aspects of acceptation, or to the management of organizational

learning processes. It is therefore not surprising that these strategies are not very
successful; usually they require substantial effort over a long period. This explains

the public secret that the implementation of quality management in small and

medium sized firms has not been very successful so far (compare Van Hooft &
Teunissen 1990).

Normative-reeducative strategies fit best with organizational learning processesT. In
these strategies most attention is paid to the human aspect (the motivation and

creativity of people, the organizational culture, the leadership style, the participation

of people, etc), and so are most likely to increase the learning capabilify of organiz-

ations.

The importance of the learning capability
In chapter 4 the importance of the learning capability has been extensively analysed.

Several authors emphasize its importance for implementation processes.

"Usually too much attention is paid to solving problems and too little to increasing

the problem-solving capacity of the organization" (Bla:uw 1988: 114-115, about the

implementation of quality management), and the learning capacity. Substantial

support in the organization for the implementation process is essential to ensure the

organizational learning capability8. It is also important that the implementation

process is supported by learning processes, both individual and organizational,

including formal individual education (Ishikawa 1,986: 74-78,Imai 1986). Not only

top managers but also the workers are able to go though the collective learning

process that is needed to adopt a fundamentally different paradigm (Roobeek 1992,

she calls this "Stategic Bottom-up Management"). It is, however, often practically

impossible to organize such a process for everyone involved.

6.2.1.3 Continuous improvement and the importance of the learning

capability

The importance of organizational learning processes

In one of the scarce studies on joint environmental and quality management, positive

interactions were found in tasks and procedures, in the management system, and in

longJasting learning-processes accompanying the implementation of the system (van

der Woerdt 1990). These long-lasting learning-processes are known to require

substantial time. According to Deming (referring to the implementation of quality

management), companies with good general management will require five years, but
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many firms will require ten years (Deming 1990: 153). According to Ishikawa a

period of ten years is more realistic (Ishikawa 1986: 74). They maintain that the

time required for learning processes and acceptation of change is often underesti-

mated. In this way they implicitly confirm the importance of managing such

organizational learning processes.

Interestingly the importance of organizational learning has also been described in

recent economic literature. The traditional concept of optimization presupposes,

accoiding to this evolutionary economic theory, equilibrium between the organiz-

ation and its environment (Silverberg 1988: 551-553); but "the systems we see

around us are neither at, nor on their way, necessaily, to equilibium" (Allen 1988:

99). The consequences are that:

"Evolution does not lead to optinal behaviour because evolution concerns not onty

fficient performance but also the need for new discoveries. These can onty be

achieved by going 'beyond' the present system (Allen 1988: 108).

This going beyond the system, requires organizational learning: "In other words, in

the shifiing landscape of a world in continuous evolution, the abiliry to climb is
perhaps what counts, and what we see as a result of evolution are not species or

firms with 'optimal behaviour' at each instant, but rather actors that can leant!"

(Allen 1988: 107).

The learning capability and continuous improvement.

Imai (1986) describes two contrasting approaches to system improvement that have a

very different influence on the learning capability. He distinguishes the gradualist

approach of long term developments, which he calls improvement, and the great leap

forward approach of change, which is ca\led innovatione. Improvem€n, means to

achieve greater efficacy through learning, greater diligence, making better use of
existing facilities, etc. through changes in the system. The system's structure and

functions remain the same but they operate with greater efficacy or productivity: the

classical concept of optimization. Innovation is more dramatic than improvement. It
aims at higher levels of effectiveness by breaking through the existing levels; it
implicates a change of the system. As a consequence functions of subsystems will
change, some subsystems becoming superfluous while others may be required.

Innovation may be primarily technical or social, but both these aspects always go

together in the innovative process. Table 6.2 gives an overview of the features of
improvement and innovation.

According to.the Japanese experience, improvement often stimulates the implementa-

tion and acceptance of innovations. The Japanese industry was able to exploit some

Western innovations (eg. the Compact Disk) much better than the original inventors,
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because the Japanese focused ot improvement, while the Western inventors were

only focusing on innovation (Imai 1986: 32-34). In other words, problem solving

and improvement processes can contribute to the increase of the organizational

learning capability. By contrast focusing on innovations does not eontribute to the

development of the organizational learning capability. It may rather generate

learning disabilities because thinking about improvements is discouraged when the

focus is on innovations, and only a few experts will be involved in the monitoring of
externally developed innovations.

Table 6.2 Features of improvemen/o and innovotion (quoted from
Imai 1986: 24)

characteristic improvemenl innovation

effect long term and long lasting, but
undramtic

short-term but dramatic

pace small steps big steps

time frame continuous and incremental intermittent and non-
incremental

change gradual and constant abrupt and volatile

involvement everybody select few 'champions'

approach collectivism, group effors,
sysrcm approach

rugged individualism, individ-
ual items and efforts

mode maintenance and improvement scrap and rebuild

spark conventional know-how and
state of the art

technological breakthroughts,
new inventions, new theories

practical requirements requires little invesEnent but
great effort to maintain it

requires large investments but
little effort to maintain it

effort orientation people technology

evaluation criteria process and efforts for better
results

results for profits

advantage works well in slow-growth
economy

better suited to fast-growth
economy

There are close relationships between problem solving and improvement: a problem

can be regarded as an opportunity for improvement, while an overlooked opportunity

easily becomes a problem (eg. because the competitors use it). The vital step from

problem solving to improvement is that of taking a broader orientation on the

problem and its potential solutions (compare also to table 3.13). This can turn up

information w[rich is the basis for real improvement or even innovation (Juran 1964:

361). Attention to their future impact is also vital, because: "Today's problems come

from yesterday's solutions" (Senge 1990: 58). In this way problem solving can also
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be expected to contribute to learning capability of organizations. This was actually

shown to be the case in the learning interventions described in chapter 4.

System diversity
According to the evolutionary economic theory already mentioned the concept of

system diversiry is vital to the learning capability. "We require people who, for
whatever reason, do not simpty respond to the information which exists about the

present returils on effort. On the other hand, people who represent 'normality' and

will be the ones to push arry particular activiry to its ultimate excellence, are also

needed. We require the right compromise betvveen 'local experimentation' and a

igid monoculture of efficient production techniques" (Allen 1988: 108).

System diversity must be maintained over a period if a system is to avoid stagnation

and display sufficient resilience. It appears to be bought at the cost of lower overall

efficiency compared to a uniformly 'optiriral' structure, but the evolutionary

procedure generally displays greater robustness, (ie. lower sensitivity to the mis-

specification of the optimization problem and to fluctuations in the environment). In

a complex social system, any single 'cultural consensus' as to what goals are, if
strictly adhered to, would greatly reduce the diversity of the system and make it
more fragile and less capable of adaptation (Silverberg 1988: 553-554).

The concept of system diversity might also be of help in putting the standardization

and certification of management systems in a more creative and so less bureaucratic

perspective.

Can organizational devices contribute to organizational learning?

It seems logical to say that organizations can only learn thrdugh the individuals in

the organization, but it may, be interesting to explore whether organizations can learn

otherwise. If computers can learn via artificial intelligence, why can't organizations

learn via organizational intelligence ? .
In that case organizations will require several data processing devices. It will be

necessary to monitor critical activities (reflective observation) let's say the emission

of vapour via a valve.

This monitoring may comprise on-line evaluation of relevant findings. If problems

with the valve turn up, important data (specifications, maintenance) can be used to

improve the predictions about the reliability of such parts. The lessons learned about

such valves can be aggregated in special data systems. In this way data processing,

and, more in general, Management Information Systems may stimulate the learning

of organizations; in complex situations the organizational "memory" can be organ-

ized very efficaciously this way.

A second dimension of organizational learning processes, concerns the internal

communication often via cooperation. In the frst place, a co[lmon conceptual
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framework is needed for communication (the psychological map of Argyris), such as

a mission statement about the objectives and the strategies for working conditions,

environment and quality.

Cross-functional cooperation is also important, and can be made structural (eg. via

quality control circles). Communication and cooperation remain, of course, primar-

ily human centred actiyities. This can be supported by procedures for internal

communication, the starting of new quallty control circles etc.

The third dimension is the cultural. Organizational learning requires an "openness"

to new problems (ie. to see them as opportunities for learning), it requires the

creativity of people, the active support and so the participation of key actors,

including leadership. Like communication and cooperation, the cultural dimension

puts the human factor in the centre.

People as the key to continuous improvement

People are vital because their creativity is required to improve systems (organiz-

ations, management systems) and organizational learning can only be achieved

through individual learning. As Ishikawa says:

"Total Quality Control starts with education and ends up with education. If we want

to implement Total Quality Control, everyone in the firm has to be educated

continuously, from the Chairman of the Board of Directors to the production

worker" (Ishikawa 1986: 37)tt.

This must not, however, be understood as a plea for the traditional "behavioural"

approaches. It is generally accepted in quality literature tlrat a very high percentage

of the identified protdems are caused by system defects. These vary from 94%

(Deming 1990: 315), to 90% (Vorsunan 1990: 28), to 75 - 80% (Ishikawa 1986:

124). So for the activities of most people the system determines most of their

behavioural alternatives; system improvement and individual learning should

somehow go togeth'er.

This implies a vital dilemma: how do you start, with motivation or organization?

The answer given in quality literature is clear: there is no sense motivating unsat-

isfied people (Deming 1990 chapter 2, Crosby 1990: 143, Vorstrnan 1990: 135).

Juran makes a fine statement which illustrates this:

"If management tries to motivate the workers to do a bener job without first cleaning

up its own house, the tendency is for the people to see nwnagement coming to them

with difi hands".

It is important to emphasize that although people often perceive the system as

something that stands apart from them they are part of the system (the organization,

management system). This is as true for top managers as for workers (eg Johnson
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1990). If people (managers as well as workers) are not aware of their personal role

in the functioning and development of the system (orlanization, management system)

they can never act proactively (compare subsection 6.1.2).

The dilemma of whether to start with motivation or with organization can only be

solved when somebody initiates system improvements. Managers havq of course, a

special responsibility for the system: adequate actions by managers are vital in
initiating system improvement. This is illustrated by a quotation from Crosby:

"The persons needing the motivation are the morutgers, not the workers" (Crosby

1990: 63).

For the workers it is the other way around: if the system is well-organized, motiv-

ation will result.

From a theoretical point the double nature of the relation between people and the

organization is not yet clarified. It might be interesting to explore the use of the

structuration theory of Antony Giddens, the'only theory known to me that tries to

overcome the contradictions between "the system determines the behaviour of
people" and "the behaviour of people determines the system" (Giddens 1984).

All the relevant human capacities have to be used and developed; active human

resources management is the consequence. Organizations should invest in increased

qualification and education of its personnel and in supporting and stimulating their

efforts to improve processes (Imai 1986: l8). In other words: "supportive leadership

is essential" (Deming 1990: 77-86 ; 248- 275). In a secondary analysis of the cases

of the five frontrunner firms of chapter 3 (described in Zwetsloot & Sprengers 1992:

64-144) that focuses on the relationship between the functioning of management

systems for working conditions and the organizational culture, it was concluded that

both participatory and supportive leadership stimulate the functioning of management

systems (Van der Nagel 1993). Van der Vlist (1991: 13) emphasizes the "future

effectiveness function" of tradership, which means its aiming at the effective and

efficient functioning of the group, also in the future.

With respect to other aspects of the system, job improvement will be necessary to

eliminate dull jobs (structure). Technology and organization should be tools to

improve the functioning of qualified people and may not dominate them.

New forms of participation are important: it is the essence bf "human resources

management philosophy" to give people more responsibilities, to use more of their

talents and to stimulate their creativify. This proves to be very important for the

three management systems (compare Russel (1991), Marciniak (1991) and Noro et

al (1991)). The human aspect implies that participation is not only a way of involv-

ing people, but it has also the inherent value of contributing to their self-fulfilment

(Geers 1988).
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If people are stimulated in their creativity, and are willing to redefine their personal

role, they will relate their personal objectives to tlose of the organization. As a

consequence they have to rethink, individually and collectively, both the strategies to

reach these objectives, and the roles 0f other people involved in them, They will
become aware of tacit factors-in-the corporate culture.that impede organizational

learning processes, and learn how they can deal with them. They will take a new

look at technology and the contribution that technology can make in reaching the

new objectives. Don't we have too much trust in technical measures? By thinking

about the system defects they see the role of the systems structure, for instance,

leading to problems in cooperation due to a too hierarchical structure. If that

rethinking about the organization leads to better consequent behaviour, a virtuous

organizational process starts and continuous improvement will result.

In this way, the management of continuous improvement requires an integral

approach of the management of "planned change" and of Human Resources Manage-

ment (this was also concluded by Van lreuwen & Waszink 1993: 5).

x-.::.::,frT;Ln for a new kind of implementation strategy seems to direct rhe

implementation processes from the start on the increase in the organization's

learning capability. After all, an increase in the organizational learning capability is,

in the long run, even more important than a temporary improvement of the system

(compare table 3.13). Especially the improvement of work processes (broad jobs

encompassing regulation tasks, safe and ergonomically designed workplaces etc) in

combination with educational activities may generate win/win situations almost from
the start (both increase the learning capability).

This will be a stimulus to reinforce this learning process. Such a strategy was partly

(and implicitly) followed by Rubber (chapter 3), and is suggested in some organiz-

ational literature (Van der Zwaan 1991). Today there are several examples of firms

that started by increasing their learning capability in this way, (eg. Den Hartog

1988, Terra 1990), but a follow-up to the implementation of a complete quality

management system has not yet been described.

Another option, described in this research, is to start with a learning intervention
(see chapter 4). When behavioural change is defined as the first objective, manage-

ment support will be required for follow-up activities and this will lead to a manage-

ment agenda, etc. In this way the increase in the organizational learning capability

goes hand in hand with the implementation of successive elements of a management

system.
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6.2.2 The strengths and weaknesses of this research

General strengths and weaknesses

Important characteristics of this study are that it has been based upon observation of
the whole, on interdisciplinary approaches, on focusing on interactions and that it
concerned unique processes. The most important advantages of this approach are that

it offers opportunities to achieve in-depth knowledge about objectives and strategies,

that it is likely to generate useful information for decision-making and handling, and

that it leads to conclusions about the whole (Vester 1991:43). The profundity of

understanding that is achieved is one of the strengths of this research. The marked

authenticity of the data used in the analyses is another.

But this approach also has its weaknesses: it is difficult to generate conclusions that

are completely scientifically proven, and it is difficult to go into details. I have tried

to compensate as much as possible for the disadvantages by representing the data

used in the empirical chapters (3 and 4) in a systematic and quite detailed manner,

and by consequently referring the findings to these descriptions. Representativeness

has been less important. The explorative and qualitative nature of this research

makes it, however, possible to draw some valuable general conclusions (compare

Van der Zwaan 1990).

Many people desire a recipe for the joint management of working conditions,

environment and quality, or want to know the best way to implement a management

system, etc, Although our understanding of joint management has increased, and

successful strategies have been identified as well as the methodologies and concepts

that are important for these successful strategies, each organization will have to

determine its own approaches. The results of this research are especially valuable for

increasing the learning capability of organizations that want to develop their own

specific approach.

The focus of this research was put on experiences with synergy (chapter 3),

organizational learning processes (chapter 4) or both (chapter 5). As a result the

conclusions on the value of these dimensions to the joint management of working

conditions, environment and quality are dominant. Proactive approaches were shown

to be very important.

A lot of attention was given to the implementation and.functioning of management

systems. In the cases described in chapter 4, the organizational learning processes

were, however, regarded as more important than the planned implementation of

management systems. Valuable findings about the nature of organizational processes

resulted, but if all the cases analysed had concerned planned implementation

processes, more conclusions about implementation, and probably fewer conclusions
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about the relationship between individual and organizational learning, would have

resulted.

In chapter 5 the main findings of chapters 3 and 4.have been applied to a relevant

area of technological development. It was an innovation (as far as I know) to carry

out technology assessment in terms of organizational learning processes. Hitherto

this type of research focused on decision making processes. The organizational

learning approach comprises this attention to decision making, but makes it possible

to give specific attention to five other categories of learning aspects (see table 4.1).

As a result the analyses can increase in depth and become more dynamic.

Limitations due to the materials used

This research has been grounded largely in the analyses of the experiences of
frontrunner firms (explicitly in chapter 3, more implicitly also in chapter 4). Front-

runner firms are, of course, not generally representative, but they are interesting

because they have the most extensive experience in "running". Consequently the

results of some paragraphs are only representative for the category of front-runner

firms. The paragraphs in chapter 3 about the abstract level (conceptualizations and

motives), for example, give a good understanding of the thinking and motives that

are important for industrial front-runner firms. For non-front-runner firms,

conceptualizations and motives will be fundamentally different in some respects.

Limitations due to the models used

To describe and analyze the functioning of organizations as well as management

systems, the kiden Octahedron (fig 2.2) has been used. This model proved to be

valuable for the analysis of the interactions between the management systems and the

organizations as a whole; but it is a static model while the organizations and

management systems are dynamic. This restricts its usefulness. With use of the

kiden Octahedron model it was impossible to analyze, for example, the interactions

between the cultures and the strategies of organizations. Kolb's model of experiential

learning processes was dynamic and compensated partly for this.

It is probably the first time that this organizational learning model has been used to

aralyze the development of the management or joint management of working

conditions, environment and quality. It seems a fruitful approach; it offers a valuable

analytical framework with an interesting conceptual background.
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6.2.3 lmportant issues for future development

6.2.3.1 Standardization and Certification
It can be attractive for organizations to have certified management systems for the

management of working conditions, environment or quality, and so certification may

be a stimulus to their management. Certification is most attractive for frontrunners

because they can prove they are better by having a certificate. When their competi-

tors also have certificates this no longer discriminates them. Higher standards or the

winning of prestigious prizes can have a similar impact.

For the development of the joint management of working conditions, environment

and quality, it will be vital that certification does not impede synergy (compare to

section 3.5. - 3.1). Standards and certification procedures should be approached

integrally and a common basis would seem essential.

Present standards for quality management, the ISO 9000 series, are often considered

a basis for future joint certification, but they have four serious disadvantages:

presently they are hardly useful for quality management in service organizations

wherc the interactions with the customers play a prominent role (eg. in the hotel

industry or consultancy organizations), they do not comprise requirements for
continuous improvement (which will be vital for the societal acceptation of the

management of working conditions and environment and was the reason for Japan to

evaluate the series as insufficient for quality management), and the requirements of
socieryt2 are only regarded as limiting conditions because the standards are primar-

ily meant for contractual situations and they are not well suited for small and

medium-sized firmst3.
Nevertheless the ISO 9000 standards are the present standard and it is very unlikely

that it will be replaced by another more productive standardr4. The ISO standard

will, however, probably be redesigned rather fundamentally in 1997 or 1998. If the

former-mentioned issues of interactions with the customers, continuous improvement

and requirements of society then become integrated into the ISO 9000 series, that

would be an excellent starting point for a joint standardization for the management

of working conditions, environment and quality.

Because the redesign of these standards can have a decisive influence it is useful to

pay attention to,the advice of the Strategic Advisory Group Environment of the ISO

(ISO/SAGE 1992). The SAGE has proposed an integral model for future manage-

ment system standards (see figure 6.2). lt encompasses a generic management

system and a set of, related but more specific management systems. If this model is

adopted and an organization wants to become certified, for instance, for its quality

management, it will have to meet the requirements of the generic management
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system and the quality system. In this way certification in one of the areas will
automatically form an excellent basis for the management in the related areas.

This model is very interesting and it deserves extensive discussion. A hurdle to

discussion is that there are presently not even draft standards for such a generic

management system, and the same is true of standards for management systems for
working conditions (safety and health).

Figure 6.2 Model of integrated standards for management systems as proposed by

SAGE (1992: 9)
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It seems rather inconsistent to distinguish different management systems for sub

aspects as is done in this model of integrated standards for management systems.

Environmental management systems should, for instance, cover the management of
emissions, wastes, chain control, energy and the environmental aspects of products

(compare table 2.2). Any environmental management system that does not comprise

of all of them is barely credible, and similar things hold for the two other manage-

ment systems.

In my opinion the joint management of quality, environment and working conditions

should form the basis for the generic management system, and should also include

requirements for interaction with the customer, continuous improvement and societal

needs15.

Present standards implicitly emphasize the differences between the three management
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systems and are a hurdle for management system synergy (see par 3.5). Whether we

need a standard for a generic management system or not, the standards should be

tuned to ensure preconditions for the creation and use of the synergies between the

three areas. This process of tuning will require intensive cooperation between the

respective experts and general managers, on an equal basis, each with a learning and

proactive attitude. It will require a very interesting societal learning process in the

future. The findings described in this book can be useful in defining some of the

directions of this future research.

6.2.3.2 Who will define the issues?

During this research it was often important to realize who was expressing an

opinion, evaluating an experience, explaining a problem, etc. We all know that there

are many different stakeholders inside and outside organizations, each with their own

specific interests and jargons. From the beginning the importance of interdisciplinary

approaches was clear to me; they formed a basis for a better understanding of such

complex situations.

Yet it was a surprise to me how much the perceptions of different people could vary

with respect to issues related to the management or joint management of working

conditions, environment and quality. Some people said they were solving problems

while they were actually shifting problems to another area. Emissions or accidents

were sometimes regarded by some as a normal part of the job, while others saw

them as serious problems that required a rapid solution. Some people were Yery

satisfied about their contribution to an implementation process, but were not aware

that this had irritated other people and so had generated so much resistance to

change that it was actually impeding further improvements.

The newness of the subject of joint management implies that common languagesl6

have barely been developed. Contrasting terms and perceptions are often found. In
such situations it is very important how phenomena will be defined. I will illustrate

this with tlte example of the functions of management systems.

During this research many people expressed different opinions about the function of
management systems. These concerned two dimensions:
* The objective: is it to improve the organization's performance in the respective

aspects or its general performance?
* The domain definition: is it meant to influence all activities and circumstances

that are relevant to the objective, or only intentionally undertaken activities?

These two dimensions imply four categories which can be represented as a two by

two matrix (see table 6.2)
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dimensions the domain comprises all
activities that are relevant
to the objective.
The system concerns an
aspect of the total organ-
ization.

the domain comprises
only intentionally under-
taken activities (relevant
to the objective); the
system has a "tool of
management " character.

the objective is improv-
ing the performance in
the respective aspects

I
improving the organizat-
ion's performance in an
aspect by influencing all
relevant activities

m
improving the organiz-
ation's performance in
one aspect by being a
tool for improving a set

of specific activities

the objective is improv-
ing the organization's
general performance

II
improving the organizat-
ion's total performance
by influencing all rel-
evant activities

IV
improving the organiz-
ation's general perforrn-
ance by being a tool for
improving a set of speci-
fic activities

Table 6.2 A matrix of the functions of management systems

Now I will describe concisely the most important characteristics of these four

categories, paying special attention to the consequences for synergy and learning,

and to the advocates of the respective categories

I Improving the organization's performance in one aspect by influencing all
relevant activities.

This category represents the societal interest in the good management of either of the

aspects. It is result oriented: the output is most important (good working conditions,

excellent environmental protection and perfect qualrty i.e. effectiveness is most

important). It doesn't maffer very much how that is achieved, neither tools nor cost

are really interesting. Tools or the management of an organizational learning process

can only be inleresting in so far as they increase the capacity to improve the

performance. Common aspect synergy and management system synergy are interest-

ing because they will increase the organization's effectiveness in the aspects.

This view is often found in extemal stakeholders such as govenrmental agencies (for

working conditions and environmental protection), customers, environmental groups,

and potential employees. in the labour market. Inside organizations, the main

advocates of this view are often the respective experts, and - specifically in the case

of working conditions: the workers.
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II Improving the organization's total perJormance by influencing all relevant

activities.

This category represents the organizational general interest in the good management

of the aspects. It emphasizes the benefits for the organization as a whole, for

example, its contribution to the continuity of the firm. Not only effectiveness is

.important; it is just as important to increase productivity and overall-efficiency.

Optimization is usually defined by comparison with the competitors. Managing

working conditions, environment and quality are regarded as aspects of general

management. Integration in general management is evidentially important. That is

why thq management has to be specific to the organization.

In this category managing one of the aspects is less likely to become an objective in

itself (avoiding suboptimization), and the use of all three forms of synergy are

regarded as important and are likely to be stimulated. Specific organizational

learning processes are closely linked to the general organizational development.

The main advo0ates of this view are top managers and general management consul-

tants. When the continuity of the firm is no longer ensured, other actors (employees,

unions and governmental bodies) generally have a growing enthusiasm for this view.

Ill Improving the organization's p,erformance in the aspect by being a tool for
improving a set of specirtc activities.

In this category it is emphasized that management systems are a management tool

and without excellent tools, neither a good output (effectiveness) nor good productiv-

ity can be ensured. When the management is adequate, improved performance in the

area will automatically result. This "tool" presupposes an already existing policy that

requires tools for its realization (compare ISO 1987 a,b). The policy is regarded as

rather a precondition than a part of the system. This is true during the stages of
design and implementation of management systems, but when the management

systems function this is rather questionable: it implies that a vital aspect of manage-

ment is not influenced by the management system. According to Senge (1990: 20-

21), this should be regarded as a characteristic of being reactive (compare to

6.t.2.t)

Usually all activities that are intentionally undertaken to improve the performance in

the aspect are influenced by the management system. The implicit consequence of

this approach is that other activities in the organization that do not purposely

contribute to the goals of the management system, such as the culture in the

organization, are not managed. This is also true for the unintended consequences of

intended activities: they are easily overlooked, and seldom managed.

Because the management focuses on activities that are intentionally undertaken to

influence a specific aspect, the organization will not be very sensitive to opportun-
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ities for synergy, and contradictions between the areas can easily arise. The learning

of the organization is usually rather pedantic: from the beginning it is supposed to be

clear what is important, and everything else is usually neglected.

The main advocates of this view are managers, who feel they are themselves not

part of the system, and management consultants specialized in one area. It is notable

that most literature about management systems is written by and for such experts.

This is a hurdle to the further development of joint management systems.

IY Improving the organization's general performance by being a tool for
improving a set of specific activities

In this category the 'tool's' character is emphasized again, but now aiming at the

contribution to the improvement of general management. As with category two,

besides effectiveness, productivity and overall efficiency are important. With respect

to the management of activities not purposely undertaken or of unintended conse-

quences, there are similar disadvantages to those in category three. Because integra-

tion into general management is important, offering a wider perspective, it is less

likely to impede the use of opportunities for synergy. Organizational learning

processes tend to be pedantic, as is the case with category three.

Advocates of this view are often managers, who do not acknowledge that they

belong to the system, and general management consultants.

It should be noted that these four views have different consequences for the defini-
tion of management systems in terms of essential elements, for audits which are

meant to evaluate the system, and they sometimes also imply different operational

activities. Every management system involves different internal and external

stakeholders; a variety of viewpoints is inherent in any management system. For

communication it will be increasingly important to be aware of this.

Presently I think all four points of view are important. Probably it is useful to

combine the four views into a new, broader definition: the function of a management

system is to contribute to the improvement of the organization's performance in an

aspect, to contribute to general management, and to provide tools to achieve this.

Who will be able to define the issues?

People or organizations that are able to define the new issues, the problems and their

solutions, or the opportunities, will actually be able to determine organizational and

societal agendas. This will force others stakeholders to adopt reactive and defensive

approaches.

This research shows that the best strategy is generally a collective learning process

and this seems also relevant here. The greatest learning capability (both for organiz-

ations and society) is achieved when all important actors participate in the learning
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process. This requires a positive attitude towards the other actors (the workers, the

managers, the macro policy bodies, etc). It is, however, to be expected that many

stakeholders will use their power to push their definitions, or will follow defensive

strategies and pedantic approaches that are likely to impede the desirable collective

learning processes.

6.3 Recommendations

6.3.1 To organizations
The joint management of working conditions, environment and quality implies

opportunities for synergy. Even in front-runner firms these have not been used

systematically until now. For organizations it will be important to develop an

integral approach to these three areas including their interaction with general

management.

synergy improves the management in each area. consequently the optimum manage-

ment in each field depends -to a certain degree- on the relationships with the others.

The strategy to create management system synergy usually depends on differences in

stages of development in the three areas. Marked differences favour analogous

management strategies, while similar stages of development favour integration

sfategies.

The further development of joint management - also in relationship to suppliers and

customers - will become increasingly important as a means of improving the

competitiveness of organizations. This is illustrated by a quotation from the Euro-

pean manager for health, safety & environment for General Electric Plastics, already

used in the heading of chapter L; "The nineties will be a peiod of slow growth or

even stagnation. Competitiveness will depend mainly on intemal effectiveness and

fficiency. OrganizAtions thnt do not deal adequately with ioint maruryemcnt systems

for working conditions, environment and qualiry will not be able to survive this

decade (Vos 1992).

It will be especially relevant foi organizations to assess the lessons learned in the

respective areas and to discuss them in order to be able to use these experiences in

the other areas. This actually implies that the management or joint management in

these three areas should be regarded as an organizational learning process' People in

organizations should be aware of this learning process' It implies that the develop-

ment of the joint ma&rgement should be undertaken as an organizational process of

learning to learn. It will especially be relevant to assess the organization's learning

disabilities, and to formulate consequent strategies for increasing this learning
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capability.

Another important aspect is that the creativity and personal development of people is

important in the development of the joint management. It requires the involvement
of all key actors: of top managers for taking crucial decisions, of middle managers

for the required close relationship between decision-making and acting, and of
people on the shop flooi, who are often the most knowledgeable about existing
problems and their causes. This should be supported by educational activities.

Finally it is important not to focus too much on problems. Oppornrnities are even

more important. It is vital to monitor societal developments, because they offer
many opportunities and make it possible to anticipate problems. Strategies directed at
prevention at source, and at benefits to win will become increasingly important.

They will actually form a precondition for successful organizational learning and so

for the continuous improvement that is required for the survival of every orgariz-
ation.

6.3.2 To sector organizations
Sector organizations can be very stimulating for the improvement of the management

or joint management, of working conditions, environment and quality. Some

industrial sector-organizations have already made it obligatory to have management

systems (eg. the Dutch Painting Industry (for working conditions and environment

and in several countries, the Chemical Industry (the Responsible Care programme)).

The general upgrading of the reputation of these sectors seems the dominant reason.

There can be no doubt that this is an important development.

Presently there is a trend to develop model-management systems as examples for the

member organizations. This research has shown that these are useful as tools for
learning, but not as blueprints to copy. The unique identity of each organization

requires specific approaches.

The synergies between the three management systems, and the development of
integral approaches, will become increasingly important for sector organizations.

Especially for small and medium sized firms, three distinct systems will often be too

many. One system with several similar modules or a simple but integrated system

seems more adequate.

Sector organizations can play an important role in pilot projects and in the dissemi-

nation of beneficial experiences to their members. Just as with organizations, it is

advisable not to wait until the problems become dominant in the sector, but to
develop proactive approaches.

6.3.3 To the social partners
The joint management of working conditions, environment and quality, and the
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strategic implications of an integral approach will be important to the social partners.

The benefits of synergy should be strongly emphasized. This will imply a shift in

current policies.

Until now, employers organizations have been mainly interested in transferring

lessons learned in the field of quality management to environmental management

(Van der Kolk & Maas 1992). This is in itself positive, but of rather limited interest.

A policy comprising all three areas in an equal way will be much more beneficial:

there are more lessons to be exchanged, and this will also benefit quality manage-

ment and will stimulate a better learning approach.

For employers organizations it is important to stimulate their members to retain

maximum freedom of action. As we have seen in chapter 3, organizations can easily

choose defensive strategies that may endanger this freedom of action in the longer

run, while more proactive alternatives are available. For employers organizations it

seems therefore vital to scrutinize their policies in this respect.

It is very important that the employers in the chemical industry develop the Respon-

sible Care Program, even though it is a reaction to their poor societal reputation.

Part of the Responsible Care Program is to communicate honestly with external

stakeholders over their management of societal requirements. This development will

generate very valuable for lessons for many other sectors.

lastly, it seems important to develop proactive approaches to new forms of direct

participation. This research shows that involvement at all levels is important, and an

employers organization like the European Foundation for Quality Management

(EFQM) stimulates participatory approaches (Pentecost 1991). But all too often

employers organizations regard participatory approaches as policies that imply

"loosing power", and so they persist in defensive strategies, and neither the

employers organizations nor their members are able to learn optimally.

For the unions the relationship between the management of working conditions and

environmental protection is already very important (Eshuis & Van der Valk 1991).

They see the close relationships between problems and opporunities in both areas

(common aspects and opportunities for common aspect synergy). The unions also

want to increase the participation of the workers in environmental management; that

is positive because that is vital for good organizational learning processes. But.this

desire for more participation is often a threat to the employers, so they try to impede

it. This is why it is attractive for the unions to try to extend the legal rights of

worker's representatives in the field of working conditions to environmental

management. For the employers organizations this is regarded as an even greater

threat, etcl7.

It seems fruitful for unions to pay more attention to the relationships between

working conditions and quality management. Their members in the firms generally
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regard quality management as a workers' interest because they see it as a way to
safeguard employment and to create opportunities to increase vocational qualifica-

tions. The Dutch unions are, presently, inlerested in the relationships between
quality and the 'quality of work', but not yet in the relationships between quality
management and the management of working conditions or environmental protec-

tionr8. A fruitful approach seems to be to further assess the contribution of good

working conditions (and so of their management) to human resources management,

individual as well as organizational learning and to environmental and quality
management. This may clarify the importance of improving workplaces, job content

and factors in the working environment for environmental and qualify management,

and may also stimulate direct participation.

Decisiors about the management of the three areas will increasingly require a
strategic approach and an overview of complex management systems. For unions

and their members this will require an equal learning effort to that made by the

organizations. If the unions are not aware of this, the strategic decisions will be

made by the employers' organizations and the macro policy bodies, and the unions

will only be able to react to them.

6.3.4 To macro policy bodies
This study shows that tlere are many opportunities for organizations to achieve

intelligent combinations of the three management systems. The same is true for the

most involved governmental bodies (In the Netherlands this are respectively the

Ministries of Social Affairs and Employment, Physical Planning, Housing and

Environment, and Economic Affairs). There are common aspects, overlaps as well
as contradictions in their policies. Besides their specific objectives, these bodies have

a common interest: the adequate functioning of management systems in organiz-

ations. This implies that they have an interest in adequate corporate cultures, large

regulation capacities on the shop floor, the exchange of learning experiences, the

learning of organizations and people, etc. Similar aspects are also directly relevant

to the effectiveness and productivity of the governmental agencies themselves.

Coordinated action between the three ministries will be just as beneficial as within
firms because it will improve the credibility of the governmental policies, and so the

acceptance of thos0 policies. A well known rule of thumb says:

Effectiveness of policy : Qualit] of policy X Acceptance

When this rule is applied to the functioning of macro policy bodies, it reveals an

enormous opportunity for all three ministries to greatly improve there joint efficacy.
This recommendation has already been formulated in the preceding report about the

research for chapter 3 (Zwetsloot & Sprengers 1992). lt initiated an interdepart-
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mental committee aiming at the coordination of policies regarding management

systems in companies; that formulated as the joint counter concept. This committee

has generated several recommendations (Van Hezk 1992) and a series of joint pilot

projects are now being carried out. Although this is a promising response, there is

still a long way to go. The implication is that these ministries - more or less the

symbols of bureaucracies- will have to develop a learning approach, which will
require a dramatic cultural change.

A problem is that the Ministries of Social Affairs and Employment, and Housing,

Physical Planning and the Environment, not only emphasize the importance of self-

regulation for firms, but also require politically short-term improvements.

This often leads to policies intended to increase regulation and enforce it, even in

areas where this cannot be expected to be successful. As a result these p.olicies often

stimulate short-term management and impede organizational learning processes not

only in firms, but also in the policy organizations themselves.

A sharper distinction between policies aimed at legislation and enforcement for dull

or malicious firms on the one hand, and at the stimulation of bona fide firms on the

other seems vital.

For the majority of firms the government has an interest in stimulating a general

increase in effectiveness, because it has a clear interest in the societal optimum

(otherwise problems are shifted to society at large). It will be important to pay more

attention to the influence of the government via the market. When firms are only

contracted by governmental agerrcies or purchased by them, if they are able to

demonstrate that they have well-functioning management systems for working

conditions, environment and qualiry, the stimulus would probably be much more

effective than that generated by existing policies.

Macro policy bodies should become more customer-oriented (a general quality

requirement) and develop a learning attitude towards their own interests and

strategies. It will be important to regard their colleagues as key actors with whom to

cooperate. This will give opportunities for coordination and future integration and

for the elimination of contradictions, and will increase the credibility and so the

effectiveness and productivity of these policy bodies.

6.3.5 To consultants
To most consultants the synergy concept opens a new perspective. It will become

important to start cooperating with consultants in the other areas. Only strategic

alliances between consulting organizations can guarantee a good performance in

every area.
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Interdisciplinary cooperation implies opporhrnities to learn. The development of a

learning attitude will also be needed to be able to support organizational learning

processes adequately. It will be important to develop rewarding implementation

strategies; simple top-down strategies are out-dated. At the diagnosis stage of
consultancy projects it will become important to assess learning disabilities. More

effort should be directed at the increase of organizational learning capabilities and

less to the solution of temporary problems. The concept of the learning organization

will be important to this development.

6.3.6 Suggestions for further research and development
This study explores a new field of research, and it therefore generates many

opporhrnities for further research. There are actually two important categories: that

which stems from the limitations of this research, and that which arises because of
the new perspectives and expected future trends.

This research has clarified the synergy concept in a qualitative way, but it may be

vital to quantify the benefits in terms of increased effectiveness, time gained, and

productivity. The same can be said of the factors that influence the creation and use

of synergy: we can now understand them, but their relative importance, their

interaction etc. should be further explored. It also seems very relevant to explore the

concept of continuous improvement, and to use the concept of the learning organiz-

ation for its management.

Until now little is known about joint management systems in small and medium-

sized firms, but they represent the majority of firms and will have a tremendous

influence on the development of working conditions, environment and quality. In
larger firms there seems a tendency to decentralize and to create relatively small

semi-autonomous units. This seems positive for t}te learning capability of these

organizations, but many of the consequences to the managements in the three areas

are still unknown (eg the consequences for the division of specific tasks in the

organizations)re.

This research has analysed the learning of organizations with respect to the manage-

ment in the three areas, but this could be complimented by research that focuses

primarily on the learning process that is implied by the implementation of manage-

ment systems.

Proactive approaches were shown to be important, and the front-runner firms

revealed interesting examples of this. Research into these approaches will become

increasingly important in the future.

Is it possible to determine objectively the learning capability of organizations in

these three areas, the relative influence of learning disabilities, or of learning

interventions?
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Other important aspects concern standardization and certification. Today there are

only international standards for quality management, while there are draft standards

for environmental management. For the management of working conditions (or more

narrowly for safety and health) these are still to be developed.

Present qualrty standards are often praised but also often criticized. Seyeral topics

that are shown to be important in this research could become important for future

standards.

But is it possible to set standards which assure continuous improvement (or the

increase of the organizational learning capability)? Is it possible to determine criteria

which assure the creation and use of oppornrnities for synergy?

A challenging subject seems to be the development of models and criteria for the

optimum tuning of the respective management systems and their standards ? How

can we structurally preclude the suboptimization tendency of separated systems? Can

a "generic management system" contribute to this, or will it be to generic and

abstract to be of any practicle relevance (see subsection 6.2.1)? Will it be possible to

standardize and certificate a generic management system as such ? or only in
combination with working conditions, environment or quality ?
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Notes
1. Virtuous processes are the opposite of the well known vicious processes: desired processes

that reinforce themselves (see Senge 1990: 80-83).

2. Maas and Doeleman are a little arnbiguous; their main approach is clearly to use the lessons

learned in quality management, but they also give examples of win-win situations.

3. This definition is narrower than the concept of primary prevention, the narrowest concept

used in medical literature (ie. the preventi0n of diseases).

4. It goes without saying that measures like ventilation, as curing a disease, can be useful in a
given situation for a certain length of time.

5. Management involvement is a requirement for quality management according to the ISO 9001
standard (ISO 1987a).

6. Compare to the statement of Konosuke Matshushita that was already quoted in par 3.8, "We

are going to win and the Industrial West is going to lose out: Your firms are built on the

Toylor model; even worse: so are your heads. We are beyond the Taylor model!"

7. Modern Japanese implementation strategies for quality management as described by Ishikawa
and Imai, are also dominantly normative reeducative.

8. Blauw uses the term innovative capacity. The terms innovative capaciry, problem solving
capacity and learning capability are often used by different authors as synonyms (Cozijnsen
1986: 43).

9. Juran calls this breakthrough (Ivan 1964: 359\.

10. Imai calls improvement processes: KAI ZEN (Imai 1986: 23).

I I . This corresponds to what in table 4. I was the learning category of: the acrual involvement of
everybody who should be involved.

12. See ISO 1991: 12.

13. A possible explanation is that control by procedures and instructions is derived from using the
"machine" metaphor in the thinking about organizations and management (Gazendam 1993:
8). Small and medium-sized firms are, however, no machine-bureaucracies. More productive
alternatives could be based on the "organism" or the "brain" metaphor (compare also to table
3.13: our thinking determines our systems).

14. Compare to the well known example in information processing: the MS-DOS standard has

severe draw backs compared to several alternatives, but it remains the international standard.

15. In the chemical industry very valuable experience with meeting societal needs has been
already gained in the Responsible Gare Program

16. A common language may offer what Argyris & Schdn call a psychological map, a precondi-
tion for organizational learning (Argyris & Schdn 1979).
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17. The errployer's organizatious in their turn do the opposite (avoidiqg a close lirtk with the
working conditions; and prefering to link environmental management only with quality
m+nagement). Unions and erryloyers' orgo"izatio* jointly follow a strategy that results in
the continuation of sociad suboptimization

Tlre Dutch union CNV is now (end 193) pre,paring a four year progam on this zubject.

Others eqhasize the reduction of stalf units ud expect a decrease of the innovative capacity
(Stevens & Smits 193).

18.

19.
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7 Samenvatting

Aan bedrijven worden steeds hogere eisen gesteld wat betreft hun prestaties ten

aanzien van arbeidsomstandigheden, milieu en kwaliteit. De zorg (management) voor

arbeidsomstandigheden is gericht op verbetering van de veiligheid, de gezondheid

, en het welzijn op het werk, alsmede op terugdringing van het ziekteverzuim. In de

zorg voor het milieu staan het beperken van emissies en van het ontstaan van

afvalstoffen, vermindering van het energieverbruik, het sluiten van kringlopen

(ketenbeheer) en het verbeteren van de milieu-eigenschappen van produkten centraal.

De kwaliteitszorg heeft tot doel de kwaliteit van produkten en diensten, alsmede de

klantgerichtheid te verbeteren en de leverbetrouwbaarheid te vergroten.

Verbetering van de prestaties op deze drie gebiedenl is zowel in het directe belang

van de bedrijven zelf (het geeft ze een concurrentie voordeel), maar is ook

maatschappelijk van groot belang. Het impliceert het ontstaan van drie "zorggebie-

den" die elkaar kunnen beinvloeden. Dit roept een nieuwe vraag op die in dit proef-

schrift centraal staat: Hoe kan de gecombineerde zorg voor arbeidsomstandigheden,

milieu en h,valiteit (combizorg) zo optinnal mogelijk vorm kijgen 2 Onder optimaal

wordt hier bedoeld: zo effectief mogelijk tegen zo min mogelijk kosten2.

Een belangrijk begrip (concept) bij het zoeken naar het antwoord op deze vraag is

dat van zorgsystemen (management systems); hierbij wordt de systeemtheorie

gebruikt om te komen tot een systematische en structurele organisatie van de zorg.

Dit maakt het mogelijk complexe verbanden te analyseren, tot een totaal-overzicht te

komen en toch desgewenst details nader te onderzoeken.

De zorg voor arbeidsomstandigheden, milieu en kwaliteit speelt zich in hoofdzaak af

in bedrijven en staat nooit los van de "normale" bedrijfsvoering. Ook organisaties

worden in dit onderzoek opgevat als systemen, en wel als open socioiechnische

systemen. Zij worden beschreven met behulp van zes dynamische aspecten van de

organisatie: doelen, strategie, structuur, technologie, cultuur en mensen (deze

vornen tezamen het model van de kidse Octaeder, afkomstig van Demenint et al

1989).

Bij het streven naar optimalisatie is het van belang om suboptimalisatie te vermijden.

Suboptimalisatie ontstaat door het te zeer nastreven van parti€le of lokale doelen,

bijvoorbeeld wanneer er naar wordt geStreefd elk van de drie zorgsystemen apart te

optimaliseren. Omdat de drie zorgsystemen elkaar beinvloeden leidt dit dan tot een

situatie waarbij het ene systeem deels ten koste kan gaan van een ander; het geheel
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is dan nooit optimaal.

Bij het zoeken naar mogelijkheden voor optimale combizorg, ligt het accent op

positieve wisselwerkingen tussen de drie zorggebieden. Deze kunnen namelijk leiden

tot verbeteringen op twee of drie terreinen (win/win situaties) waarbij "het totaal

meer is dan de som van de delen". Deze positieve wisselwerkingen worden synergie

genoemd. Daarnaast komen uiteraard ook negatieve wisselwerkingen voor; ook deze

zijn belangrijk want om een optimale situatie te bereiken moet men die negatieve

interacties vermijden.

In hoofdstuk 3 is onderzocht welke wisselwerkingen tussen de drie zorggebieden

voorkomen.

Dlt onderzoek3 berust op het opsporen van de leer-ervaingen van vijf bedrijven die

als koplopers op het terrein van combizorg zijn beschouwd omdat zij al enige tijd
bewust de zorg voor twee of drie terreinen combineerden. Die bedrijven (in deze

studie respectievelijk Steel Wire (Staaldraad), Paint (Yerf), Truclcs (Vrachtwagens),

Plastic (Chemie) en Rubber genoem.d), verschillen sterk qua technologie, de aard

van de werk-processen, markten, proces inherente risico's, branches en in minder

mate ook qua grootte.

De gangbare definities van zorgsystemen voor de drie terreinen verschillen nogal

sterk, hoewel er in die systemen ook veel vergelijkbare elementen van zorg zijn te

herkennen (bijvoorbeeld het maken van plannen, het vastleggen van verantwoorde-

lijkheden en bevoegdheden, meten en registreren etc). Een eerste noodzakelijke stap

was daarom het ontwikkelen van een methode om systematisch en consistent de drib

zorgsystemen in kaart te brengen.

Omdat elk van de drie zorgsystemen in principe geintegreerd dient te zijn in de

totale organisatie is een algemeen organisatie model, de kidse Octa€der, hiervoor

als basis genomen.

Van de situaties per bedrijf is een bediifsverslag gemaakt dat door de contactperso-

nen van die organisaties is geverifieerd. In elk bedrijfsverslag zijn de organisatie, de

bedijfsomgeving, et de die zorggebieden, alsmede de wisselwerkingen die van

invloed waren op de drie zorggebieden systematisch beschreven; tenslotte is een

aparte paragraaf gewijd aan wat ons speciaal opviel in elke organisatie. In dit
proefschrift zijn alleen de meest relevante delen van die bedrijfsverslagen

opgenomena. In de analyse zijn de leerervaringen van de bedrijven (op basis van

een vereenvoudigde versie van het door Kolb (1984) ontwikkelde model van

ervaringsleren) consequent ingedeeld in concrete leerervaringen (die betrekking

hebben op het doen (dong) en op de daaraan gekoppelde reflectieve waarneming

(reflective observation), en een. meer absiract niveau dat betrekking heeft op

bigripsvorming (conceptualization) en besluiuormrng (decision making).

Eerst zijn de ontwikkelingen in elk van de drie gebieden en de (veelal externe)
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factoren die daarop van invloed zijn beknopt geinventariseerd. De analyse richtte

zich daarna vooral op drie soorten wisselwerkingen, die respectievelijk te maken

hebben met gemeenschappelijke (inhoudelijke) aspecten, vergelijkbare organisatori-

sche principes (zowel op het niveau van zorgsystemen als van de elementen

daarvan), en de relatie met de totale bedrijfsvoering. Op elk van die niveaus is

synergie mogelijk, deze drie typen synergie heb ik respectievelijk synergie door

gemeenschappelijke aspecten (common aspect synergy), zorgsysteem-synergie

(management system synergy), en organisatie-synergie (organizational synergy)

genoemd.

Deze studie heeft aangetoond dat er veel mogelijkheden tot synergie zijn; de meeste

daarvan worden nog niet benut, zelfs in de vijf koploper bedrijven gebeurde dat nog

niet systematisch; voor veel geinterviewden was het een eye-opener om hierover na

te denken. Het blijkt overigens voor de bedrijven veel belangrijker om op zoek te

gaan naar kansen op synergie, dan om mogelijke tegenstellingen te benadrukken.

Met betrekking tot de drie zorgsystemen is het begrip synergie door dit onderzoek

concreet en tastbaar geworden:

$nergie door gemeenschappelijke aspecten berust op het gegeven dat 66n aspect van

de bedrijfsvoering voor meerdere zorggebieden van belang kan zijn. Zo is het goed

omgaan met gevaarlijke stoffen van belang voor de arbeidsomstandigheden en voor

.het milieu; de milieu belasting door produkten is relevant voor de milieuzorg maar

ook vqor de kwaliteitszorg; "good housekeeping" is voor alle drie de gebieden van

belang. Door dergelijke gemeenschappelijke aspecten beinvloeden de doelen van de

zorg elkaar; als er een probleem ontstaat rijst de vraag: is dit nu een arbo-, milieu-,

of een kwaliteits-probleem of een probleem met meerdere aspecten ? Dit kan leiden

tot onduidelijkheid over hoe het probleem moet worden opgelost en wie daarvoor

verantwoordelijk is. De synergie van gemeenschappelijke aspecten resulteert in

veelzijdiger probleem definities, een beter begrip van de voor- en nadelen van

mogelijke oplossingen en helder gedefinieerde verantwoordelijkAeden. De zorg kan

daardoor als totaal veel effectiever en tegelijk produktiever (effectief tegen minder

kosten) worden.

Zorgsysteem synergie berust op het bewust hanteren van vergelijkbare organisatori-

sche principes en instrumenten. Op die manier kunnen de leerervaringen opgedaan in

66n gebied worden gebruikt op andere terreinen, en vice versa. Dit impliceert dat er

sprake is van gemeenschappelijke, of tenminste vergelijkbare, leerprocessen.

Een belangrijke voorwaarde voor de totstandkoming van zorgsysteem synergie is de

directe inzet van top managers. De deskundigen in de drie gebieden denken

doorgaans vooral binnen hun eigen discipline en blijken de waarde van leer-

ervaringen op andere gebieden te onderschatten.
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Er zijn twee algemene strategie€n voor het realiseren van zorgsysteem synergie,

namelijk het benutten van analogiedn in vergelijkbare situaties, en integratie. Beide

strategieEn kunnen zowel worden gebruikt op het niveau van systemen als van

elementen. De bedrijven gaan doorgaans heel pragmatisch om met die strategie

keuze: zij bepalen hun strategie meestal per element.

Als de zorggebieden in een bedrijf sterk verschillen in ontwikkelingsstadium verdient

de analogie-strategie over het algemeen de voorkeur: deze is flexibeler, minder

complex en is geschikter wanneer een snelle ontwikkeling van 66n van de systemen

gewenst is. Op systeem niveau komt de integratie-strategie het meest in aanmerking

als er veel gemeenschappelijke aspecten zijn, of als de betrokken zorgsystemen alle

in behoorlijke mate zijn ontwikkeld. Door dit laatste valt te voorspellen dat de

integratie-strategie in de toekomst steeds belangrijker zal worden. Zorgsysteem-

synergie zorgt ervoor dat resultaten sneller worden geboekt (toegenomen

effectiviteit) tegen lagere inspanning en kosten (grotere produktiviteit en efficiency).

Organisatie-synergie heef\. betrekking op positieve wisselwerkingen tussen de

algemene bedrijfsvoering en de drie zorgsystemen. Organisatie-kenmerken (bdv. de

cultuur in de organisatie, de stijl van leidinggeven, de strucnrur) kunnen, zowel in
positieve als in negatieve zin, grote invloed hebben op de invoering en ontwikkeling

van zorgsystemen. Aan de andere kant zullen de zorgsystemen bepaalde ontwikkelin-
gen in de organisatie beinvloeden (het kan bijvoorbeeld duidelijk worden dat het

bedrijf flexibeler moet worden, of dat een langere termijn strategie noodzakelijk is).

Deze invloeden kunnen elkaar soms versterken. Organisatie-synergie vergroot het

vermogen van de organisatie om te innoveren, problemen op te lossen en om te
leren zowel met betrekking tot de algemene bedrijfsvoering als de zorgsystemen.

Doorgaans resulteert dit (op termijn) in een grotere effectiviteit, produltiviteit en

efficiency.

Een overzicht van de drie typen synergie wordt gegeven in de volgende tabel

(vergelijk tabel 6.1.)
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Tabel 7.1 Ovenicht van de kenmerken van de die typen synergie

synergie door
gemeenschappelijke

aspecten

zorgsysteem synergie organisatie synergie

basis van de wisselwer-

king
doelen (ltansen en pro-
blemen) beinvloeden
elkaar; de zorggebieden
overlappen.

organisatorische over-
eenkomsten bieden
kansen op gemeenschap-

pelijke leer-processen

twee strategieEn:
het benutten van analo-
gieen en integratie (zie

tabel 3.10 en 3.ll)

de ontwikkeling van de

organisatie en van de

zorgsystemen biedt
kansen voor wederzddse

versterking

Wat levert het op ? Betere vaststelling van
kansen en problemen,
meer integrale definities
van problemen, oplos-
singen en kansen

Verbetering van

samenwerking en betere
defini€ring van verant-
woordelijkheden en
procedures

het gebruik van succes-

volle aanpakken op

andere gebieden resul-
teert in beter maatwerk,
en grotere acceptatie.

Tijdwinst (grotere

effectiviteit) en kosten

besparing (hogere pro-
duktiviteit en efficiency)

snellere ontwikkeling
van de organisatie en de

zorgsystemqn grotere ef-

fectiviteit;
vergroting van de inno-
vatieve capaciteit en het

vermogen om te leren

Draagt bij aan de conti-
nuiteit van de

organisatie

Bevorderende en belem-
merende factoren

hangen vooral samen

met het primaire proces

en met de belangrijkste
produkt/marh combina-
ties

zie tabel 3.9 zie figuur 3.7

Een categorie leer-ervaringen die in hoofdstuk drie niet centraal heeft gestaan, maar

wel van wezenlijk belang bleek, wordt gevormd door de ervaringen met de invoering

en ontwikkeling van zorgsystemen. Dezp, processen kunnen worden beschouwd als

leerprocessen yan de betreffende organisatie (organizational learning processes) en

zijn zeer relevant voor de ontwikkeling van alle drie de zorgaspecten, zowel apart

als in combinatie. De cultuur in het bedrijf blijkt van grote invloed op dit leerproces.

In 66n bedrijf (VeO werd de invoering van zorgsystemen expliciet als een leerpro-

ces van de organisatie Eezier. en werd het concept van de lerende organisatie (the

learning organization) gebruikt om dit leerproces te sturen.

Uit het bovenstaande blijkt dat bepaalde leerprocessen van organisaties een essentiele

rol spelen. Bovendien was het onderzoek in hoofdstuk 3 gericht op lessen die

getrokken konden worden uit ervaringen en daalmee eerder op de opbrengsten dan

op de leerprocessen als zodanig. Vanuit een management perspectief zijn de

processen echter zeker zo interessant (resultaten kun je niet managen, processen

wel). Daarom staan leerprocessen in organisaties en met name de mogelijkheden

voor het managen daarvan centraal in de rest van het onderzoek.
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Voor het onderzoek r;iaar deze organisatieleerprocessen zijn in hoofdstuk 4 vijf
andere cases geanalyseerd. Het gaat daarbij om een secundaire analyse van reeds

bestaande cases waarbij leerprocessen in organisaties centraal stonden en waarbij de

onderzoeker als adviseur was betrokken. Alle vijf de interventies waren aanvankelijk
gedefinieerd als in-company opleidingen met het doel individuele leerprocessen bij
de diverse doelgroepen te realiseren; in twee cases waren collectieve leerprocessens

als nevendoel vastgesteld. Al deze leerprocessen moesten leiden tot verbetering van
de zorg voor de veiligheid, de gezondheid, arbeidsomstandigheden of het milieu. In
twee cases stond daarbij de invoering respectievelijk de ontwikkeling van een

zorgsysteem centraal.

Om te beginnen zijn de leerinterventies op een systematische manier beschreven, aan

de hand van een schema dat zowel is gebaseerd op een model voor organisatie

verandering (afkomstig van Van der Vlist et al (1989) en Boonstra (1992)) als op

een onderwijskundig model (het didactisch model van Van Gelder (197L)).

De organisatieleerprocessen worden daarna geanalyseerd in zes categorie€n; vier
daarvan zijn rechtstreeks afkomstig van het leermodel van Kolb (1984, doen,

reflectieve waarneming, begripsvorming, en besluitvorming). Twee andere zijn
daaraan toegevoegd vanwege het "collectieve" aspect van organisatie leren, namelijk
de aansluiting tussen de vier fasen van Kolb's model (vaak zijn er in organisaties

verschillende mensen voor het "denken" en het "doen"), en de deelname van alle

actoren die betrokken zijn bij het probleem of de oplossing daarvan (Swieringa &
Wierdsma 1990). In het onderstaande worden de drie belangrijkste invalshoeken van

de analyse, alsmede de hoofdlijnen van de resultaten weergegeven.

Als eerste is geanalyseerd hoe organisaties kunnen leren om systemen te verbeteren

(het elimineren van oorzaken die er voor zorgen dat afwijkingen kunnen zich kunne

herhalen; dit voorkomt symptoombestrijding). Dit vereist: de herkenning van

problemen als symptomen van meer chronische problemen en daarmee samenhan-

gend het vaststellen van systeemfouten die de oorzaken zijn van die chronische

problemen, vergroting van de betrokkenheid van de managers en structurele

aandacht van het management.

De tweede invalshoek betreft het succesvol nuuwgen van organisatie leerprocessen

en omvat een drietal aspecten: de relaties tussen individueel en collectief leren, het

bepalen van factoren die een negatieve invloed hadden op de leer-capaciteit van de

organisaties (leer-handicaps), en het bepalen van succesvolle strategieen om de

leercapaciteit van organisaties te vergroten. Deze drie punten worden hieronder

nader toegelicht.

Teamleren wordt gestimuleerd door deelname aan het leerproces van alle betrokke-
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nen. Dit vereist gemengde doelgroepen, waarbij een zeer belangrijke rol is wegge-

legd voor het middenkader. Een andere vereiste is de aanwezigheid in het leerproces

van voldoende stimuli voor persoonlijke betrok*enheid; dit heeft veel te maken met

de organisatie van het leerproces: probleemstellingen moeten aanspreken, en

confrontaties in kleine groepen met (het resultaat van) het eigen gedrag ziin erg

belangrijk. De verbetering van samenwerking en communicatie in het team bleek

cruciaal. Opmerkelijk was verder de mogelijkheid om een "kritische impact" te

bereiken, door in een betrekkelijk korte tijd een aanzienlijk deel van de totale

doelgroep te bereiken wordt het leereffect verveelvoudigd: het leren wordt voortge-

zet in de dagelijkse praktijk (waarmee bijvoorbeeld het oplossen van problemen op

de werkplek plaats vind).

De leerhandicaps (learning disabilities) van de vijf onderzochte organisaties hadden

betrekking op alle zes leeraspecten. Belangrijk waren bedrijfsculturele factoren die

het nemen van initiatieven belemmerden, onvoldoende inzicht in de gerezen proble-

men en de oorzaken daarvan (bijvoorbeeld het te snel zoeken naar technische of
gedragsmatige oplossingen doordat de multicausaliteit van een complex probleem

niet wordt onderkend), een geringe betrokkenheid van de managers, geringe

mogelijkheden voor de werkvloer om problemen zalf op te lossen, gebrek aan

respons op initiatieven, en belemmeringen ten gevolge van een te rigide arbeidsde-

ling (zie tabel 4.9).

De strategie€n om de leercapaciteit (learfing capability) van organisaties te virgro-

tenhadden alle betrekking op het elimineren van de geconstateerde leerhandicaps. In

vrijwel alle gevallen bleek het mogelijk, soms overigens pas na een langdurig en

soms pijnlijk leerproces, om de gewenste veranderingen te realiseren (zie tabel

4,10). Slechts in 66n geval kon een leerhandicap, door onvoldoende steun van de top

van de organisatie, niet succesvol worden aangepalt.

In de derde invalshoek wordt er vanuit gegaan dat het managen van organisatieleer-

processen het karalter heeft van leren te leren (SenSe 1990, Swieringa & Wierdsma

1990). Dit management proces vereist in de eerste plaats actieve zorg. Daarnaast is

het essentieel dat men bewust is van het leerproces. Dat schept de mogelijkheid

zowel het proces als de resultaten te evalueren (vanuit het gezichtspunt van diverse

belanghebbenden !) en ook om desgewenst bij te sturen. Als organisatie bewust

blijven leren vereist een structureel opleidingsbeleid, een goede informatie voorzie-

ning en interne communicatie. Periodieke audits dragen op langere termijn bij aan de

continuiteit van het organisatie leerproces. Daarnaast blijft het van belang alle

belanghebbenden in het leerproces te betrekken en het nemen van initiatieven te

belonen.

Tenslotte zijn de analytische bevindingen van hoofdstuk 4 samengebracht in een
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schema dat kan worden beschouwd als een checklist voor het ontwerp van een

succesvolle leer-interventie (zie t^bel 4.L2); een dergelijke interventie resulteert
uiteindelijk in het systematisch en structureel maken van het leren van de organisa-
tie.

In paragraaf 3.3 zagen we al dat de zorg voor arbeidsomstandigheden, milieu en
kwaliteit in sterke mate een antwoord is op externe ontwikkelingen. In hoofdstuk 5

staat daarom het inspelen op zo'n externe ontwikkeling centraal, namelijk de

technologische ontwikkeling van nieuwe materialen (advanced materials) en het

toenemend gebruik daarvan in produkten en produktieprocessen. Het inspelen van

bedrijven op een dergelijke ontwikkeling wordt opgevat als een organisatie leerpro-

ces, waarbij synergie aspecten belangrijk kunnen zijn6.

Ontwikkelingen zoals die op het gebied van de materiaaltechnologie zullen op de

lange duur een zeer grote invloed hebben op de arbeidsomstandigheden, het milieu
en de kwaliteit. Op alle drie de zorggebieden is het van belang dergelijke exteme
ontwikkelingen te onderkennen en te evalueren om zo nieuwe kansen en toekomstige
problemen te identificeren. Zeker als wordt gestreefd naar voortdurende verbetering
(continuous improvement), zal het systeem niet alleen gericht moeten zijn op het

oplossen van de interne problemen, maar deels ook extern gericht moeten zijn.
Organisaties moeten bereid en in staat zijn om te leren van externe ontwikkelingen,
zelfshl lijken ze op het eerste gezicht (nog) niet erg van belang. Dit leren omvat alle

zes leeraspecten. Frn logische start lijkt reflectieve waarneming van externe

ontwikkelingen waarbij het essentieel is dat de organisatie vaststelt in hoeverre de

ontwikkelingen voor het eigen bedrijf van belang zouden kunnen zijn. In het geval.

van de'ontwikkelingen in de materiaal technologie betekent dit dat de organisaties tot
op zekere hoogte aan technology assessment zouden moeten doen.

Daarop volgt het doorgronden van de ontwikkelingen, resulterend in eon goed begrip

van (potentiele) kansen en problemen. Voor de ontwikkelingen op het gebied van

nieuwe materialen zijn hierbij twee inherente beperkingen: de toekomstige effecten

op de gezondheid en vooral het milieu zijn nooit geheel te voorspellen, en een aantal

eigenschappen van nieuwe materialen is zo nieuw (bijvoorbeeld de levensduur van

100.000 jaar van geavanceerde keramische materialen) dat het vrijwel onmogelijk is

alle consequenties daarvan te doorzien. We hebben dus te maken met principiele

onzekerheden in de inschattingen van de kansen en problemen.

Dit dient te worden omgezet in besluitvorming, met name in de ontwikkeling van

een planmatige aanpak. Hierbij is, gegeven de principiele onzekerheden, het

voorzorgsprincipe (precautionary principle) van belang; de planmatige aanpak zal in
twijfelgevallen dienen te leiden tot de beslissing verdere ontwikkelingen te stoppen

(bijvoorbeeld de ontwikkeling van produkten van een ongewenste combinatie van -
deels- nieuwe materialen) of deze slechts met buitengewone zorgvuldigheid voort te
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zetten.

Vervolgens dient het plan operationeel gemaakt te worden, wat nog de nodige

vertaalslagen kan vereisen. Zo blijkt het zinvol om arbo-milieu relevante materiaal-

eigenschappen op een systematische manier te relateren aan preventie principes (zie

tabel 5.4).

Daarbij is het van belang zorgvuldig na te gaan welke actoren bij het inspelen op de

ontwikkeling betrokken kunnen worden. Meestal zal samenwerking van verschillende

functionele eenheden binnen de organisatie noodzakelijk zijn (bijvoorbeeld van

marketing, onderzoek, ontwerp, produktie afdelingen en van top managers). Naast

interne samenwerking is ook externe samenwerking essentieel. In het voorbeeld van

de materiaaltechnologie is samenwerking tussen drie actoren essentieel, namelijk

tussen onderzoeks- en ontwikkelings instellingen, ontwerpers en beleidseenheden op

macro niveau. Voor veel organisaties zal ook de samenwerking met toeleveranciers

en afnemers, of vertegenwoordigers van de eind gebruikers, van groot belang zijn

(co makership).

In hoofdstuk zes worden tenslotte een aantal van de voorgaande bevindingen

bediscussieerd. Het zoeken naar kansen op synergie, maar ook het vroegtijdig in

spelen op externe ontwikkelingen kan worden begrepen als een vonn van proactief

handelen. Proactief handelen is het vormgeven van veranderingen; dit in tegenstel-

ling tot het reageren op problemen. Proactief handelen lijkt op de langere termijn

(continuiteit) het meest belovend en biedt de beste voorwaarden voor integratie van

de zorg voor arbeidsomstandigheden, milieu en kwaliteit in de totale bedrijfsvoering.

In de dagelijkse praktijk liggen reactieve aanpakken echter vaak meer voor de hand,

omdat problemen meestal concreter zijn dan kansen.

De ontwikkeling van positieve visies op de drie gebieden en hun samenhang zal van

groot belang zijn voor de verdere ontwikkeling van combizorg. Een goed begrip van

preventie is daarbij van groot belang. Het begrip preventie moet dan echter nauw

worden opgevat, en uitsluitend worden gezien als maatregelen die zijn gericht op het

verbeteren van het systeem en het voorkomen van herhaling van problemen. Dit sluit

het aan bij de Zero Defects benadering die in de kwaliteitszorg is ontwikkeld, en bij

de moderne benadering van milieu-preventie; het is essentieel dat preventie niet

wordt verward met enigerlei vorm van symptoombestrijding; verschillende actoren

hebben echter vaak uiteenlopende opvattingen over wat de kern van het probleem, en

wat een symptoom is.

Gaandeweg is in dit onderzoek het accent verlegd van zoeken naar optimalisatie,

naar mogelijkheden tot systeem verbetering en.organisatie leren. In feite is dat een

meer dynamische benadering van de oorspronkelijke vraagstelling. Dit sluit aan bij

de recent ontwikkelde evolutionaire economische benadering. Optimaliseren veron-
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derstelt feitelijk een zeker evenwicht tussen de organisatie en haar omgeving. Een
dergelijk evenwicht is meestal ver te zoeken; de omgeving is doorgaans turbulent en

het is daarom belangrijker voor een organisatie dat zij beschikt over het vermogen

om op toekomstige veranderingen te kunnen in spelen, dan om (in een zeker tijdsbe-

stek) "optimaal" te functioneren.

Er is trouwens een zekere spanning tussen beheersing (control) of borging (assuran-

ce) enerzijds (gericht op het beheersen dan wel het borgen van de sinratie) en

verbetering anderzijds. Verbeteringen vereisen de creativiteit van de medewerkers en

het uitvoeren en evalueren van experimenten (hetgeen ook de leercapaciteit van de

organisatie vergroot). Volledige beheersing sluit deze juist uit en beperkt zo de

leercapaciteit. Natuurlijk is deze tegenstelling niet totaal, omdat verbetering ook het

vasthouden van al eerder geboekte resultaten verondersteld (Imai 1986) en een

optimale beheersing van het systeem vaak alleen via verbetering van het systeem valt
te bereiken (bijv. Groeneweg 1992). Het is juist de kunst om het goede evenwicht

tussen de twee benaderingen te vinden. Een bedrijf kan hier ook bewuste keuzes in
maken. Zo waren de koploperbedrijven van hoofdstuk 3 voornamelijk gericht op

voortdurende verbetering en werden zij meer gekenmerkt door een "doe cultuur"
waarin creativiteit werd aangemoedigd, dan door een op beheersing of borging
gerichte cultuur.

lenslotte wordt in de discussie ingegaan op enkele topics die van groot [slang zullen
zijn voor de verdere ontwikkelingen op dit terrein.

Normalisatie en certirtcafie is voor kwaliteitszorg al internationaal geregeld (de ISO

9000 normen) en een vergelijkbaar traject wordt gevolgd voor milieuzorg. In
Nederland is men recent ook gestart met de normalisering van arbozorg. Zowel in
Nederland als internationaal is de vraag aan de orde hoe de normering van de drie
zorgsystemen dient te worden geco6rdineerd (mede in het licht van de wetgeving)

teneinde te voorkomen dat normering en wetgeving suboptimalisatie in de hand

blijven werken.

De vraag wie in staat zal zijn om zaken als zorgsystemen, synergie, eisen voor

certificatie etc te definitren is van groot belang, omdat vanuit een leerperspectief
juist de samenwerking tussen de verschillende belanghebbenden het meest produktief

zal zijn. Het is echter doorgaans de praktijk dat de diverse actoren proberen hun

eigen probleem-definities aan anderen op te leggen. Zowel de overheid, als de

sociale partners dragen zo bij aan maatschappelijke suboptimalisatie. Dit zal van de

diverse partijen een nieuwe houding vragen, alsmede de wil om via samenwerking

naar een meer wenselijke situatie te streven; dit zal ook de moed vereisen om het

geijkte pad van het eigen gelijk niet bij voorbaat voorop te zetten en zo een lerende

houding in de praktijk te brengen.
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l.

a

3.

4.

5.

6.

Noten
In dit proefschrift worden arbeidsomstandigheden, milieu en kwaliteit beschouwd ils aspecten

van de bedrijfsvoering, maar ook als begippen (concepts) et als zarggebieden (areu of
management).

Met kosten wordt hier bedoeld de netto kosten: de kosten minus de opbrengsten.

Dit onderzoek bouwt voort op een onderzoek uitgevoerd in opdracht van het Ministerie van

Sociale Zaken en Werkgelegenheid. In dat onderzoek werd nauw samengewerkt met Piet

Sprengers van het Centrum voor Energiebesparing en schone technologie.

De bedrijfsverslagen zijn integraal ge,publiceerd in Zwetsloot & Sprengers (1992: &-lM).

Collectieve leerprocessen hebben betrekking op "team leren" (dat wil zeggen op de samenwer-

king van en de wisselwerking tussen individuen).

In dit hoofdstuk wordt voortgebouwd op een verkennend onderzoek dat in l99l'is uitgevoerd

voor de Europese Stichting ter Bevordering van de Leef- en Werkomstandigheden te Dublin,

en op een workshop gehouden op het Europese co[gres (Kopenhagen 1992) 'Het ontwerpen

van de toekomst". In het onderzoek voor de Europese Stichting is samengewerkt met Yorick
Benjamin en Moham Edirisinghe van de Technische Universiteit Brunel te West [,onden.
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Appendix L:Items for data collection / interviews

In search of synergy, march 1991.

Developed by G.I.J.M. Zwetsloot & P.P.M. Sprengers.

Via documents, a walk through, and a set of interviews, information will be collected

regarding the five objects (part A) and their interactions (part B). For part A the descriptive

models are given in parenthesis. For every item, it is possible to ask for the four categories

of learning processes (What is actually done? What are concrete reflective observations?

What concepts have been developed? What decisions are made or planned?).

A thefive objects

I the organization (Leiden Octahedron)

2 the organizational environment (Transactional & Contextual EnviroruiienO

3 the three management systems (Leiden Octahedron)

The items regarding the three management systems are similar whenever possible. Besides

the general items that are relevant to each systemr some specific additional items per system

are given.

3.1 the management of working conditions

3.2 environmental management

3.3 quality mana$ement

B the interacrtons between:

I the organization and the other objects

2 the organizational environment and the nunagement ofthe three aspects

3 a specific management aspect and the two other aspects

A I Regarding the organization fl,eiden ftahedron)
(elaborated upon Van der Vlist et al (1989: 38-39)

General
What is the legal form?

What is the annual turn over?

How many employees work in the firm and at the site?

What is the primary production process?
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O r ganizational obj e ctive s
What are the main organizational objectives?

What products or services are made?

Strategy

What is the strategic positioning of the firm on the market?

How does the firm stress its distinctive features? Is a change desired in the future?

Structure
What is the structure of the firm?
How are the work processes organized?

How are decisions currently made? By whom?

What is the position of the Works Council?

Technology

What are dominant technologies?

Are there technological changes realized (or foreseen) because of reasons regarding working
conditions, environment or quality , 

a
Culture
What is the dominant leadership style?

How is the internal communication organized?

What is the image that people have of their own organization?

People

What is the variety in personnel (qualifications, age, perspectives in the firm etc).

What is the position of the firm on the labour market and what is the turnover in personnel?

Is there a form of active "human resources numagement"? Is the firm investing in 'human
capital"?

A 2 description of the organizational environment.
(elaborated upon Boonstra 1989)

The trans actional environment :
Who are the main suppliers?

Who are the main customers?

How is the relationship with the unions?

Who are the most impbrtant investors?

Are there regular contacts with specific staketrolders? (eg neighbours)

What kind of direct contacts have been held with governmental agencies?

Who are the most important competitors? How can the market be characterized?

The contextual environtnent :

What economic developments are expected to become important?
What political developments are expected to become important?

What technological developments are expected to become important?
What societal developments are expected to become important?
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A 3 General items regarding the three management systems fl,eiden Octahedron)

Objectives

What are the objectives of the specific management activities?

What objectives are made formally within a policy statement?

Strategy

Is there a special budget for the respective management activities?

How much manpower is available for the respective management activities?

What problems have been given the highest priority?

Does good house keeping belong to the respective management activities?

Structure
What is the stage of the management in the respective areas? (initiation - first plans for a

proactive policy, implementation - realization of systematic prevention and control, oper-

ational - the system functions and is being evaluated and adapted constantly).

Is there a regular evaluation of projects? Is the annual program being evaluated? Are

subprograms being evaluated? Is there an annual updating ofpriorities?
Is the functioning of the respective systerns assured by periodic audits? At what intervals?

Who are responsible for the respective systems? And who is coordinating them?

Is there a systematic policy? (policy cycle or a problem solving cycle)

Are tasks relevant to the respective areas integrated into job descriptions and job evalu-

ations?

Have the respective management aspects the same priority in every department? (eg

maintenance, repair, offices etc). Are there any procedures for frequent activities? (eg

preventive maintenance, repair, specific activities). Are they registered in a handbook?

Are there any procedures for unusual circumstances? (eg putting a new production unit or
new means of production into use, handling of unlabelled materials, accidents)

Technology

Are topics of the specific areas an integral part of the evaluation of technology?

Does the technology that is being used, comply with "the state of the art" with respect to the

three aspects ?

What are the most important technological bottlenecks regarding the three aspects?

Is prevention at the source being realized systematically?

Culture
How do the objectives of the specific management activities fit into the present culture in the

organization? .

People

Do top managers actually make an effort for the realization of the aims of the respective

management aspect? What are the examples?

Is the role of middle management a stimulating or an impeding factor?

Does the Works Council undertake activities in the respective area?

Is there any official discussion between top management and the Worls Council about the

respective aspects? What are the examples?
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Has the Works Council, or a sub-committee been educated about the respective topics?

Are the respective areas lively items on the shop floor? What are the examples? Are there

substanlial differences between departments?

At what levels do the respective experts have an influence?

Is specific education and training organized systematically? What target groups have been

educated during the last two years?

Is there a form of communication planning in the respective areas?

A 3.1 Specific items regarding the management of working conditions fl,eiden
Octahedron).

objectives

Does the management of working conditions encompass safety, health, well being and

sickness absence policy? also other items?

structure
What performance indicators are being used? (accidents, incidents, number of notifications

of dangerous situations, sickness absence, transfer of employees for health reasons, entrance

to social securiry system, reintegration of employees, turnover of employees, attractiveness

in the labour market)
Is the management of working conditions regarded as a unit or as a set of partial systems

responsible for safety, health and well being?

Are there procedures for working in confined spaces?

Has the firm an overview of the hazards of the materials, substances and machines that are

used?

What is the procedure for procurement, use and maintenance of protective devices? Are

these devices actually used whenever necessary?

people

Has the firm a safety, health and wellbeing committee that is founded by the works council?

Do health and safety experts cooperate or do they usually work separately?

A 3.2 Specific items for the description of environmental management (Lciden

Oc'tahedron)

Strategy

Does environmental management encompass choice of raw materials? And product

development?

Does environmental management encompass emissions. at the workplace? And risks of
incidents?

Does environmental management encompass the environmental burden created by the

products of the firm?

Structure
What performance indicators are used? (reductions of emissions, energy use, water use, raw

material efFrciency, percentage reused waste, input of secondary raw materials, others.....).
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What environmental laws are relevant to the activities of the firm?

Technology

What technologies are especially relevant to the environmental management?

A 3.3 Specifrc items regarding quality management (Leiden Octahedron)

Objeciives

Does the firm comply with specific (international) quality standards?

Strategy

Does quality management encompass the choice of raw materials? And product develop-
ment?

Does quality management focus on: (the product, the primary production process, the

requirements or implied needs of the customer, the quality of working life, the organiz-
ational quality, the environmental quality, others.... ).

Structure
What performance indicators are being used? (Percentage defect products, Percentage

rework, Customer satisfaction, Delivery times, Reliability of delivery, Internal efficiency,
others. .. .. .).

B Iterns regarding the interactions

Between:

I the organization and the three management aspects

2 the organizational environment and the three management aspect$

3 the management of one of the three aspects and the other two areas

B I ltems about interactions between the organization and the three management

aspects

What aspects of the organization (the six clusters of the Leiden Octahedron) have been

stimulating or impeding the implementation and functioning of systematic lnanagement in the

three areas?

How far is the integration of specific management aspects into the general management

realized?

Does the strategic policy of the organization encompass working conditions, environment 6r
quality management?

What is the daily priority of the tfuee aspects compared to, for example general productiv-
ity, or compared to each other? Does the hierarchical level in the organization make any

difference in this respect ?

Are tasks, responsibilities and authorizations regarding the three aspects formally fixed and

are they communicated?

What role do cost-benefit considerations play regarding the implementation or the function-

ing of the respective management systems?
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B 2 ltems about interactions between the organizational environment and the three
management aspects.

Does the governmental policy actually stimulate or impede the introduction, implementation
or functioning of the systematic management of the three aspects?. If it is stimulating, what
problems does that generate for the firm?

What elements in the organizational environment have been stimulating or impeding'to the

introduction, implementation or functioning of the systematic management of the three

aspects (requests by customers, pressure from governmental agencies or groups of stake

holders, future developments such as an extending environmental policy, or economic

developments, etc.)?

How important is the external image of the firm for the introduction, implementation or
functioning of systematic management regarding the three aspects?

B 3 ltems about interactions between the management of any specific aspect and
that of the two other aspects

What are the reasons for integrating or not integrating the management of the specific aspect

with the management of the two other aspects? Are these reasons still appropriate? What
have been the experiences in this respect? etc.

Is an integral approach being realized concerning the specific management and the other
nunagement aspects when similar policy instruments are used?
* statement of intention
* policy statement
* integration of tasks in jobs
* expertise in the organization
* annual programs
* annual reports
* administration
* education and training, educational programs
* deliberation
* inspections at the work place level
* audits
* design of new production processes
* inveshnents and extensions of activities
* job improvement processes
* supply of internal information and internal communication

Are there any explicit lessons learned about the functioning of management systems? If so,

how were they being used when a successive management system was being implemented?

What actors were most involved in such learning processes? Were there any habits that had

to be unlearned? (Note: When interesting: elaborate !)

Are there any factors in the other two management areas that can be pointed to as stimulat-

ing or impeding for the management in the specific area?
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Did the irylemenBtion of the specific mansg€mcNil gcnerate substantial changcs in the jobs

of any eryloyees (eg job rotation, job enric,hmem, or job deterioration)? If so, in what jobs?

Has the burden of some employees been changed subcbmially by the'irylementation of the

specific management system (increascd or via automatization decreased)?

What are the boundaries of the maoageinent domains with respoct to otfurs activities (eg

relationships safety - environmenl, ocoryational hygtenc - environmentd hygiene, emissions

at tbe workplace level, prevention of major accidents, hadlfury of hazardous wastes, good

housekeeping, cluttomer requirmnt regarding environmental properti€s of products,

others...)?
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Appendix 2z The standardized content per firm
report

1. the organization
(1.1 objectives, 1.2 structure, 1.3 technology, 1.4 strategy, 1.5 culture, 1.6 people).

2. the organizational environment (both direct factors: the transformational environment,
and indirect factors: the contextual environment)

3. the management of working conditions '
(3.1'objectives, 3.2 structure, 3.3 technology, 3.4 strategy, 3.5 culture, 3.6 people).

4. environinental marurgement
(4. I objectives, 4.2 strucnrre, 4.3 technology, 4.4 strategy, 4.5 culture, 4.6 people).

5' 
?{i?"ffi{:;.rstructure, 5.3 technology, 5.4 strategy, 5.5 culture, 5'.6people).

6. interactions between the organization and the three aspects of management.

7. interactions between the organizational envirownmt and the three aspects of manage-

ment.

8. interactions between the twwgement of working conditions and environmental or
quality management

g. interactions between mvironmental motagement and the management of working
conditions or quality

10. interactions between quality rnanagement arrd the management of working condi-

tions and environmental protection

11. notable findings

12. sources

13. organization chart

Note: The sections 6 - 11, are presented in this book (section 3.2), preceded by a
very concise introduction (a summary of sections 1-5). The complete reports

are published in Dutch (Zwetsloot en Sprengers 1992:66-144)
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Appendix 3: Standardized scheme for the description of
learning interventions

Stage of the intervention Items

Introduction Period of intervention

Description of the organization (using the Leiden

octahedron)

Reasons and Starting

Poins, Intake.

Reasons for the intervention

Initial request of the client

Definition of the target group

Agreements between client and consultants

Planning of the intervention

Reflections

Diagnosis and

Determination of Objectives

Objectives

Methods of assessment of chronic problems and their causes

Actors involved; differences in point of views. Communication with

and involvement of client and other relevant actors

Rezults: starting points for the learning process.

Definition, specification and reasons for educational aims and strategy

recommended by the consuluns.

Reflections

Preparation and Instrumentation The objectives of this stage

Planning of learning activities and didactic methods

Changes in aims and strategies (organizational and for consultancy

motives)

Concise description of main items

Testing and evaluation of the program and consequent adaptions

Reflections
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Rcaltzation and Implemenadon Methods of realization

Activities of tle &ffultant beyond thc educational course.
Other ectors rhrn frosc in ttc official trrget group tna, *ur" inyolved

Stimuhdqg ard in@iqg facorc for thc realization

Reactions oftsrgpt gmup and elient

Proecss cvaluation (method, rccnrltc)

Reflections t.

Evaluation Result evaluation (When, how, by uAom), Outcome

Successive decisions

Rcflcctions

Follow-up Reasons for follow up.

Wto tookte initiative ?

Aim and saesr

Slrpportive orgmizational rnd technical meaguree

The description will reflect primarily th point of view of the organization (especial-
ly the most important "probhm owtreri in the organization), and.segondarily the
poid of view of the consultants
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